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Study Guide 

  
Congratulations Congratulations on your enrollment in a distance education course from the 

Distance Learning and Technologies Department (DLTD) of the Marine 
Corps Institute (MCI).  Since 1920, the Marine Corps Institute has been 
helping tens of thousands of hard-charging Marines, like you, improve their 
technical job performance skills through distance learning.  By enrolling in 
this course, you have shown a desire to improve the skills you have and 
master new skills to enhance your job performance.  The distance learning 
course you have chosen, MCI 0414B, Ground Maintenance Management 
Procedures for Supervisors, addresses updated polices and procedures that 
deal with the maintenance management of ground equipment.  It provides 
detailed information to ensure that all ground equipment is kept in a high state 
of readiness.  It also provides skill progression for both active and reserve 
Marines who will be or are working in a maintenance management 
supervisory position. 

  
Your Personal 
Characteristics 

• YOU ARE PROPERLY MOTIVATED.  You have made a positive 
decision to get training on your own.  Self-motivation is perhaps the most 
important force in learning or achieving anything.  Doing whatever is 
necessary to learn is motivation.  You have it! 

 
• YOU SEEK TO IMPROVE YOURSELF.  You are enrolled to 

improve those skills you already possess, and to learn new skills.  When 
you improve yourself, you improve the Corps! 

 
• YOU HAVE THE INITIATIVE TO ACT.  By acting on your own, 

you have shown you are a self-starter, willing to reach out for 
opportunities to learn and grow. 

 
• YOU ACCEPT CHALLENGES.  You have self-confidence and 

believe in your ability to acquire knowledge and skills.  You have the 
self-confidence to set goals and the ability to achieve them, enabling you 
to meet every challenge. 

 
• YOU ARE ABLE TO SET AND ACCOMPLISH PRACTICAL 

GOALS.  You are willing to commit time, effort, and the resources 
necessary to set and accomplish your goals.  These professional traits will 
help you successfully complete this distance learning course. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Study Guide, Continued 

  
Beginning Your 
Course 

Before you actually begin this course of study, read the student information 
page.  If you find any course materials missing, notify your training officer or 
training NCO.  If you have all the required materials, you are ready to begin. 
 
To begin your course of study, familiarize yourself with the structure of the 
course text.  One way to do this is to read the table of contents.  Notice the 
table of contents covers specific areas of study and the order in which they are 
presented.  You will find the text divided into several study units.  Each study 
unit is comprised of two or more lessons and  lesson exercises. 

  
Leafing 
Through the 
Text 

Leaf through the text and look at the course.  Read a few lesson exercise 
questions to get an idea of the type of material in the course.  If the course has 
additional study aids, such as a handbook or plotting board, familiarize 
yourself with them. 

  
The First Study 
Unit 

Turn to the first page of study unit 1.  On this page, you will find an 
introduction to the study unit and generally the first study unit lesson.  Study 
unit lessons contain learning objectives, lesson text, and exercises. 

  
Reading the 
Learning 
Objectives 

Learning objectives describe in concise terms what the successful learner, 
you, will be able to do as a result of mastering the content of the lesson text.  
Read the objectives for each lesson and then read the lesson text.  As you read 
the lesson text, make notes on the points you feel are important. 

  
Completing the 
Exercises 

To determine your mastery of the learning objectives and text, complete the 
exercises developed for you.  Exercises are located at the end of each lesson, 
and at the end of each study unit.  Without referring to the text, complete the 
exercise questions and then check your responses against those provided. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Study Guide, Continued 

  
Continuing to 
March 

Continue on to the next lesson, repeating the above process until you have 
completed all lessons in the study unit.  Follow the same procedures for each 
study unit in the course. 

  
Preparing for 
the Final Exam 

To prepare for your final exam, you must review what you learned in the 
course.  The following suggestions will help make the review interesting and 
challenging. 
 
• CHALLENGE YOURSELF.  Try to recall the entire learning sequence 

without referring to the text.  Can you do it?  Now look back at the text to 
see if you have left anything out.  This review should be interesting.  
Undoubtedly, you’ll find you were not able to recall everything.  But with 
a little effort, you’ll be able to recall a great deal of the information. 

 
• USE UNUSED MINUTES.  Use your spare moments to review.  Read 

your notes or a part of a study unit, rework exercise items, review again; 
you can do many of these things during the unused minutes of every day. 

 
• APPLY WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED.  It is always best to use the 

skill or knowledge you’ve learned as soon as possible.  If it isn’t possible 
to actually use the skill or knowledge, at least try to imagine a situation in 
which you would apply this learning.  For example make up and solve 
your own problems.  Or, better still, make up and solve problems that use 
most of the elements of a study unit. 

 
• USE THE “SHAKEDOWN CRUISE” TECHNIQUE.  Ask another 

Marine to lend a hand by asking you questions about the course.  Choose 
a particular study unit and let your buddy “fire away.”  This technique can 
be interesting and challenging for both of you! 

 
• MAKE REVIEWS FUN AND BENEFICIAL.  Reviews are good habits 

that enhance learning.  They don’t have to be long and tedious.  In fact, 
some learners find short reviews conducted more often prove more 
beneficial. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Study Guide, Continued 

  
Tackling the 
Final Exam 

When you have completed your study of the course material and are confident 
with the results attained on your study unit exercises, take the sealed envelope 
marked “FINAL EXAM” to your unit training NCO or training officer.  
Your training NCO or officer will administer the final examination and return 
the examination and the answer sheet to MCI for grading.  Before taking your 
final examination, read the directions on the DP-37 answer sheet carefully. 

  
Completing 
Your Course 

The sooner you complete your course, the sooner you can better yourself by 
applying what you’ve learned!  HOWEVER--you do have 2 years from the 
date of enrollment to complete this course.   

  
Graduating! As a graduate of this distance education course and as a dedicated Marine, 

your job performance skills will improve, benefiting you, your unit, and the 
Marine Corps.  

  
Semper Fidelis! 
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STUDY UNIT 1 

THE MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM 

Overview 

 
Scenario You have just been assigned as the maintenance management supervisor for 

your unit.  After reviewing your job responsibilities, you discover that an 
annual maintenance management training plan has not been completed.  You 
have received a copy of the unit’s Training Exercise Employment Plan 
(TEEP) and now need to determine training requirements.  You have a few 
weeks to complete and implement this plan. 
 
You are the appointed duty expert.  Like anyone new to the job, you have to 
ask yourself, where do I begin?  What am I supposed to include in this plan?  
How is it supposed to be implemented?  These questions and more will be 
answered in this study unit. 

 
Scope Maintenance and maintenance management training is a command 

responsibility at all levels.  This responsibility falls directly on the 
maintenance management supervisor.  Training can take many forms, ranging 
from the highly formal classroom type to a shop floor demonstration.  
 
Priorities of training are mission-oriented training, skill progression training, 
functional training, professional development education, battle skills training, 
and MOS related training. 
 
After completing this study unit, you should be able to develop and 
implement a maintenance management annual training plan. 
 
The training of the Marines in your command should be a priority.  

 
In This Study 
Unit 

This study unit contains the following lessons: 

 
Topic See Page 

Developing the Annual Training Plan 1-3 
Implementing the Annual Training Plan 1-15 
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LESSON 1 

DEVELOPING THE ANNUAL TRAINING PLAN 

Introduction 

 
Scope The maintenance management training plan is one of the more important 

documents that you will have to complete.  Preparing a comprehensive plan 
will take some time since you will need to work with your commodity 
managers to find out exactly what training is required.  Once you identify the 
discrepancies in maintenance and maintenance management training, the plan 
you develop will benefit the entire unit. 
 
The references that you will need to be familiar with to complete this plan are 
MCO P4790.2, MCO 1553.3, and the XX-XXXX Logistics Training and 
Readiness (T&R) Manual.  

 
Learning 
Objectives 

After completing this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Identify the two types of required training that must be included in an 

annual maintenance management-training plan. 
 
• Identify the document that has training requirements for maintenance 

management at the using unit level. 
 
• Identify the document that must be reviewed when scheduling 

maintenance management training. 
 
• Identify where the completed annual training plan is submitted. 
 
• Given a Training Exercise Employment Plan (TEEP), unit training plan 

requirements, and a blank calendar, create a maintenance management 
annual training plan. 

Continued on next page 
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Introduction, Continued 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
The Types of Training 1-5 
Documents Used 1-6 
Submission Requirements 1-8 
Lesson 1 Exercise 1-9 
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The Types of Training 

 
Types  Maintenance and maintenance management training is essential for all 

commodities within your unit.  The type of training is equally important 
because each peer group requires different training. 
 
The two types of required training that must be included in this plan are 
 
• Operator 
• Supervisory 

 
Operator  Operator training is training geared towards the equipment operators within 

your unit.  This training is the key element in equipment readiness since the 
equipment operator conducts the organic echelon Preventative Maintenance 
Checks and Services (PMCS) and identifies equipment defects.  
 
To determine what training is needed, you should work with the commodity 
managers to find out where they need assistance.  This will create a good 
working relationship with your commodities as well as keep you informed on 
what is going on within the commodities.  
 
Operator training class examples include input of maintenance management 
transactions, organic echelon PMCS, and reconciliation and validation. 

 
Supervisory  Supervisory training is designed for the commodity chiefs and can cover the 

same topics as operator training with emphasis placed on the implementation, 
direction, and control of the operators that reside within their commodities.  
Supervisory training classes also include actions during a maintenance stand 
down, and how to correct transaction errors. 
 
It is important to review past inspection results and current maintenance 
management output reports to identify trends within the commodities.  
Training can then be tailored to address these issues, ensuring that the 
commodity managers receive the most accurate training.  

 
Remember It is a good idea to schedule operator and supervisor training on the same days 

each month.  This will get personnel in a structured schedule and should 
allow maximum participation. 
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Documents Used 

 
MMSOP The Maintenance Management Standard Operating Procedures (MMSOP) is 

the source document within your unit for all maintenance management issues, 
including training requirements.  However, some units utilize a Major 
Subordinate Command (MSC) level MMSOP.  Deviations from the MSC 
MMSOP are made through unit policy letters.  
 
The MMSOP specifies and disseminates polices and procedures of the MSC. 
It reduces the impact of personnel turnovers by establishing a reference point 
for all members within the MSC.  It also standardizes the manner that 
maintenance operations will be performed.  To be of value, it must be 
available to and understood by all personnel.  
 
Marine Corps Order P4790.2 details all requirements for a MMSOP. 

 
TEEP The Training Exercise Employment Plan (TEEP) is maintained by the unit’s 

G-3/S-3 shop and it identifies all scheduled training and exercise participation 
of the unit for the year.  It is important to use this document to determine the 
best times that the personnel and equipment of the unit will be available for 
maintenance management training.  
 
This is an example of a TEEP for the month of May. 
 

3RD 
QUARTER                        MAY   

TEEP 1-7 8-14 15-21 22-28 
Bn Staff       FLDEX 
H&S Co.   RR 10-06 MTSTDN FLDEX 

WPNS Co. PME     FLDEX 
A CO. SASO RR 10-06 BITS FLDEX 
B Co. SASO   BITS FLDEX 
C Co. SASO RR 10-06 BITS FLDEX  

Continued on next page 
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Documents Used, Continued 

 
Unit Annual 
Training Plan 

The unit annual training plan will be available from the G-3/S-3 and it will 
list all training events that take place each month throughout the year.  Using 
this document will also help to ensure maximum unit participation.  
 
Below is an example of a unit Annual Training Plan. 

 
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 

1 
 
 
 

2  
BITS Training 
1300-1500 
 

3 4 
 

5 

8 
 
 

9 
0730 Mock PFT 
 
 

10 
 

11 
Gas Chamber 
0800-1200 
 

12 
 

15 
Field Exercise 

16 
Field Exercise 
 

17 
Field Exercise 

18 19 
 

22 
 

23 
 

24 
 

25 
Gas Chamber 
0800-1200 

26  
 

29 
 
 

31 
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Submission Requirements 

 
Commodity 
Input 

You should coordinate with the G-3/S-3 and the commodity chiefs in the 
development of unit training schedules, preparation of standard lesson plans, 
documentation of training, and identification of qualified instructors. 
 
Having each commodity chief participate in the building of this plan will 
create “buy-in” and should ensure maximum participation. 

 
Completed Plan Once a plan has been completed, it will be submitted to the G-3/S-3 for 

approval through the unit’s chain of command. 
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Lesson 1 Exercise 

 
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 12 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those listed at the end of this lesson. 

 
Item 1 What are the two types of required training that must be included in annual 

maintenance management training plan? 
 
a. Individual and group 
b. Operator and supervisor 
c. Organic and intermediate 
d. PMCS and supervisor 

 
Item 2 What document identifies all maintenance management issues, including 

training requirements at the using unit level? 
 
a. Individual Training Standards, MOS 0411 
b. Marine Corps Common Skills Handbook  
c. Using Unit Table of Organization 
d. Maintenance Management Standard Operating Procedures 
 

 
Item 3 What source document must be reviewed when scheduling maintenance 

management training? 
 
a. DPR 
b. TEEP 
c. MMSOP 
d. T/O 

 
Item 4 What section should receive a completed maintenance management annual 

training plan for approval? 
 
a. S-1 
b. S-2 
c. S-3 
d. S-4 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Scenario for 
Item 5 through 
Item 12 

Scenario:  You have been given a TEEP and a Unit Training Plan from the  
S-3, and you have identified the maintenance management training that needs 
to be scheduled.  Using the TEEP requirements and the Unit Training Plan 
requirements below, create an annual training plan using the blank calendar 
provided for items 5 through 12. 
 
TEEP requirements: 
 
8-12 May Rifle Range 10-06 
24-26 May Field Exercise 
 
Unit Training Plan requirements: 
 
1 May 0730 Promotion Ceremony 
4 May 0730 Unit PFT 
19 May 1600 Retirement Ceremony 

 
Item 5 Enter TEEP requirements for the month. 

 
Item 6 Enter the Unit Training Plan requirements for the month. 

 
Item 7 Schedule one hour of operator training in keypunching. 

 
Item 8 Schedule one hour of operator training in keypunching error correction. 

 
Item 9 Schedule one hour of operator training in organic PMCS on MT equipment. 

 
Item 10 Schedule one hour of supervisor training on tool control management. 

 
Item 11 Schedule one hour of supervisor training on Maintenance Management 

Output Reports (DPR, DTL). 

 
Item 12 Schedule one hour of supervisor training on supply reconciliation. 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Annual 
Training Plan 
for May 

Input your responses to items 5 through 12 from the lesson 1 exercise in the 
calendar below. 

 
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 

1 
 

2 3 4 5 

8 
 

9 
 
 

10 
 

11 
 

12 
 

15 16 17 18 19 
 

22 23 24 25 
 

26 

29 
 

31  
 

  
 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below provides page numbers for items 1 through 4 of the lesson 1 

exercise.  Refer to the reference page if you have any questions. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
1 b 1-5 
2 d 1-6 
3 b 1-6 
4 c 1-8 
5 See next page 1-6 
6 See next page 1-7 
7 See next page 1-5 
8 See next page 1-5 
9 See next page 1-5 
10 See next page 1-5 
11 See next page 1-5 
12 See next page 1-5 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

In this lesson, you have learned what an annual training plan is and the 
documents used in creating it, the two types of training, and the submission 
requirements for a completed plan. 
 
In the next lesson, you will learn how to implement this plan to the 
commodity sections within your unit. 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The calendar below lists the answers to the exercise items 5 through 12.  This 

is one example of what an annual training plan can look like.  TEEP and Unit 
Training Plan items should match.  Maintenance management training can 
differ from this example.  Just ensure that all items have been inputted.  All 
attempts to schedule operator and supervisor training on the same days each 
week/month should be considered.  This will ensure regular participation.  
The numbers in parentheses refer to item numbers.   

 
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 

1 
0730 Promotion 
Ceremony 
(6) 
 

2  
1330-1430 
Operator Trng:  
Keypunching  
(7) 

3 4 
0730 Unit PFT 
(6) 

5 

8 
Rifle Range  
10-06  
(5) 
 

9 
Rifle Range  
10-06  
(5) 

10 
Rifle Range  
10-06  
(5) 

11 
Rifle Range  
10-06  
(5) 

12 
Rifle Range  
10-06 
(5) 

15 
1330-1430 
Supervisor 
Trng:  Tool Cntl 
Mgmt 
(10) 

16 
1330-1430 
Operator Trng:  
Keypunching 
error correction 
(8) 

17 18 19 
1600 Retirement 
Ceremony 
(6) 

22 
1330-1430 
Supervisor 
Trng:  Maint 
Mgmt Output 
Rpts (DPR, 
DTL) 
(11) 

23 
1330-1430 
Operator Trng:  
PMCS/MT 
Equipment 
(9) 

24 
Field Exercise 
(5) 

25 
Field Exercise 
(5) 

26  
Field Exercise 
(5) 

29 
1330-1430 
Supervisor 
Trng:  Supply 
reconciliation 
(12) 

31  
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LESSON 2 

IMPLEMENTING THE ANNUAL TRAINING PLAN 

Introduction 

 
Scope Completion of the Maintenance Management-Training Plan is a very 

important step in ensuring training is scheduled.  Implementing the training 
plan also takes a lot of thought to ensure the training is efficient and effective. 

 
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Identify the main requirement when selecting an instructor. 
 
• Given a scenario with instructor qualifications, a list of scheduled classes, 

and a list of instructors, determines the best instructor for each class. 
 
• Recall the functions of maintenance management forms used for 

evaluating training. 
 
• Identify the forms that should be reviewed when analyzing maintenance 

management training needs. 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 1-15 
Instructor Requirements 1-16 
Evaluation of Training Needs 1-19 
Lesson 2 Exercise 1-21 
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Instructor Requirements 

 
Selecting 
Instructors 

The selection of instructors to conduct training classes is very important.  
They need to have experience in the subject being taught and to have the 
ability to speak in a classroom environment.  There are three characteristics 
that should be considered when selecting an instructor: 
 
• Rank 
• Experience 
• Time In Service 

 
Rank The rank of the instructor is important.  Noncommissioned officers are 

preferred since they should have intimate knowledge of the subject and 
should be respected in their position within the commodity.  They usually 
have experience talking in front of others, which builds confidence in their 
abilities. 

 
Experience Experience is the most important requirement when selecting an instructor.  

The ability to correctly answer questions that arise during training is essential.  
Having an instructor that lacks experience will compromise the effectiveness 
of the overall instruction.  

 
Time-In-
Service (TIS) 

Sometimes you will encounter individuals in a section who have been in the 
Marine Corps for a while, but have not achieved a high rank.  Other times you 
will meet individuals who have not been in very long, but have achieved more 
rank.  Looking at the person and the big picture will give you a good idea of 
who should be selected to instruct.  TIS should only be considered when there 
are two or more individuals of equal rank and experience that are being 
considered for selection as instructors.  

Continued on next page 
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Instructor Requirements, Continued 

 
Example for 
Selecting 
Instructors 

1.  The following example explains how to select the appropriate instructors 
for the classes listed. 
 
Scenario:  Your annual training plan was approved by the commanding 
officer.  Now you must implement the training plan by selecting instructors.  
The following is a listing of available instructors and their background.  
 
• Cpl Peters is an armorer who has 4 years TIS and has worked as the 

armory MIMMS clerk for the last 2 years. 
 
• LCpl Newman is a computer technician who has 2 years TIS and has 

worked as the Publications and MIMMS clerk for the communications 
Section for the last 6 months. 

 
• Sgt Loiacano is a maintenance management NCO who has 8 years TIS 

and has worked in all levels of maintenance management at the using unit 
level. 

 
• Sgt Huneke is an MT driver who has 4 years TIS and has worked as the 

MT Operations Chief for the last year. 
 
• LCpl Hirst is a supply clerk.  She has 2 years TIS and has worked as a 

DASF Clerk in the Supply Section for the last year. 
 
2.  Using the scenario listed above, select the best instructor in column 2 for 
each scheduled class in column 1. 

 
Column 1 
 
Scheduled Class 

Column 2 
 
Instructor 
 

___ 1.  Publications 
___ 2.  Keypunching 
___ 3.  Supply Reconciliation 
___ 4.  Internal Inspections 
___ 5.  Organic PMCS on MT Equipment 

a. LCpl Hirst 
b. Sgt Schmidt 
c. Cpl Peters 
d. Sgt Perry 
e. LCpl Newman 

Continued on next page 
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Instructor Requirements, Continued 

 
Solutions The following are the solutions to the exercise and the reasons why a 

particular instructor is best suited for the class. 
 

Scheduled Class Answer Reason 
1.  Publications e.  LCpl Newman LCpl Newman currently is the 

publications clerk for his 
commodity.  He has a great 
understanding of publications. 

2.  Keypunching c.  Cpl Peters Since Cpl Peters has been the 
armory MIMMS clerk for two 
years, he has a complete 
understanding of keypunching.

3.  Supply Reconciliation a.  LCpl Hirst LCpl Hirst is the DASF clerk 
in the Supply Section and does 
reconciliation every week. 

4.  Internal Inspections b.  Sgt Schmidt Sgt Schmidt could teach any 
of the scheduled classes.  
However, due to his 
experience, he should teach 
internal inspections due to the 
complexity of the class.  

5.  Organic PMCS on 
MT Equipment 

d.  Sgt Perry Sgt Perry works in motor 
transport and his day-to-day 
duties include ensuring that 
MT equipment has the proper 
organic PMCS conducted. 
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Evaluation of Training Needs 

 
Benefits  To have an effective training plan, you must do more than create your unit 

training schedule, select instructors, and monitor participation.  You must be 
sure you are training what is needed for improved job performance, and you 
must evaluate the training on an ongoing basis.  The following forms will 
assist you in analyzing training needs: 
 
• Critique Sheet  
• Lesson Plan 
• ERO 
• EROSL 
• DTL 
• DPR 
 
If the completed forms have repeated errors or other indicators, training might 
be helpful for improving performance.  Days after the end of training, you can 
look for the same errors/indicators on recently completed forms to see if the 
training was effective. 

 
Lesson Plan The lesson plan will be a key instrument allowing the instructor to cover all 

aspects required by the period of training.  It is essential to have a good lesson 
plan for all classes on file.  This will ensure that any instructor, regardless of 
the level of experience, will give a good structured period of instruction. 

 
Critique Sheet Critique sheets are the best format for evaluating training.  They provide 

feedback from the students that have attended the training.  They can pinpoint 
deficiencies in training and provide information on how to make the training 
better.  

 
Equipment 
Repair Order 
(ERO) 

The ERO is one of the basic forms of maintenance and maintenance 
management.  Training should be tailored to ensure the correct completion of 
this form.  Incorrect category codes and priorities could be due to 
performance deficiencies and could indicate a need for corrective training.  

Continued on next page 
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Evaluation of Training Needs, Continued 

 
Equipment 
Repair Order 
Shopping List 
(EROSL) 

The EROSL is used in ordering repair parts.  It shows parts being placed on 
order and current shipping status.  Incorrect completion of this form will 
hinder ordering and receiving parts and it will directly affect productivity.  
Check for incompletion trends.  The majority of these errors are correctable 
with a thorough class.  If errors continue after a class to correct the errors, 
then maybe the classroom training needs to be changed. 

     
Daily 
Transaction 
Listing (DTL) 

The DTL identifies the status of all maintenance transactions that have been 
keypunched into MIMMS.  Transactions with errors are displayed separately 
for each unit.  Repeated error trends can be an indicator of deficiencies in 
training. 

 
Daily Process 
Report (DPR) 

The DPR is a working document of all maintenance that is being conducted 
within the unit.  The ability to properly reconcile and validate all aspects of 
this report is crucial in ensuring the mission is completed.  Indicators of 
trends in errors will show throughout this report.  Trends in errors will be 
discussed in later study units in this course. 
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Lesson 2 Exercise 

 
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 13 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those listed at the end of this lesson. 

 
Item 1 What is the most important requirement for selecting an instructor? 

 
a. Rank 
b. Experience 
c. Age 
d. Time-in-service 

 
Scenario for 
Item 2 through 
Item 6 

Use the following scenario to answer items 2 through 6: 
 
Scenario:  Your annual training plan was approved by the commanding 
officer.  Now you must implement the training plan by selecting instructors.  
The following is a listing of available instructors and their background.  
 
• Sgt Fider is a motor transport (MT) mechanic who has 6 years TIS and has 

worked as the maintenance chief of a motorpool. 
 
• Cpl Josephson is a MT mechanic who has 3 years TIS and has worked as 

the MIMMS clerk/tool room NCO for the MT section for the last 1 years. 
 
• LCpl Smith is a MT driver who has 4 years TIS and has worked as the MT 

dispatcher for the last year.  
 
• Sgt Roman is a maintenance management NCO who has 7 years TIS and 

has worked in all levels of maintenance management at the using unit 
level. 

 
• Cpl Kruger is a radio technician who has 2 years TIS and has worked in 

the Communications Section as the MIMMS clerk for the last year.  

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Items 2 through 
Item 6 

Matching:  Using the scenario on the previous page for items 2 through 6, 
select the best instructor in column 2 for each scheduled class in column 1. 

 
Column 1 
 
Scheduled Class 

Column 2 
 
Instructor 
 

___ 2. Tool Control 
___ 3. Pre-Expended Bin (PEB) 
___ 4. Supply Reconciliation 
___ 5. ERO/EROSL 
___ 6. Organic PMCS on MT Equipment 

a. Cpl Kruger 
b. Sgt Fider 
c. LCpl Smith 
d. Sgt Roman 
e. Cpl Josephson 

 
Item 7 through 
Item 11 

Matching:  For items 7 through 11, match the maintenance form in column 1 
with its function in column 2. 

 
Column 1 
 
Maintenance Form 

Column 2 
 
Function 
 

___ 7. Critique Sheet 
___ 8.   ERO 
___ 9.   EROSL 
___ 10. DTL 
___ 11. DPR 

a. Displays all maintenance conducted within  
 the unit 

b. Identifies parts placed on order  
c. Basic form of maintenance management 
d. Provides feedback from students 
e. Displays maintenance transaction status 

 
Item 12 What forms must be reviewed when analyzing maintenance management 

training needs? 
 
a. ERO, EROSL, TEEP, DPR, and Critique Sheet 
b. DTL, DPR, T/O, LM2, and Critique Sheet 
c. ERO, EROSL, DTL, DPR, and Critique Sheet 
d. EROSL, DTL, LES, CMR, and Critique Sheet 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 13 What form should be used to evaluate training? 

 
a. EROSL 
b. Attendance roster 
c. ERO 
d. Critique Sheet 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have any 

questions about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference Page 
1 b  1-16 
2 e 1-16 
3 b 1-16 
4 d 1-16 
5 a 1-16 
6 c 1-16 
7 d 1-19 
8 c 1-19 
9 b 1-19 
10 e 1-19 
11 a 1-19 
12 c 1-19 
13 d 1-19 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

In this lesson, you have learned how to implement an annual training plan, the 
guidelines for selecting instructors, and the ways to evaluate training.  The 
next study unit will cover the repair parts control program, which will include 
bi-weekly validation, ERO parts bins, and Pre-Expended Bins. 
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STUDY UNIT 2 

THE REPAIR PARTS CONTROL PROGRAM 

Overview 

 
Scope The repair parts control program is one of the more important programs that 

you will have to manage.  It is your ultimate responsibility to ensure that 
repair parts and maintenance related supplies are requisitioned when required, 
accounted for, and safeguarded.   
 
Once requirements are identified, they must be put on order as soon as 
possible and in accordance with the urgency of need for the repair part. 
 
This is a tedious program to manage, but mastery of it will draw huge 
dividends to the entire unit. 
 
After completing this study unit, you should be able to identify the procedures 
for conducting bi-weekly validations, and for developing and managing ERO 
parts bins and pre-expended bins. 

 
In This Study 
Unit 

This study unit contains the following lessons: 

 
Topic See Page 

Conducting a Bi-Weekly Validation 2-3 
The ERO Parts Bin 2-21 
Managing a Pre-Expended Bin (PEB) 2-29 
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LESSON 1 

CONDUCTING A BI-WEEKLY VALIDATION 

Introduction 

 
Scope Validation is a process used to confirm repair part requirements.  It involves 

confirmation of part requirements, cancellations, receipts, scrounges, and 
current status.  When confirming needed requirements, the customer must 
ensure that the items are identified, still exist, and are resident in the supply 
system. 
 
Although your maintenance management clerk will conduct a daily 
validation, as a supervisor, you at a minimum, need to conduct bi-weekly 
validations.  The MMSOP will define variations of frequency for validation.   
 
The references that you need familiarity with to complete validation are 
MCO P4790.2, UM 4400-124, and MCO 4400.16.   

 
Learning 
Objectives 

After completing this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Identify the five reports required to be reviewed for bi-weekly validation. 
 
• Identify the five characteristics of a valid requisition. 
 
• Identify the information that is updated on an Equipment Repair Order 

Shopping List (EROSL). 
 
• Identify the action taken for a bad supply status. 
 
• Given a scenario and maintenance management output reports, complete a 

bi-weekly validation. 

Continued on next page 
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Introduction, Continued 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 2-3 
Reports Used During Validation 2-5 
Characteristics of a Valid Requisition 2-11 
Validation Updates on the EROSL 2-13 
Bad Supply Status Action 2-14 
Steps for Conducting a Bi-Weekly Validation 2-15 
Lesson 1 Exercise 2-19 
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Reports Used During Validation 

 
Five Types  Validation of the repair parts program consists of data from several different 

output reports.  It is imperative to analyze data from each report to ensure that 
a comprehensive validation is conducted. 
 
The output reports consist of four from maintenance management and one 
from supply.  The five reports are listed below: 
 
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT 
 
• Daily Process Report (DPR) 
• Weekly Owning Unit Table of Authorized Material (TAM) Report 
• LM2 
• Weekly Material Report (MAT) 
 
SUPPLY 
 
• Due and Status File (DASF) 

Continued on next page 
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Reports Used During Validation, Continued 

 
Daily Process 
Report (DPR) 

The DPR is the main maintenance management output report that identifies 
all maintenance action that is being performed within the unit.   
 
Validation of this report consists of comparing all EROs on the DPR with the 
ERO and EROSL to ensure that 
 
• ERO job status is correct. 
 
• ERO category codes and priority are valid. 
 
• EROSL has been prepared, document numbers assigned, and transactions 

processed. 
 
• Priorities assigned to document numbers on EROSL logically follow the 

priority and category code assigned to the ERO. 
 
• Priorities assigned meet the criteria contained in MCO 4400.16, the 

Uniform Material Movement and Issue Priority System (UMMIPS). 

 
DPR Example Below is an example of an excerpt of a DPR. 
 
X1400 E0980 02498A 1234567   M   06 1005-00-322-9715 MACH GUN 50 CA 5061 5061 D 
 11001 5104-RPR PRGS 0.00 2 1    LC-M2/5104  WPNS-CBB 49 49 
   5101-SHT PART 
   5061-INS PRGS 
    R-5101 99999-5096-7010 EA  1 06 1005-00-556-4305 ROD ASSEMB 9 097 AS1 MC1  AT 
    R-5101 99999-5096-7015 EA  1 06 5315-00-600-8784 PIN,SPRING 9 097 AS1 MC1  AT 
                                    99999-5108-7011 EA  1 06 1005-01-141-1235 BUFFER ASS   REJ   AT 
                                    99999-5108-7012 EA  1 06 1005-01-453-9289 BUFFER,REC   REJ   AT 
                                    99999-5108-7013 EA  1 06 5360-00-726-6134 SPRING,FLA   REJ   AT 
                                    99999-5108-7014 AY  1 06 1005-00-550-4082 EXTENSION   REJ   AT 
                                    99999-5109-7011 EA  1 06 1005-01-141-1235 BUFFER ASS    E   AT 
                                    99999-5109-7012 EA  1 06 1005-01-453-9289 BUFFER,REC   E   AT 
                                    99999-5109-7013 EA  1 06 5360-00-726-6134 SPRING,FLA   E   AT 
                                    99999-5109-7014 AY  1 06 1005-00-550-4082 EXTENSION   E   AT 
X1419 E1762 09081B US123456  P   06 1005-01-371-5639 SHOTGUN  5070 
 11001 5074-INS PRGS 0.00 2 1      WPNS-MINR   40 
X1477 NL232 05538C 6654321  N   13 1005-00-674-1425 M1 30CAL RIFLE 5101    D 
 11001 5110-PCKP HECH 0.00 2 1  R4B80   WPNS-MINR   9 
    5101-INS PRGS 

Continued on next page 
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Reports Used During Validation, Continued 

 
Weekly Owning 
Unit Table of 
Authorized 
Material 
Report (TAM) 

This report is produced in Table of Authorized Material Control Number 
(TAMCN) sequence with a break in the report for each type and commodity 
designator.  It includes active EROs at intermediate maintenance as well as 
organizational maintenance with the latest job status displayed. 
 
During validation, reconcile this report with the LM2 and DPR to validate 
deadline status of equipment and to identify all active category code “M” 
EROs as well as any component “C” EROs as applicable.  You will then, 
using the PCMIMMS program, manually add all active category codes “M” 
EROs that are resident on the DPR, but not resident on the LM2.  It is 
imperative that the DPR and LM2 match for all Category “M” EROs. 

 
TAM Example  Below is an example of an excerpt of a Weekly Owning Unit TAM Report. 
 

MIMMS FIELD MAINTENANCE SUBSYSTEM FOR 1ST MARINE BRIGADE 
SVCBN 9TH MARDIV WEEKLY OWNING UNIT MAINTENANCE TAM REPORT ON 20 APR 2005    PAGE  0001 

 
TAM   OWNER SRL-NO ID-NO NOMEN QTY PRI CAT ECH DEFECT JOB-STATUS  DDL DIS ML-IND ERO 
 
A0499 99999 00005 10664A TSQ-227 DTC 01 06 X 2 ELEC-INOP 5090-ITRS REP 0 62   X1R09 
A1935 99999 A0092 07743B MRC138/TBD1 01 06 M 2 COMP-RPLC 5013-SHT PART 155 155 LCS2 X1B15 
A1957 99999 S0229 09730A AN/MRC-145 01 13 C 2 BODY-RPLC 5103-UNIT RCL 0 13  X1A28 
A1957 99999 S0229 09730A AN/MRC-145 01 13 N 2 BODY-RPLC 5098-ITRS REP 0 12  X1B23 
A1957 99999 S0235 09730A MRC145/TBD2 01 06 M 2 COMP-RPLC 5026-SHT PART 155  155 LCS2 X1B17 

Continued on next page 
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Reports Used During Validation, Continued 

 
LM2 The LM2 report displays all readiness information for a using unit.  It lists the 

individual unit allowance items by TAMCN, unit allowances, status of 
equipment (i.e., on hand, overages/shortages, condition, etc.), and current 
maintenance data. 
 
It is imperative that this report is always accurate with the actual equipment 
conditions.  Reconciliation of the Weekly Owing Unit TAM report, DPR, and 
LM2 will ensure that all category code “M” equipment in the maintenance 
cycle is correctly reported.   

 
LM2 Example Below is an example of an excerpt of an LM2 report. 

 
 

MARES LM2 UNIT REPORT MC-4431-03  DATE 05/110 
SVCBN 9TH MARDIV   PAGE   6 

UIC M99999  MAJORCMD M99999 
TAM TAM REPT REPT EXC DEADLINE-EQUIP ORIG DATE-OF PRES PRES PRES STAT ERO 
NUMBER NOMEN AUTH  POSS QTY SER-NO ID-NO DT-DL PRES-CND COND EOM HLDR DAYS NO 
 
B0953 MEP-805 30KW 8 6  FZ69694 9249A 05/061 05/061 NMCS 2 M99999 049 VV665 
      REMARKS ABOUT TAM 

050323 
HQMC AUTH=046 
T/O&E (T/A) DEF QTY 002 
M99999-4344-G070 QTY 006 
DUE IN LKH=MPB/ESD 96017/BB 
CMD ADJ QTY 038 TO M99999 

B1021 MEP-806 60KW 8 4  RJ02062 9244A 05/103 05/103 NMCM 2 M99999  007 X1667 
      REMARKS ABOUT TAM 

050419 
HQMC AUTH=008 
T/O&E (T/A) DEF QTY 004 
CMD ADJ QTY 006 TO M99999 

 
 TOTALS FOR THIS UIC ARE         785  205     0       QTY DL =     13 
 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
/            PACING ITEM READINESS/               / / END ITEM READINESS / 
/  S   RATING   EQUALS    21.1   PERCENT    /  /  S   RATING   EQUALS    27.3   PERCENT / 
/  R   RATING   EQUALS    96.8   PERCENT    / /  R   RATING   EQUALS    93.1   PERCENT / 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Continued on next page 
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Reports Used During Validation, Continued 

 
Weekly 
Material 
Report (MAT) 

This report consists of a listing, in document number sequence, of all 
outstanding repair part requisitions for open EROs on the Master ERO File.   
It may also be used to indicate trends in faulty parts, the need for Product 
Quantity Deficiency Reports (PQDRs), changes in repair procedures, and 
supply problems by analysis of the status date and the priority of the 
requisition. 
 
During validation, this report is used to validate pending part requisitions to 
identify if parts are still required, received, or cancelled.  Appropriate action 
is taken to requests that are identified to be incorrect.  It is also used to ensure 
that the supply status provided is current, acceptable, and understood.   

 
Weekly MAT 
Report 
Example 

Below is an example of an excerpt of a Weekly Material Report. 

 
MIMMS FIELD MAINTENANCE SUBSYSTEM FOR 1ST MARDIV CPEN 

WEEKLY MATERIAL REPORT ON 20 APRIL     05(5110) FOR SVCBN 9TH MARDIV                      PAGE: 94 
 

 NAT-STK-NUM DOC-NUMBER UI QTY PRI ADV NMCS LKH STAT DATE TYPE D-ST PART-NAME ERO 
 5315-01-385-1540 99999-5069-7010 EA 1 06  AT E S9I J 73 AS1 37 PIN, LOCK X1394 
 1010-01-151-6216 99999-5069-7011 EA 4 06  AT E S9C J 72 AS1 38 PLUNGER, FE X1394 
 5315-01-385-1540 99999-5069-7021 EA 1 06  AT E S9I J 73 AS1 37 PIN, LOCK X1393 
 1010-01-151-6216 99999-5069-7022 EA 4 06  AT E S9C J 72 AS1 38 PLUNGER, FE X1393 
 1010-01-151-6215 99999-5069-7023 EA 4 06  AT E S9C S 72 AS1 38 PLUNGER, FE X1393 
 5315-01-385-1540 99999-5069-7041 EA 1 06  AT E S9I J 73 AS1 37 PIN, LOCK X1395 
 1010-01-151-6216 99999-5069-7042 EA 4 06  AT E S9C J 72 AS1 38 PLUNGER, FE X1395 
 1010-01-151-6215 99999-5069-7043 EA 4 06  AT E S9C S 72 AS1 38 PLUNGER, FE X1395 
 5306-00-051-4070 99999-5069-7048 EA 6 06  AT E S9I J 73 AS1 37 BOLT,MACHI X1399 
 5315-01-385-1540 99999-5096-7002 EA 1 06  AT  S9I J 99 AS1 11 PIN,LOCK X1399 

Continued on next page 
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Reports Used During Validation, Continued 

 
Due and Status 
File (DASF) 

This report, which is maintained through supply, contains a record of all 
outstanding requisitions that are on order.   
 
During validation, you will reconcile this report and the DPR to validate all 
pending part requisitions.  Discrepancies will be corrected on both reports to 
ensure the most current status is displayed.  Supply status is also displayed 
and will give you the ability to perform corrective action on any bad status.     

 
DASF Example Below is an example of an excerpt of a DASF. 
 
ACTIVITY   M99999 TOTAL GENERAL ACCOUNT DASF LIST  - BY FSN PAGE    1 10/27/03 0225 
DOCUMENT NO. PFSN RU/ERO  PC  UI  BOQTY DUEIN REC-D PRI  U/P    SAC  PJ CD SIG ADV RFSN 
 DIC RIC SUF QTY  UI STAT  DSTAT DSHIP DOC/TCN/FSN DIC RIC SUF  QTY UI STAT DSTAT DSHIP DOC/TCN/FSN 
M9999931970005 1080014750694   YMCP     C  EA 00010  00010 00000 13 01578.00 1  SFO A 2L 9999014750694 
 Z0A    00010 EA   3198  0000  9999014750694  AE1 MC1    00010  EA BB  3198 0198  9999014750694 
 AE1 B16  00010 EA BB  3202  3199  9999014750694  AE1 B16     00010  EA BD  3202 3199  9999014750694 
 AE9 SGA  00010 EA BK  3202  0000  9999014750694  AE1 B16     00010  EA BB  3246 4146  9999014750694 
 AE1 B16  00010 EA BB  3252  4156  9999014750694  AE1 B16     00010 EA BB  2533 4157  9999014750694 
 AE1 B16  00010 EA BB  3267  4171  9999014750694  
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Characteristics of a Valid Requisition 

 
DASF The DASF displays a record of all valid requisitions for a unit.  It is very 

important to ensure that every request is valid and has a current status.  There 
are five fields on the DASF that need to be reviewed to ensure the requisition 
is valid.  The five fields are listed below: 
 
• Supply Status 
• Quantity 
• ERO 
• National Stock Number (NSN) 
• Priority 

 
Supply Status Having the correct supply status is important.  Supply status codes are 

identified if the item on order is accepted or rejected, when an item will be 
shipped, and if there is a backorder. 
 
Keeping track of the supply status will ensure that your parts are received in a 
timely manner and will allow you to correct any discrepancies when they 
occur. 

 
Quantity Validating the quantity ordered on the EROSL to what is listed on the DASF 

is important.  Discrepancies can have an effect on the maintenance cycle as 
well as the fiscal budget of the unit.  Ensure that the correct quantity is listed 
for each requisition.   

 
ERO Each requisition is required to have an active ERO associated with it if the 

requisition directly affects maintenance.  This will ensure that the DPR and 
DASF match and will allow you to track the maintenance cycle from start to 
finish. 

Continued on next page 
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Characteristics of a Valid Requisition, Continued 

 
NSN Having the correct NSN is very important.  There are times that the NSN has 

been changed, updated or identified with an alternate NSN.  Validation will 
ensure that the correct repair items are received and that they are in fact the 
correct items.   

 
Priority Priority on the DASF is important because it should match the ERO and 

EROSL.  There should be at least one requisition with the highest priority 
listed on the ERO.  Priorities assigned must meet the criteria contained in 
MCO 4400.16, the Uniform Material Movement and Issue Priority System. 
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Validation Updates on the EROSL 

 
Five Categories The EROSL is an important form that tracks the commodities requisitions 

ordered through supply.  During validation, ensure that certain categories 
have been reconciled with the current status of each requisition. 
 
The five categories that should be validated are 
 
• Status 
• Receipts 
• Cancellations 
• Issues 
• Scrounges  

 
Status The status of the requisition will be found on the DASF.  It is important to  

ensure that the requisition is current and understood. 

 
Receipts There will be times that the item can be received by the unit, but will not 

show as received on the DPR.  When this occurs, update the EROSL and 
complete the appropriate PCMIMMS transaction to update the DPR.   

 
Cancellations Cancellations or “CANCs” are a normal occurrence within each commodity.  

During validation, it is important to ensure that the EROSL, DASF, and DPR 
all show a cancellation on requisitions that are no longer required.  Proper 
annotation will include a C-5110 (CANC and Julian Date cancelled).  This 
also will include scrounges, which are requisitions that have been filled 
through alternate non-supply means. 

 
Issues Issues can come in a few variations such as full issue and partial issue.  If an 

item is partially received, the number of received and the number still 
pending needs to be annotated.   

 
Scrounges Scrounges are transactions that fill a requisition but are not ordered through 

supply.  Normally, those items are located by alternate means.  Again, it is 
important to ensure that the EROSL, DASF and DPR are annotated when this 
occurs.  This will ensure that duplicate requisitions are not received. 
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Bad Supply Status Action 

 
Three Steps On several occasions, the supply status displayed will require additional 

corrective action.  It is imperative that these discrepancies are corrected as 
soon as discovered.  Failure to correct in a timely manner will result in a 
longer delay in receiving the requisition.  This is especially important when 
the requisition is a high priority and for a mission essential piece of 
equipment. 
 
The three steps to take to correct a bad supply status are listed in the table 
below. 

 
Step Action 

1 Identify the status codes and explanations used in chapter 4 of UM 
4400-124. 

2 Use the explanation to make corrections. 
3 Submit the corrections to supply for action. 
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Steps for Conducting a Bi-Weekly Validation 

 
Introduction Now that you have an understanding about the different parts of a bi-weekly 

validation, the following table will sequence the entire process from start to 
finish. 

 
Step Action 

1 Review the daily validation procedures to ensure that they are done 
properly. 

2 Ensure all EROs cite the category codes that accurately reflect the 
actual condition and status of the equipment. 

3 Compare all EROs on the DPR in a short part (SHT PART) status 
with the ERO and EROSL to ensure that 
 

1 ERO Job Status is correct. 
2 ERO Category Codes and priority are valid. 
3 An EROSL has been prepared, document numbers 

assigned, and transactions processed. 
4 The priorities assigned to document numbers on EROSL 

logically follow the priority and category code assigned 
to the ERO. 

5 The priorities assigned to meet the criteria contained in 
MCO 4400.16. 

  
4 Inventory the ERO parts bin by comparing the EROSL to the 

material/parts in the bin.  Annotate the EROSL with any changes 
required.  Ensure that all corrective action or changes are entered 
into MIMMS/AIS.  All of the repair parts in the ERO bin should be 
reflected as received on the DPR. 

5 Ensure that all open EROs have been prepared per TM 4700-15/1. 
6 Ensure all receipts, cancellations, and scrounges have been 

annotated on the EROSL and that required transactions have been 
submitted and processed. 

7 Ensure that the supply status provided is current, acceptable, and 
understood.  Request clarification from the supply section on any 
status that is not understood or does not sufficiently respond to the 
priority assigned. 

8 Ensure that the DPR is annotated with the current and correct data, 
and reconciled with supply against SASSY output reports.  Prepare 
and submit the required transactions to correct invalid data 
reflected on the DPR. 

Continued on next page 
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Steps for Conducting a Bi-Weekly Validation, Continued 

 
Example of Bi-
Weekly 
Validation of 
DPR 

The following example will test your ability to conduct a bi-weekly validation 
of the DPR. 
 
Scenario:   During your bi-weekly validation, you have discovered some 

discrepancies listed on the DPR.  Using the DPR example listed 
below, answer the questions pertaining to the corrective action 
required to correct each discrepancy.   

 
 

X1400 E0980 02498A 1234567   M   13 1005-00-322-9715 MACH GUN 50 CA 5061 5061 D 
 11001 5104-RPR PRGS 0.00 2 1    LC-M2/5104  WPNS-CBB 49 49 
   5101-SHT PART 
   5061-INS PRGS 
    R-5101 99999-5096-7010 EA  1 06 1005-00-556-4305 ROD ASSEMB 9 097 AS1 MC1  AT 
    R-5101 99999-5096-7015 EA  1 06 5315-00-600-8784 PIN, SPRING 9 097 AS1 MC1  AT 
                                    99999-5108-7011 EA  1 06 1005-01-141-1235 BUFFER ASS   REJ   AT 
                                    99999-5108-7012 EA  1 06 1005-01-453-9289 BUFFER, REC   REJ   AT 
                                    99999-5108-7013 EA  1 06 5360-00-726-6134 SPRING, FLA   REJ   AT 
                                    99999-5108-7014 AY  1 06 1005-00-550-4082 EXTENSION   REJ   AT 
                                    99999-5109-7011 EA  1 06 1005-01-141-1235 BUFFER ASS    BB   AT 
                                    99999-5109-7012 EA  1 06 1005-01-453-9289 BUFFER, REC   E   AT 
                                    99999-5109-7013 EA  1 06 5360-00-726-6134 SPRING, FLA   E   AT 
                                    99999-5109-7014 AY  1 06 1005-00-550-4082 EXTENSION   E   AT 
X1419 E1762 09081B US123456  P   06 1005-01-371-5639 SHOTGUN  5070 
 11001 5074-INS PRGS 0.00 2 1      WPNS-MINR   40 
X1477 NL232 05538C 6654321  N   13 1005-00-674-1425 M1 30CAL RIFLE 5101    D 
 11001 5110-PCKP HECH 0.00 2 1  R4B80   WPNS-MINR   9 
    5101-INS PRGS 
 
 
Question 1 In the header line of ERO X1400, what is the discrepancy? 

 
__________________________________________________ 

 
Question 2 What is the corrective action to correct the discrepancy listed in Item 5? 

 
__________________________________________________ 

 
Question 3 Document number 99999-5096-7010 is listed as received on 5101.  This part 

has not been received.  What is the corrective action? 
 
__________________________________________________ 

Continued on next page 
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Steps for Conducting a Bi-Weekly Validation, Continued 

 
Question 4 Today’s date is 5112 and document number 99999-5109-7011 is no longer 

required.  What should be annotated on the DPR for this document number? 
 
__________________________________________________ 

Continued on next page 
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Steps for Conducting a Bi-Weekly Validation, Continued 

 
Solutions The following are the solutions to the validation of the DPR exercise.  

Reasons for each answer are also provided.   
 

Question Answer Reason 
1 Priority incorrect for 

Category Code 
Category Code “M” EROs cannot 
have the Priority of 13.  Also, all 
part requisitions are at priority 
06.  This should identify that the 
priority of the ERO should, at a 
minimum, be priority 06. 

2 Upgrade Priority The priority should be 06.  This is 
to equal the part requisition 
priority. 

3 Verify non-receipt and 
reorder through supply 

You always want to check to see 
if the part was actually received.  
Check with supply to see if 
someone signed for it.  If there is 
no record of receipt, resubmit the 
requisition to supply to be 
reordered.   

4 C (CANC)-5112 This part needs to be cancelled 
(CANC) by keypunching the 
appropriate MIMMS-AIS 
transaction.  This will cancel the 
part request on the DPR.  During 
validation, inform Supply of the 
CANC so they can ensure that it 
is cancelled in supply system. 
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Lesson 1 Exercise 

 
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 4 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those listed at the end of this lesson. 

 
Item 1 What are the five reports that are used during validation? 

 
a. DPR, DTL, TAM, MAT, and CMR 
b. DPR, DASF, TAM, LM2, and MAT 
c. DPR, ERO, T/E, CMR and LM2 
d. DPR, ERO, EROSL, CMR, and MAT 

 
Item 2 On a Due and Status File, what five fields need to be reviewed to ensure that 

the request is valid? 
 
a. Quantity, ERO, NSN, Status, and Priority 
b. Unit of Issue, ERO, NSN, Price, and Status 
c. ERO, Status, EROSL, NSN, and Price 
d. Status, EROSL, NSN, Price, and Priority 

 
Item 3 What are the five categories on the EROSL that need to be updated during a 

validation? 
 
a. Status, Part Name, Cancellation, Date, and Scrounge 
b. Status, Receipt, Scrounge, Shop Section, and Issue 
c. Status, Cancellation, Scrounges, Issues, and Cannibalization 
d. Status, Receipt, Cancellation, Issue, and Scrounge 

 
Item 4 The three steps taken to correct an invalid supply status is to use 

________________ to identify the status, use the explanation to make 
corrections, and submit the corrections to supply. 
 
a. MCO P4790.2  
b. UM 4790-5  
c. UM 4400-124 
d. TM-4700-15  

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below provides the answers to the exercise items.  If you have any 

questions about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference Page 
1 b 2-5 
2 a 2-11 
3 d 2-13 
4 c 2-14 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

In this lesson, you have learned how to identify the procedures for conducting 
bi-weekly validations.  The next lesson will cover how to manage an ERO 
Parts Bin. 
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LESSON 2 

THE ERO PARTS BIN 

Introduction 

 
Scope An ERO parts bin, also referred to as a layette, is a means of controlling or 

accounting for repair parts.  An ERO parts bin is an area where the parts 
ordered on the EROSL through the supply system for an ERO are stored once 
they are received while waiting to be used in the maintenance of the 
equipment.  Proper accounting of all received parts is crucial to a successful 
repair parts program. 
 
The references that you need familiarity with for managing an ERO parts bin 
are MCO P4790.2, TM 4700-15/1, UM 4400-124, and UM 4790-5. 

 
Learning 
Objectives 

After completing this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Describe the function of an ERO parts bin. 
 
• Identify the reasons for validating an ERO parts bin. 
 
• Identify the frequency of validations for an ERO parts bin. 
 
• Identify the forms used to manage an ERO parts bin. 
 
• Identify the occasions to update status on an ERO parts bin. 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 2-21 
Managing 2-22 
Validating 2-23 
Forms Used 2-24 
Lesson 2 Exercise 2-25 
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Managing 

 
Background An ERO parts bin is a place where all received parts are kept until they are 

used in support of maintenance on equipment.  These parts have been ordered 
on an EROSL, via SASSY or locally procured for a particular ERO. 
 
For example, in a motor transport maintenance shop, there would be a room 
with shelving and bins where all received parts would be kept once picked up 
from supply.  Normally, the ERO and EROSL will be displayed in front of 
the shelf or bin to identify the parts that are associated with the ERO.  This 
allows for easy validation using the DPR, DASF, and ERO, EROSL.     

 
Requisition to 
Receipt 

The entire repair part requisition process must be tracked from requisition to 
receipt.  This has to be accomplished in SASSY and MIMMS/AIS.  However, 
once repair parts are received, automated accounting stops and manual 
accounting starts. 

 
Manual 
Accounting 

Manual accounting commences when repair parts are received by supply and 
are issued to a commodity section.  ERO parts bins are designed to group all 
repair parts together for a particular ERO.  All parts for the same ERO are 
kept together in the same bin and the ERO number normally indicates the 
location.  Parts requiring a larger area are normally stored together and must 
be marked with the applicable ERO number. 

 
Function During the manual accounting phase, the ERO parts bin main function is to 

control and account for all repair parts. 
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Validating 

 
Two Reasons The two reasons for validating an ERO parts bin are to 

 
• Identify problem areas 
• Track trends  

 
Problem Areas Some of the problem areas in ERO parts bin validation include incorrect 

annotation on the EROSL of the date/quantity the items were received, 
correct location of parts for the ERO in the associated bin, and the 
date/quantity that the items were issued for installation. 

 
Trends A common trend that is found in an ERO parts bin is a lack of accounting for 

received parts.  This will result in no annotation on the EROSL of the 
received part as well as not entering the received part information into 
MIMMS/AIS to populate the DPR.s 

 
Frequency Validation (inventory) of the ERO parts bins should be completed bi-weekly.  

During this inventory, the EROSL and the material/parts in each bin should 
be compared to ensure accuracy. 
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Forms Used  

 
Four Types Managing an ERO parts bin requires daily attention to detail.  Proper training 

to the commodity section’s parts bin clerk is essential.  As a supervisor, you 
will use four different forms in managing each bin. 
 
The four forms that are used to manage an ERO parts bin are 
 
• EROSL 
• ERO 
• DPR 
• DTL 

 
EROSL The EROSL is the primary form for managing a bin.  The EROSL will 

always be annotated unless full issue of requested parts.  However, there will 
be three different occasions when the part status should be updated on the 
EROSL.   
 
The three occasions are when 
 
• The part is received 
• A repair part is removed from the bin 
• The received part is transferred from one ERO to another 

 
ERO The ERO will be annotated if parts are transferred from one ERO to another 

once the unit has received parts.   
 
When parts are applied to the equipment, the maintenance action will be 
annotated on the ERO, including the hours expended.   
 
Any part removed from the bin must be substantiated by a maintenance action 
on the appropriate ERO. 

 
DPR All parts received from supply should show as received on the DPR.  For 

those received parts that have not posted on the DPR as received, complete 
the necessary MIMMS-AIS transaction. 

 
DTL Use the DTL to monitor any additional keypunching action required to ensure 

that all received parts are entered on the DPR.   
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Lesson 2 Exercise 

 
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 5 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those listed at the end of this lesson. 

 
Item 1 During the manual accounting phase, the function of the ERO parts bin is to 

_______________ and _______________ for repair parts. 
 
a. control, account 
b. inventory, account 
c. store, inventory 
d. control, store 

 
Item 2 Select the two reasons for validating an ERO parts bin. 

 
a. Keeps clerks honest and accountability 
b. Accountability and inspections 
c. Track trends and inspections 
d. Identify problem areas and track trends 

 
Item 3 What is the frequency at which ERO parts bins should be validated? 

 
a. Daily 
b. Weekly 
c. Bi-Weekly 
d. Quarterly 

 
Item 4 Select the four forms used to manage an ERO parts bin. 

 
a. ERO, EROSL, DPR and DTL 
b. EROSL, DASF, CMR and T/E 
c. ERO, EROSL, LM2, and TAM 
d. ERO, EROSL, DTL, and LM2 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 5 Select the three occasions when part status will be updated on the EROSL to 

update status on an ERO parts bin. 
 
a. When the part is ordered, received, and the equipment is fixed 
b. When the part is received, issued, and is the incorrect part 
c. When the part is received, removed from the bin, and if the part is 

transferred to another ERO 
d. When the part is received, issued, indicates it is the wrong part, and the 

equipment is fixed 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below provides the answers to the exercise items.  If you have 

questions about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference Page 
1 a  2-22 
2 d 2-23 
3 c 2-23 
4 a 2-24 
5 c 2-24 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

In this lesson, you have learned how to manage an ERO parts bin.  The next 
lesson will cover managing a Pre-Expended Bin. 
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LESSON 3 

MANAGING A PRE-EXPENDED BIN (PEB) 

Introduction 

 
Scope A Pre-Expended Bin (PEB) provides maintenance activities with a readily 

controlled access to a group of hardware items that meet a certain criteria.  
These fast-moving items are stocked in bins where mechanics can access 
them. 
 
The references that you will need familiarity with to manage a PEB are MCO 
P4790.2, TM 4700-15/1, UM 4790-5, and UM 4400-150. 

 
Learning 
Objectives 

After completing this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• State the purpose of a PEB. 
 
• State the dollar limit criteria for items to be included in a PEB. 
 
• List the information required to be included in a PEB letter. 
 
• Identify the individual that authorizes the PEB. 
 
• Identify what is required on each page of a PEB letter. 
 
• Identify the correct category code used when ordering PEB items. 
 
• Identify the type of ID number to be used when ordering equipment 

specific PEB materials. 
 
• Identify how a PEB is organized. 
 
• Identify how often a PEB program will be reviewed. 

Continued on next page 
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Introduction, Continued 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 2-29 
Characteristics of a PEB 2-31 
Required Information of a PEB Letter 2-33 
Ordering PEB Items 2-34 
PEB Organization and Review 2-35 
Lesson 3 Exercise 2-36 
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Characteristics of a PEB 

 
Definition A PEB provides mechanics and technicians with a ready source of common, 

low-cost, fast-moving hardware items.   
 
PEB is not a substitute for the normal means of obtaining seldom used repair 
parts.  Items authorized in a PEB can ensure adequate stockage and issuance 
of fast-moving items instead of back orders. 
 
Commonly used hardware items include:  nuts, bolts, battery terminals, etc. 

 
Dollar Value 
Criteria 

PEB stockage criteria are based on unit price (U/P) and item usage.   
 
The dollar value of the standard U/P must not exceed $500 per unit of issue 
(U/I). 

 
U/I 
Requirements 

Although the unit price cannot exceed $500 per U/I, there are additional usage 
requirements that must be followed: 
 
• For items that are applied/consumed as a full U/I, the usage requirements 

are six U/Is applied/consumed in 12 months based on maintenance usage.   
 
• For items applied/consumed as less than a full U/I (e.g., roll, hundred, 

box), the usage requirements are one U/I applied/consumed in 12 months. 

 
Broken U/I Broken U/Is of common hardware (i.e., bolts, nuts, screws) costing less than 

or equal to $5 per U/I which are ordered against a corrective maintenance 
ERO that do not meet PEB criteria, do not require further control or 
accounting once the U/I is applied to the equipment.   
 
The leftover portion will be displayed in a parts bin, in plain view of the 
shops maintenance personnel and used until exhausted. 

Continued on next page 
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Characteristics of a PEB, Continued 

 
Consumables 
Criteria 

Consumables approved for stockage as PEB items will not exceed 30 days of 
supply for each using unit based on average demand over the previous 12 
months. 
 
Consumables applied in quantities less than a full U/I are authorized to be 
stocked in quantities not to exceed two full U/Is or 30 days of supply based 
on usage, or whichever is greater. 

 
Accounting 
Criteria 

When the total dollar value of an item is less than or equal to $50, it is not 
mandatory to capture usage data via MIMMS-AIS using the MIMMS advice 
code PB. 
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Required Information of a PEB Letter 

 
Commander’s 
Considerations 

It is the commander’s decision to authorize a PEB and what it contains will be 
made with the following considerations: 
 
• The time and effort of maintenance personnel required to store, stock, and 

account for the material. 
 
• The unit’s funds will be expended before the material is used, rather than 

when the material is used. 
 
• What manual management will be used once materials are procured and 

issued to the PEB? 
 
• What items will be stocked in the PEB based off unit needs and past 

maintenance of equipment? 
 
• If a PEB will enhance the maintenance effort, the commander will publish 

a letter containing information on what items will be authorized. 

 
PEB Letter A PEB authorization letter lists all items included in the PEB.  The letter 

contains the following minimum information for items authorized for storage: 
 
• Nomenclature 
• NSN/Part Number 
• Maximum Quantity Allowed 
• Unit of Issue 
• Unit Price 
• Extended Price (Quantity Authorized Multiplied by Unit Price) 
• Reorder Point 

 
PEB 
Authorization 

Once items are selected for inclusion in a PEB and the PEB letter includes the 
minimum information, submit it for authorization. 
 
The individual in the unit who authorizes the PEB is the commanding officer. 
 
The commanding officer not only must sign the PEB letter, but also has to 
initial each page of the letter.  This will ensure that the commander is aware 
of all items that are to be included in the PEB and that additions will not be 
authorized without completing another PEB letter.   
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Ordering PEB Items 

 
Process Once the commanding officer has signed the PEB letter, all materials that are 

to be included need to be placed on order.  The order process will be similar 
to that of ordering repair parts, with a few exceptions.  The forms used in the 
ordering process are the 
 
• ERO 
• EROSL 

 
ERO A shop overhead ERO will be used to initiate and record shop requirements 

(i.e., PEB items, shop supplies).  Shop overhead EROs will use category code 
O and it will be prepared per TM 4700-15/1.   
 
When using category code O for ordering equipment specific PEB materials, 
enter a dummy ID number associated with the equipment type.  For example, 
00000D for motor transport equipment, 00000A for communications 
equipment, etc.  This will identify the materials that are received and allow 
for faster distribution to the correct PEB bin. 

 
EROSL An EROSL will be used for requisitioning all PEB items using the same 

process as ordering repair parts.  Requisition all PEB items using a shop 
overhead ERO. 

 
PEB Reorder The PEB letter will establish reorder points for all materials within the PEB.  

Place the reorder point quantity of items in a bag.  When the bag is opened, 
the quantity must be ordered to equal the total authorized.  As parts are used, 
some form of notation records the usage, and after a specified quantity is 
expended, the item is reordered. 
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PEB Organization and Review 

 
PEB Items To have the most effective and efficient PEB, ensure that the PEB items are 

organized by segregating the items by NSN and then placing them into 
separate compartments.   

 
PEB Review Due to the PEB being a flexible entity in that parts will be removed as 

required, it is an on-going process to ensure that parts are always stocked and 
reordered when required. 
 
To ensure the criteria are effectively supporting the intent of the PEB, the 
PEB must be reviewed annually to ensure its effectiveness.  Additions and 
deletions can be determined annually after usage data is collected.  This will 
determine what changes will be required for the next period based off of the 
maintenance that has been completed. 
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Lesson 3 Exercise 

 
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 9 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those listed at the end of this lesson. 

 
Item 1 The purpose of a Pre-Expended Bin (PEB) is to provide the mechanics and 

technicians a ready source of ________________________ hardware items. 
 
a. common, high-cost, fast-moving 
b. uncommon, low-cost, slow-moving 
c. common, low-cost, slow-moving  
d. common, low-cost, fast-moving  

 
Item 2 The dollar value of the standard unit price must not exceed ________ per unit 

of issue. 
 
a.  $200 
b.  $300 
c.  $400 
d.  $500 

 
Item 3 The information required to be included in a PEB authorization letter includes 

Nomenclature, NSN/Part Number, Reorder Point, Unit of Issue,  
 
a. Max Qty Allowed, Unit Price, and Extended Price. 
b. Max Qty Allowed, Unit Price, and Total Price. 
c. Max Qty Allowed, Total Qty Price, and Highest Priced Item. 
d. Min Qty Allowed, Max Qty Authorized, and Extended Price. 

 
Item 4 Which officer within the unit authorizes the PEB? 

 
a. S-1 
b. S-3 
c. Executive 
d. Commanding 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 5 What is the commanding officer required to do on each page of a PEB letter? 

 
a. Sign name 
b. Sign last 4 of SSN 
c. Sign initials 
d. No action is required 

 
Item 6 What category code is used when ordering PEB or shop overhead materials? 

 
a. M 
b. O 
c. P 
d. X 

 
Item 7 Select the correct dummy ID number to use when ordering motor transport 

specific PEB materials. 
 
a. D00000 
b. 00000A 
c. 00000D 
d. A00000 

 
Item 8 A PEB is organized by segregating the items by ____________ and then into 

separate compartments. 
 
a. NSN 
b. part name 
c. equipment type 
d. ERO number 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 9 How often should a PEB program be reviewed to ensure the criteria are 

effectively supporting the intent of the PEB? 
 
a. Monthly 
b. Quarterly 
c. Annually 
d. Bi-Annually 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below provides the answers to the exercise items.  If you have 

questions about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference Page 
1 d 2-31 
2 d 2-31 
3 a 2-33 
4 d 2-33 
5 c 2-33 
6 b 2-34 
7 c 2-34 
8 a 2-35 
9 c 2-35 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

In this lesson, you have learned how to manage a Pre-Expended Bin.  The 
next study unit will detail the tool control program. 
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STUDY UNIT 3 

THE TOOL CONTROL PROGRAM 

Overview 

 
Scope The tool control program controls all maintenance tool sets and associated 

equipment as well as ensuring the equipment is always in good working 
order.  Due to the high costs of tool sets and measuring equipment, 
accountability and continued equipment performance should be a priority. 
 
Although maintaining the tools and associated equipment falls under the 
maintenance chief of each commodity, it is the maintenance management 
supervisor’s responsibility to establish tool control and calibration control 
programs for the unit. 
 
This study unit will focus on how to develop a tool control program as well as 
the process to ensure test equipment is calibrated to Marine Corps standards. 

 
In This Study 
Unit 

This study unit contains the following lessons: 

 
Topic See Page 

Developing a Tool Control Program 3-3 
Scheduling Test, Measurement, and Diagnostic 
Equipment for Calibration 

3-17 
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LESSON 1 

DEVELOPING A TOOL CONTROL PROGRAM 

Introduction 

 
Scope As the maintenance management supervisor, you are required to establish a 

tool control program.  In developing the specific control procedures for the 
unit, you must establish a balance between controlling these tool sets, chests, 
and kits against loss and the need for access to increase productivity. 
 
The references that you will need familiarity to manage this program are 
MCO P4790.2, MCO P4400.150, MCO 4377.1, TM 4700-15/1, UM 4400-15, 
SL-3 MCSL Component listings, your unit’s T/E and MAL. 

 
Learning 
Objectives 

After completing this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Identify the forms used to determine tool control. 

• Identify the three reports used to inventory all tool sets, chests, and kits. 

• Identify the reason why tool sets, chests, and kits should be kept in a 
secure area. 

• Identify the inventory intervals for tool sets, chests and kits. 

• Identify how often the Maintenance Management Supervisor should 
inspect the inventory reports. 

• Identify the order that outlines the actions for excess, special, and missing 
tools. 

Continued on next page 
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Introduction, Continued 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 3-3 
Forms Used in the Tool Control Program 3-5 
Inventory Reports and Intervals 3-7 
Inspection Frequency 3-9 
Orders that Govern the Tool Control Program 3-10 
Lesson 1 Exercise 3-12 
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Forms Used in the Tool Control Program 

 
Determining 
Allowances  

To determine the type and quantity of required tool sets, chests, and kits 
requires careful analysis of the following lists: 
 
• Table of Equipment (T/E)  
• Allowance list 
 
These lists identify the type and quantity of each tool set, chest, or kit that is 
rated by the unit.  In certain mission-unique units, special tools will also be 
required.  Special tools will be covered later in this lesson. 

 
Table of 
Equipment 
(T/E) 

The T/E is a list of HQMC approved equipment the unit is authorized and 
required to possess and maintain to accomplish its mission. 
 
The T/E is the source document that lists the tool sets, chests, or kits that are 
to be maintained by the using unit.  The main fields of a T/E include: 
 
• TAM Control Number 
• Nomenclature 
• Unit of Issue 
• T/E Number 
• Quantity 

 
T/E Example Below is an example of a T/E. 

 
                                              T A B L E  O F  E Q U I P M E N T 
T/E FOR  FMF UNITS INDICATED                             TYPE 1 ITEMS                    06 JANUARY 2006 
    TAM                                     U 
  CONTROL           NOMENCLATURE            N 
    NO.                                     I 
                                            T N 9999  N 9991  N 9992 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1                 2                   3      4       5       6       7       8       9      10      
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
D0475   IIE  TOOL KIT, OM, 2D ECH, HMMWV W  EA                     2 
              
D0751   IIE  TOOL KIT, OM, 2D ECH, F/TRK,   KT                     4 
             7T W 
 
D0755   IIE  TOOL KIT, OM, 2D/3D ECH,       EA                     4 
             F/TRK, 5T M809/M939 
 
D0850  VIIK  TRLR, CARGO, 3/4T, 2-WHL       EA                    17 
             M101A3 
 
D0876  VIIK  TRLR, POWERED, 22 1/2T,        EA                     6 
             CONTAINER HAULER, 4X4 
             MK14A1 MOD0 
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Forms Used in the Tool Control Program, Continued 

 
Allowance List There are different types of allowance lists.  The Mechanized Allowance List 

(MAL) is an example and its main purpose is to identify and control the T/E 
and special allowances within the command.  It is the primary allowance list 
used in determining tool allowances. 
  
The main fields of the MAL include: 
 
• TAM Control Number 
• FSN 
• Item Name 
• U/I 
• On Hand (O/H) 
• HQMC Authorized On Hand (AUTH O/H) Quantity 
• Command Adjust (CMD ADJUST) Quantity 
• Total AUTH Quantity 
• Unit Price 
• Over/Short Quantity 

 
Mechanized 
Allowance List 
Example 

Below is an example of a mechanized allowance list. 
 
ACTIVITY  M99999              MECHANIZED ALLOWANCE LIST AND OVER/SHORT REPORT   PART 1    DATE  1/12/06 
 HQMC CMD TOTAL  S T C 
                                                   AUTH ADJUST AUTH UNIT A P I  + OVER 
TAM FSN ITEM NAME UI O/H QTY QTY QTY PRICE C C C DUE-IN  - SHORT 
 
 
D00807 2330005422831 CHASSIS,TRAILER EA 3 10   5667.00 3 1 A  
                                             ---- ---- ---- ---- 
  TOTAL FOR TAM D00807 3 10 0 10                      7- 
 
 
D00857 2330013590080 CHASSIS,TRAILER EA 12 21   4985.00 3 1 A 
                                             ---- ---- ---- ---- 
                    TOTAL FOR TAM D00857 12 21 0 21      9- 
 
 
D01002 4940004496689 DEGREASER EA  2   517.00 1  1 
                                           ---- ---- ---- ---- 
                  TOTAL FOR TAM D01002 0 2 0 2      2- 
 
 
D01987 2320014652174 TRUCK,CARGO EA 2    133900.00 3 1 A 
                                      ---- ---- ---- ---- 
                  TOTAL FOR TAM D01987 2 0 0 0      2 
 
 
D02097 2320014173180 POWER UNIT,FRONT EA   7  189000.00 3 1 A 
 2320011775167 POWER UNIT,FRONT EA 1    137467.00 3 1 A 
                                       ---- ---- ---- ---- 
           TOTAL FOR TAM D02097 1 7 0 7      6- 
 
 
D04752 5180012168655 TOOL KIT,GENERAL KT  2   965.66 1  1 
                                        ---- ---- ---- ---- 
                 TOTAL FOR TAM D04752 0 2 0 2      2- 
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Inventory Reports and Intervals 

 
Complete 
Inventory 

Once all the tool sets, chests, and kits have been identified using the T/E and 
an allowance list, a complete inventory needs to be performed.  The purpose 
of this inventory is to ensure that all items have been accounted for.   
 
The personnel that should be supervising this inventory are the maintenance 
officer, supply officer, responsible officer, and maintenance management 
officer or supervisor.   
 
To perform a thorough inventory, the following reports will be used: 
 
• Stock List (SL-3) 
• SL-3 Extract 
• U.S. Army Supply Catalog 
• Automated System 

 
Stock List  
(SL-3) 

The Stock List, also referred to as an SL-3, lists all components and 
accessories for major end items, systems, groups, outfit kits and sets, and 
assortments. 
 
Stock lists are not often used during inventories because they list each item 
separately by NSN and description.  This makes using this list very 
cumbersome.  For this reason, the SL-3 extract is normally used. 

 
SL-3 Extract The SL-3 extract contains the same information that is in the SL-3, however 

only the pertinent information has been “extracted.”  An SL-3 extract will 
identify the piece of equipment that is being inventoried, the originating 
publication number and date.  This allows a ready reference back to the actual 
SL-3. 
 
The information that will be extracted from the actual SL-3 will include the 
item number and nomenclature, unit of issue, and quantity.  A month section, 
remarks section, inventoried by, and supervised by will also be displayed in 
order to annotate each month’s inspection results.  For an example of an SL-3 
extract and legend, refer to TM 4700-15/1. 

Continued on next page 
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Inventory Reports and Intervals, Continued 

 
U.S. Army 
Supply Catalog 

The U.S. Army Supply Catalog provides a complete end item component 
listing in alphabetical sequence of major equipment.  It provides another 
method of finding common end item equipment that might not be Marine 
Corps specific.  When utilizing this catalog, ensure that the SL-3 extract 
format is utilized for all inventory reporting. 

 
Automated 
System 

The use of an automated system is authorized as long as the system contains 
the same information required by the manual system.  Using the information 
fields that are provided on the SL-3 extract, will ensure that all requirements 
are met. 
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Inspection Frequency 

 
Reason To 
Inspect 

The inspection of tool sets, chests, or kits is very important.  These tool sets, 
chests, and kits should be stored in a secured area, normally designated as a 
tool room.   
 
The main reason for securing all tool sets, chests, and kits is to prevent 
pilferage.  
 
Pilferage is preventable.  Thorough physical inspections of tools and 
inventory sheets can make the difference in any unit.  Failure to complete the 
required inspections will cause loss of mission accomplishment, delayed 
equipment repair, additional fiscal burdens, and extra man-hours used to 
identify and order missing tools. 
 
To prevent pilferage, there are different inventory intervals when inspecting 
tool sets, chests, or kits.  The inventory intervals are 
 
• Semi-Annually 
• Annually 
• Upon change of Responsible officer (RO) 

 
Semi-Annually Tool sets, chests, or kits that are issued to an individual mechanic/technician 

where locks and a secure storage area are provided will be inventoried at least 
semi-annually. 

 
Annually Tool sets, chests, or kits that are securely stored and not issued individually 

will be inventoried at least annually. 

 
Upon Change 
of RO 

Any tool sets, chests, or kits that are issued to an RO and are listed on a CMR 
will be inventoried upon change of the RO. 

 
Inspection By 
Maintenance 
Management 
Supervisor 

Despite the requirement to conduct required inventory intervals, there still 
remains a requirement to inspect tools, verify inventory records, and active 
requistitions.  These inspections are normally scheduled during internal 
inspections within your unit. 
 
At a minimum, these inspections should be completed at least semi-annually. 
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Orders that Govern the Tool Control Program 

 
MCO P4790.2C MCO P4790.2C, the MIMMS Field Procedures Manual will outline specific 

guidelines on maintaining the tool control program.  Appendix D, of this 
order, details the control of tool sets, chests, and kits.   

 
MCO 
P4400.150 

MCO P4400.150, the Consumer-Level Supply Policy Manual will provide 
guidance with garrison tool allowances.  It will pay special attention to: 
 
• Special tool allowances 
• Garrison peculiar tools 
• Locally fabricated tools 
• Excess tool rollback  
• Using Unit Responsibility Item (UURI)/As required 

 
Special Tools Special tools are those tools that are not currently maintained within T/E sets, 

kits, or chests that are needed to meet garrison peculiar missions and to 
support locally fabricated tool requirements. 
 
Fleet Marine Forces (FMF) unit commanders (not to go below the 
battalion/squadron level except for detached units) are authorized to establish 
special tool allowances.  These allowances need to be authorized in writing. 

 
Garrison 
Peculiar Tools 

Garrison peculiar tools are those that are needed to support requirements that 
would not exist in a deployed situation.  The tools required to conduct 
authorized levels of maintenance on organic equipment or in support of the 
T/O mission will be either T/E items or components of T/E items. 

 
Locally 
Fabricated 
Tools 

Locally Fabricated Tools are those tools whose fabrication is directed by a 
technical publication.  The authorization list for these tools will reference the 
technical publication which sets the requirement for the tool. 

 
Excess Tool 
Rollback 

Commanders will guard against having material in excess of established 
quantities.  Quantities of items on hand or on order greater than authorized 
levels must be redistributed, returned, disposed of, or cancelled per guidance 
in the supporting system users manual and MCO P4400.82, if applicable. 

Continued on next page 
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Orders that Govern the Tool Control Program, Continued 

 
UURI/As 
Required 

These are items that are not issued with the end item during initial provisioning 
and subsequent fielding.  Items in this category must be requisitioned by the 
using unit, not to exceed the stated quantity.  The commanding officer can 
authorize, in writing, to hold less than the stated quantity if the item does not 
meet the criteria reported in paragraph 2011.2c (1), MCO 4400.150E.  
Additionally, where as required (AR) is the stated quantity, the commander 
must establish, in writing, the authorized quantity to be held by the command.  
These quantities will be reviewed and updated at least annually. 
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Lesson 1 Exercise 

 
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 12 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those listed at the end of this lesson. 

 
Item 1 Which two reports are used to identify tool control? 

 
a.  T/O and T/E 
b.  T/E and Allowance List 
c.  T/O and CMR 
d.  T/E and Equipment Density List 

 
Item 2 Which four reports are used to inventory all tool sets, chests, and kits? 

 
a.  SL-2, SL-3, U.S. Army Supply Catalog, and an Automated System 
b.  SL-3, SL-3 Extract, TM 4700-15/1, and a Manual System  
c.  SL-3, SL-3 Extract, U.S. Army Supply Catalog, and an Automated System 
d.  SL-2, SL-3 Extract, U.S. Navy Supply Catalog, and an Automated System 

 
Item 3 What is the main reason for ensuring that tool sets, chests, and kits held by a 

section’s tool room are maintained in a secure area? 
 
_____________________________________________________ 

 
Item 4 How often must tool sets, chests, and kits be inventoried when they are 

securely stored and not issued to an individual? 
 
a.  Monthly 
b.  Quarterly 
c.  Semi-Annually 
d.  Annually 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 5 How often should the Maintenance Management Supervisor inspect the tool 

set, chest, and kit inventory reports? 
 
a.  Monthly 
b.  Bi-Monthly 
c.  Semi-Annually 
d.  Annually 

 
Item 6 What Marine Corps Order outlines actions for special tool allowances? 

 
a.  MCO P4790.2 
b.  MCO 3000.11 
c.  MCO P4400.82 
d.  MCO P4400.150 

 
Introduction to 
Scenario and 
Items 7 through 
Item 10 

On the next page, you will be given a scenario asking you to recall and apply 
information learned from previous course(s).  None of the information is 
taught in this lesson.  The purpose of these exercise items is to bring back to 
mind pre-requisite information that will be used as a foundation for learning 
new material.  
 
Do you remember from previous courses, where to find data elements on the 
T/E and MAL?  See how much you remember with the following scenario. 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Scenario for 
Item 7 through 
Item 10 

Scenario:  It has been identified by your motor transport maintenance section 
that two general mechanics tool kits are needed to accomplish the unit’s 
mission.  The Commanding Officer concurred with this assessment and told 
you to fill the requirement.  Using the T/E and MAL provided, answer Items 
7 through 10.  

 
                                              T A B L E  O F  E Q U I P M E N T 
T/E FOR  FMF UNITS INDICATED                             TYPE 1 ITEMS                    06 JANUARY 2006 
    TAM                                     U 
  CONTROL           NOMENCLATURE            N 
    NO.                                     I 
                                            T N 9999  N 9991  N 9992 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1                 2                   3      4       5       6       7       8       9      10       
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
D0475   IIE  TOOL KIT, OM, 2D ECH, HMMWV W  EA                     2 
              
D0751   IIE  TOOL KIT, OM, 2D ECH, F/TRK,   KT                     4 
             7T W 
 
D0755   IIE  TOOL KIT, OM, 2D/3D ECH,       EA                     4 
             F/TRK, 5T M809/M939 
 
D0850  VIIK  TRLR, CARGO, 3/4T, 2-WHL       EA                    17 
             M101A3 
 
D0860  VIIK  TRLR, CARGO, 1 1/2T, 2-WHL     EA                    10 
             M105A2 
 
D0876  VIIK  TRLR, POWERED, 22 1/2T,        EA                     6 
             CONTAINER HAULER, 4X4 
             MK14A1 MOD0 

 
ACTIVITY  M99999              MECHANIZED ALLOWANCE LIST AND OVER/SHORT REPORT   PART 1    DATE  1/12/06 
 HQMC CMD TOTAL  S T C 
                                                   AUTH ADJUST AUTH UNIT A P I  + OVER 
TAM FSN ITEM NAME UI O/H QTY QTY QTY PRICE C C C DUE-IN  - SHORT 
 
 
D00807 2330005422831 CHASSIS,TRAILER EA 3 10   5667.00 3 1 A  
                                             ---- ---- ---- ---- 
  TOTAL FOR TAM D00807 3 10 0 10                      7- 
 
 
D00857 2330013590080 CHASSIS,TRAILER EA 12 21   4985.00 3 1 A 
                                             ---- ---- ---- ---- 
                    TOTAL FOR TAM D00857 12 21 0 21      9- 
 
 
D01002 4940004496689 DEGREASER EA  2   517.00 1  1 
                                           ---- ---- ---- ---- 
                  TOTAL FOR TAM D01002 0 2 0 2      2- 
 
 
D01987 2320014652174 TRUCK,CARGO EA 2    133900.00 3 1 A 
                                      ---- ---- ---- ---- 
                  TOTAL FOR TAM D01987 2 0 0 0      2 
 
 
D02097 2320014173180 POWER UNIT,FRONT EA   7  189000.00 3 1 A 
 2320011775167 POWER UNIT,FRONT EA 1    137467.00 3 1 A 
                                       ---- ---- ---- ---- 
           TOTAL FOR TAM D02097 1 7 0 7      6- 
 
 
D04752 5180012168655 TOOL KIT,GENERAL KT  2   965.66 1  1 
                                        ---- ---- ---- ---- 
                 TOTAL FOR TAM D04752 0 2 0 2      2- 

 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 7 What is the TAM Control Number of the requested tool kit? 

 
__________________________________________________ 

 
Item 8 How many tool kits of this type does the unit rate? 

 
__________________________________________________ 

 
Item 9 How many tool kits of this type does the unit have on-hand? 

 
__________________________________________________ 

 
Item 10 Is the unit currently over or short for this piece of equipment? 

 
__________________________________________________ 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
 
Solutions 

The table below lists the answers to the lesson exercise.  If you have any 
questions about these items, refer to the reference page. 

 
Item Number Answer Reference Page 

1 b 3-5 
2 c 3-7 
3 Prevent Pilferage 3-9 
4 d 3-9 
5 c 3-9 
6 d 3-10 
7 D04752 3-5/6 
8 2 3-5/6 
9 0 3-5/6 
10 Short 3-5/6 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

In this lesson, you have learned how to identify the procedures to establish a 
tool control program.  The next lesson will cover how to calibrate Test 
Measurement and Diagnostic Equipment (TMDE). 
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LESSON 2 

SCHEDULING TEST, MEASUREMENT, AND DIAGNOSTIC 
EQUIPMENT FOR CALIBRATION 

Introduction 

 
Scope Test, Measurement, and Diagnostic Equipment (TMDE) is vital to 

accomplishing the maintenance mission.  The main purpose of TMDE is to 
ensure that maintenance actions are completed to a set standard.  For this 
reason, TMDE equipment also requires preventative maintenance checks and 
services (PMCS) and corrective maintenance.  Defective TMDE can be a 
safety hazard and detrimental to the unit’s readiness. 
 
The references that you will need familiarity to identify and schedule TMDE 
for calibration are MCO P4790.2, MCO 4733.1, and TI 4733-15/1. 

 
Learning 
Objectives 

After completing this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Identify the purpose of the TMDE calibration and maintenance program. 
 
• Identify the system used to determine if equipment requires calibration. 
 
• Identify the NAVMC that must be kept on all TMDE. 
 
• Identify the three systems to manage calibration at the unit level. 
 
• Identify how often TMDE has to be inventoried. 
 
• Identify the four calibration categories. 
 
• Identify the three factors that must be taken into consideration when 

scheduling TMDE for calibration. 
 
•  Identify the six types of calibration labels. 

Continued on next page 
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Introduction, Continued 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 3-17 
Purpose of the TMDE Program 3-19 
Managing TMDE 3-20 
Calibration Categories 3-22 
Scheduling Factors of TMDE 3-23 
Types of Calibration Labels 3-24 
Lesson 2 Exercise 3-27 
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Purpose of the TMDE Program 

 
Purpose The Marine Corps TMDE program has been developed to provide and 

maintain prescribed accuracy in standards of measurement and to ensure 
satisfactory performance of all TMDE at bases and stations in the Marine 
Forces. 

 
Policy The Marine Corps policy is that all TMDE be calibrated only to the extent 

and intervals necessary to adequately perform in the measurement involved.  
It is also policy to accomplish such calibration in the most cost-effective way 
that will satisfy operational commitments.  The Marine Corps Calibration 
Facilities are the preferred source for calibration and maintenance of Marine 
Corps TMDE. 
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Managing TMDE 

 
Locate TMDE All TMDE in the measurement areas of electrical/electronic, 

physical/mechanical, automotive/motor transport, radiac, and ordnance within 
the unit should be located.   
 
As the equipment is located, the section holding the equipment must prepare a 
NAVMC 11052 (Calibration Control Card).   
 
During the locating process, keep in mind that many items are component 
parts (i.e. pressure gages, meters, micrometers). 
 
If you are unsure if an item of TMDE requires calibration, use FEDLOG to 
review the Operational Test Code (OTC) of the item.  In the sixth position of 
the management data, there will be a number listed.  If the number “3” is 
listed, then the item requires calibration.  If no OTC is listed, or if there is a 
question concerning the code listed, contact the nearest calibration facility for 
clarification. 

 
NAVMC 11052 The purpose of a calibration control record is to provide the means to exercise 

control over the unit’s calibration program for TMDE.  The NAVMC 11052 
will identify the following information of an item of TMDE: 
 
• Item Name 
• Serial Number 
• Identification Number 
• NSN 
• Location/Component Of 
• Date Calibration/PM Due 
• Date Calibration/PM Performed 
• Remarks 
 
Detailed guidance on completion of the NAVMC 11052 can be found in TM 
4700-15/1.   

Continued on next page 
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Managing TMDE, Continued 

 
Responsibility When all TMDE has been located, it is your responsibility to meet with the 

maintenance section representatives (to include NBC).  This will ensure 
matching of the equipment, calibration control records, and the T/E and unit 
allowances ensuring that all items have been accounted for and are complete.  
Once this has been completed, the calibration program has to be managed.  
One of three calibration management systems at the unit level may be used.  
The three systems are: 
 
• Card Index System 
• Chart System 
• Automated System 

 
Card Index 
System 

This system is best suited for the unit that possesses a large quantity of 
TMDE.  This system has the advantage of providing historical data. 

 
Chart System This system will adequately fill the control requirement for the unit that 

possesses a small unit quantity of TMDE, but it doesn’t provide a means of 
collecting historical data. 

 
Automated 
System 

With the popularity of information technology, the use of a computer-
automated system has increased.  This system can be tailored to the needs of 
the unit and can record historical data.  This system must meet the 
requirements listed in TM 4700-15/1 for TMDE Calibration. 

 
Inventory 
Frequency 

At least annually, the unit will evaluate all of its TMDE and ensure that the 
correct calibration category is consistent with its mission as well as to 
determine if an item is required/not required.   
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Calibration Categories 

 
Four Types Once all TMDE has been identified and calibration control cards are 

completed, a determination of a category of calibration must be established.  
Assignment should be based not only on the equipment’s present use, but also 
on requirements to organize task, form detachments, or field contact teams. 
 
The four categories of calibration are: 
 
• Full Calibration 
• Special Calibration 
• Calibration Not Required (CNR) 
• Inactive 

 
Full  Full calibration requires that the piece of TMDE be accurate across its full 

range of measurements. 

 
Special  Special Calibration is for those items that must be accurate across a portion of 

their full range of measurements.  Items labeled with “Special Calibration” 
must have a tag affixed indicating limitations. 

 
CNR CNR is for those items used for other than quality or quantity measurements.  

For this reason, the accuracy of the measurement is not a factor. 

 
Inactive Inactive is used for items not required for use for at least their next calibration 

period, but which are still required for future contingencies. 
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Scheduling Factors of TMDE 

 
Three Factors Calibration scheduling should be automatic.  The next scheduled calibration 

period is the date entered on the calibration label affixed to the equipment by 
the calibration facility.  Although all TMDE should be promptly turned in for 
calibration, a balanced schedule should be implemented.  There are three 
factors that should be taken into consideration when scheduling TMDE for 
calibration.  The three factors are: 
 
• Multiple items due at the same time 
• Training/Actual Commitments 
• Mission-Essential Requirements 

 
Multiple Items  Occasionally there will be multiple items of TMDE that are due for 

calibration around the same timeframe.  Efforts should be made to 
schedule/induct multiple items to save time.   
 
It is also important to remember not to schedule all like TMDE items for 
calibration at the same time.  Ensure that there are enough assets available to 
complete all missions especially due to the processing time at the calibration 
facility. 

 
Commitments Training and actual commitments pose serious concerns for the calibration 

process.  There may be instances when certain commitments require a change 
in calibration categories for TMDE to accomplish the known requirements. 

 
Mission-
Essential 
Requirements 

An item due for calibration cannot be turned in for calibration as it is mission-
essential and its replacement has been delayed in its return from calibration.   
 
For situations like this, the unit needs to determine if the item of TMDE, 
whose accuracy is suspect, should be used.  Efforts should be made to avoid 
this situation and also to hasten the return of the replacement item from the 
calibration facility. 
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Types of Calibration Labels 

 
Six Types The Marine Corps calibration labels, tags, and seals are all identified by size, 

shape and color.  There are different sizes of labels, tags, and seals depending 
on the size of the TMDE.  The current edition of SL-8-09993A provides 
detailed information of them. 
 
The six types of calibration labels are: 
 
• Calibrated 
• Special Calibration 
• Calibration Not Required 
• Inactive 
• Rejected 
• Void If Seal Is Broken 

 
Calibrated The using unit has determined that TMDE is required for use to the fullest 

extent of its capability.  The CALIBRATED label indicates that the TMDE 
has been adjusted within the specifications approved by the Marine Corps.  
This label further indicates that all functions of the TMDE have been tested as 
required by the calibration procedure and provides the next calibration due 
date. 
 
The CALIBRATED label, tag, or seal will be displayed as black on white. 

 
Special 
Calibration 

The using unit has determined the TMDE is not used to the maximum extent 
of its capabilities and the calibration facility has been provided specific 
ranges, functions, etc., to be calibrated by the using unit.  The determined 
functions will still be calibrated to specifications of the Marine Corps and 
include the next calibration due date. 
 
The SPECIAL CALIBRATION label, tag, or seal will be displayed as black 
on green. 

Continued on next page 
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Types of Calibration Labels, Continued 

 
Calibration Not 
Required 
(CNR) 

The using unit has determined that the TMDE is not used in any 
Quantitative/Qualitative (Q/Q) application.  Q/Q application involves the use 
of TMDE as a source of accurately known stimuli, or as a decision to accept, 
reject, adjust, repair, or replace the device, system module, or component 
being tested or measured.  Equipment used solely in training applications 
normally falls into this category. 
 
The period that equipment can be in this category is unlimited until repair is 
required on the equipment or the equipment requires calibration for Q/Q 
application.  TMDE in a CNR status will not be calibrated unless specifically 
requested by the using unit. 
 
The CALIBRATION NOT REQUIRED label, tag, or seal will be displayed 
in the colors of orange on white. 

 
Inactive The using unit has determined that the TMDE is not being used and is not 

expected to be used in the near future.  TMDE in an inactive status requires 
calibration prior to use.  Equipment bearing an inactive sticker will be 
reviewed three years from the date that the sticker was applied. 
 
The INACTIVE label, tag, or seal will be displayed in the colors of green on 
white. 

 
Rejected A REJECTED label will be affixed to an item of TMDE that is to be returned 

or not serviced, to the owning organization for failure to meet the acceptance 
criteria of the calibration facility.  An accompanying REJECTED tag shall 
remain on the TMDE until it is repaired or calibrated. 
 
A REJECTED label, tag, or seal will be displayed in the colors of black on 
red.  

Continued on next page 
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Types of Calibration Labels, Continued 

 
Void If Seal Is 
Broken 

The purpose of a voiding seal is to increase confidence in the reliability of 
TMDE that has current calibration labels affixed.  A broken seal indicates that 
an instrument control, chassis, or plug-in unit may have been adjusted, 
replaced, removed, or tampered to the extent that the validity of the 
calibration is questionable. 
 
A voiding seal will be displayed in the colors of red on white. 
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Lesson 2 Exercise 

 
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 15 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those listed at the end of this lesson. 

 
Item 1 The purpose of the TMDE Calibration and Maintenance Program is to 

maintain 
 
a.   accuracy in standards of measurement and ensure satisfactory performance 

of TMDE. 
b.   accountability of TMDE and ensure satisfactory performance of TMDE. 
c.   accuracy in the submission of TMDE to a calibration facility. 
d.   accountability of TMDE and to ensure that items are listed on the CMR. 

 
Item 2 What system can be used to determine if equipment requires calibration? 

 
a. MIMMS 
b. TCAIMS 
c. MCPDS 
d. FEDLOG 

 
Item 3 Which NAVMC form must be kept on all TMDE? 

 
a. 10558 
b. 11052 
c. 11159 
d. 11186 

 
Item 4 What are the three systems used to manage calibration at the unit level? 

 
a. Automated, white board, and card index 
b. Card index, logbook, and automated 
c. Chart, logbook, and white board 
d. Card index, chart, and automated 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 5 How often does TMDE have to be inventoried? 

 
a. Weekly 
b. Monthly 
c. Semi-Annually 
d. Annually 

 
Items 6 through 
Items 9 

Matching:  For items 6 through 9, select the best calibration definition in 
column 2 to its calibration category in column 1. 

 
Column 1 
 
Calibration Category 

Column 2 
 
Definition 

 
___ 6. Calibrated 
___ 7. Special Calibration 
___ 8. CNR 
___ 9. Inactive 

 
a. Items used for other than quality or quantity 
 measurements. 
b. Items not required for use until their next 
 calibration period. 
c. Items that must be accurate across full range 
 of measurements. 
d. Items must be accurate across a portion of 
 their full range of measurements. 

 
Item 10 What three factors must be taken into consideration when scheduling TMDE 

for calibration? 
 
a. Multiple items due at the same time, training/actual commitments, and 

mission-essential requirements. 
b. Transportation, training/actual commitments, personnel requirements. 
c. Multiple items due at the same time, transportation, and personnel 

requirements. 
d. Training/Actual commitments, mission-essential requirements, and 

transportation. 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 11 What color of label, tag, or seal is used for CALIBRATION NOT 

REQUIRED (CNR)? 
 
a. Red on white   
b. Green on white 
c. Black on white 
d. Orange on white 

 
Item 12 What color label, tag, or seal is used for CALIBRATED? 

 
a. Black on white  
b. Green on white 
c. Black on red 
d. Orange on white 

 
Item 13 What color label, tag, or seal is used for REJECTED? 

 
a. Black on green   
b. Green on white 
c. Black on red 
d. Orange on white 

 
Item 14 If an item is required for calibration for use to the fullest range of its 

capability, what calibration label, tag, or seal would be used? 
 
a. SPECIAL CALIBRATION 
b. CALIBRATED 
c. CNR 
d. INACTIVE 

 Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 15 If an item is required for calibration failed to meet acceptance criteria at the 

calibration facility, what calibration label, tag, or seal would be used? 
 
a. CALIBRATED 
b. VOID SEAL 
c. REJECTED 
d. INACTIVE 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have any 

questions about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference Page 
1 a 3-19 
2 d 3-20 
3 b 3-20 
4 d 3-21 
5 d 3-21 
6 c 3-22 
7 d 3-22 
8 a 3-22 
9 b 3-22 
10 a 3-23 
11 d 3-25 
12 a 3-24 
13 c 3-25 
14 b 3-24 
15 c 3-25 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

In this lesson, you have learned how TMDE is calibrated.  The next study unit 
will cover publications management. 
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STUDY UNIT 4 

PUBLICATIONS MANAGEMENT 

Overview 

 
Scope Publications within the unit are tools used to complete the mission.  While 

these publications can be in various forms, they are most often utilized in 
paper copy or electronic formats.  The management of these publications is 
equally important due to frequent changes and additions in equipment. 
 
This study unit will assist you in establishing a sound management system for 
your unit’s publications as well as how to reconcile publication orders and 
how to inspect the publications once they are received. 

 
In This Study 
Unit 

This study unit contains the following lessons: 

 
Lesson See Page 

Requesting Required Publications 4-3 
Reconciling Ordered Publications 4-29 
Inspecting Publications Libraries 4-37 
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LESSON 1 

REQUESTING REQUIRED PUBLICATIONS 

Introduction 

 
Scope Ordering publications is only a small facet of the entire publications process.  

This process is dynamic in the sense that publication requirements are 
constantly changing; new publications are being added; changes are being 
made to existing publications; and publications are being replaced.   
 
This lesson will describe the procedure used for ordering required 
publications at the unit level. 
 
The references needed to order required publications are MCO P4790.2, 
MCO P5215.17, MCO P5600.31, and NAVMC 2761. 

 
Learning 
Objectives 

After completing this lesson, you should be able to 
 
•  Recall the two categories of publications. 
 
•  Recall the ten types of publications. 
 
•  Identify the key personnel that make up the publications control team at 

the unit level. 
 
•  Identify the five documents used to validate publication requirements. 
 
•  Identify the purpose of the SL-1-2. 
 
•  Identify the logistics system used in establishing an effective internal  
 publications distribution and retrieval program. 
 
•  Identify the mainframe system that is used to order publications. 
 
•  Recall the definition of a Publications Listing (PL). 
 
•  Identify the Marine Corps Order that outlines requisition control. 
 
•  Identify the form used to manage publications at the commodity level. 

Continued on next page 
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Introduction, Continued 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 4-3 
Categories And Types Of Publications 4-5 
Publications Control System 4-7 
Validating Publication Requirements  4-8 
Determining Required Publications 4-10 
Publications Library Management System  4-17 
Marine Corps Publication Distribution System  4-18 
Publications Listing  4-19 
Publications Inventory Control Form  4-20 
Ordering Publications  4-21 
Lesson 1 Exercise 4-23 
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Categories and Types Of Publications 

 
Categories All publications fall under two main categories:  Technical and non-technical.  

 
• Technical publications are those that are official documents used by the 

 Marine Corps, which support materiel and equipment. 
 
• Non-technical publications are those that do not meet the definition of a 

 technical publication.  These types of publications include instructions and 
 information regarding policies, administrative organization, doctrine, 
 tactics, techniques, and procedures. 

 
Types There are 10 different types of publications that we use to accomplish our 

missions.  The ten types of publications include: 
 
• Technical Manuals (TM) 
• Lubrication Instructions (LI) and Lubrication Orders (LO) 
• Modification Instructions (MI) 
• Technical Instructions (TI) 
• Supply Instructions (SI) 
• Support Concepts (SC) 
• Stock Lists (SL) 
• User Manuals (UM) 
• Marine Corps Orders (MCO) 
• Marine Corps Bulletins (MCBul)   

 
Technical 
Manuals (TM) 

Furnish technical information, instructions, and procedures of a permanent 
nature on the operation, maintenance, and handling of equipment or material.  
Information contained within a TM will vary according to the specific 
equipment or material and echelon coverage intended. 

 
Lubrication 
Instructions 
(LI) and 
Orders (LO) 

Furnish technical information and instructions on the service, lubrication, and 
related preventative maintenance checks and service requirements for 
equipment or material. 

Continued on next page 
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Categories and Types Of Publications, Continued 

 
Modification 
Instructions 
(MI) 

Authorize the modification of equipment or material and furnish technical 
instructions on how to accomplish the modification. 

 
Technical 
Instructions 
(TI) 

Furnish technical advice or information on equipment or materiel. 

 
Supply 
Instructions 
(SI) 

Furnish supply support information on specific supply problems or 
procedures for specific equipment or classes of materiel. 

 
Support 
Concepts (SC) 

Establish the support policies developed for the logistic support of specific 
items of equipment. 

 
Stock Lists (SL) Provide all levels of the Marine Corps supply and maintenance operations 

with essential, up-to-date information for Marine Corps managed items. 

 
User Manuals  
(UM) 

Provide procedures for formatting and entering information into an 
Automated Information System (AIS). 

 
Marine Corps 
Orders (MCO) 

Provide directives that are permanent in nature. 

 
Marine Corps 
Bulletins 
(MCBul) 

Provide directives that are temporary in nature. 
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Publications Control System 

 
Publications 
Control Team  

Within your unit, there is a team that assists the commander in operating the 
system to control publications.  The team consists of the Unit Publications 
Control Point (UPCP) and the Maintenance Management Office (MMO) who 
develop the system. 
 
The UPCP enters transactions into the ordering system, Marine Corps 
Publication Distribution System (MCPDS).  The MMO determines what 
needs to be ordered for the unit. 
 
The UPCP and the MMO must work together to develop the publications 
control system.  There are four interrelated functional areas of the system: 
 
• Publications allowance control 
• Internal distribution control 
• Inventory control 
• Requisition control 

 
UPCP In most instances, the Maintenance Management Office will be the only 

proponent of determining publication requirements.  It is important to 
remember that UPCP has staff cognizance over control and internal 
distribution of publications and directives.  This control and distribution is 
accomplished through an Organization Central Files Section.  This section is 
responsible for 
 

• Determining organizational quantities for publications and directives 
 

• Determining and effecting internal distribution for publications and 
directives within the activity 

 

• Organizing and maintaining the Organizational Central Files and 
Directives Control Point 

  
Maintenance 
Management 
Supervisor 
Responsibilities 

As the maintenance management supervisor, your maintenance/commodity 
sections will still use paper copies of publications to complete their missions.  
For this reason, you will need to make liaison with the UPCP to order 
publications.  It is important to remember to have a good working   
relationship with the UPCP.  You will also need to assist with ordering your 
maintenance/commodity sections publications since you will be the subject 
matter expert on publications that are technical in nature.   
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Validating Publication Requirements  

 
Five Types To determine the publications that are required within your unit, utilize five 

different documents to determine publication requirements: 
 
• Table of Equipment (T/E) 
• Table of Organization (T/O) 
• Activity Allowances 
• Special Allowances 
• Stock List 1-2 and 1-3 (SL-1-2 & SL-1-3) 
 
An additional document that can also be used to assist with publication 
requirements is the NAVMC 2761, the Catalog of Publications. 

 
T/E The unit’s Table of Equipment will identify all equipment that is rated or 

supported by each maintenance/commodity section.  Once you have 
determined what equipment your unit rates, then determine what publications 
are required based on your echelon of maintenance (EOM). 

 
T/O The unit’s Table of Organization will identify the echelon of maintenance that 

each maintenance/commodity section is authorized to perform.  This is 
important when determining the level of publications required to complete the 
authorized EOM.  

 
Activity 
Allowances 

The use of the unit’s activity allowances (such as the MAL) will identify what 
items of equipment is on-hand and what items are on order.  It is important to 
identify these differences so publications can be ordered as equipment is 
received. 

 
Special 
Allowances 

Special allowances are also important to remember when validating 
requirements.  These types of allowances would normally not be on-hand 
within the unit so having the proper publications on hand would be beneficial 
to the maintenance section. 

Continued on next page 
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Validating Publication Requirements, Continued 

 
SL-1-2 The SL-1-2 lists all publications that are available for a major end item.  In 

some instances, equipment may have components that have publications of 
their own.  The publications for those components are not always listed under 
the major end item and may be listed separately in the SL-1-2. 

 
SL-1-3 The SL-1-3 lists all non-technical publications.  Marine Corps Orders and 

User Manuals are a couple of examples of the types of publications found on 
an SL-1-3. 
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Determining Required Publications 

 
Steps The table below outlines the steps that are used to determine what 

publications are required for your unit. 
 

Step Action 
1 Determine what equipment is rated or supported by each 

maintenance/commodity section.  Using the T/E, activity 
allowance and special allowance lists, prepare a publication control 
form for each type of equipment rated. 

2 Determine what publications are associated with each type of 
equipment in the SL-1-2 and record these publications as long as 
they are within the authorized echelon of maintenance (EOM) for 
the activity on the publications control form.  The unit’s T/O cover 
page and any special maintenance authorizations granted by higher 
headquarters would indicate your authorized EOM. 

3 Determine the number of copies that are required for each 
publication.  Factors to be considered in determining the number of 
libraries and copies are as follows: 
 
•  Unit’s concept of employment contained in the T/O cover page. 
 
•  Contingency plans and periodic deployments, as well as 

mobilization. 
 
•  Maintenance/commodity shop set up; are commodities located 

in separate buildings or centralized? 
 
•  Quantity of each type of equipment to be supported. 
 
•  Number of maintenance/operator teams that may 

simultaneously require a given publication. 
 
•  Are the publications going to be used in a clean shop or will 

they be used outside or in areas that will decrease their shelf 
life? 

4 Determine and record the publication control number (PCN) on the 
publication control form for each required publication. 

Continued on next page 
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Determining Required Publications, Continued 

 
Steps, 
continued 

 

 
Step Action 

5 Using the information compiled in Step 2, decide what 
publications are required; the quantity required; and record that 
information on the publications control form. 

6 Consolidate activity requirements at the activity level in 
preparation for updating the publication listing (PL) and 
recommending changes to PCNs for directives from senior 
commands.  Record these changes on the publications control 
form. 

7 Submit all changes for the PL to the Unit Publication Control Point 
(UPCP) for action. 

Continued on next page 
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Determining Required Publications, Continued 

  
Challenge 1.  Using the following scenario that outlines the determining required 

publications process, complete the questions on the next page. 
 
Scenario:  Your T/E shows a new piece of equipment received by your unit. 
Determine what publications need to be ordered to support the maintenance 
effort by using the steps outlined for determining required publications.   
 
Background Information:  
 
• Your T/O authorizes Organic (2nd) Echelon of Maintenance (EOM) only 
• You have a requirement to maintain one garrison library 
• You have a requirement to maintain two deployed libraries 
• You have one centralized maintenance shop 
• The SL-1-2 and SL-1-2/3 Tech Format lists required publications for this 

piece of equipment 
• You have three mechanics qualified to work on this piece of equipment 
 
                                              T A B L E  O F  E Q U I P M E N T 
T/E FOR  FMF UNITS INDICATED                             TYPE 1 ITEMS                    06 JANUARY 2006 
    TAM                                     U 
  CONTROL           NOMENCLATURE            N 
    NO.                                     I 
                                            T N 9999  N 9991  N 9992 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1                 2                   3      4       5       6       7       8       9      10      
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
D0876  VIIK  TRLR, POWERED, 22 1/2T,        EA                     6 
             CONTAINER HAULER, 4X4 
             MK14A1 MOD0 

 

SL-1-2 
ID NUMBER NOMENCLATURE TAMCN 
08781A LVS REAR BODY UNIT CON HAULER MK-14 D0876 
 
SL-1-2/3 TECH FORMAT 
REQ PCN SHORT TITLE SL 1-3 
Y  15723212900 LI 2320-12/9C Y 
Y 16113368400 MI 2320-25/81B Y 
Y 17708780000 TM 08780B-CD Y 
N 18000232700 TM 08780B-3/4 N 
 
      

Continued on next page 
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Determining Required Publications, Continued 

 
Challenge, 
continued 

PUBLICATIONS DATA SHEET/INVENTORY CONTROL FORM SL 1-2 DATE: 01 JUN 06 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   CMD UNIT PUB QTY QTY  QTY On 
Publication Title   PCN Date PL IDL REQR REQR O/H Location Order Doc Num 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
TRUCK, 8X8 LVS 
LI 2320-12/9C 15723212900 28 May 99  
 
INSTALL A-LKG BK SYS ON LVS 
MI 2320-25/81B 16113368400 31 Oct 03 
 
LOGISTICS VEHICLE SYSTEM 
TM 08780B-CD 17708780000 30 Jul 04 
 
TRUCKS, 8X8 LVS (DIESEL) 
TM 08780-3/4 18000232700 30 Jun 04 

 
Question 1 How many D0876s are authorized based on the T/E? 

 
______________________________________________________ 

 
Question 2 How many ID Numbers are associated with this piece of equipment based off 

the SL-1-2? 
 
______________________________________________________ 

 
Question 3 How many publications are required based on the SL-1-2/3 Tech Format? 

 
______________________________________________________ 

 
Question 4 How many copies of each publication should be kept on-hand in the garrison 

library? 
 
______________________________________________________ 

 
Question 5 How many copies of each publication should be kept on-hand in the deployed 

libraries? 
 
______________________________________________________ 

Continued on next page 
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Determining Required Publications, Continued 

 
Question 6 Once the publication requirements have been determined, where do you 

record this information? 
 
______________________________________________________ 

 
Question 7 Complete the Publication Control Form provided with appropriate required 

information: 
 
PUBLICATIONS DATA SHEET/INVENTORY CONTROL FORM SL 1-2 DATE: 01 JUN 06 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   CMD UNIT PUB QTY QTY  QTY On 
Publication Title   PCN Date PL IDL REQR REQR O/H Location Order Doc Num 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
TRUCK, 8X8 LVS 
LI 2320-12/9C 15723212900 28 May 99     
 
INSTALL A-LKG BK SYS ON LVS 
MI 2320-25/81B 16113368400 31 Oct 03 
 
LOGISTICS VEHICLE SYSTEM 
TM 08780B-CD 17708780000 30 Jul 04 
 
TRUCKS, 8X8 LVS (DIESEL) 
TM 08780-3/4 18000232700 30 Jun 04 

 
Question 8 Where are all changes to the PL submitted? 

 
______________________________________________________ 

Continued on next page 
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Determining Required Publications, Continued 

 
Challenge 
Answers 

The following are the solutions to the determining required publications 
exercise.  Reasons for each answer are also provided. 

 
Question Answer Reason 

1 6 The T/E shows an allowance of 6. 
2 1 08781A is the only ID Number listed for 

this piece of equipment. 
3 3 The fourth publication listed is not 

required.  This is due to it being an 
intermediate (3rd) EOM Publication.  
This is not within our authorized EOM 
based off our T/O. 

4 3 Since we only have three mechanics, 
three publications will fulfill 
requirements.  This can be more or less 
based off operational commitments and 
use of publication in maintenance bay, 
outdoors, etc. 

5 2 Due to limited embarkation space and 
that only a small quantity would be 
deployed, one copy of these publications 
will fulfill requirements. 

6 Publication 
Control Form 

This form manages all publications 
within the unit.  It will be discussed in 
greater detail later in this lesson. 

7 See answers on 
page 4-16 

The fields of PUB REQR, QTY REQR, 
and QTY On Order must be completed. 
The location of where these publications 
will reside can also be listed so they can 
be delivered to those locations once 
received. 

8 Unit Publication 
Control Point 

(UPCP) for action 

The UPCP controls all actions 
concerning publications.  The UPCP can 
order, update, or delete all publication 
requests. 

Continued on next page 
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Determining Required Publications, Continued 

 
Challenge 
Answer to 
Question 7 

PUBLICATIONS DATA SHEET/INVENTORY CONTROL FORM SL 1-2 DATE: 01 JUN 06 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   CMD UNIT PUB QTY QTY  QTY On 
Publication Title   PCN Date PL IDL REQR REQR O/H Location Order Doc Num 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
TRUCK, 8X8 LVS 
LI 2320-12/9C  15723212900 28 May 99   5   5  0  5 
 
INSTALL A-LKG BK SYS ON LVS 
MI 2320-25/81B  16113368400 31 Oct 03   5   5  0  5 
 
LOGISTICS VEHICLE SYSTEM 
TM 08780B-CD  17708780000 30 Jul 04   5   5  0  5 
 
TRUCKS, 8X8 LVS (DIESEL) 
TM 08780-20 18000232700 30 Jun 04       0  
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Publications Library Management System 

 
Purpose Once all the steps in validating publication requirements are completed, 

organize the information so publications can be ordered.  The use of the 
Publications Library Management System (PLMS) will assist in the 
organization of this data.   

 
Definition PLMS is a logistics software system that provides an automated method to 

establish and maintain an effective internal publications distribution and 
retrieval program in accordance with existing orders and guidelines. 
 
PLMS software can be found at www.usmc.mil under the “Publications” sub 
link located at the top of the page. 

 
Determining 
Publication 
Requirements 

PLMS has the ability to research the SL-1-2, and SL-1-3 to determine 
publication requirements.  It is a good tool to determine what publications 
need to be ordered as well as the quantities of each after completing all the 
steps in validating publications requirements.   
 
Once you have determined the publications and quantities that are required, 
PLMS will roll this information up into a printout that can be submitted to the 
UPCP for publication ordering in the Marine Corps Publications Distribution 
System (MCPDS). 

 
Reference Further information concerning PLMS can be found in the UM-PLMS 

manual. 
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Marine Corps Publication Distribution System  

 
Purpose The purpose of the Marine Corps Publication Distribution System (MCPDS) 

is to order all required publications by the UPCP for the unit.  This system 
provides services in support of the initial issuance of publications by Marine 
Corps publications sponsors and supports publications management by field 
commanders including the Reserve component.  MCPDS has an automated 
information system (AIS) that is used to order publications. 

 
MCPDS AIS MCPDS AIS is a central component of MCPDS and is the online, interactive 

AIS resident on a mainframe computer located at Quantico, VA.   
 
MCPDS AIS is a mainframe legacy system that requires an account 
identification (ACID) for all users.  MCPDS allows two ACIDs for each unit.  
These two ACIDS are the only accounts that are authorized to order 
publications for the unit.  Developing a good working relationship between 
the S-1/Adjutant and the Maintenance Management Office can result in each 
office having access to MCPDS. 

 
Distribution of 
Publications 

Distribution can be defined as the process of getting the required publication, 
in the correct quantity, to the user of the publication.  Publications that are 
required by the using unit can be received in two different ways:  
 
• “Push” or Automatic Distribution 
• “Pull” or Requisitioning 

 
Automatic 
Distribution 

This distribution is a result of automatic distribution based on quantities 
established in the Publications Listing (PL).  Quantities reflected on the PL 
will automatically be “pushed” to the using unit only when a publication 
change or revision is published. 

 
Requisitioning This distribution is a result of a using unit submitting a requisition in MCPDS 

for a particular publication.  This will result in the using unit “pulling” the 
required publication from the publications stock control point. 
 
The majority of publications ordering will be this form of distribution. 

 
Reference Further information concerning MCPDS can be found in the UM-MCPDS 

manual. 
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Publications Listing  

 
Purpose A publications listing (PL) is an electronic display of all required publications 

in MCPDS.  Each PL is unique because the system shows a value in the 
quantity field for a PCN for which the using unit is currently on distribution.   
 
MCO P5600.31 contains the policy for the PL as well as outlining requisition 
control of all publications. 

  
Changes The PL is dynamic.  It changes under the following circumstances: 

 
• Sponsor adds a new publication for the specific Individual Activity Code 

 (IAC) through initial distribution 
 
• Using unit chooses to make additions, changes, or deletions to their PL 

  
Sections The PL is separated into two sections: 

 
•   Technical 
•  Non-Technical 
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Publications Inventory Control Form  

 
Purpose Managing publications at the commodity level will be completed with the use 

of a publications inventory control form.  All publication actions are 
annotated on this form.  This form may be locally produced or derived from 
an automated system.  The MMSOP establishes which form of control to use.  
 
The most common form used is found in PLMS.  If PLMS is not available, 
the publication control form must contain, at a minimum, the following: 
 
• Individual Activity Code (IAC)/Activity Name 
• Equipment nomenclature.  Includes TAMCN and ID Number 
• Date.  The date the form is being prepared. 
• PCN 
• Short Title.  The publication’s short title as listed on the SL-1-2, SL-1-3 
• Publication date 
• Number of changes to the basic publication 
• Location of the publication and quantity at this location 
• Total Quantity Required.  This quantity will equal the total quantity for 

 each location. 
• Quantity On Hand.  This reflects the actual total quantity on hand. 

 
Example Below is an example of a Publications Inventory Control form that is 

generated in PLMS. 
 
PUBLICATIONS DATA SHEET/INVENTORY CONTROL FORM SL 1-2 DATE: 01 JUN 06 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   CMD UNIT PUB QTY QTY  QTY On 
Publication Title  PCN Date PL IDL REQR REQR O/H Location Order Doc Num 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
MIMMS Field Procedures Manual 
P4790.2C W/CH 1 10206545100 19 Jul 94 3 3 Y 3 1         MMO    0 
             1  COMM 

1    MT 
 
(Short Title)                                         
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Ordering Publications  

 
Process The table below will outline the overall process of ordering publications for 

your unit utilizing PLMS. 
 

Step Action Result 
1 Use T/E, T/O, and associated 

allowance lists to determine 
equipment requirements and 
EOM for each maintenance 
/commodity section. 

You will have a complete listing of 
all equipment that will require 
publication support within the unit.

2 In PLMS, select the “Edit 
Data” option to access the SL-
1-2 and SL-1-3 options.  Once 
in the SL-1-2/3, use the ID 
number option to display a 
page where you can search by 
TAMCN.  Enter the TAMCN 
of a piece of equipment. 

This will display all matching ID 
Numbers for the TAMCN selected.  
By selecting “Y” for required, a 
listing by PCN is be displayed for 
all publications associated with the 
TAMCN and ID number. 

3 Enter a “Y” by each PCN that 
you will require. 

The SL-2 information will be 
displayed for the particular PCN.  

4 Press “F2” and input the total 
quantity required, the total 
quantity on-hand, and the 
location of those on-hand 
publications. 

This allows you to determine how 
many publications you require, 
how many you currently have on 
hand, and how many you need to 
place on order.  It also allows you 
to list the location and quantity for 
those publications on-hand. 

5 Repeat steps 3 and 4 for all 
publications required for each 
TAMCN and ID number. 

This builds an automated listing of 
your current publications library, 
identifying those publications that 
need to be placed on order for a 
particular TAMCN and ID 
Number. 

6 Repeat steps 2 through 4 for 
each piece of equipment. 

This builds an automated listing 
for all publications required for 
your unit. 

Continued on next page 
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Ordering Publications, Continued 

 
Process, 
continued 

 

 
Step Action Result 

7 At the main PLMS menu, select 
the “Make Reports” option. 

This displays a menu with options 
in printing out all required 
publications. 

8 Select one of the options to print 
out all required/on-hand 
publications.   

You have the option to print out all 
the required publications that you 
entered in steps 2 through 4 in the 
following sequences:  ID, PCN, 
and Location. 

9 Once all required publications 
with associated quantities have 
been printed out, submit to 
UPCP for ordering. 

UPCP orders all publications in 
MCPDS.   
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Lesson 1 Exercise 

 
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 16 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those listed at the end of this lesson. 

 
Item 1 What are the two categories of publications? 

 
a. Military and Commercial 
b. Contracted and Technical 
c. Printed and Electronic 
d. Technical and Non-Technical 

 
Item 2 Three of the ten types of publications include 

 
a. Technical Orders, Marine Corps Bulletins, and Lubrication Concept. 
b. Modification Manuals, User Manuals, and Stock Lists. 
c. Marine Corps Orders, Technical Instructions, and Support Concepts. 
d. Lubrication Instructions, Supply Orders, and Marine Corps Bulletins. 

 
Item 3 Which of the following personnel belong to the publications control team at 

the unit level? 
 
a. SL-1-2 office 
b. Maintenance Management Office 
c. Publications Inventory Control Supervisor 
d. Materiel Management Officer 

 
Item 4 The documents used to validate publication requirements are 

 
a. T/E, T/O, Activity Allowances, Special Allowances, and SL-1-2/3. 
b. T/E, CMR, Special Allowances, SL-1-2, and SL-1-5. 
c. T/O, Activity Allowances, Special Allowances, SL-1-2/3, and LM2. 
d. T/E, T/O, Special Allowances, LM2, and DPR. 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 5 What is the purpose of the SL-1-2? 

 
a. List all publications in the Marine Corps. 
b. Identify what publications are associated with each type of equipment. 
c. List all publications at the using unit level. 
d. Identify what publications have been cancelled or superceded. 

 
Item 6 What logistics system establishes an effective internal publications 

distribution and retrieval program? 
 
a. Marine Corps Publication Distribution System (MCPDS) 
b. Marine Corps Integrated Maintenance Management System (MIMMS) 
c. Marine Corps Total Force Structure (MCTFS) 
d. Publications Library Management System (PLMS) 

 
Item 7 The mainframe system used to order publications is 

 
a. MIMMS. 
b. PLMS. 
c. MCPDS AIS. 
d. SASSY. 

 
Item 8 A publication listing (PL) is _______ publications for a unit. 

 
a. required 
b. special  
c. non-technical 
d. technical 

 
Item 9 What Marine Corps Order outlines publication requisition control? 

 
a. 4400.150 
b. P4790.2 
c. P5217.17 
d. P5600.31 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 10 What form is used to manage publications at the commodity level? 

 
a. Equipment Repair Order 
b. Stock List 1-2/3 
c. Publications Listing 
d. Publications inventory control form 

 
Scenario for 
Item 11 
through Item 
16 

Scenario:  Using the publications control form from PLMS listed below, 
answer items 11 through 16.  
 
PUBLICATIONS DATA SHEET/INVENTORY CONTROL FORM SL 1-2 DATE: 01 JUN 06 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   CMD UNIT PUB QTY QTY  QTY On 
Publication Title  PCN Date PL IDL REQR REQR O/H Location Order Doc Num 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
MIMMS Field Procedures Manual 
P4790.2C W/CH 1 10206545100 19 Jul 94 6 6 Y 6 1         MMO    0 
             1 COMM 

1 MT 
0 ARMORY 
0 DIVE LOCKER 
0 DPLYD LIBRARY 

 
Item 11 What is the title of the publication listed on the publication control form? 

 
___________________________________________________ 

 
Item 12 What is the PCN for the publication listed? 

 
___________________________________________________ 

 
Item 13 What is the total quantity required for this publication? 

 
___________________________________________________ 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 14 How many MIMMS Field Procedures Manuals is on-hand? 

 
___________________________________________________ 

 
Item 15 How many MIMMS Field Procedures Manuals need to be placed on order? 

 
___________________________________________________ 

 
Item 16 List the quantity and locations where the MIMMS will be on hand once all 

ordered copies are received. 
 
___________________________________________________ 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below provides the answers to the exercise items.  If you have any 

questions, refer to the reference page listed for each item. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference Page 
1 d 4-5 
2 c 4-5 
3 b 4-7 
4 a 4-8 
5 b 4-9 
6 d 4-17 
7 c 4-18 
8 a 4-19 
9 d 4-19 
10 d 4-20 
11 MIMMS Field 

Procedures Manual 
4-20 

12 10206545100 4-20 
13 6 4-20 
14 3 4-20 
15 3 4-20 
16 1 - MMO 

1 - COMM 
1 - MT 

1 - ARMORY 
1 - DIVE LOCKER 

1 - DPLYD LIBRARY 

4-20 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

In this lesson, you’ve learned the procedures for requesting required 
publications.  The next lesson will cover how to reconcile the publications 
you have put on order. 
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LESSON 2 

RECONCILING ORDERED PUBLICATIONS 

Introduction 

 
Scope Reconciling those publications that have been put on order is an important 

step in the publications management program.  Constant validation and 
corrective action is required to ensure that you receive only those publications 
that are required by your commodity sections.  While this is a fluid process, 
this lesson will give you some tools that you can use to be more efficient in 
this process. 
 
The references needed to reconcile ordered publications are MCO P4790.2, 
MCO P5215.1, and MCO P5215.17. 

 
Learning 
Objectives 

After completing this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Recall the frequency for conducting validation of publication 

 requirements. 
 
• Recall the action taken when ordered publications are no longer required. 
 
• Recall the definition of an internal distribution list (IDL). 
 
• Recall the reason why the publications listing and internal distribution 

 should match. 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 4-29 
Validating Publications On Order 4-30 
Internal Distribution List  4-31 
PL and IDL Validation 4-32 
Procedures For Received Publications 4-33 
Lesson 2 Exercise 4-34 
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Validating Publications On Order 

 
Frequency Developing a good working relationship with the UPCP is very important.  

Once your publication order has been entered into MCPDS, it is important for 
the UPCP to validate each requisition a few days after they have been 
ordered.  This will allow for cancellations, backorders, and other statuses to 
post that could effect your requisitions. 
 
As a maintenance management supervisor, you are required to validate all 
publication requisitions with the UPCP bi-weekly.   

 
Publications No 
Longer 
Required 

There will be instances where your commodity sections will request a 
cancellation of a publication requisition for a publication that is no longer 
required.  This can be due to many different factors to include not keeping a 
good accountability of their library, ordering too many of a publication, and 
equipment changes which change the publication requirement. 
 
In cases where a publication is no longer required, you need to submit a 
request to the UPCP to delete the order.  You should include the PCN, short 
title, and the quantity that you would like deleted from MCPDS.  This will 
ensure that only the correct order is deleted. 
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Internal Distribution List 

 
Definition An internal distribution list (IDL) is a document that identifies the location 

and quantities of all received publications for a commodity.   
 
Using the PLMS, this information can be entered when creating the list of 
required publications.   
 
The IDL is also a fluid document that can change when publications are 
moved from one location to another, or when additional copies of the 
publication are required. 

 
IDL Example Below is an example of an IDL that would be generated in PLMS. 

 
UNIT PL 

 
PCN: 12200491000     Title: FSC 4910-IL M/F 
Title:  VEH MAINT & REPAIR SPEC EQUIP RATED:  8 
Pending Increase: 0  Decrease: 0 
Controlled Distribution:  N 

 
SECTION IDL 

 
LOCATION # LOCATION  # LOCATION  # LOCATION  # 
 
DCP 0 ADMIN 0 SUPPLY 1 MT 3 
MMO 1 COMM 2 DIVE LOCKER 0 MT OPS 1 
ARMORY 0 A CO 0 B CO 0 C CO 0 
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PL and IDL Validation 

 
Accountability The IDL and PL are two documents that list the similar information about 

publications within the unit.  The main difference is that the PL will list the 
publication and total quantity within the unit and the IDL will list the 
locations where the required publications are located. 
 
Efforts should be taken to ensure the PL and IDL match.  The reason for this 
is to ensure that all required publications are on hand and accounted for. 

 
Frequency Validating the PL and IDL should be done at least every six months.  This 

will ensure that you will have a current listing of what is required and on hand 
for any inspections or for the annual PL review.  
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Procedures For Received Publications 

 
Receiving 
Publications 

The publications are received either from the mailroom or through the UPCP. 

 
If received from… Then… 
Mailroom Verify publications and quantity received on enclosed 

packing list, make copy, and return original list to 
UPCP for annotation in MCPDS. 

UPCP Make copy of packing list, sign for received 
publications and bring them to the maintenance 
management office for issue to commodity section. 

 
Processing 
Publications 

Once the publications are received, the following steps have to be completed. 

 
Step Action Result 

1 Check off received publications 
from master order list. 

Will track which publications have 
been received and to what 
commodity they are to be issued 
to. 

2 Update location and quantity in 
PLMS or other tracking system.

Will decrease discrepancies of 
what is listed on the IDL to what is 
actually located in the library. 

3 Issue publications to 
commodity section. 

Ensure they enter required entries 
in their library as well as local 
IDL. 

4 File all publication packing 
lists, and associated receipts for 
future inspections. 

Will ensure that you have an 
accurate listing of what 
publications are on hand for 
scheduled inspections. 

 
Good To 
Remember 

When publications are received and issued to your commodity sections, it is 
imperative that you reconcile with their publications clerk to ensure these 
publications are entered and tracked correctly.   
 
Failure to manage publications at the commodity level will result in 
additional publications ordered and time lost when the needed publication is 
not available for completing the mission. 
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Lesson 2 Exercise 

 
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 4 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those listed at the end of this lesson. 

 
Item 1 How often should publication requirements be validated with the UPCP? 

 
a. Weekly 
b. Bi-weekly 
c. Monthly 
d. Quarterly 

 
Item 2 What action is taken when ordered publications are no longer required? 

 
a. Submit a request to the MMO to delete the order. 
b. Submit a request to the UPCP to delete the order. 
c. Delete the publication from PLMS. 
d. Take no action, wait until the publication arrives, then discard it. 

 
Item 3 What is an internal distribution list (IDL)? 

 
a. All technical and non-technical publications for the unit 
b. All pending orders of publications ordered for the fiscal year 
c. The location and quantities of all received publications for a commodity 
d. The location of the UPCP in relation to each publication library 

 
Item 4 Why should the PL and IDL match? 

 
a. Publications will be distributed properly. 
b. Ordered publications are still valid. 
c. Special publications are on hand and accounted for. 
d. Required publications are on hand and accounted for. 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below provides the answers to the exercise items.  If you have any 

questions, refer to the reference page listed for each item. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference Page 
1 b 4-30 
2 b 4-30 
3 c 4-31 
4 d 4-32 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

In this lesson, you’ve learned how to reconcile ordered publications.  The 
next lesson will cover how to inspect a publications library. 
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LESSON 3 

INSPECTING PUBLICATIONS LIBRARIES 

Introduction 

 
Scope Inspecting your publication commodity section’s publication libraries is a 

challenging task.  It is important to complete these inspections to ensure that 
all the work in determining and ordering all required publications occurred.  
The inspection of the libraries is the last step in the check and balance process 
of publications management. 
 
The references needed to when inspecting publications libraries are MCO 
P4790.2, MCO P5215.1, and MCO P5215.17. 

 
Learning 
Objectives 

After completing this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Recall the reason why the location of the publications library is important. 
 
• List the actions to take when inspecting the publications library 

 management system (PLMS). 
 
• Recall the two types of publications inventories. 
 
• Recall the key items that should be inspected during a publication library 

 inspection. 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 4-37 
Publications Library Location 4-38 
Inspecting the Publications Library Management System  4-39 
Publication Library Inventories 4-40 
Inspecting a Publications Library 4-41 
Lesson 3 Exercise 4-42 
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Publications Library Location 

 
Purpose The location and setup of a publications library is very important.  Ensuring 

that the library is in a generalized, easily accessible area will provide ease of 
access for the individuals required to use them. 

 
Physical 
Arrangement 

When dealing with library management, the physical arrangement of the 
different types of publications has to be considered. 
 
Non-technical publications are maintained per MCO P5215.1. 
 
Technical publications may be arranged in two ways: 
 
• Non-equipment associated publications in short title numerical sequence 
 
• Equipment associated publications by equipment type with each 

equipment type in publication short title numerical sequence 

 
Deployment 
and 
Contingency 
Libraries 

Procedures must be established to ensure that deployment and contingency 
libraries are identified, documented for embarkation, and arranged in such a 
fashion as to support embarkation plans, extended shipboard operations and 
ashore. 
 
To ensure the unit is prepared for any deployment or contingency, it is a good 
idea to build a deployment library that is not used for day-to-day operations.  
This will ensure all publications are available and up-to-date when needed.  
This library usually is already stored in its associated embarkation boxes and 
is only opened to inventory, then add or delete any changes. 
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Inspecting the Publications Library Management System 

 
Purpose PLMS is updated quarterly by HQMC.  For this reason, you need to inspect 

all records of required publications in PLMS.  This ensures that any updates 
or changes that affect your libraries can be taken care of. 

 
Actions Taken To inspect the PLMS, take the following actions: 

 
• Validate PLMS data to that of MCPDS for all orders 
• Complete quarterly reconciliation of all outstanding orders and backorders 
• Compare the IDL to the PL to ensure that they match 

 
Good To 
Remember 

As stated previously, reconciliation and validation of the publications 
management system is very important.  It ensures that your libraries are 
always current; your orders arrive on time; and any discrepancies found when 
ordering can be corrected. 
 
Once the publication libraries have been established, it is also important to 
inventory the libraries periodically to ensure that all the processes have been 
completed correctly. 
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Publication Library Inventories 

 
Purpose The management of your publication libraries requires inventories are 

conducted periodically.  This ensures that all publications issued to each 
commodity section are recorded and entered correctly into their existing 
library. 
 
There are two types of publication inventories: 
 
•  Wall-to-wall 
•  Update 

 
Wall-To-Wall When setting up a publications control system, taking over a publications 

library, or during an annual publication review, a wall-to-wall inventory 
should be conducted.  This determines what initially is on-hand.  The 
information that is generated from this inventory can then be used with the 
publication control forms to identify any discrepancies. 

 
Update Update inventories are conducted when a new NAVMC 2761 (Catalog of 

Publications) or SL-1-2/SL-1-3 is published. 
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Inspecting a Publications Library 

 
Purpose Inspecting your commodity section’s library is a main check and balance 

performed to ensure that the publications management system is being 
completed properly.   
 
To complete a good inspection, follow the following steps: 

 
Step Action 

1 Ensure that all changes to any publications have been incorporated 
correctly. 

2 Verify that all publications have been filed correctly depending on 
if they are technical or non-technical. 

3 Ensure that any publication shortages are ordered on valid 
requisitions in MCPDS. 

4 Validate the PLMS publication data to actual on-hand quantities. 
5 Upon completion of inspection, create inspection results in writing 

and submit to commodity section to take necessary corrective 
action. 
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Lesson 3 Exercise 

 
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 8 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those listed at the end of this lesson. 

 
Item 1 The location of the publications library should ensure the ease of 

 
a. management by the commodity publications clerk. 
b. inspection by the maintenance management supervisor. 
c. access for the individuals required to use them. 
d. accounting during yearly inventories. 

 
Item 2 The actions to take when inspecting PLMS include validate PLMS data to that 

of MCPDS, complete quarterly reconciliation of all outstanding orders and 
backorders, and 
 
______________________________________________________ 

 
Item 3 The two types of publication inventories are 

 
a. wall-to-wall and as required. 
b. as required and update. 
c. yearly and upon change of MMO. 
d. wall-to-wall and update. 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued 

 
Items 4 through 
Items 8 

Matching:  For items 4 through 8, match the publication library inspection 
step in column 2 with its associated action in column 1. 

 
Column 1 
 
Action 

Column 2 
 
Step 
 

___ 4.  Ensure that any publication 
shortages are ordered on valid 
requisitions in MCPDS. 

___ 5.  Upon completion of inspection, 
create inspection results in writing 
and submit to commodity section to 
take necessary corrective action. 

___ 6.  Ensure that all changes to any 
publications have been incorporated 
correctly. 

___ 7.  Verify that all publications have 
been filed correctly depending on if 
they are technical or non-technical. 

___ 8.  Validate the PLMS publication data 
to actual on-hand quantities. 

a. 1 
b. 2 
c. 3 
d. 4 
e. 5 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below provides the answers to the exercise items.  If you have any 

questions, refer to the reference page listed for each item. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference Page 
1 c 4-38 
2 Compare IDL to PL to 

ensure they match 
4-39 

3 d 4-40 
4 c 4-41 
5 e 4-41 
6 a 4-41 
7 b 4-41 
8 d 4-41 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

In this lesson, you’ve learned how the TMDE is calibrated.  The next study 
unit will cover publications management. 
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STUDY UNIT 5 

MAINTENANCE PRODUCTION 

Overview 

 
Scope Maintenance production involves the physical performance of various 

maintenance functions.  Modification, preventative maintenance checks and 
services (PMCS), and completing product quality deficiency reports (PQDR) 
are a few of the functions that this study unit will cover. 
 
It is these functions that are essential not only in completing day-to-day 
operations but also important in the safety of those operating on and around 
the equipment.  

 
In This Study 
Unit 

This study unit contains the following lessons: 

 
Lesson See Page 

Equipment Modification 5-3 
Product Quality Deficiency Report  5-11 
Preventative Maintenance Checks and Services  5-31 
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LESSON 1 

EQUIPMENT MODIFICATION 

Introduction 

 
Scope Equipment modification consists of those maintenance actions performed to 

change the design or assembly characteristics of equipment systems, end 
items, components, assemblies, subassemblies, or parts on order.   
 
While equipment modifications do not occur every day, when a piece of 
equipment is identified for modification, take it seriously and complete the 
process to identify or modify this item in the shortest time possible. 
 
The references needed in dealing with equipment modification are MCO 
P4790.2, TM 4700-15/1, and the current version of the SL-1-2. 

 
Learning 
Objectives 

After completing this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Recall the definition for Modification Instruction (MI). 
 
• Recall the two types of urgency of equipment modification. 
 
• Recall the system used to find modification instructions for equipment. 
 
• Recall what records are reviewed when inspecting completed 

Modification Instructions. 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 5-3 
Modification Instruction 5-4 
Types of Modification Instructions 5-5 
Identifying Modification Instructions  5-6 
Reviewing Modification Instructions 5-7 
Lesson 1 Exercise 5-8 
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Modification Instruction 

 
Background Requirements for equipment modification, including the detailed step-by-step 

procedures for accomplishment, are published as Modification Instructions 
(MIs).  They identify specific types and items of equipment to be modified as 
well as the maintenance resources, skills, EOM authorized to perform the 
modification, and time necessary for their accomplishments. 

 
Definition An MI is a published instruction that performs maintenance actions that 

improve equipment functioning, maintainability, reliability, and safety 
characteristics of equipment. 
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Types of Modification Instructions 

 
Two Types There are two types of MIs that are used throughout the Marine Corps: 

 
• Urgent 
• Normal 

 
Urgent Modifications required to prevent death or serious injury to personnel, 

prevent major damages to equipment, or make changes considered so 
essential to equipment that their application must be accomplished at the 
earliest possible time are designated “URGENT.” 
 
“URGENT” MIs require that equipment be deadlined or its use sharply 
curtailed until modifications are applied.  The urgency of the required 
modification must be considered when establishing the priority for its 
accomplishment.  “URGENT” MI’s require a completion date and may 
contain restricting operating conditions that will be disseminated via naval 
message. 

 
Normal Any modification that does not fulfill any of the criteria for “URGENT” 

would be designated “NORMAL.” 
 
“NORMAL” modifications usually lend themselves to acceptance scheduling.  
This scheduling has to be planned to coincide with the performance of other 
required maintenance actions.  “NORMAL” MIs are accomplished within one 
year of the effective date of the MI, unless the MI indicates otherwise.  

 
Good To 
Remember 

Operational requirements of the using unit are a major factor in determining 
the time for application of modifications.  Whenever possible, application of 
modifications should be planned so that they do not interfere with any 
planned requirements.  However, these modifications should be completed 
prior to deploying or going on extended operations. 
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Identifying Modification Instructions  

 
Publications 
Library 
Management 
System 

The Publications Library Management System (PLMS) is the preferred 
system to identify any MIs for equipment. 
 
Using the SL-1-2 option within PLMS, search by equipment ID and TAMCN 
to determine what MIs are currently available.   

 
Modification 
Instruction 

As stated earlier, MIs will detail all information required to complete the 
modification on a piece of equipment.  The MI will also identify the 
following items of the equipment to ensure that modifications are only 
completed on a particular piece of equipment: 
 
• Nomenclature 
• ID Number 
• NSN 
• Manufacturer’s serial number for individual equipment (when appropriate) 
 
Modification kits or parts and fabrication materials when kits are not 
prescribed, are identified by NSN and quantity. 
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Reviewing Modification Instructions 

 
Modification 
Control 

The using unit will establish a single point of responsibility for reviewing the 
modification control program during unit internal reviews.  This 
responsibility will usually fall on the MMO.  In cases where an MMO is not 
present, the commodity section’s maintenance officer will assume the 
responsibility.  Equipment commodity managers will maintain modification 
records per TM 4700-15/1. 

 
Records For 
Review 

No matter who is ultimately responsible to review modification records, it is a 
good idea to review them as a maintenance management supervisor.  This 
will ensure you have a grasp on the program as well as ensure that all MIs 
have been completed.  The following two records can be reviewed to ensure 
that the MIs are complete. 
 
• Modification Binder 
• Equipment Record Jacket 

  
Modification 
Binder 

The modification binder will list all modifications that have been received 
and completed by the commodity maintenance section.   

  
Equipment 
Record Jacket 

The equipment record jacket will also be annotated when modifications are 
received and completed.  The utilization of both of these forms will ensure 
that your modification control program is always accurate and MIs are 
complete. 
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Lesson 1 Exercise 

 
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 4 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those listed at the end of this lesson. 

 
Item 1 A Modification Instruction (MI) is a published instruction that performs 

maintenance actions to improve equipment functioning, maintainability, 
reliability, and ______________ characteristics of equipment. 
 
a. operation 
b. physical 
c. life cycle 
d. safety 

 
Item 2 What are the two types of urgency of equipment modification? 

 
a. URGENT and NORMAL 
b. STANDARD and URGENT  
c. NORMAL and INTERMEDIATE 
d. URGENT and ROUTINE 

 
Item 3 Which system is used for finding MIs of equipment? 

 
a. MCPDS 
b. PLMS 
c. MIMMS 
d. ATLASS 

 
Item 4 Select the records that are reviewed to ensure that an MI has been completed. 

 
a. Equipment Record Jacket and Equipment Record Order 
b. Modification Binder and Equipment Record Jacket 
c. Limited Technical Inspection and Modification Binder 
d. Equipment Record Order and Daily Process Report 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the lesson exercise.  If you have any 

questions, refer to the reference page listed for each item. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference Page 
1 d 5-4 
2 a 5-5 
3 b 5-6 
4 b 5-7 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

In this lesson, you’ve learned the equipment modification process.  The next 
lesson will cover how to identify a defect or nonconforming condition in 
equipment. 
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LESSON 2 

PRODUCT QUALITY DEFICIENCY REPORT 

Introduction 

 
Scope A Product Quantity Deficiency Report (PQDR) is used to identify equipment 

deficiencies that meet a certain criteria.  Once a PQDR is submitted, an 
investigation will be conducted and a resolution of the reported deficiencies 
will be completed and expedited to the field activities listing the corrective 
action to be taken.    
 
The references needed to complete a PQDR are MCO P4790.2, MCO 
4855.10, TM 4700-15/1 and the PQDR Users Guide. 

 
Learning 
Objectives 

After completing this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Recall what a PQDR is used for. 
 
• Recall the responsibilities of the PQDR reporting chain. 
 
• Recall the reference used to determine PQDR submission timeframes. 
 
• Recall the PQDR severity categories. 
 
• Recall the organization that manages the USMC PQDR program. 
 
• Recall how a submitted PQDR is tracked. 
 
• Given a scenario and a blank PQDR, complete the PQDR. 

Continued on next page 
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Introduction, Continued 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 5-11 
Purpose  5-13 
PQDR Action 5-15 
PQDR Categories 5-17 
PQDR Reporting 5-18 
Requirements for Completing a PQDR 5-20 
Submitting and Tracking a PQDR 5-23 
Lesson 2 Exercise 5-24 
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Purpose 

  
Definition A PQDR is a form/report that is used to identify a defect or nonconforming 

conditions which limits or prohibits the item from fulfilling its intended 
purpose. 

 
Policy The Product Quality Deficiency Report (PQDR) Program is the cross-

component process that provides quality deficiency data to activities 
responsible for the design, development, purchasing, production, supply, 
maintenance, and contract administration so that action may be initiated to 
determine cause; take corrective action; and prevent recurring deficiencies. 

  
Use The PQDR will be used to report deficiencies occurring in major weapon 

systems, secondary, consumable, repairable items, spare, and repair parts.  
Government-owned products used during development and test, and items 
supplied as government-furnished property to include warranted, Contractor 
Logistics Support, commercial off-the-shelf, and Marine Corps Common 
Hardware Suite items. 

  
Defective 
Material 

Any individual may report a product quality deficiency.  An individual 
activity that discovers defective materiel and submits a PQDR is known as the 
Originator/Originating Point.  Even if a deficient item is useable, the 
deficiency must still be reported. 

Continued on next page 
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Purpose, Continued 

 
Goals The primary goal of the PQDR program is to maximize mission and 

operational effectiveness, prevent occurring deficiencies, and improve user 
satisfaction with Marine Corps materiel.  The following are additional goals 
of this program: 
 
• PQDR reporting in a data feedback system will provide appropriate 

documentation, action/resolution, and specific points of contact for all 
phases of PQDR processing. 

 
• Provide for analysis and investigation of PQDRs in a timely manner for 

expedient corrective and preventative actions. 
 
• Provide for control and disposition of deficient materiel. 
 
• Maintain a system that affords management with visibility of PQDR 

summary data, identification of problems, recurring deficiencies, and 
resolution/corrective actions. 

 
Submissions A PQDR should be submitted as a result of any of the following 

circumstances: 
 
• A physical or operational condition considered to constitute a hazard to 

personnel or materiel 
 
• A design of items or components that impedes the proper operation, 

maintenance, or handling of the materiel or item 
 
• Faulty materiel or poor workmanship 
 
• Excessive wear or deterioration for the period of time and for the 

conditions under which the item was in use or on hand 
 
• Unsatisfactory operation or performance of equipment in the course of 

normal operations that fail to meet stated operational limits, not 
attributable to normal wear and tear or maintenance operator error 

 
• Circumstances other than those listed above but are of a sufficient 

importance to warrant reporting 
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PQDR Action 

 
Process The PQDR process begins with the user/originator reporting the materiel 

deficiency through the reporting chain.  The table below outlines the reporting 
chain and its responsibilities. 

 
Reporting Chain Responsibilities 

 
User/Originator 

• Prepare PQDR 
• Determine the level of severity 
• Forward report to the originating point 

 
 

Originating Point 

• Check for validity, completeness, and accuracy 
of report 

• Validate the level of severity 
• Assign Report Control Number 
• Forward the report to the screening point 

 
 
 
 
 

Screening Point 

• Certify validity, completeness, and accuracy of 
report 

• Certify level of severity category 
• Acknowledge receipt to sender and apply 

timeframe criteria 
• Advise sender of any nonconcurrence of change 

of category 
• Determine appropriate action point by 

contracting agency, type commodity, etc. 
• Forward PQDR to action point 

 
 
 
 

Action Point 

• Acknowledge receipt of PQDR to screening 
point 

• Apply timeframe criteria 
• Determine cause of deficiency 
• If cause invalid, inform screening point 
• Use support point, if necessary 
• Provide technical evaluation when required 
• Determine if credit applies 

Continued on next page 
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PQDR Action, Continued 

  
Process, 
continued 

 
Reporting Chain Responsibilities 

 
 
 

Support Point 

• Acknowledge receipt to action point 
• Apply timeframe criteria 
• Determine cause of deficiency 
• Provide technical evaluation when required 
• If invalid, inform action point 
• Determine whether credit applies 
• Respond to action point 

Screening Point • Review to originator and all appropriate 
commands and customers 

Continued on next page 
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PQDR Categories 

 
Severity 
Category 

When it has been determined that a piece of equipment requires a PQDR, a 
severity category needs to be assigned that will identify the priority of the 
deficiency.  The two severity categories are 
 
• Category I 
• Category II 

 
Category I Category I is a critical defect that could cause death, injury, severe 

occupational illness, major damage to a weapon system, loss of combat 
readiness, or depot production-line stoppage.  Category I PQDRs will not be 
used to expedite receipt of replacement material. 

 
Category II Category II is a major or minor defect not meeting the Category I criteria as 

defined above. 
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PQDR Reporting, Continued 

  
Timeframe The reporting and processing of PQDRs will be accomplished in timeframes 

that are prescribed by the level of severity categories.  MCO 4855.10 will 
identify all submission timeframes.  The table below outlines the timeframes 
for each level of the reporting chain. 

 
Reporting 

Chain 
Severity 
Category

Action and Timeframe 
For Response 

 After defect discovery, forward PQDR 
information to Originating Point within 

I 24 Hours 

 
 

Originator 
 

II 
 
3 Days 

 Forward PQDR to Screening Point within 
I 24 Hours 

 
 

Originating Point  
II 

 
3 Days 

 PQDR receipt acknowledgement to 
Originating Point within 

I 24 Hours 
II 10 Days 
 Forward PQDR to Action Point for 

investigation within 
I 24 Hours 
II 10 Days 
 Forward Action Point's closing response to 

Originator within 
I 3 Days 

 
 
 
 
 

Screening Point 

II 3 days 

Continued on next page 
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PQDR Reporting, Continued 

  
Timeframe,  
continued 

 
Reporting 

Chain 
Severity 
Category

Action and Timeframe 
For Response 

 PQDR receipt acknowledgement to 
Screening Point within: 

I 24 hours 
II 10 days 
 Suspend/screen stock within: 
I 24 hours 
II 10 days 
 If applicable, forward PQDR to Support 

Point within 
I 20 days after receiving the PQDR or the 

exhibit 
II 30 days after receiving the PQDR or the 

exhibit 
 Provide an interim or final reply to 

Screening Point within 
I 3 days 
II 10 days 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Action Point 

  
 Receipt acknowledgement to Action Point 

within 
I 24 hours 
II 10 days 
 Provide an interim or final reply to Action 

Point within 
I 20 days after receiving the PQDR or the 

exhibit 

 
 
 
 
 

Support Point 

II 30 days after receiving the PQDR or the 
exhibit 
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Requirements for Completing a PQDR 

 
Originator Preparing and forwarding PQDR information to the designated PQDR 

Originating Point when defective material is identified is the responsibility of 
the originator.  The PQDR information should be placed on a PQDR using the 
SF 368 format that can be found in TM 4700-15/1 or on the web at 
www.logcom.usmc.mil/pqdr.  Using the PQDR form will assure all required 
information is provided.  There are a few requirements to remember when 
processing a PQDR: 
 
• Identify the defective item serial number in block 9.  Identify additional 

serial numbers in the description of the deficiency, block 22. 
 
• Secure and segregate the defective materiel (the PQDR exhibits) from all 

other materiel, and classify with a suspended supply condition code.  Tag 
exhibits with the appropriate PQDR exhibit tag. 

 
• If the deficient item is to be evacuated to an Intermediate 

Maintenance/Supply Support Activity (IMA/SSA), a copy of the PQDR 
will be forwarded to the Repairable Issue Point (RIP) float.  When the 
IMA/SSA receives the deficient item(s), they become the owner of that 
item for PQDR reporting purposes. 

 
• Once PQDR is completed, submit it to the Originating Point. 

 
Originating 
Point 

The office of the MMO/MMC usually is an organization’s PQDR Originating 
Point.  If it isn’t and your unit has not identified one within the command, the 
originator will perform originating point functions.  The responsibilities of the 
originating point include the following: 
  
• Review the originator’s PQDR for completeness, validity, and accuracy.  

Ensure the deficiency meets the reporting criteria set forth in MCO 
4855.10. 

 
• If the originator submitted multiple PQDR’s reporting identical 

deficiencies, consolidate them into one PQDR.  List the total number of 
items in block 15c.  List all defective items and end item serial numbers in 
block 22. 

 
• Assign a Report Control Number (RCN) to the PQDR. 

Continued on next page 
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Requirements for Completing a PQDR, Continued 

 
Originating 
Point, 
continued 

• Submit/forward PQDRs to the USMC PQDR Screening Point via the web-
based Product Data Reporting and Evaluation Program (PDREP), 
www.nslcptsmh.navsea.navy.mil/pdrep/pdrep.htm or EZ PQDR web form.  
When using PDREP, the PQDR Screening Point DoDAAC is M90368.  

 
• If the urgency exists, Category I PQDRs may be transmitted via telephone, 

followed by an email confirming the deficiency.  Emails should be sent to: 
mbmmatcompqdrs@logcom.usmc.mil. 

 
• Provide supporting documentation to the Action Point as requested; 

supporting documentation examples can include photographs and test 
reports. 

 
• Ensure exhibits in support of the PQDR investigation are available and 

segregated from all other materiel. 
 
• Hold exhibits for 60 days pending shipping or disposition instructions from 

Screening Point. 
 
• Create a PDREP Exhibit Tracking record, or email the Screening Point 

providing pertinent shipping information. 

 
Screening Point The PQDR Screening Point, MarCorLogCom, Albany GA, manages the 

USMC PQDR Program and is responsible for providing guidance, technical 
assistance, and training on the PQDR Program and the Product Data 
Reporting and Evaluation Program (PDREP) system. The Screening Point’s 
responsibilities include: 
 
• Provide guidance and technical assistance to all levels of the PQDR 

reporting chain. 
 
• Assist all PQDR processing points with exhibit processing. 
 
• Serve as the liaison between the Originator/Originating Point and the 

Action Point. 
 
• Review PQDRs for validity, proper categorization, data accuracy, and 

completeness of addresses. 

Continued on next page 
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Requirements for Completing a PQDR, Continued 

 
Screening 
Point, 
continued 

• Obtain correct or missing information from the Originator/Originating 
Point. 

 
• If PQDR is invalid IAW criteria in MCO 4855.10, close PQDR and return 

it to Originating Point. 
 
• Determine the proper Action Point and forward PQDR IAW timelines. 

 
Action Point The action point is responsible for resolving product deficiencies and 

requesting support point involvement in the investigation, when required.  
The investigation’s outcome should indicate the cause of the deficiency and 
corrective/preventative measures for both contractor and government-
attributable product quality deficiencies.  The action point responsibilities 
include the following: 
 
• Receive PQDRs from the USMC PQDR screening point and acknowledge 

receipt to the screening point within 1 day for a Cat I PQDR and 10 days 
for a Cat II PQDR. 

 
• Forward any PQDR received directly from a PQDR originator/originating 

point to the USMC PQDR Screening Point. 
 
• If PQDR is invalid, close and return it to screening point. 
 
• Provide initial exhibit disposition instructions to the screening point for the 

deficient materiel being held in a suspended supply Condition Code by the 
Originator/Originating Point. 

 
• Identify the root cause of the problem and the responsible party. 
 
• Forward the final reply to the screening point that will include 

investigation results, historical failure, responsibility for the deficiency, 
findings of the investigation, actions taken to correct the deficiency, need 
for alert notifications or field bulletins, and severity classification of the 
reported deficiency. 
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Submitting and Tracking a PQDR 

 
PQDR 
Submission 

Once the originator has completed a PQDR, submit it for action.  
Submit/forward PQDRs to the USMC PQDR screening point via the web-
based Product Data Reporting and Evaluation Program (PDREP) at 
www.nslcptshmh.navsea.navy.mil/pdrep.htm or the EZ PQDR web form.   

  
Requirement PDREP does require the user to register for a username and password for 

accessing this site.  EZ PQDR does not require a username and password and 
will be sent electronically to PDREP once accepted by the Screening Point.  
PQDRs also can be submitted via e-mail attachment to 
mbmatcompqdrs@logcom.usmc.mil.  The PQDR form is found on the USMC 
PQDR screening point website, however, this is not the preferred method. 

   
Links Links to all PQDR submission methods are on the USMC PQDR Screening 

Point web site, www.logcom.usmc.mil/pqdr.   
 
Note:  Do not submit PQDRs directly to the materiel manager, equipment 

specialist, logistics management specialist, or the program manager’s 
office. 

  
PQDR 
Tracking 

Once a PQDR is submitted and accepted, the PDREP system will allow the 
user to track the PQDR through the reporting chain. 
 
All information on how to access and navigate the PDREP system can be 
found at: www.logcom.usmc.mil/pqdr. 
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Lesson 2 Exercise 

 
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 7 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those listed at the end of this lesson. 

 
Item 1 A Product Quality Deficiency Report (PQDR) is used to identify 

 
a. suggestions that can make equipment better in relation to its mission. 
b. discrepancies from operator error, wear and tear, and abuse. 
c. wear and tear on items that limit or prohibit them from fulfilling its 

mission. 
d. a defect or nonconforming condition that limits or prohibits the item from 

fulfilling its intended purpose. 

 
Item 2 The responsibilities of the Originating Point, when in receipt of a PQDR is to 

check for validity, ______________, ______________, level of severity, 
assignment of report control number and forward the report to the screening 
point. 
 
a. completeness, accuracy 
b. equipment type, timeframe 
c. accuracy, priority 
d. completeness, priority 

 
Item 3 What reference is used to determine submission timeframes for PQDRs? 

 
a. MCO P4790.2 
b. MCO 4855.10 
c. UM-4790-5 
d. MCO P4400.150 

 
Item 4 What are the two PQDR severity categories? 

 
a. A, B 
b. I, II 
c. 03, 06 
d. II, III 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 5 Which organization manages the USMC PQDR Program? 

 
a. Marine Corps Training and Education Command 
b. Defense Logistics Agency 
c. Marine Corps Logistics Command 
d. Marine Corps System Command 

 
Item 6 PQDRs are tracked via the internet using which system? 

 
a. Product Data Reporting and Evaluation Program (PDREP) 
b. WIR On-Line Process Handler (WOLPH) 
c. Marine Corps Evaluation Readiness Information Technology (MERIT) 
d. Marine Corps Publications Distribution System (MCPDS) 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Scenario for 
Item 7  

Using the scenario and the additional information provided below, complete a 
PQDR. 
 
Scenario:  On January 30th 2005, GySgt Chapin, Bn Ordnance Chief, 
identified a problem with the 30-round, 5.56 magazine assemblies 
manufactured by Cooper Industries.  The problem is that after 5 months of 
use, the magazine either fails to feed the final five rounds or does not feed at 
all.  The armory has recalled and inspected each magazine and all have same 
problem.  The armory is holding all recalled magazines at the armory, 
building 7617, and is pending disposition instructions from the unit MMO, 
GySgt Dryden. 
 
Unit:  1st Recon Bn, 1st Mar Div, Camp Pendleton, CA 92054 
ACC:  M99999  
Ordnance Chief #:  555-3456, Email: Chapinmc@usmc.mil  
MMO #:  555-1234, Email:  Drydenak@usmc.mil   
Report Control Number:  M899-01-0001A 
Date deficiency discovered:  050111 
Defective Item:  Magazine Assy, 30rd, 5.56, NSN 1005009215004 
Defective Item Manufacture:  Cooper Industries, Sunny, OK 12345 
Defective Item works with:  M16A3, 5.56 Rifle, NSN 1001011289936 
Date Items Received from DLA, Albany GA:  040602  
Lot Number:  982/15A                           
Contract Number:  DAAA-09-15                   
Mfrs. Cage Code:  30389                         
Part Number:  8889898 
Date Manufactured:  030712 
Qty Received/Inspected/In Stock:  500 
Price per Item:  $3.15                               
Estimated Repair Cost:  $3150.00 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Blank PQDR 
for Item 7 

Use the Blank PQDR to complete Item 7. 

 

 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the lesson exercise.  If you have any 

questions, refer to the reference page listed for each item. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference Page 
1 d 5-13 
2 a 5-15 
3 b 5-17 
4 b 5-19 
5 c 5-20 
6 a 5-22 
7 See PQDR example on 

page 5-29 
5-13 through 5-22 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solution 
Example for 
Item 7 

The PQDR displayed below outlines all the information that should be 
entered based off the information provided.  If additional information is 
available, it should also be included. 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

In this lesson, you’ve learned how to complete a PQDR.  The next lesson will 
cover Preventative Maintenance Checks and Services (PMCS). 
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LESSON 3 

PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE CHECKS AND SERVICES 

Introduction 

 
Scope Preventative Maintenance Checks and Services (PMCS) include the checking 

and servicing performed by personnel for maintaining equipment in 
satisfactory operating condition.  PMCS is conducted at all levels from the 
operator to mechanic.  Effectively administered, PMCS will help prevent 
early breakdown or failure of equipment; prevent costly, complex, time-
consuming repair; and allow the optimum use of maintenance resources.  This 
lesson covers the ways PMCS is achieved at the unit level. 
 
The references needed to conduct PMCS are MCO P4790.2, TM 4700-15/1, 
and UM 4790-5. 

 
Learning 
Objectives 

After completing this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Recall the form that is used for tracking PMCS. 
 
• Recall the individuals within a unit who determine PMCS scheduling. 
 
• Recall the key consideration when scheduling equipment for PMCS. 
 
• Recall the eight types of PMCS. 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 5-31 
Tracking 5-32 
Scheduling 5-33 
Types 5-34 
Validating 5-36 
Lesson 3 Exercise 5-37 
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Tracking 

 
Definition PMCS are systematic inspections, detections, and corrections of initial 

failures either before they occur or before they develop into major defects.  A 
systematic PMCS program consisting of inspecting, cleaning, servicing, 
lubricating, and adjusting is the key to equipment readiness. 

  
Scheduled 
Maintenance 

PMCS is generally cyclic in nature, one cycle being completed each year of 
the equipment’s life.  They are also referred to as scheduled maintenance and 
includes PMCS performed by 
 
• The operator, user, or crew before, during, and after operation 
 
• The operator or crew on an hourly, daily, monthly, or special occurrence 

basis 
 
• Organizational maintenance personnel, assisted by the operator or crew, on 

a calendar, mileage, rounds-fired, or hours-of-operation basis 
 
• Operational and maintenance personnel in conjunction with the preceding 

mentioned services of a special nature 

  
Recording 
PMCS 

Completed PMCS will be recorded per TM-4700-15/1.  The reporting of 
completed PMCS will be accomplished on the ERO for PMCS performed in 
organizational or support activity maintenance shops. 

 
NAVMC 10561 The NAVMC 10561 is used to systematically schedule and record organic 

EOM and higher PMCS on Marine Corps ground equipment.  The user has 
the ability to record PMCS actions on equipment 12 months a year for 3 
years.  Commanders will establish intervals for PMCS with no less frequency 
than annually. 
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Scheduling 

 
Responsibility The unit owning or using the equipment must establish a program and 

perform timely PMCS on equipment.  The unit is also responsible for PMCS 
of equipment and maintenance of equipment records for equipment on loan. 
 
The scheduling of all required organic and higher PMCS rests with the 
equipment officer, equipment chief, or appointed individual or individuals. 

 
Key 
Consideration 

The key consideration when scheduling PMCS is to ensure that the workload 
is staggered so all items of one type of equipment are not scheduled for 
PMCS at the same time.  This will ensure that there is enough equipment 
available to complete daily missions and allow the PMCS to be completed. 

 
Relationship of 
PMCS to 
Corrective 
Maintenance 

The objective of PMCS is to reduce corrective maintenance (CM).  
Sometimes a scheduled PMCS is required during CM; for example, an engine 
repair could require oil and filter change.  When this occurs, the decision 
must be made whether to perform the full PMCS or to appropriately modify 
the PMCS.  This decision must be made on a case-by-case basis, dependent 
upon the extent of tasks common to both PMCS and CM requirements, and 
the proximity of the next scheduled PMCS. 
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Types 

 
Background The following are the eight types of PMCS that can occur at the unit level.  

Each is similar to each other with the operator or crew assisting in all types. 
 
• Daily 
• Monthly 
• Semiannually 
• Annually 
• Biennially 
• TMDE 
• Deferred 
• Special 

 
Daily The operator or crew performs the daily PMCS each day the equipment is 

operated.  Equipment operated infrequently or intermittently normally does 
not require daily PMCS.  Care must be exercised to ensure that the 
maintenance of such equipment is not neglected.  Daily PMCS is divided into 
before, during, and after operation services. 

 
Monthly Monthly PMCS is designed to reinforce daily PMCS.  It is generally the same 

checks performed during the daily PMCS.  Monthly PMCS provides 
management with a good indication of the quality of the daily maintenance 
performed by the operator or crew.  Improper monthly PMCS can be 
detrimental to the effective operation of the unit’s maintenance program and 
should be avoided whenever possible. 

 
Semiannually The maintenance personnel perform the semiannual PMCS, assisted by the 

operator or crew.  Normal interval between PMCSs is 6 months for a 
semiannual PMCS.  It includes all PMCS required for semiannual PMCS and 
lower.  It also provides for a comprehensive check of equipment to ensure 
trouble free operation until the next scheduled PMCS. 

 
Annually The maintenance personnel perform the annual PMCS, assisted by the 

operator or crew.  The normal interval between annual PMCS is 12 months, 
but may be advanced when the operating criteria specified in the equipment’s 
technical manual are achieved earlier.  Annual PMCS is conducted in a 
greater scope than semiannual PMCS and additional time is required to 
accomplish annual PMCS  requirements. 

Continued on next page 
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Types, Continued 

 
Biennial Biennial PMCS is performed in the same fashion as an annual PMCS.  A 

biennial PMCS is greater in scope than an annual, and the operator or crew of 
the equipment will be queried by maintenance personnel, when possible, to 
obtain first-hand information on irregularities or indications of equipment 
malfunction. 

 
TMDE Operator PMCS combined with an operational check of the equipment per the 

equipment’s TM(s) shall constitute organizational PMCSs for all categories 
of TMDE and requires no scheduling.  The calibration laboratory and units 
authorized intermediate maintenance on test equipment must conduct 
intermediate PMCS during calibration. 

 
Deferred  PMCS may be deferred or intervals extended for the following reasons: 

 
• Placed on administrative deadline 
• Placed on administrative storage program 
 
MSC commanders may authorize administrative storage and commanding 
officers may authorize administrative deadline as long as certain criteria is 
met in accordance with MCO P4790.2. 

 
Special Special PMCS is necessary when equipment has been exposed to salt or fresh 

water, or has been operated in loose sand or mud.  Equipment will be checked 
for all probable areas of contamination.  In these cases, this special PMCS 
will essentially be a semiannual, annual, or biennial service. 
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Validating 

 
Status of 
Equipment 

PMCS actions reside within the maintenance sections of each commodity.  As 
the maintenance management supervisor, you have the ability to check on the 
status of any equipment going through the maintenance cycle.  The table 
below provides information on the steps that occur during PMCS. 

 
Step Action 

 
1 

Ensure that the equipment owner has accomplished all 
maintenance within their authorized EOM and that the ERO is 
prepared per TM-4700-15/1.  The equipment, equipment records, 
and ERO will be inducted into the maintenance acceptance phase. 

 
2 

The maintenance section will accept the equipment and determine 
the maintenance actions required including any modification 
requirements.  These actions will be annotated on the ERO. 

3 The maintenance section will prepare and submit an EROSL when 
parts are required. 

 
4 

When resources become available, the equipment will be inducted 
into the active maintenance phase.  Mechanic or maintenance 
teams will be assigned and all maintenance will be accomplished 
within the authorized EOM. 

 
5 

If maintenance is required beyond the maintenance section’s EOM, 
the maintenance section will prepare an ERO and evacuate the 
equipment to the next EOM. 

 
6 

Once all maintenance is completed, the equipment owner will 
determine if the maintenance was successfully accomplished.  The 
equipment owner will notify the maintenance section.  The ERO is 
closed out and the equipment records are updated. 
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Lesson 3 Exercise 

 
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 10 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those listed at the end of this lesson. 

 
Item 1 What form is used to track PMCS? 

 
a. NAVMC 10520 
b. NAVMC 10561 
c. NAVMC 11186 
d. NAVMC 10627 

 
Item 2 The individuals within a unit that determines PMCS scheduling are 

 
a. Equipment officer, equipment chief, and appointed individual(s). 
b. Equipment officer, maintenance management chief, and publications 

clerk. 
c. Equipment chief, operations chief, and appointed individual(s). 
d. Maintenance management officer, maintenance management chief, and 

equipment chief. 

 
Item 3 The key consideration when scheduling equipment for PMCS is to ensure that 

 
a. funds have been allocated. 
b. workload is staggered. 
c. unit training is completed. 
d. paperwork is completed. 

 
Item 4 The eight types of PMCS are daily, monthly, semiannually, annually, 

biennially,  
 
a. bi-monthly, quarterly, and TMDE. 
b. special, as required, and as directed. 
c. special, TMDE, and deferred. 
d. weekly, quarterly, and as directed. 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued 

 
Items 5 through 
Items 10 

Matching:  For items 5 through 10, match the PMCS step in column 2 with its 
associated action in column 1. 

 
Column 1 
 
Action 

Column 2 
 
Step 
 

___ 5. When resources become 
available, the equipment will 
be inducted into the active 
maintenance phase. 

___ 6. Ensure that equipment owner 
has accomplished all 
maintenance within their 
authorized EOM and that 
ERO is prepared per TM-
4700-15/1. 

___ 7. If maintenance is required 
beyond the maintenance 
section’s EOM, the 
maintenance section will 
prepare an ERO and 
evacuate the equipment to 
the next EOM. 

___ 8. The maintenance section will 
accept the equipment and 
determine the maintenance 
actions required. 

___ 9. Maintenance is completed, 
the equipment owner 
determines if accomplished 
successfully and closes out 
ERO and updates equipment 
records. 

___ 10. The maintenance section will 
prepare and submit an 
EROSL when parts are 
required. 

a. 1 
b. 2 
c. 3 
d. 4 
e. 5 
f. 6 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the lesson exercise.  If you have any 

questions, refer to the reference page listed for each item. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference Page 
1 b 5-32 
2 a 5-33 
3 b 5-33 
4 c 5-34 through 5-35 
5 d 5-36 
6 a 5-36 
7 e 5-36 
8 b 5-36 
9 f 5-36 
10 c 5-36 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

In this lesson, you’ve learned the procedures for PMCS.  The next study unit 
will cover MIMMS-AIS output reports. 
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STUDY UNIT 6 

MIMMS-AIS REPORTS 

Overview 

 
Scope As a maintenance management supervisor, knowing how to read and analyze 

MIMMS-AIS reports is essential.  It will provide insight on your unit’s 
maintenance efforts and will directly affect the overall readiness of your 
unit’s equipment. 
 
This study unit will introduce you to each report as well as give you some 
good guidelines on how to catch and correct deficiencies found during your 
analysis.  This will ensure you have a successful maintenance management 
program at your unit.  

 
In This Study 
Unit 

This study unit contains the following lessons: 

 
Lesson See Page 

MIMMS-AIS Output Reports 6-3 
MIMMS and Supply Codes and Indicators 6-19 
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LESSON 1 

MIMMS-AIS OUTPUT REPORTS 

Introduction 

 
Scope MIMMS-AIS reports are reports that are automatically produced after the 

daily MIMMS/SASSY cycle process completes.  These reports show a 
snapshot of the days’ maintenance actions that were completed and entered 
into MIMMS by each commodity section.  To ensure you have a good 
understanding of each report, this lesson will provide in-depth information of 
each report as well as trends in reporting that you will encounter as a 
maintenance management supervisor. 
 
The reference explaining MIMMS-AIS reports is the UM-4790-5. 

 
Learning 
Objectives 

After completing this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Recall the six-main MIMMS-AIS output reports. 
 
• Recall the purpose of the Daily Transaction Listing (DTL). 
 
• Recall the purpose of the Daily Process Report (DPR). 
 
• Recall the purpose of the Weekly Owning Unit TAM Report (TAM). 
 
• Recall the purpose of the Maintenance Exception Report (EXC). 
 
• Recall the purpose of the Weekly Material Report (MAT). 
 
• Recall the purpose of the LM2 Report. 

Continued on next page 
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Introduction, Continued 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 6-3 
Output Report Types 6-5 
Daily Transaction Listing  6-6 
Daily Process Report  6-8 
Weekly Owning Unit TAM Report  6-10 
Weekly Maintenance Exception Report  6-11 
Weekly Material Report  6-13 
MARES LM2 Report 6-14 
Lesson 1 Exercise 6-16 
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Output Report Types 

 
Background There are over a dozen MIMMS-AIS output reports that a maintenance 

management supervisor can use to accomplish the maintenance mission.  We 
are going to focus on the six main reports that are used regularly as a 
maintenance management supervisor. 
 
Since these reports are unique to each other, detailed information for   
supervisor level management will be outlined.  The six main MIMMS-AIS 
reports to be covered are 
 
• Daily Transaction Listing (DTL) 
• Daily Process Report (DPR) 
• Weekly Owning Unit TAM Report (TAM) 
• Weekly Maintenance Exception Report (EXC) 
• Weekly Material Report (MAT) 
• Mares LM2 Report (LM2) 
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Daily Transaction Listing  

 
Purpose The purpose of the DTL is to validate the unit’s input into MIMMS.  This is 

accomplished by matching the previous day’s input data to the transactions 
listed on the DTL.  As the maintenance management supervisor, it will be you 
and your staff’s job to monitor this report to ensure MIMMS transactions are 
processing correctly.  For those transactions that do not process correctly, 
corrections must be made and resubmitted promptly for processing.   

 
Description The DTL provides visibility of input transactions that were accepted into the 

MIMMS daily cycle or were rejected because of errors. 
 
The transactions will be presented in the identical format they were entered 
into the system.  Additionally, the report will display transactions that were 
system generated in response to other MIMMS and Supply Automated 
support System (SASSY) related input. 

 
Three Sections The DTL is divided into three sections: 

 
• Transactions that processed with no errors 
• Transactions that processed with non-critical errors 
• Transactions that did not process 
 
When inputted, transactions will print in one of the three applicable sections.  
For those that did not process correctly, an Error Code will be printed to the 
immediate right of the reflected input.  An Error Code listing in chapter 24 of 
the UM-4790-5 will provide the actions needed to correct the discrepancy.  
This study unit will cover the Error Codes in Lesson 2. 

 
Trends Some of the trends that can be found on the DTL are: 

 
• Incorrect entering of MIMMS info when keypunched. 
 
• Inadequate corrective research on those transactions that did not process 

prior to resubmission.  
  
• Inadequate research to ensure that those transactions that processed with 

non-critical errors do not become transactions that do not process at all. 

Continued on next page 
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Daily Transaction Listing, Continued 

 
DTL Example Look at the DTL example below.  You will see that there are examples of all 

three sections that a transaction can process under. 
  
Under the section of transactions that did not process, the third transaction, 
8ZZF12, had an error code of 032.  This error code describes the document 
number on the input transaction did not match an existing document number 
for the associated ERO.  Corrective action is to validate the document number 
and resubmit the transaction. 
 
As a maintenance management supervisor, you need to ensure that these types 
of validations occur for all transactions that do not process. 

 
PROGRAM A4150D31                      MIMMS FIELD MAINTENANCE SUBSYSTEM FOR 1STMARDIV 
         DAILY TRANSACTION LISTING ON 07 FEBRUARY  05 (5038) FOR 9th MARDIV        (ORGANIC)         PAGE  001 
 
 
                  1                  2                  3                  4                  5                  6                  7                  8       E R R O R   C O D E S 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890**************************** 
----------------------------TRANSACTIONS PROCESSED WITH NO ERRORS-------------------------- 
 
0ZZC840000N                0000                      05    0000            56                  13                           B    C 
9ZZC84                                        50380002415    D            1550010001 560010001 
 
9ZZK81                                       50380037215     D            S550010007T550010020 560010156 
 
0ZZY660000N                                              05    0000                                  25                                 C 
 
9ZZY89                                       50380000715 D               4550010001 560010001 
 
0ZZ8025038N                       1 001070560501000000107      641209015AS25                         C XA 
3ZZ8025180012441290   MK-2569/P TOOLA7900D                                                                       A 
3ZZ8025180012441290   MK-2569/P TOOLA7900D                                                                       B 
 
0ZZ8035038N                       1  001070700501000000107      641209015AS25                         C XA 
3ZZ8035180012441290   MK-2569/P TOOLA7900D                                                                        A 
3ZZ8035180012441290   MK-2569/P TOOLA7900D                                                                        B 
 
------------------TRANSACTIONS PROCESSED WITH NON-CRITICAL ERRORS------------------- 
 
0ZZY890000N                                           05      0000             5612                N13                       B  C    011 
------------------------------TRANSACTIONS THAT DID NOT PROCESS-------------------------------- 
 
7ZZQ38                                     0027350327251                                      000B16                              B   003 
8ZZF04 6230012253931       00140114350246381A      S6                      BK                                         083 
 
8ZZF12 4130013498564       00220114350117340A      S6     5038         BK                                         032 
 
8ZZF20 6625011210510       00040114350117347A      S6                      BK                                         083 
8ZZF20 5120002886468       00040114350117349A      S6                      BK                                         083 
8ZZF20 6230006354998       00720114350246375A      S6     CANC      BK                                         032 
8ZZF20 6230001631856       00720114350246376A      S6     CANC      BK                                         032 
8ZZF20 6625011210510       00720114350246377A      S6     CANC      BK                                         032 
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Daily Process Report 

 
Purpose The purpose of the daily process report DPR is to provide a complete history 

of an item in the maintenance cycle.  This report will be the most analyzed by 
a maintenance management supervisor.  It will allow you to track and verify 
all maintenance actions that are taking place within your unit.  

 
Description The DPR provides maintenance managers at all levels visibility of active 

EROs in their shops. 
 
EROs which had action taken will be indicated by two asterisks (**) to the 
left of the ERO Number.  This will allow the user easy access to identify 
items in the maintenance cycle that had work performed on the day prior to 
those that did not. 

 
Distribution For proper analysis, this report should be distributed to the unit MMO and to 

all shop sections at the commodity level. 

 
Analysis The DPR will list repair part requirements and the supply action to date on 

these requirements.  This will allow you to see the outstanding requirements, 
their current statuses, and priorities of maintenance in agreement with the 
repair parts on order. 
 
Situations can also be spotted where maintenance activities have added on 
parts, which can indicate poor initial inspection, parts previously received 
have been applied elsewhere, or even that the mechanic lost the part during 
installation.  It is imperative that you analyze each part record to ensure that 
they are being ordered, received, and applied in a timely manner. 

Continued on next page 
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Daily Process Report, Continued 

 
Trends Some of the common trends found on the DPR are 

 
• Category Code does not coincide with the Priority (i.e. Category Code M 

with PRI 13). 
• Priority of the ERO does not match any of the part requisitions. 
• Category Codes and Priorities do not match current F/AD. 
• Match Defect Codes against equipment ordered. 
• Excessive days in shop without upgrading/downgrading. 
• ERO “short parts” status with no parts on order. 
• Incorrect Job Status listed. 
• Too high of priority used to order routine parts. 
• Incorrect Category Code used. 

 
DPR Example Below is an example of an excerpt of a DPR. 
 
ZZ400 E0980 02498A 1234567   M   06 1005-00-322-9715 MACH GUN 50 CA 5061 5061 D 
 11001 5104-RPR PRGS 0.00 2 1    LC-M2/5104  WPNS-CBB 49 49 
   5101-SHT PART 
   5061-INS PRGS 
    R-5101 99999-5096-7010 EA  1 06 1005-00-556-4305 ROD ASSEMB 9 097 AS1 MC1  AT 
    R-5101 99999-5096-7015 EA  1 06 5315-00-600-8784 PIN, SPRING 9 097 AS1 MC1  AT 
                                    99999-5108-7011 EA  1 06 1005-01-141-1235 BUFFER ASS   REJ   AT 
                                    99999-5108-7012 EA  1 06 1005-01-453-9289 BUFFER, REC   REJ   AT 
                                    99999-5108-7013 EA  1 06 5360-00-726-6134 SPRING, FLA   REJ   AT 
                                    99999-5108-7014 AY  1 06 1005-00-550-4082 EXTENSION   REJ   AT 
                                    99999-5108-7009 EA  1 06 1005-02-122-6754 SPRING   AE1 S9G  2B 
     99999-5109-7011 EA  1 06 1005-01-141-1235 BUFFER ASS    E   AT 
                                    99999-5109-7012 EA  1 06 1005-01-453-9289 BUFFER, REC   E   AT 
                                    99999-5109-7013 EA  1 06 5360-00-726-6134 SPRING, FLA   E   AT 
                                    99999-5109-7014 AY  1 06 1005-00-550-4082 EXTENSION   E   AT 
ZZ419 E1762 09081B US123456  P   06 1005-01-371-5639 SHOTGUN  5070 
 11001 5074-INS PRGS 0.00 2 1      WPNS-MINR   40 
ZZ477 NL232 05538C 6654321  N   13 1005-00-674-1425 M1 30CAL RIFLE 5101    D 
 11001 5110-PCKP HECH 0.00 2 1  R4B80   WPNS-MINR   9 
    5101-INS PRGS 
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Weekly Owning Unit TAM Report  

 
Purpose The purpose of the TAM report is to identify trends by commodity, echelon, 

days on deadline, or job status. 

 
Description The TAM report is produced in TAMCN sequence with a break in the report 

for each type and commodity designator.  It includes active EROs at 
intermediate maintenance as well as organizational maintenance with the 
latest job status displayed. 

 
Trends Trends that can be found on the TAM report are 

 
• Excessive Days Deadlined by TAM 
• Category Code M to Days Deadlined 
• Category Code to Priority incorrect 
• Defect Code misuse 
• Use of defect code to identify trend of defect by TAM  

 
TAM Example  Below is an example of an excerpt of a Weekly Owning Unit TAM Report. 
 

MIMMS FIELD MAINTENANCE SUBSYSTEM FOR 1ST MARINE BRIGADE 
SVCBN 9TH  MARDIV  WEEKLY OWNING UNIT MAINTENANCE TAM REPORT ON 20 APR 2005    PAGE  0001 

 
TAM   OWNER SRL-NO ID-NO NOMEN QTY PRI CAT ECH DEFECT JOB-STATUS  DDL DIS ML-IND ERO 
 
A0499 99999 00005 10664A TSQ-227 DTC 01 06 X 2 ELEC-INOP 5090-ITRS REP 0 62   ZZR09 
A1935 99999 A0092 07743B MRC138/TBD1 01 06 M 2 COMP-RPLC 5013-SHT PART 155 155 LCS2 ZZB15 
A1957 99999 S0229 09730A AN/MRC-145 01 13 C 2 BODY-RPLC 5103-UNIT RCL 0 13  ZZA28 
A1957 99999 S0229 09730A AN/MRC-145 01 13 N 2 BODY-RPLC 5098-ITRS REP 0 12  ZZB23 
A1957 99999 S0235 09730A MRC145/TBD2 01 06 M 2 COMP-RPLC 5026-SHT PART 155  155 LCS2 ZZB17 
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Weekly Maintenance Exception Report  

 
Purpose The purpose of the Exception Report (EXC) report is to give a detailed 

evaluation of the current active EROs to locate discrepancies, trend actions, 
and to pinpoint specific ERO numbers and supply documents that require 
attention.  It frees up maintenance management personnel from the detailed 
evaluation of several pages of reports by locating discrepancies or trend areas. 

 
Description This report will provide information in the narrative form.  It will pinpoint 

specific ERO numbers and supply documents where problems exist.  A 
weekly comparison of two or three consecutive reports can help determine 
personnel and procedural problems and aid in determining the necessary 
corrective action. 

 
Trends The EXC report provides a narrative of any EROs that are falling within a 

trend.  This allows you to work with those commodity sections whose EROs 
are deficient. 

Continued on next page 
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Weekly Maintenance Exception Report, Continued 

 
Weekly EXC 
Report 
Example 

Below is an example of an excerpt of a Weekly Exception Report. 
 
A4150W25            WEEKLY EXCEPTION REPORT FOR MAJCMD 1ST MARDIV             UNIT 9TH MARDIV 
                                                    ERO PREFIX = ZZ                                   08 MAR 05 (5067)  PAGE:   1 
 
 
 1.   EROS IN JOB STATUS 02 (INS PRGS) OVER 10 DAYS: 
 
 2.   EROS IN JOB-STATUS 24 (UNIT-RCL) OR 25 (SHT PART) WITHOUT VALID SUPPLY DOCUMENTS: 
 
      ZZ419-25-4281    ZZ611-25-5004    ZZ694-25-4257 
 
 3.   EROS/SUPPLY DOCUMENTS WITH SASSY EXCEPTIONS/REJECTIONS: 
 
 4.   EROS WHICH EXCEED THE CRITERIA FOR DEADLINED DAYS: 
 
      ZZ694-4156 
 
 5.   SECONDARY-REPARABLE EROS WHICH EXCEED THE CRITERIA FOR DEADLINED DAYS: 
 
 6.   EROS WHICH EXCEED THEIR RDD: 
 
 7.   EROS WHICH EXCEED THE ORF EXCHANGE DATE: 
 
 8.   EROS COMPLETED MORE THAN 10 DAYS: 
 
 9.   EROS AWAITING DISPOSITION INSTRUCTIONS IN JOB-STATUS 37 (WIR SUB) OVER 30 DAYS: 
 
10.   EROS IN JOB-STATUS 13 (RPR COMP) OR 37 (WIR SUB) WITH OUTSTANDING SUPPLY   
 DOCUMENTS: 
 
11.   EROS WHICH ARE CAT CODE M OR PRIORITY 06 AND IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING JOB-
 STATUSES FOR OVER 10 DAYS: 02 (INS PRGS), 12 (RPR PRGS), 23 (SHT TEST), 26 (SHT SPAC), 27 
 (SHT TECH), OR 40 (SHT FUND): 
 
12.   EROS WHICH ARE NOT CAT CODE M OR PRIORITY 06 AND IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING JOB-
 STATUSES FOR OVER 30 DAYS: 02 (INS PRGS), 12 (RPR PRGS), 23 (SHT TEST), 26 (SHT SPAC), 27 
 (SHT TECH), OR 40 (SHT FUND): 
 
      ZZ615-12-5025 
 
13.   EROS WITH DISPOSITION INSTRUCTIONS EXCEEDING COMPLETION CRITERIA (30 DAYS 
 CONUS/60 DAYS NON-CONUS): 
 
14.   EROS WITH A NO CLOSE FLAG: 
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Weekly Material Report  

 
Purpose The MAT report is used to indicate trends in faulty parts, the need for 

PQDRs, changes in repair procedures, and supply problems by analysis of the 
status date and priority of the requisition.  

 
Description The MAT report consists of a listing in document number sequence, all 

outstanding repair part requisitions for open EROs on the Master ERO file.  
This report also contains current supply status information as well as the 
document and ERO numbers to which each NSN applies.   
 
It also provides a general idea of the volume of particular parts by a specific 
NSN and whether or not these parts are seriously hindering the repairs.  If a 
requisitioned item does not appear on this report, it probably never processed 
through MIMMS into SASSY.  This report can act as a weekly check on the 
DTL for ordered repair part requisitions. 

 
Trends The trends will normally be duplication of the same part being requisitioned 

for items by NSN.  Another trend that can be found is the Qty and Priority 
listed for these requisitions.  If abuses in the use of high priority are  
occurring, it will be identified on this report. 

 
Weekly MAT 
Report 
Example 

Below is an example of an excerpt of a Weekly Material Report. 

 
MIMMS FIELD MAINTENANCE SUBSYSTEM FOR 1ST MARDIV CPEN 

WEEKLY MATERIAL REPORT ON 20 APRIL     05(5110) FOR SVCBN 9TH MARDIV                      PAGE: 94 
 

 NAT-STK-NUM DOC-NUMBER UI QTY PRI ADV NMCS LKH STAT DATE TYPE D-ST PART-NAME ERO 
 5315-01-385-1540 99999-5069-7010 EA 1 06  AT E S9I J 73 AS1 37 PIN, LOCK ZZ394 
 1010-01-151-6216 99999-5069-7011 EA 4 06  AT E S9C J 72 AS1 38 PLUNGER, FE ZZ394 
 5315-01-385-1540 99999-5069-7021 EA 1 06  AT E S9I J 73 AS1 37 PIN, LOCK ZZ393 
 1010-01-151-6216 99999-5069-7022 EA 4 06  AT E S9C J 72 AS1 38 PLUNGER, FE ZZ393 
 1010-01-151-6215 99999-5069-7023 EA 4 06  AT E S9C S 72 AS1 38 PLUNGER, FE ZZ393 
 5315-01-385-1540 99999-5069-7041 EA 1 06  AT E S9I J 73 AS1 37 PIN, LOCK ZZ395 
 1010-01-151-6216 99999-5069-7042 EA 4 06  AT E S9C J 72 AS1 38 PLUNGER, FE ZZ395 
 1010-01-151-6215 99999-5069-7043 EA 4 06  AT E S9C S 72 AS1 38 PLUNGER, FE ZZ395 
 5306-00-051-4070 99999-5069-7048 EA 6 06  AT E S9I J 73 AS1 37 BOLT, MACHI ZZ399 
 5315-01-385-1540 99999-5096-7002 EA 1 06  AT  S9I J 99 AS1 11 PIN, LOCK ZZ399 
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MARES LM2 Report 

 
Purpose The purpose of the LM2 is to give the Commander, S-4, and MMO a tool to 

quickly review the Command’s readiness status and to identify problem areas.  
This is the most serious of all MIMMS-AIS reports.  The LM2 gives higher 
headquarters a picture of the overall readiness of all MARES reportable items 
within the unit.  Readiness is the most important factor when assessing if a 
unit can accomplish its mission.   

 
Description The LM2 lists each readiness-reportable TAMCN and the quantity 

authorized, possessed, and excess.  Items that are deadlined will be listed 
under its associated TAMCN and include: 
 
• Serial number 
• ID number 
• Date deadlined 
• Date of present condition (NMCS, NMCM, TRAN) 
• Echelon of maintenance 
• Present equipment holder 
• Days in present condition 
• ERO number 

 
LM2 and 
Readiness 

Although the LM2 is the source document for tracking readiness within the 
unit, it is only one part of the process.  The next study unit will cover 
readiness and the LM2 in detail.   

 
Trends Trends on the LM2 can include: 

 
• Incorrect Authorized and Possessed Quantities versus what is listed on the 
 T/E and MAL 
• Improper HQMC Required RM4 Remarks 
• Command Adjustments not being reported correctly 
• Category Code “M” ERO information no posting on the LM2 
• Downgraded Category Code EROs not deleting off the LM2 
• Excessive days on LM2 for repairs 
• Manual additions/deletions not being completed 
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MARES LM2 Report, Continued 

 
LM2 Example Below is an example of an excerpt of an LM2 report. 
 

MARES LM2 UNIT REPORT MC-4431-03 DATE 05/110 
SVCBN 9TH MARDIV   PAGE   6 

UIC M99999  MAJORCMD M99999 
TAM TAM REPT REPT EXC DEADLINE-EQUIP ORIG DATE-OF PRES PRES PRES STAT ERO 
NUMBER NOMEN AUTH  POSS QTY SER-NO ID-NO DT-DL PRES-CND COND EOM HLDR DAYS NO 
 
B0953 MEP-805 30KW 8 6  FZ69694 9249A 05/061 05/061 NMCS 2 M99999 049 VV665 
      REMARKS ABOUT TAM 

050323 
HQMC AUTH=046 
T/O&E (T/A) DEF QTY 002 
M99999-4344-G070 QTY 006 
DUE IN LKH=MPB/ESD 96017/BB 
CMD ADJ QTY 038 TO M99999 

 
B1021 MEP-806 60KW 8 4  RJ02062 9244A 05/103 05/103 NMCM 2 M99999  007 X1667 
      REMARKS ABOUT TAM 

050419 
HQMC AUTH=008 
T/O&E (T/A) DEF QTY 004 
CMD ADJ QTY 006 TO M99999 

 
 TOTALS FOR THIS UIC ARE         785  205     0       QTY DL =     13 
 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
/            PACING ITEM READINESS/               / / END ITEM READINESS / 
/  S   RATING   EQUALS    21.1   PERCENT    /  /  S   RATING   EQUALS    27.3   PERCENT / 
/  R   RATING   EQUALS    96.8   PERCENT    / /  R   RATING   EQUALS    93.1   PERCENT / 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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Lesson 1 Exercise 

 
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 7 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those listed at the end of this lesson. 

 
Item 1 The six main MIMMS-AIS output reports include 

 
a. DTL, DPR, ERO, EXC, MAT, and LM2. 
b. DTL, DPR, TAM, EXC, MAT, and LM2. 
c. DPR, EXC, MAT, ERO, LM2, and CMR. 
d. LM2, MAT, DPR, FAD, DTL, and UIC. 

 
Item 2 Which report is used to validate the unit’s input into MIMMS? 

 
a. DTL 
b. DPR 
c. LM2 
d. EXC 

 
Item 3 The purpose of the DPR is to provide a 

 
a. validation of the unit’s input into the maintenance cycle via MIMMS. 
b. snapshot of the unit’s readiness for all mission essential equipment. 
c. listing of trends by commodity, echelon, days on deadline, and job status. 
d. complete history of an item of equipment in the maintenance cycle. 

 
Item 4 Which report is used to identify trends by commodity, echelon, days on 

deadline, or job status? 
 
a. DTL 
b. DPR 
c. LM2 
d. TAM 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 5 The purpose of the EXC report is to give a detailed evaluation of the current 

active EROs to _______________, _______________, and to pinpoint 
specific ERO numbers and supply documents that require attention.   
 
a. locate trends, manage EROs     
b. issue PQDRs, locate discrepancies 
c. locate discrepancies, trend actions 
d. track readiness, inspect discrepancies 

 
Item 6 Which report is used to indicate trends in faulty parts, need for PQDRs, 

changes in repair procedures, and supply problems? 
 
a. TAM 
b. MAT 
c. LM2 
d. EXC 

 
Item 7 The LM2 is used as a tool for the _______________, _______________, and 

_______________ to quickly review the command’s readiness status and to 
identify problem areas. 
 
a. commander, S-3, S-4 
b. MMO, XO, S-4 
c. commander, S-4, MMO 
d. XO, COMMO, S-4 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below provides the answers to the exercise items.  If you have any 

questions, refer to the reference page listed for each item. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference Page 
1 b 6-5 
2 a 6-6 
3 d 6-8 
4 d 6-10 
5 c 6-11 
6 b 6-13 
7 c 6-14 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

In this lesson, you’ve learned about the different MIMMS-AIS output reports.  
The next lesson will cover MIMMS and supply codes and indicators. 
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LESSON 2 

MIMMS AND SUPPLY CODES AND INDICATORS 

Introduction 

 
Scope Knowing how to analyze each MIMMS-AIS output report is only part of the 

supervisor process.  When errors or corrective action is required, you need to 
know how to correct any discrepancies that occur.  This lesson outlines the 
different codes and indicators used in the MIMMS and Supply Automated 
Support System (SASSY) process as well as where to look in the references 
to find answers in an expeditious manner.     
 
The references that explain MIMMS and supply codes and indicators are the 
UM-4790-5 and the UM 4400-124. 

 
Learning 
Objectives 

After completing this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Recall the reference that lists all MIMMS codes, indicators, and the 

 appropriate explanations of each. 
 
• Recall the purpose of a Category Code. 
 
• Recall the two critical indicators for DTL Error Codes and Messages. 
 
• Recall the reference that lists all supply status codes and appropriate 

 explanations. 
 
• Recall when the Priority Designator Code is used. 
 
• Recall what WIR Condition Code “A” signifies. 

Continued on next page 
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Introduction, Continued 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 6-19 
MIMMS Codes, Indicators, and Explanations 6-21 
Supply Status Codes 6-25 
Lesson 2 Exercise 6-29 
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MIMMS Codes, Indicators, and Explanations 

 
Reference Located within chapter 24 of the UM-4790-5, are explanations of the codes 

and indicators used in MIMMS-AIS.  Each section of codes/indicators will 
provide valuable information in identifying and/or correcting discrepancies in 
MIMMS reporting. 
 
Of the codes listed, the following list is the ones most commonly used: 
 
• Defect Codes 
• Job Status Codes 
• Category Codes 
• Shop Section Codes 
• DTL Error Codes and Messages 
• Authority Codes 
• Advice Codes 
 
Appendix A will provide a listing of these codes for your reference.  
Appendix B provides a MIMMS quick reference guide of maintenance 
management topics and the reference publication that lists its correct usage.  
This appendix provides an additional resource for information on 
maintenance management related topics. 

 
Defect Codes Defect Codes that are displayed on the DPR are three-digit codes used to 

identify the specific defect of the equipment inducted for repair.  The first 
position identifies the defect to a major system, and the two remaining 
positions identify the defective component of the system. 

 
Example An example of a defect code is “Y48,” WPNS-CBB.  This means the defect is 

a weapons/small arms/crew-served problem where something is cracked, 
broken, or bent.  While the three-digit code is keypunched, the report will 
print out with “WPNS-CBB”.  Another defect code is displayed in lesson 1 of 
this study unit under the DPR. 

Continued on next page 
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MIMMS Codes, Indicators, and Explanations, Continued 

 
Job Status 
Codes 

These two-digit codes that are found on the DPR and TAM reports contain 
the abbreviations and descriptions of the maintenance status on equipment 
undergoing repair. 
 
When the category code of an ERO is “M,” the job status code is utilized to 
determine the MARES logistics indicator (ML-IND).  The ML-IND describes 
the type of action taken (LA = LM2 add, LC = LM2 change, or LD = LM2 
delete) and the MARES status (maintenance, supply, or transit between 
echelons of maintenance). 
 
An example of a Job Status Code is “12, RPR PRGS.”  This means that 
repairs are in progress for the particular piece of equipment.  Examples of 
these codes are found on the DPR and TAM example in lesson 1 of this study 
unit. 

 
Category Codes Found on the DPR and TAM reports, these single letter codes identify to what 

maintenance category the ERO should be assigned.  It is very important to 
report maintenance in the proper category since some of these codes will 
generate information directly to the LM2 for readiness reporting.  
 
An example of a Category Code is “M,” which means MARES reportable; 
critical maintenance which is deadlining.  Examples of these codes can be 
found on the DPR and TAM example in lesson 1 of this study unit. 

 
Shop Section 
Codes 

The assignment of these codes will page break the DPR after each shop 
section.  While there are six primary shop sections identified for the six basic 
commodities, assignments outlined in Appendix A are only guidelines.  Units 
are authorized to deviate from these guidelines when the unit does not possess 
specific maintenance shops.  This code will be entered during the 
keypunching process of the ERO for entry into the mainframe MIMMS cycle. 
 
An example of a Shop Section Code is “6,” which would be for the Ordnance 
section of the unit.  

Continued on next page 
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MIMMS Codes, Indicators, and Explanations, Continued 

 
DTL Error 
Codes and 
Messages 

DTL Error Codes will give the user the information needed to identify and 
correct those error codes that are posted on the DTL.  These error codes will 
be assigned with a critical indicator, which will help identify the corrective 
action required.  The two critical indicators are: 
 
• Critical – Transaction Rejected.  During the processing cycle, an error 

was detected in a critical control field, which may cause erroneous data 
to be generated for interfacing systems or master file updating.  The 
transaction is not passed into the update and will be displayed on the 
DTL with the associated critical error code.  This error condition is 
identified by an asterisk (*) in the criticality column. 

 
• Non-critical – Field Error.  During the processing cycle, an error was 

detected in a critical control field; however, the transaction can still be 
processed during the update cycle but will require correction during a 
later cycle.  The transaction is passed into the update process and is 
displayed on the DTL with the associated non-critical error code.  This 
error code is identified by two asterisks (**) in the criticality code. 

 
Examples of the DTL error codes can be found in lesson 1 of this study unit. 

Continued on next page 
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MIMMS Codes, Indicators, and Explanations, Continued 

 
Authority 
Codes 

These codes are used when a MIMMS 8 (Parts) transaction is keypunched.  It 
is important to utilize these codes when processing 8 transactions because it 
will link the transaction to a SASSY transaction.  This ensures that both 
systems are in unison.  These codes will be displayed in card column 27 on 
the DTL. 
 
An example of an Authority Code is “A,” it will create a back order release 
ZZZ transaction for SASSY and close the ERO parts record in MIMMS. 

 
Advice Codes Located on the DPR, these codes are a two digit code that is used by the 

originator of a requisition.  It relates to initial processing point information 
the originator considers essential when supplying this part.  This code will 
identify the supply action required where entry in narrative form is not 
possible or feasible. 
 
Advice codes appearing on a requisition will be carried on by the initial 
processing point in any subsequent passing action or release/receipt 
documents. 
 
An example of an Advice Code is “2B,” which is defined as “Requested item 
only will suffice”.  “Do not substitute or interchange”. An example of this 
advice code is found on page 6-9 of this study unit. 
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Supply Status Codes  

 
Reference As a maintenance management supervisor, you will be working hand in hand 

with your Supply counterparts.   It is important to know where to research 
information associated with the supply SASSY system.  The UM-4400-124, 
FMF SASSY Using Unit Procedures, will be your main supply user’s manual 
that will list the different supply status codes and their explanations. 
 
Part IV, Section 2, of Chapter 4 of the UM-4400-124 will provide information 
on many different SASSY files that interface with MIMMS as well as those 
supply reports that we will use when completing our bi-weekly reconciliation. 
 
The following lists some of the more commonly used codes: 
 
• Priority Designator Codes (PRI) 
• Force/Activity Designators (F/AD)       
• Recoverability Item Report Condition Codes (WIR COND) 
• Required Delivery Date (RDD) 
• Status Codes (STATC) 
• Stores Account Codes (SAC) 

 
Priority 
Designator 
Codes (PRI) 

These codes indicate to the supplier the urgency of the materiel requirements 
for the requistioner.  These codes are assigned by the requistioner and by the 
Sassy Management Unit (SMU) for operating stock buys.  The priority 
designator codes are listed below: 

 
Priority 

Code 
Explanation 

01 Required for organizations in combat.  Without item, unit cannot 
perform its mission.  Requires round-the-clock supply action 7 
days a week. 

02 Required for FMF overseas and FMF CONUS forces being 
maintained in a state of combat readiness for immediate (within 
24 hours) employment or deployment.  Requires round-the-
clock supply action 7 days a week. 

03 Required by FMF in and outside CONUS, not included under 
F/AD II.  Required round-the-clock- supply action 7 days a 
week.  

Continued on next page 
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Supply Status Codes, Continued 

 
Priority 
Designator 
Codes (PRI), 
continued 

 
Priority 

Code 
Explanation 

04 Required for organization in combat; a key item, the lack of which 
impairs performance of the mission. 

05 Required for FMF overseas; an essential item, the lack of which impairs 
operational capability (combat readiness). 

06 Required for FMF in and outside CONUS, not included under F/AD II.  
An essential item, the lack of which impairs operational capability 
(combat readiness). 

07 Required for FMF supporting establishment or 4th MarDiv/Wing units; an 
essential item, the lack of which the organization cannot perform its 
mission. 

08 Required for Marine Corps Reserve organizations other than the 4th 
MarDiv/Wing units; a key item without which the organization cannot 
perform its mission. 

09 Required for FMF supporting establishments or 4th MarDiv/Wing units; a 
key item, the lack of which impairs performance of the mission. 

10 Required for Marine Corps Reserve organizations other than the 4th 
MarDiv/Wing units; a key item, the lack of which impairs performance of 
the mission. 

11 Stock replenishment for organizations in combat. 
12 Stock replenishment for FMF overseas. 
13 Stock replenishment for FMF in and outside CONUS not included under 

F/AD II. 
14 Stock replenishment for FMF supporting establishment or 4th 

MarDiv/Wing units. 
15 Stock replenishment for Marine Corps Reserve other than 4th 

MarDiv/Wing units and organizations with Activity Designator “V.” 

 
Force/Activity 
Desiginator 
Matrix 

The table below outlines which Urgency of Need Designator (UND) is used 
with each Force/Activity Designator (F/AD). 
 

 
F/AD UND “A’ UND “B” UND “C” 

I 01 04 11 
II 02 05 12 
III 03 06 13 
IV 07 09 14 
V 08 10 15 

Continued on next page 
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Supply Status Codes, Continued 

 
Recoverability 
Item Report 
Condition 
Codes (WIR 
COND) 

This one digit code is utilized in the reports submitted under the WIR 
Program.  It indicates the physical condition of the materiel being reported.  
The condition code, entered within the WIR Program, should be the one that 
most clearly describes the overall condition of the item being reported. 
 
The eight condition codes and their explanations are 

 
Condition  

Code 
Explanation 

A Serviceable; ready for its intended use and 100% complete. 
E Repairable; one-time cost of repairs is 0-10% of the unit price. 
F Unserviceable; repairable; cost of repairs unknown. 
H Unrepairable; cost of required repairs is indicated in the 

remarks field.  In addition, cause of present condition is 
indicated; i.e. mine damage, frame bent, etc. 

W Repairable; one time cost of repairs is 11-25% of the unit price. 
Y Repairable; one time cost of repairs is 26-40% of the unit price. 
Z Repairable; one time cost of repairs is 41-65% of the unit price. 
2 Repairable; cost of repairs is above 65% of the unit price. 

 
Required 
Delivery Date 
(RDD) 

The purpose of the RDD is to indicate a date by which materiel is required by 
the consignee.  This field is also used to indicate Non-Mission Critical Supply 
(NMCS), Anticipated NMCS (ANMCS), and work stoppage requirements. 
 
The following are the three main RDDs used and their explanations: 

 
RDD Explanation 

Blank Non-NMCS, non-ANMCS and nonwork stoppage 
requirements. 

001 to 365 Non-NMCS, non-ANMCS nonwork stoppage requirement.   
Represents Julian date by which materiel is desired. 

999 Priority Designator 01-03 requisitions for items causing 
primary weapons and equipment to be “Not Mission Capable 
Supply (NMCS)” will be prepared to contain code 999 in lieu 
of RDD.  NMCS is a condition, which is considered to exist 
when “Equipment is Deadlined for Parts”.  This code will 
identify the documents related to critical items and required 
expedited handling. 

Continued on next page 
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Supply Status Codes, Continued 

 
Status Codes 
(STATC) 

These two-digit codes are utilized to transmit information relative to the 
status of the requisition from the inventory manager and/or supply source to 
the creator of the requisition, consignee, designated consignee, or designated 
control office.  Supply status predicts shipment on time as specified by the 
priority delivery date or the RDD, unless specific supply status is received of 
an anticipated delay. 
 
While there are over 85 different status codes, the listing below will outline 
the three main types:  

 
Status Code  

Series 
Explanation 

“B” The requisition is being processed, shipped, placed on 
backorder, or a change from the original requisition has 
been made. 

“C” Requisition was rejected.   
“M” “M” in the first position of the code indicates a Marine 

Corps peculiar status code. 

 
Stores Account 
Codes (SAC) 

This one-digit code is used to differentiate between items in the stock fund 
account (SFA) and the appropriation stores account (ASA) as follows: 

 
Code Type Explanation 

1 SFA  
Items 

Items financed through the stock fund, which are 
normally low-cost, high-demand items, which 
costs are chargeable, when issued for use, to the 
customer. 

2 ASA 
Secondary 

Items 

Items financed through appropriations other than 
stock fund.  These include secondary repairables, 
modification kits, end items not over the unit cost 
of $1000 or greater, or magnetrons and gun tubes 
which have a unit price of $500 or greater. 

3 ASA 
Principal 

Items 

End Items of major importance and major 
components that require detailed analysis and 
examination at the level established for general 
control.  Categorically, all Marine Corps class V 
(W) ammunition, including training and dummy 
munitions, is principal items. 
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Lesson 2 Exercise 

 
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 6 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those listed at the end of this lesson. 

 
Item 1 Select the reference that lists all MIMMS codes, indicators, and appropriate 

explanations. 
 
a. MCO P4790.2C 
b. MCO 3000.11 
c. UM-4790-5 
d. UM-4400-124 

 
Item 2 The purpose of a Category Code is to identify what 

 
a. shop section an ERO will be assigned. 
b. maintenance category an ERO will be assigned. 
c. SASSY action will occur when an 8 (Parts) transaction is submitted. 
d. shipping status will be assigned on the requisition. 

 
Item 3 What are the two critical indicators for DTL Error Codes and Messages? 

 
a. Urgent and Routine 
b. Non-critical and critical 
c. Critical and Routine 
d. Urgent and non-critical 

 
Item 4 Select the reference that lists all supply status codes and appropriate 

explanations. 
 
a. MCO P4790.2C 
b. MCO 3000.11 
c. UM-4790-5 
d. UM-4400-124 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 5 When will Priority Designator Code “01” be used?  

 
a. Required for FMF in and outside CONUS 
b. Required for Marine Corps Reserve organizations 
c. Required for organizations in combat 
d. Stock replenishment for FMF supporting establishment 

 
Item 6 What does WIR COND Code “A” signify? 

 
a. Serviceable; ready for its intended use and 100% complete 
b. Repairable; one time cost of repairs is 26-40% of the unit price 
c. Unserviceable; repairable; cost of repairs unknown 
d. Repairable; one-time cost of repairs is 0-10% of the unit price 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below provides the answers to the lesson exercise.  If you have any 

questions, refer to the reference page listed for each item. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference Page 
1 c 6-21 
2 b 6-22 
3 b 6-23 
4 d 6-25 
5 c 6-25  
6 a 6-27 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

In this lesson, you’ve learned how MIMMS and Supply Codes and Indicators 
are used.  The next study unit will cover readiness reporting. 
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STUDY UNIT 7 

READINESS 

Overview 

 
Scope Readiness is probably the most important component as a Maintenance 

Management Supervisor.  It controls operational tempo as well as mission 
accomplishment.  All the previous study units have provided the tools 
necessary to achieve the highest levels of readiness.  This study unit will 
outline why readiness is important and how you can ensure your unit 
maintains the highest levels possible.  

 
In This Study 
Unit 

This study unit contains the following lessons: 

 
Lesson See Page 

Marine Corps Automated Readiness Evaluation System 
Reporting 

7-3 

The LM2 Report 7-21 
Readiness Brief 7-47 
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LESSON 1 

MARINE CORPS AUTOMATED READINESS EVALUATION 
SYSTEM REPORTING 

Introduction 

 
Scope Marine Corps Automated Readiness Evaluation System (MARES) Reporting 

provides a realistic portrayal of a functional area (FA), and a table of 
authorized material control number (TAMCN) for the unit’s capability to 
perform its assigned mission.   
 
This responsibility will start at the using unit level and continue to the Major 
Subordinate Command (MSC), Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF), Marine 
Forces (MARFOR), Commandant of the Marine Corps (CMC), to the Joint 
Chief of Staff (JCS) level.  Correct reporting is imperative for mission 
success.  This lesson will outline the importance of MARES reporting for 
maintenance management supervisors.  
 
The references needed to be familiar with in dealing with MARES reporting 
are the MCO 3000.11 and the current version of the MCBUL 3000.  

 
Learning 
Objectives 

After completing this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Recall the reference for governing MARES reporting. 
 
• Recall the MARES categories. 
 
• Define the relationship between MARES/Status of Resources and Training 

System (SORTS). 
 
• Recall the reference that publishes the Table of Equipment to be reported 

through the MARES logistics system and SORTS. 
 
• Recall the three documents used to validate authorized and possessed 

quantities of equipment. 
 
• Recall the three documents used to create/validate an LM2. 

Continued on next page 
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Introduction, Continued 

 
Learning 
Objectives, 
continued 

• Select from a list, the formula to compute the Supply (S) rating 
percentage. 

 
• Select from a list, the formula to compute the Equipment Condition (R) 

rating percentage. 
 
• Select from a list, the formula to compute the Materiel Readiness (MR) 

Rating percentage. 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 7-3 
References 7-5 
MARES Categories 7-6 
Status of Resources and Training System  7-8 
Nomination and Review of MARES Equipment 7-9 
Validate Quantities of Equipment 7-10 
Create/Validate an LM2 7-12 
“S,” “R,” “MR” Rating Formulas 7-13 
Lesson 1 Exercise 7-16 
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References  

 
Background The main reference that governs MARES reporting is the MCO 3000.11.  It 

outlines various information of identifying equipment that is MARES 
reportable.   
 
While the MCO 3000.11 provides the information on MARES processes, the 
MCBUL 3000 provides the actual listing of all equipment that is MARES 
reportable.  Used together, these documents will provide all the information 
needed to determine MARES requirements and proper reporting. 

 
MARES 
Objective 

The overall objective of MARES is to provide information concerning ground 
equipment status of MARFOR units and selected commands. 

 
ATLASS and 
MIMMS 

The Asset Tracking for Logistics and Supply Systems (ATLASS) and the 
Marine Corps Integrated Maintenance Management System (MIMMS) 
integrate supply and maintenance information to provide status and visibility 
of ground equipment.  MARES retrieves, integrates, and processes the unit-
provided data to 
 
• Reflect the current status of selected ground equipment authorized and 

possessed by reporting commands/units. 
 
• Provide the identification of MARES-tracked equipment excesses and 

deficiencies within the reporting unit. 
 
• Present an overview of the effectiveness of the maintenance and supply 

systems in support of Marine Corps reportable items. 
 
• Provide data that reflects information regarding the measure of an 

organization’s equipment capability.  The “S” rating indicates the 
measurement of an organization’s materiel on-hand posture.  The “R” 
rating indicates the condition of the equipment an organization had on-
hand, without regard to that organizations T/E.  These ratings will be 
covered later in this chapter. 

 
• Provide an overall assessment of the unit’s “MR” rating for stratification 

of the performance at various levels (i.e. FAs/equipment 
type/organization, etc.) within the Marine Corps. 
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MARES Categories 

 
Two Categories The two categories of equipment that are MARES reportable are  

 
• Reportable Principal End Items (PEIs) 
• Mission Essential Equipment (MEE) 

 
Reportable 
PEIs 

Reportable PEIs are those nominated by MARFORs or supporting commands 
(e.g., Marine Corps Combat Development Command (MCCDC), Marine 
Corps Logistics Command (MCLC), and Marine Corps System Command 
(MCSC)) for MARES reporting.  The items  
 
• Are designated as “combat essential” in the Total Force Structure 

Management Information System (TFSMIS) 
 
• May have a combat active replacement factor (CARF) 
 
• Reported as fielded to an acceptable level within the operating forces or 

as directed by the Deputy Commandant, Installations and Logistics (DC, 
I&L). 

 
Selection PEIs selected for MARES reporting do not include all equipment contained in 

the Marine Corps’ inventory.  The items selected however, are of sufficient 
range to provide a measure of overall equipment status or capability for 
MARFORs. 

 
Non-
Reportable 

To preclude gross distortions of equipment status percentages, items whose 
serviceability/operational capability undergo frequent inspection or which can 
be readily replaced by the unit’s first source of supply are not reportable (e.g., 
rifles and gas masks).  Non-repairable items are also excluded from MARES 
reporting. 

Continued on next page 
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MARES Categories, Continued 

 
Mission 
Essential 
Equipment 
(MEE) 

MEE are items of equipment whose availability is essential and indispensable 
for the execution of the unit’s mission in support of a combatant commander.  
Force commanders may submit recommendations for MEE to DC; Plans, 
Polices, and Operations (PP&O) via DC, I&L.  Final decision for MEE lies 
with the Joint Staff (J3). 

 
Designated 
Items 

Items designated as MEE are of such importance that they are subject to 
continuous monitoring and management at all levels of command and is 
viewed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS), Office of the Secretary of Defense 
(OSD), and Congress.  MEE is considered the combatant commanders 
“equipment of interest.” 

 
Tracking MEE are not pacing items.  MEE is tracked throughout the Marine Corps 

regardless of unit.  MEE cannot be restricted to a particular T/E.   

 
Classification MEE items may be classified as a critical low-density piece of ground 

equipment.  Therefore, small changes in quantities possessed or equipment 
condition can lead to wide fluctuations in a unit’s “S” and “R” ratings in 
SORTS. 
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Status of Resources and Training System  

 
Definition The Status of Resources and Training System (SORTS) is a JCS reporting 

system, which provides identity and status information concerning designated 
military organizations.   

 
MARES/ 
SORTS 
Relationship 

MARES provides supplemental data used solely within the Marine Corps to 
monitor the status of MEE and selected PEI.  Equipment status reflected by 
MARES will be used to support equipment readiness ratings (“S”, “R”).  
Equipment status information can be aggregated from the battalion, squadron, 
and separate company level all the way up to and including an MSC. 

 
MARES 
Difference 

MARES data, although similar in format to SORTS, is not part of the SORTS 
report.  The numeric percentages of MEE and PEI are displayed in the 
appropriate SORTS remarks records, which serve to further clarify or amplify 
the category level. 

 
MEE 
Background 

MEE is individually reported in SORTS and is listed in the global SORTS 
file.  MEE is used to monitor JCS and combatant command’s equipment of 
interest.  The global SORTS file is maintained by the DC, PP&O. 
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Nomination and Review of MARES Equipment 

 
MCBul 3000 As stated earlier, the MCBul 3000 publishes the T/E to be reported through 

the MARES logistics system and SORTS.  Before items can be included in 
this bulletin, they must meet the following criteria: 
 
• PEIs are supportable through publications, fielding, and supply support 

and stable in design. 
 
• PEIs are nominated for MARES reporting to the DC, I&L by MARFORS 

or supporting commands (e.g., MCCDC, MCSC). 
 
• Final decision for inclusion (or deletion) is determined by the DC, I&L. 

 
Equipment 
Change 
Requirements 

Changes (nominated additions/deletions) to MEE or PEI equipment lists will 
be made on a periodic basis.  A revised list will be published annually via a 
MCBul in the 3000 series. 

 
Recommended 
Changes 

Field commands are invited to recommend changes to the MEE equipment 
lists.  Recommended changes should be submitted via the chain of command 
to CMC (LPC) for approval. 

 
Proposed 
Changes 

Since the changes to the MEE items list is far greater than that of other 
equipment, the proposed changes must undergo a rigorous review during the 
approval process.  MARFOR commanders will include a detailed rationale 
for the proposed change and will address the need for reporting the equipment 
in relation to the unit’s mission, current and anticipated threats, current 
doctrine, and supportability.  These changes will include the unit’s 
identification code (UIC) and the T/O&E number. 
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Validate Quantities of Equipment 

 
Documents Validating the quantities of equipment is an important first step in tracking 

readiness.  You first must determine what your unit authorizes and possesses 
before you can determine which of these items are MARES reportable.  This 
will ensure that you not only have your mission essential equipment, but also 
any supporting equipment that is required. 
 
When validating the authorized and possessed (on-hand) quantities of 
equipment, the following three documents must be used: 
 
• Table of Equipment (T/E) 
• Mechanized Allowance List (MAL) 
• Consolidated Memorandum Receipt (CMR) 

 
T/E As stated in study unit 3, a T/E is a list of HQMC approved equipment the 

unit is authorized and required to possess and maintain to accomplish its 
mission. 
 
The first step is to validate that you have all the equipment listed as 
authorized on the T/E in your unit.  If the T/E lists the item as a planned 
allowance, then you must track when the items are to be received and once 
they are report them accordingly. 
 
The T/E will be the boss file from which the MAL and CMR will pull 
equipment information from. 

 
MAL The MAL identifies and controls the T/E and special allowances within the 

command.   
 
It also is important to ensure that the MAL matches the T/E in all authorized 
and possessed categories for equipment within the unit.  The MAL will 
provide the actual quantities of what is possessed within the unit. While the 
T/E lists actual overall quantities of what the unit rates per TAMCN, the 
MAL will identify the actual quantities that are on hand. 
 
This will provide more information on the exact types of equipment your unit 
possesses.  In some circumstances, there will be multiple equipment with 
different ID numbers for a particular TAMCN.   

Continued on next page 
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Validate Quantities of Equipment, Continued 

 
CMR The CMR lists authorized allowance items in the hands of responsible units.  

It will resemble the format of the MAL, except that it will have the USMC 
serial number of all on-hand allowance-type items.  The CMR will be broken 
down for each Responsible Officer (RO), which will usually be the 
commodity officer for each commodity. 

 
Serial Numbers The CMR provides the USMC serial numbers of all items on-hand in the unit.  

This will help you ensure that the items being reported on the T/E and MAL 
reflect what each commodity is actually reporting.  This will be especially 
important when creating or validating your unit’s LM2 report.   
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Create/Validate an LM2 

 
Documents When creating or validating an LM2 report, the following documents will 

help you ensure that all MARES reportable equipment is being accurately 
reported:   
 
• Table of Equipment (T/E) 
• Mechanized Allowance List (MAC) 
• Consolidated Memorandum Receipt (CMR) 
• MCBul 3000 

 
T/E When dealing with readiness, it is essential that proper accountability of all 

MARES equipment occur.  Changes to the authorized or possessed quantities 
of equipment listed on the T/E must be incorporated on the LM2 and briefed 
in SORTS accordingly.  

 
MAL The MAL identifies and controls the T/E and special allowances within the 

command.  It will be used as the “boss” document outlining which equipment 
is on hand for readiness purposes.  The MAL and LM2 should match 
authorized and possessed quantities. 

 

 
CMR The CMR provides the USMC serial numbers of all items on-hand in the unit.  

This will help you ensure that the MARES reportable items being reported on 
the LM2 match those listed on the MAL and T/E. 

 
MCBul 3000 Since the MCBul 3000 identifies readiness reportable PEI and MEE (formerly 

known as “pacing items”) items, selected for equipment status reporting 
within the Marine Corps in support of SORTS, it must be used with T/E, 
MAL, and CMR to ensure that all MARES reportable items are being 
reported accordingly. 
 
After you have identified all equipment that is authorized and possessed 
within your unit, use the MCBul 3000 to validate each TAMCN to ensure 
they are being reported on the LM2. 
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“S,” “R,” and “MR” Rating Formulas 

 
Background The various ratings used on the LM2 measure different aspects of equipment 

readiness.  There are three ratings utilized by active forces and two ratings 
used by reserve forces. 
 
Active forces utilize the following ratings: 
 
• Supply Rating “S” 
• Equipment Condition Rating “R” 
• Materiel Readiness Rating “MR” 
 
Reserve forces utilize the following ratings: 
 
• Supply Rating “S” 
• Equipment Condition Rating “R” 

 
Supply Rating 
for Active 
Forces 

The “S” rating identifies the ratio between the equipment that is possessed 
and authorized.  This rating is derived by dividing the total number of items 
possessed (on-hand) by the total number of items authorized (T/E) as 
demonstrated in the formula below: 
 
                                                    Possessed                   
                                                   Authorized     

 
Supply Rating 
for Reserve 
Forces 

The “S” rating identifies ratio between the equipment that is possessed and 
authorized.  The “S” rating formula differs from the active version because it 
is derived by dividing the total number of items possessed (on-hand) and 
augmented by “applied” in-stores assets, by the total number of items 
authorized (T/E) as demonstrated by the formula below: 
 
                                                    Possessed*                   
                                                   Authorized ** 
 
* Possessed equals T/A Equipment “On-hand” + Applied In-Stores 
** Authorized equals Table of Equipment Allowance     
 
The “S” rating is important because it applies the quantity of equipment on-
hand (active) and on-hand and in-stores (reserves) against the requirement 
determined by CG, MCCDC. 

Continued on next page 
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“S,” “R,” and “MR” Rating Formulas, Continued 

 
Equipment 
Condition 
Rating for 
Active Forces 

The “R” rating identifies the current readiness posture of mission essential 
equipment within the unit.  It is derived by subtracting the total number of 
deadlined items from the total number of items possessed, then dividing the 
difference by the total number of items possessed (on-hand) as demonstrated 
in the formula below:                                         
                                        Possessed  -  Deadlined 
                                                   Possessed 

 
Equipment 
Condition 
Rating for 
Reserve Forces 

The “R” rating also identifies the current readiness posture of mission 
essential equipment within the unit.  The “R” rating formula differs from the 
active version because it is derived by subtracting the total number of 
deadlined items from the total number of items possessed, then dividing the 
difference by the total number of items possessed (on-hand) and augmented 
by total “applied” in-stores assets (RFI and not RFI); as shown in the formula 
below: 
 
                                         Possessed*  -  Deadlined** 
                                                     Possessed* 
 
* Possess equals T/A Equipment “On-hand” + Applied In-Stores 
** Deadlined equals T/A Deadlined + NRFI 
 
Ensuring that your unit’s “R” rating is near or at 100% is the goal.  While this 
cannot always occur, corrective action should be taken to expedite repairs on 
any equipment that drops your “R” rating below 80%.  Monitoring your unit’s 
LM2 report and correcting discrepancies should always be a priority. 

 
Materiel 
Readiness 
Rating 

The “MR” rating, which is only used for active forces reporting, measures the 
organizations “MR” posture.  This mathematical relationship is the measure 
of effectiveness, the operational capability of Marine Corps ground materiel.    
The “MR” rating formula is derived by subtracting the total number of 
deadlined items by from the total number of possessed (on-hand) and dividing 
the difference by the total number of items authorized.  The formula to 
determine the “MR” rating is demonstrated in the formula below:       
                                   
                                         Possessed  -  Deadlined 
                                                   Authorized 
 
The MR rating was added as an official reporting measure in 2004.   

Continued on next page 
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“S,” “R,” and “MR” Rating Formulas, Continued 

 
LM2 Example Below is an example of an excerpt of an LM2 report that shows the S and R 

ratings.   
 
The MR rating is not displayed because the current Field Maintenance Sub-
System (FMSS) for MIMMS-AIS output reports has not been configured to 
add the MR computations to the LM2.  The MR rating can be found in the 
Marine Corps Equipment Readiness Information Tool (MERIT) program that 
is operated and maintained by LOGCOM. 

 
MARES LM2 UNIT REPORT MC-4431-03  DATE 05/110 

SVCBN 9TH MARDIV   PAGE   6 
UIC M99999  MAJORCMD M99999 

TAM TAM REPT REPT EXC DEADLINE-EQUIP ORIG DATE-OF PRES PRES PRES STAT ERO 
NUMBER NOMEN AUTH  POSS QTY SER-NO ID-NO DT-DL PRES-CND COND EOM HLDR DAYS NO 
 
B0953 MEP-805 30KW 8 6  FZ69694 9249A 05/061 05/061 NMCS 2 M99999 049 VV665 
      REMARKS ABOUT TAM 

050323 
HQMC AUTH=046 
T/O&E (T/A) DEF QTY 002 
M99999-4344-G070 QTY 006 
DUE IN LKH=MPB/ESD 96017/BB 
CMD ADJ QTY 038 TO M99999 

 
B1021 MEP-806 60KW 8 4  RJ02062 9244A 05/103 05/103 NMCM 2 M99999  007 X1667 
      REMARKS ABOUT TAM 

050419 
HQMC AUTH=008 
T/O&E (T/A) DEF QTY 004 
CMD ADJ QTY 006 TO M99999 

 
 TOTALS FOR THIS UIC ARE         785  205     0       QTY DL =     13 
 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
/            PACING ITEM READINESS/               / / END ITEM READINESS / 
/  S   RATING   EQUALS    21.1   PERCENT    /  /  S   RATING   EQUALS    27.3   PERCENT / 
/  R   RATING   EQUALS   00.0   PERCENT    / /  R   RATING   EQUALS    93.1   PERCENT / 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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Lesson 1 Exercise 

 
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 9 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those listed at the end of this lesson. 

 
Item 1 What reference provides information concerning MARES reporting? 

 
a. UM-4790-5 
b. MCO P4790.2 
c. MCBul 3000 
d. MCO 3000.11 

 
Item 2 What are the two MARES categories? 

 
a. Mission Essential Equipment and Pacing Items 
b. Reportable Principal End Items and Mission Essential Equipment 
c. Component End Items and Mission Optional Equipment 
d. Reportable Principal End Items and Table of Authorized Equipment 

 
Item 3 The MARES/SORTS relationship states that MARES provides supplemental 

data used to monitor the status of _______________ equipment and selected 
principal end items (PEIs). 
 
a. mission essential 
b. mission optional 
c. combat replacement 
d. commander identified 

 
Item 4 Which reference publishes the Table of Equipment (T/E) to be reported 

through the MARES logistics system and SORTS? 
 
a. UM-4790-5 
b. MCO P4790.2 
c. MCBul 3000 
d. MCO 3000.11 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 5 The documents used to validate authorized and possessed (on-hand) 

quantities of equipment are the   
 
a. T/E, MAL, and CMR.     
b. T/O, T/E, and DASF. 
c. T/E, MAL, and LM2. 
d. MAL, CMR, and DASF. 

 
Item 6 Which four documents are used to create/validate an LM2 report? 

 
a. T/O, T/E, MAL, and MCO 3000.11 
b. T/E, DPR, DTL, and MCBul 3000 
c. T/E, CMR, DASF, and MCO 3000.11 
d. T/E, MAL, CMR, and MCBul 3000 

 
Item 7 The formula used to find the supply “S” rating percentage for active forces is 

 
a. Divide the total number of items possessed (on-hand), by the total number 

of items authorized. 
                                                                                  Possessed                   
                                                                                 Authorized      
 
b. Subtract the total number of deadlined items from the total number of 

items possessed, then divide the difference by the total number of items 
authorized. 

                                                                                  Possessed - Deadlined         
                                                                                           Authorized                   
 
c. Subtract the total number of deadlined items from the total number of 

items possessed, then divide the difference by the total number of items 
possessed (on-hand). 

                                                                                   Possessed - Deadlined         
                                                                                              Possessed     
 
d. Divide the total number of items authorized (on-hand), by the total number 

of items possessed. 
                                                                                  Authorized                 
                                                                                   Possessed      

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 8 The formula used to find the equipment condition “R” rating percentage for 

active forces is: 
 
a. Subtract the total number of deadlined items from the total number of 

items authorized, then divide the difference by the total number of items 
possessed. 

                                                                         Authorized - Deadlined 
                                                                                    Possessed 
 
b. Subtract the total number of deadlined items from the total number of 

items possessed, then divide the difference by the total number of items 
authorized. 

                                                                                  Possessed - Deadlined         
                                                                                          Authorized                   
 
c. Subtract the total number of deadlined items from the total number of 

items possessed, then divide the difference by the total number of items 
possessed (on-hand). 

                                                                                   Possessed - Deadlined         
                                                                                              Possessed     
 
d. Divide the total number of items possessed (on-hand), by the total number 

of items authorized. 
                                                                                  Authorized                 
                                                                                   Possessed      

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 9 The formula used to find the Materiel Readiness “MR” rating percentage is: 

 
a. Subtract the total number of deadlined items from the total number of 

possessed, then divide the difference by the total number if items 
authorized. 

                                                                             Possessed  -  Deadlined 
                                                                                       Authorized 
 
b. Subtract the total number of deadlined items from the total number of 

possessed, then divide the difference by the total number if items 
possessed. 

                                                                                  Possessed - Deadlined         
                                                                                           Possessed                     
 
c. Subtract the total number of authorized items from the total number of 

deadlined items, then divide the difference by the total number if items 
possessed. 

                                                                                   Deadlined - Authorized       
                                                                                              Possessed     
 
d. Divide the total number of items authorized (on-hand), by the total number 

of items possessed. 
                                                                                   Possessed               
                                                                                  Authorized     
 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below provides the answers to the exercise items.  If you have any 

questions, refer to the reference page listed for each item. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference Page 
1 d 7-5 
2 b 7-6 
3 a 7-8 
4 c 7-9 
5 a 7-10 
6 d 7-12 
7 a 7-13 
8 c 7-14 
9 a 7-14 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

In this lesson, you’ve learned about MARES reporting.  The next lesson will 
cover information concerning the LM2 report. 
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LESSON 2 

THE LM2 REPORT 

Introduction 

 
Scope The LM2 report is a quick, ready reference of your unit’s readiness posture.  

From what you learned in Lesson 1 of this study unit, you can see that there is 
a lot of information tracked when dealing with readiness.  For this reason, 
knowing how to read and utilize the LM2 report in the readiness cycle is 
essential to a successful program. 
 
This lesson will give you detailed information concerning the LM2 report and 
how to validate this report with other MIMMS-AIS output reports.  This 
process will show you how to get the most out of your maintenance 
management program. 
 
The references that you will familiarize yourself with when using the LM2 
report are MCO 3000.11, UM-4790-5, and MCBul 3000. 

 
Learning 
Objectives 

After completing this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Recall the sections of the LM2 Report. 
 
• Recall the reference used to input RM4 remarks. 
 
• Recall the required RM4 remarks that must be annotated on the LM2 

report. 
 
• Given a scenario, the LM2 report and a DPR, identify the information 

pertinent to readiness. 
 
• Given a scenario, the LM2 report and a TAM report, identify the 

information pertinent to readiness. 

Continued on next page 
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Introduction, Continued 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 7-21 
LM2 Information 7-23 
RM4 Remarks 7-28 
LM2 Validation 7-34 
Lesson 2 Exercise 7-44 
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LM2 Information 

 
LM2 Sections To understand the LM2 report, you must be able to identify the different 

sections that comprise it.  Although not all sections will be discussed, it is 
important to remember these key sections: 
 

1. TAMCN 
2. NOMEN 
3. AUTH 
4. POSS 
5. DEADLINED EQUIPMENT INFORMATION 
6. PRES-COND 
7. RM4 REMARKS 
8. ECHELON OF MAINTENANCE (EOM) 
9. ERO NUMBER 
10. “S” RATING 
11. “R” RATING 

 
MARES LM2 UNIT REPORT MC-4431-03  DATE 05/110 

SVCBN 9TH MARDIV   PAGE   6 
UIC M99999  MAJORCMD M99999 

TAM TAM REPT REPT EXC DEADLINE-EQUIP ORIG DATE-OF PRES PRES PRES STAT ERO 
NUMBER NOMEN AUTH  POSS QTY SER-NO ID-NO DT-DL PRES-CND COND EOM HLDR DAYS NO 
 
B0953 MEP-805 30KW 8 6  FZ69694 9249A 05/061 05/061 NMCS 2 M99999 049 VV665 
      REMARKS ABOUT TAM 

050323 
HQMC AUTH=046 
T/O&E (T/A) DEF QTY 002 
M99999-4344-G070 QTY 006 
DUE IN LKH=MPB/ESD 96017/BB 
CMD ADJ QTY 038 TO M99999 

 
B1021 MEP-806 60KW 8 4  RJ02062 9244A 05/103 05/103 NMCM 2 M99999  007 X1667 
      REMARKS ABOUT TAM 

050419 
HQMC AUTH=008 
T/O&E (T/A) DEF QTY 004 
CMD ADJ QTY 006 TO M99999 

 
 TOTALS FOR THIS UIC ARE         785  205     0       QTY DL =     13 
 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
/            PACING ITEM READINESS/               / / END ITEM READINESS / 
/  S   RATING   EQUALS    21.1   PERCENT    /  /  S   RATING   EQUALS    27.3   PERCENT / 
/  R   RATING   EQUALS    96.8   PERCENT    / /  R   RATING   EQUALS    93.1   PERCENT / 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Continued on next page 
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LM2 Information, Continued 

 
TAMCN This column displays the Table of Authorized Materiel Control Number 

(TAMCN) of the equipment belonging to the unit.  TAMCNs listed will be 
identified on the MCBul 3000 as MARES reportable. 

 
Nomenclature This column displays the noun name of the equipment belonging to the unit.  

These names are sourced from the TAMCN master file that all MIMMS 
transactions are processed through during the MIMMS/SASSY cycle. 

 
Authorized This column will display the reported amount of equipment for each TAMCN 

authorized based off the unit’s T/E and/or special allowances. 

 
Possessed This column will display the reported amount of equipment for each TAMCN 

that the unit has on hand.  This amount should equal the number of items 
which are listed on the MAL regardless of location or condition. 

 
Deadlined 
Equipment 
Information 

These columns will display the serial number, ID number, and days the 
equipment has been deadlined in calendar year/julian date format.  The serial 
numbers listed should directly reflect those listed on the CMR for the unit. 

 
Present 
Condition 

This column displays the present readiness posture, NMCS (Non-Mission 
Capable Supply), NMCM (Non-Mission Capable Maintenance), or TRAN 
(Transit).  NMCS will be displayed when parts are required and not received.  
NMCM will be displayed when mechanics actions are taking place.  TRAN 
will be displayed when the equipment is being transferred between echelons 
of maintenance. 

 
RM4 Remarks This column will display a series of remark transactions that give additional 

information concerning the particular TAMCN listed.  There are HQMC 
required RM4 remarks that must be listed which will be discussed in the next 
topic. 

Continued on next page 
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LM2 Information, Continued 

 
Echelon of 
Maintenance 
(EOM) 

This column will display the present EOM that the equipment is in. 

 
ERO Number This column displays the equipment repair order (ERO) number under which 

the item of equipment was inducted in the maintenance cycle.  If the 
equipment is evacuated to a higher echelon, the supporting activities’ ERO 
number will be listed. 

 
“S” and “R” 
Ratings 

These columns will display the computations for the “S” and “R” ratings as 
described in the last lesson.  If the unit does not have any MEE items 
(formerly called “pacing items”), these fields will be blank. 

Continued on next page 
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LM2 Information, Continued 

 
Example for 
Identifying 
LM2 Sections 

The following example explains how to identify the various sections of the 
LM2 report.  Using this example, answer the questions about the various 
sections displayed. 

 
MARES LM2 UNIT REPORT MC-4431-03  DATE 05/110 

SVCBN 9TH MARDIV   PAGE   6 
UIC M99999  MAJORCMD M99999 

TAM TAM REPT REPT EXC DEADLINE-EQUIP ORIG DATE-OF PRES PRES PRES STAT ERO 
NUMBER NOMEN AUTH  POSS QTY SER-NO ID-NO DT-DL PRES-CND COND EOM HLDR DAYS NO 
 
B0953 MEP-805 30KW 8 6  FZ69694 9249A 05/061 05/061 NMCS 2 M99991 049 VV665 
      REMARKS ABOUT TAM 

050323 
HQMC AUTH=046 
T/O&E (T/A) DEF QTY 002 
M99999-4344-G070 QTY 006 
DUE IN LKH=MPB/ESD 96017/BB 
CMD ADJ QTY 038 TO M99999 

 
B1021 MEP-806 60KW 8 4  RJ02062 9244A 05/103 05/103 NMCM 2 M99991  007 X1667 
      REMARKS ABOUT TAM 

050419 
HQMC AUTH=008 
T/O&E (T/A) DEF QTY 004 
CMD ADJ QTY 006 TO M99999 

 
 TOTALS FOR THIS UIC ARE         785  205     0       QTY DL =     13 
 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
/            PACING ITEM READINESS/               / / END ITEM READINESS / 
/  S   RATING   EQUALS    21.1   PERCENT    /  /  S   RATING   EQUALS    27.3   PERCENT / 
/  R   RATING   EQUALS    96.8   PERCENT    / /  R   RATING   EQUALS    93.1   PERCENT / 

                              ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////    /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 
Question 1 How many B0953s are on authorized by HQMC? 

 
________________________________________________________ 

 
Question 2 How many B1021s are T/O&E deficient? 

 
________________________________________________________ 

 
Question 3 What is the Julian date that the serial number FZ69694 was originally 

deadlined? 
 
________________________________________________________ 

Continued on next page 
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LM2 Information, Continued 

 
Question 4 How many B1021s are command adjusted and to whom? 

 
________________________________________________________ 

 
Question 5 What is the ERO number for the B1021 with serial number RJ02062? 

 
________________________________________________________ 

 
Exercise 
Solutions 

The following are the solutions to identifying information from the various 
sections of the LM2. 

 
Question Answer 

1 Qty 046 
2 Qty 4 
3 05/061 
4 6 to M99999 
5 X1667 
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RM4 Remarks 

 
Purpose RM4 remarks display a series of remark transactions that give additional 

information concerning the particular TAMCN listed.   

 
HQMC 
Required 

Per the reference MCO 3000.11, there are strict guidelines when inputting 
RM4 remarks.  To facilitate the timely and accurate reporting of all MARES 
items, RM4 remarks should be entered in the following priority sequence: 
 
• Headquarters Marine Corps (HQMC) Authorized 
• Delta Adjustment (DELTA ADJ) (Reserves Only) 
• Command Adjustment (CMD ADJ) 
• Temporary Loan (T/L) of Equipment 
• T/O&E (T/A) Deficiencies (DEF) 
• T/O&E (T/A) Excesses (EXC) 
• Marine Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTF) Reporting 
• Planned Allowance (P/ALW) 
• Special Allowance (AP/ALW) 
• Table of Equipment Allowance File Changes (T/E-C) 
• Corrosion Prevention and Control (CPAC) 
• Inter-Service Support Agreements (ISSA) (Reserves Only) 

 
HQMC 
Authorized 

This is a required RM4 remark and is the first entry made on the LM2.  It 
represents the HQMC and T/E quantity (qty) for a particular TAMCN.  It is 
required for units owning MARES equipment that apply to the unit’s T/E, 
regardless of equipment condition, and provides the frame of reference for the 
total amount of equipment a unit is authorized on its T/E.  The HQMC 
authorized quantity entered in the RM4 remark must be taken directly from 
the (T/E). 
 
This is an example of this RM4 remark: 
 

HQMC AUTH = XXX   (XXX equals the quantity) 

Continued on next page 
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RM4 Remarks, Continued 

 
DELTA 
Adjustment 

This is a required RM4 remark, for reserves only, and is the second entry 
made on the LM2.  The “DELTA” represents the amount of equipment to be 
sourced upon mobilization and is derived by subtracting the T/A possessed 
quantity from the HQMC authorized quantity. 
 
This is an example of this RM4 remark: 
 

DELTA ADJ = XXX 

 
Command 
Adjustment 

This remark is used to transfer MARES equipment from one command to 
another.   
 
When equipment is transferred from the supporting unit (the command 
adjustment quantity to the gaining command), the following remark will be 
used: 
 

CMD ADJ QTY XXX TO MXXXXX (MXXXXX equals the unit UIC) 
 
When equipment is transferred to the gaining unit (the command adjustment 
quanity from the supporting command), the following remark will be used: 
 

CMD ADJ QTY XXX FM MXXXXX 

 
Temporary 
Loan 

If the equipment is coming from the supporting unit, the following remark 
will be used: 
 

T/L QTY XXX TO MXXXXX DOR 10MAR05 IAW CG LTR 1ST MAW 
4400/4SUP/1MAR05 

 
(If a message is used, insert the message information in the place of the letter 
information.  For example:  CG 1ST MAW 020400ZMAR05).   
 
Note:  Do not adjust the AUTH and POSS quantity. 
 
If the equipment is going to the gaining unit, use the following remark: 
 

T/L QTY XXX FROM MXXXXX DOR 10MAR05 IAW CG LTR 1ST 
MAW 4400/SUP/1MAR05 

Continued on next page 
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RM4 Remarks, Continued 

 
T/O&E (T/A) 
Deficiencies 

A command/unit will have on-hand or a valid requisition for all T/O&E T/A 
reportable PEI allowances, unless otherwise directed by higher authority.  The 
MARES Unit Report will reflect MARES reportable equipment T/A or 
T/O&E deficiencies, and contain RM4 remarks in the following format: 
 

T/O&E (T/A) DEF QTY XXX, DOC#/STATUS DATE (JULIAN)/LAST 
KNOWN HOLDER (LKH) 

 
T/O&E (T/A) 
Excesses 

Equipment excesses resulting from modernization.  If force-fed equipment 
causes an excess, the receiving unit will report the equipment pending 
resolution of the Table of Organization and Equipment Change Request 
(T/O&ECR) and/or receipt of disposition instructions.  If the item is a 
replacement for a reportable item, the reporting unit will make compensatory 
allowance changes to reflect the excess and current capability.   
 
Additionally, a RM4 remark will be submitted explaining the excess and 
reference the appropriate correspondence.  For allowances not resolved with 
disposition instructions, reduce quantities to corrected amount.  Use the RM4 
remark until T/O&ECR is approved or resolved.  An example of these 
remarks are as follows: 
 
DISP RECD QTY XXX ON WIR DOCNR MXXXXX-XXXX-EXXX DTD 

(JULIAN) DISP REQUESTED QTY XXX, DATE (JULIAN) 
and/or 

T/O&ECR FOR QTY XXX, DATE (JULIAN) 
 

Equipment Excesses Pending T/O&ECR.  The receiving unit will report the 
equipment pending a resolution of the T/O&ECR and/or receipt of disposition 
instructions.  An RM4 remark will be submitted explaining the excess and 
referencing the appropriate correspondence.   
 
Disposition instructions for excess MARES reportable items are requested per 
MCO P4400.82 after internal MSC deficiencies are screened. 
 
A request for disposition instructions (WIR) does not authorize a 
command/unit to reduce the possessed quantities of the MARES Unit Report.  
When disposition instructions have been received and the appropriate action 
has been taken, the possessed quantities can then be reduced. 

Continued on next page 
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RM4 Remarks, Continued 

 
MAGTF 
Reporting 

The unit providing equipment to an MEU will first make an LM2 asset 
change transaction reducing both authorized and possessed quantities by a 
quantity equal to the number of assets provided.  The unit will then submit an 
RM4 remark citing only the quantity of equipment deployed (DPYD) and the 
Unit Identification Code (UIC) of the MAGTF unit: 
 

DPYD QTY XXX TO MXXXXX 
 

The MAGTF unit receiving the equipment will input an LM2 transaction 
increasing both the authorized and possessed quantities by a quantity equal to 
the number of assets received, and then submit an RM4 remark citing only the 
quantity of equipment received and the UIC of the providing unit: 
 

T/E = XXX, DPYD QTY XXX FR MXXXXX 
 
Close coordination between the unit providing the equipment and the 
MAGTF unit receiving the equipment is paramount to ensure accurate 
reporting. 

 
Planned 
Allowance 

When a planned allowance is received, the receiving unit will submit a 
T/O&ECR to the CG MCCDC, per MCO 5311.1 requesting the “planned” 
allowance to be made “actual.” 
 
The receiving unit will increase the unit’s LM2 report authorized and 
possessed quantity by the number of PEIs received to reflect “Poss = Auth.” 
 
The quantity “Possessed” will be used for the “Authorized.”  The new 
equipment will be documented in the RM4 remarks as follows: 
 
P/ALW QTY XXX FOR FY-XX, QTY XXX RECV T/O&ECR DTD 
(JULIAN) 
 
Once all planned allowances appear as actual allowances on the unit’s T/E, 
remove the RM4 remarks on planned allowances. 
 
P/ALW will only be placed on the LM2 when the unit actually possesses at 
least one item from the P/ALW.  If all P/ALW items have been received, and 
are still identified on the EAF as a P/ALW, the unit will request the P/ALW 
be changed to an actual allowance. 

Continued on next page 
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RM4 Remarks, Continued 

 
Special 
Allowance 
(SP/ALW) 

Cite the quantity of equipment authorized and the letter/message authorizing 
equipment in excess of your unit’s T/A to be on hand using the following 
RM4 remark: 
 

SP/ALW/QTY XXX/CMC LTR LPP-4/4441/11MAR05 
 
Once the special allowance becomes part of the unit’s T/E, and is no longer 
reported on the unit’s T/E as a SP/ALW, the RM4 remark must be removed 
from the LM2.  

 
T/E Allowance 
File Changes 
(T/E-C) 

When units receive new monthly EAF, and a T/E authorized allowance 
change appears (increases or decreases) for no apparent reason, the owning 
unit must request a T/E-C to the appropriate unit supply office. 
 
Show the EAF challenge quantity and the unit letter in the LM2 using the 
following RM4 remark: 
 

T/E-C QTY XXX, MACG-XX LTR 4400/SUP/3MAR05 
 
Units will not adjust the authorized allowance on the LM2 until they have 
received a response to their T/E change. 
 
Once a response is received, and the unit has 
 
• Won the T/E challenge, the unit must remove the T/E-C RM4 remark, and 

will not adjust the authorized allowance quantity on the LM2. 
 
• Lost the T/E challenge, the unit must replace the T/E-C RM4 remark with 

an appropriate RM4 remark, if required, and either increase or decrease 
the authorized quantity on the LM2 as listed on the challenged EAF. 

Continued on next page 
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RM4 Remarks, Continued 

 
Corrosion 
Prevention and 
Control 
(CPAC) 

Units that evacuate equipment under the CPAC program for work outside a 
200-mile radius of the owning unit location will report the equipment as Non- 
Mission-Capable Maintenance (NMCM) regardless of the condition of the 
equipment.  Furthermore, all equipment in Corrosion Category “C” (see MCO 
4790.18), regardless of distance, will be reported as NMCM.  The equipment 
will be documented in the RM4 remarks by the following: 
 

CPAC QTY XXX, DATE (JULIAN) 
 
Upon evacuation of the equipment, use the following RM4 remark: 
 

CPAC QTY XXX, SERIAL NUMBER, DATE (JULIAN) TO M66666 
 
Ensure the UIC of “M66666” is used as the holder of the equipment in the 
RM4 remark to identify all concerned that this equipment is undergoing 
CPAC repairs. 

 
Interservice 
Support 
Agreement 
(ISSA) 

When an ISSA is used, an organizational ERO must be opened by the owning 
unit using job status “38” EVC-HECH, and a destination account of M66666. 
 
In addition, an RM4 remark will be submitted for readiness reportable 
equipment stating the actual location of the item: 
 

QTY XXX AT MXXXXX/LOCATION 
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 LM2 Validation 

 
Background To ensure your unit’s LM2 report is as up-to-date and accurate as it can be, 

you must validate it with other MIMMS and SASSY reports on a regular 
basis.  While there are numerous MIMMS and SASSY reports that can be 
used in this validation, the following are most common and recommended to 
use: 
 
• Daily Process Report (DPR) 
• Table of Authorized Material (TAM) Report 
• Mechanized Allowance List (MAL) 
• Consolidated Memorandum Receipt (CMR) 
• Table of Equipment (T/E) 
• Due and Status File (DASF) 

 
Report 
Reconciliation/
Validation 

Each of the reports listed above provide information that will be displayed on 
the LM2.  Some of the reports will only be used to validate displayed 
information and others must be reconciled to ensure that the correct 
information is listed.  The table below provides information on each of the 
reports and how they are reconciled with the LM2. 

 

Report LM2 Reconciliation/Validation Action 
DPR 1 Ensure all Category Code “M” EROs are listed. 

2 Serial number of equipment on DPR matches that on the 
LM2. 

3 For EROs that have been downgraded, ensure they are 
removed from LM2. 

4 For category code “M” EROs that have been open for an 
excess amount of days, perform all actions to expedite 
the completion of repairs.  

TAM 1 Ensure the identified TAMs listed match those on the 
LM2.  In cases where they do not, verify the TAM to the 
MCBul 3000, then add TAM to LM2 using LM2 Asset 
Transaction in PCMIMMS. 

2 For each TAM listed, validate the days deadlined, 
priority, and category code.  This allows you to zero in on 
a specific TAM and its associated EROs to conduct 
corrective action without paging through the entire LM2. 

3 Validate the echelon of maintenance listed is accurate.  

Continued on next page 
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LM2 Validation, Continued 

  
 
Report 
Reconciliation/ 
Validation, 
continued 

 

 
Report LM2 Reconciliation/Validation Action 
MAL  

1 Ensure quantities listed on the MAL directly reflect those 
listed on the LM2. 

2 Ensure any command adjustments are reflected and 
accurate.  

CMR  
1 Ensure the serial numbers are correct for MARES 

equipment when dead-lined. 
2 Ensure that the CMR and MAL quantities match and that 

these match those listed on the LM2.  
T/E  

1 Ensure the authorized and possessed quantities match 
that of the T/E.  In cases where they do not match, verify 
the T/E and make the appropriate adjustments to the 
LM2 using the LM2 Asset add, delete, or change 
transaction in PCMIMMS to ensure the correct 
authorized/possessed quantity is listed. 

2 Ensure that any planned allowances are annotated with 
the correct RM4 remark.  

DASF  
1 Ensure that part requisitions are valid for all deadlined 

equipment listed on the LM2. 
2 Ensure that any inaccuracies are researched and 

corrected.  

Continued on next page 
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LM2 Validation, Continued 

 
Challenge Using everything you have learned so far regarding readiness, MIMMS, and 

SASSY output reports, complete the scenario listed below. 
 
Scenario:  You are the MMC of Service Battalion, 9th Marine Division. Use 

your LM2, DPR, TAM, and T/E provided, answer the following 
questions on reconciliation and validation.  

 
MARES LM2 UNIT REPORT MC-4431-03    DATE 05/110 

SVCBN 9TH MARDIV   PAGE   1 
UIC M99999  MAJORCMD M99999 

TAM TAM REPT REPT EXC DEADLINE-EQUIP ORIG DATE-OF PRES PRES PRES  STAT  ERO 
NUMBER NOMEN AUTH  POSS QTY SER-NO ID-NO DT-DL PRES-CND COND EOM HLDR DAYS  NO 
 
B0891 MEP-803 10KW 31 28  FZ12345 9247A 04/307 05/019 NMCM 2 M99999 048 VV123 
                                                             FZ67890 9247A 05/039 05/039 NMCS 2 M99999 028 VVF12 
                                                            RZ123456 9247A 05/034 05/034 NMCS 2 M99999 033 VVF13 
                                                            9765 9247A 05/018 05/066 NMCS 3 M99991 001 VVG18 
                                                                      REMARKS ABOUT TAM 
                                                                                                 050301 
                                                                                                 HQMC AUTH = 031 
                                                                                                 CMD ADJ QTY 003 TO M99919 
                                                                                                  
B0953 MEP-805 30KW 8 6  1234 9249A 05/061 05/061 NMCS 2 M99999 049 VV165 
      REMARKS ABOUT TAM 

050323 
HQMC AUTH = 046 
T/O&E (T/A) DEF QTY 002 
M99999-4344-G070 QTY 002 
CMD ADJ QTY 038 TO M99996 

 
B1021 MEP-806 60KW 8 4  RJ02062 9244A 05/103 05/103 NMCM 2 M99999  007 VV167 
      REMARKS ABOUT TAM 

050419 
HQMC AUTH = 008 
T/O&E (T/A) DEF QTY 004 
CMD ADJ QTY 006 TO M99996 

                                                                                                 
D1062   MTVR, XLWB 1 1  NONE REPORTED ON DEADLINE 
                                                                      REMARKS ABOUT TAM 
                                                                                                050301 
                                                                                                HQMC AUTH = 000 
                                                                                                 T/L QTY 01 FROM M99912 DOR 
         01MAR05 IAW CG LTR 1ST MAW 
         4400/4SUP/25FEB05 
 
D1180 TRK UTL M1037 16 16  NONE REPORTED ON DEADLINE 
                                                                      REMARKS ABOUT TAM 
                                                                                                 050301 
                                                                                                 HQMC AUTH = 016 
                                                                                                 QTY 004 TO CRSP  
                                                                                                  
 TOTALS FOR THIS UIC ARE         72     63       0       QTY DL =     6 
 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
/            PACING ITEM READINESS/               / / END ITEM READINESS / 
/  S   RATING   EQUALS    00.0   PERCENT    /  /  S   RATING   EQUALS    87.5   PERCENT / 
/  R   RATING   EQUALS    00.0   PERCENT    / /  R   RATING   EQUALS    90.0   PERCENT / 

                              ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////    /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

Continued on next page 
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LM2 Validation, Continued 

 
Challenge, 
continued 

Using the LM2 on page 7-36 and the DPR excerpt listed below, answer 
questions 1 through 4. 

 
VV123 B0891 09247A FZ12345   M   06 1001-00-001-9999 MEP-803 10KW 5061 5061 D 
 99999 5110-SHT PART 0.00 2 1    LC-M2/5104  ELEC-CBB 48 48 
   5061-INS PRGS 
     99999-5071-7010 EA  1 06 6666-00-555-4444 ROD ASSEMB   REJ   AT 
    R-5101 99999-5071-7015 EA  1 06 6667-00-601-8788 CABLE 9 097 AS1   AT 
                                    99999-5072-7011 EA  1 06 6666-01-142-1233 HOSE ASSY    REJ   AT 
                                    99999-5072-7012 EA  1 06 6666-01-434-9299 CABL ASSY   REJ   AT 
                                    99999-5072-7013 EA  1 06 5555-00-123-6111 VOLTMETER   REJ   AT 

 
Question 1 What present condition (PRES COND) is listed for this ERO on the LM2? 

 
_______________________________________________________ 

 
Question 2 What present condition (PRES COND) should be used for this ERO on the 

LM2? 
 
_______________________________________________________ 

 
Question 3 What is the cause for the excess days of deadline for this ERO? 

 
 _______________________________________________________ 

 
Question 4 What corrective action needs to occur to expedite the repair of this piece of 

equipment? 
 
_______________________________________________________ 

Continued on next page 
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LM2 Validation, Continued 

 
Challenge, 
continued 

Using the LM2 on page 7-36 and the TAM excerpt listed below, answer 
questions 5 through 8. 

 
MIMMS FIELD MAINTENANCE SUBSYSTEM FOR SERVICE BN 9TH MARDIV       

WEEKLY OWNING UNIT MAINTENANCE TAM REPORT ON 20 MAY 2005    PAGE  0001 
 
TAM   OWNER SRL-NO ID-NO NOMEN QTY PRI CAT ECH DEFECT JOB-STATUS  DDL DIS ML-IND ERO 
 
A0000 99999 00005 00000A Shop Overhead 01 12 O 2 Body-CBB 5090-SHT PART 0 31   WM02 
A1935 99999 A0092 07743B MRC138/TBD1 01 06 M 2 COMP-RPLC 5013-SHT PART 155 155 LCS2 VVB15 
A7046 99999 S0229 10170A SIGNAL GEN 01 12 K 2 TEDD-ALLEN5103-EVACHECH 0 108  VVA28 
B0891 99999 9765 09247A MEP-803 10KW 01 06 M 2 ELEC-CBB 5110-SHT PART 001 1  VVG18 
B0953 99999 1234 09249A MEP-805 30KW 01 06 M 3 ELEC-INOP 5061-SHT PART 049  049 LCS2 VV165 

 
Question 5 How many MARES reportable TAMs are listed on this TAM report? 

 
_______________________________________________________ 
 

 
Question 6 What discrepancy is listed for TAM B0953 when reconciling with the LM2? 

 
_______________________________________________________ 
 

 
Question 7 What TAM is listed but not on the LM2? 

 
_______________________________________________________ 
 

 
Question 8 What is the corrective action to get this TAM listed on the LM2? 

 
_______________________________________________________ 
 

Continued on next page 
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LM2 Validation, Continued 

 
Challenge, 
continued 

Using the LM2 on page 7-36 and the T/E excerpt listed below, answer 
questions 9 through 12. 

 
                                              T A B L E  O F  E Q U I P M E N T 
T/E FOR  FMF UNITS INDICATED                             TYPE 1 ITEMS                        06 MAY 2005 
    TAM                                     U 
  CONTROL           NOMENCLATURE            N 
    NO.                                     I 
                                            T N 9999  N 9991  N 9992 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1                 2                   3      4       5       6       7       8       9      10       
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
B0891   IIE  MEP-803 10KW          EA                    31 
              
B0953   IIE  MEP-805 30KW                   EA                    46 
              
D1062   IIE  MTVR, XLWB                     EA                     2 
 
D1180  VIIK  TRK UTL M1037                  EA                    17 

              

 
Question 9 Upon completion of your T/E and LM2 validation, what major discrepancy is 

found? 
 
_______________________________________________________ 
 

 
Question 10 What corrective action should be taken to correct this discrepancy? 

 
_______________________________________________________ 
 

 
Question 11 What discrepancy is listed for TAMCN D1180 when validating with the 

LM2? 
 
_______________________________________________________ 
 

 
Question 12 What corrective action should be taken to correct this discrepancy? 

 
_______________________________________________________ 
 

Continued on next page 
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LM2 Validation, Continued 

 
Challenge, 
continued 

Using the LM2 listed below, answer questions 13 through 18. 

 
MARES LM2 UNIT REPORT MC-4431-03    DATE 05/110 

SVCBN 9TH MARDIV   PAGE   1 
UIC M99999  MAJORCMD M99999 

TAM TAM REPT REPT EXC DEADLINE-EQUIP ORIG DATE-OF PRES PRES PRES  STAT  ERO 
NUMBER NOMEN AUTH  POSS QTY SER-NO ID-NO DT-DL PRES-CND COND EOM HLDR DAYS  NO 
 
B0953 MEP-805 30KW 8 8  1234 9249A 05/061 05/061 NMCS 2 M99999 049 VV165 
      REMARKS ABOUT TAM 

050323 
T/E = 046 
CMD ADJ QTY 038 TO M99996 

 
B1021 MEP-806 60KW 2 2  RJ02062 9244A 05/103 05/103 NMCM 2 M99999  007 VV167 
      REMARKS ABOUT TAM 

050419 
HQMC AUTH = 008 
CMD ADJ QTY 006 TO 39 MEU(M99996) 

 
D1062   MTVR, XLWB 1 1  NONE REPORTED ON DEADLINE 
                                                                      REMARKS ABOUT TAM 
                                                                                                050301 
                                                                                                HQMC AUTH = 000 
                                                                                                 T/L QTY 01 FROM M99912 PER 
         LTR FROM CG 1ST MAW     

 
Question 13 What RM4 remark discrepancy is listed for TAM B0953? 

 
_______________________________________________________ 
 

 
Question 14 What is the correct RM4 remark to be used for TAM B0953? 

 
_______________________________________________________ 
 

 
Question 15 What RM4 remark discrepancy is listed for TAM B1021? 

 
_______________________________________________________ 

Continued on next page 
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LM2 Validation, Continued 

 
Question 16 What is the correct RM4 remark to be used for TAM B1021? 

 
_______________________________________________________ 
 

 
Question 17 What RM4 remark discrepancy is listed for TAM D1062? 

 
_______________________________________________________ 
 

 
Question 18 What is the correct RM4 remark to be used for TAM D1062? 

 
_______________________________________________________ 
 

Continued on next page 
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LM2 Validation, Continued 

 
Solutions to the 
Challenge 

The table below lists answers to the questions from the challenge.  If you 
have questions about these items, refer to the reference page. 

 

Question Answer Reference Page 
1 NMCM 7-24 
2 NMCS 7-24 
3 Reject (REJ) Statuses on all remaining 

part requisitions. 
Study Unit (SU) 6  

6-27 
4 Reconcile REJ requisitions with Supply, 

correct discrepancy and resubmit 
requisitions. 

SU 6: 6-10 

5 3 (A1935, B0891, B0953) SU 6: 6-10 
6 Incorrect Echelon of Maintenance listed.  

(EOM 3 vice 2) 
SU 6:6-10 and 7-35 

7 A1935 7-35 
8 Add TAM to LM2 using PCMIMMS 

Program. 
7-35 

9 TAM B1021 is on LM2 and not on T/E 7-33 
10 Verify the T/E.  If correct, delete TAM 

from LM2.  If incorrect, do a T/E 
change 

7-36 and 7-32 

11 Auth/Poss Qty does not match. T/E 
states Qty 17 and LM2 states Qty 16. 

7-36 

12 Verify the T/E.  If correct, complete 
LM2 Asset Transaction to change 

quantity to 17. 

7-36 

13 HQMC required remark incorrectly 
listed. 

7-29 

14 Change “T/E = 046” to “HQMC AUTH 
= 046” 

7-29 

15 Command Adjust (CMD ADJ) 
incorrectly listed. 

7-30 

16 Change CMD ADJ to: CMD ADJ QTY 
006 to M99996. 

7-30 

17 Temp Loan (T/L) remark incorrectly 
listed. 

7-30 

18 Change T/L remark to include message 
or letter information: T/L QTY 01 FM 

M99912 DOR 10MAR05 IAW CG LTR 
1ST MAW 4400/SUP/1MAR01. 

7-30 

Continued on next page 
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LM2 Validation, Continued 

 
Good To 
Remember 

While the exercise you just completed was designed to give you some basic 
training in reconciling and validating, it was very basic.  To ensure your LM2 
and associated reports are accurate will require daily diligence on your part.  
Failure to reconcile and validate on a regular basis will result not only a drop 
in your readiness, but will also transcend to your other reports and functional 
areas of maintenance management. 
 
Staying abreast of the constant changes in maintenance management will 
require constant review of the references associated with MIMMS and 
SASSY.  This will make the difference between an average and an 
outstanding maintenance management program. 
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Lesson 2 Exercise 

 
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 7 by performing the action required. 

Check your answers against those listed at the end of this lesson. 

 
Item 1 What section of the LM2 displays the information of NMCS, NMCM, or 

TRANS? 
 
a. Nomenclature (NOMEN) 
b. Deadline Equipment Information 
c. RM4 Remarks 
d. Present Condition (PRES COND) 

 
Item 2 What section of the LM2 displays the reported amount of equipment for each 

TAMCN of the unit’s T/E or special allowance? 
 
a. Possessed Quantity 
b. Deadline Equipment Information 
c. Authorized Quantity 
d. Present Condition (PRES COND) 

 
Item 3 What section of the LM2 displays additional information concerning a 

particular TAMCN? 
 
a. RM4 Remarks 
b. Nomenclature (NOMEN) 
c. Present Condition (PRES COND) 
d. d.  Deadline Equipment Information 

 
Item 4 What reference provides strict guidelines when inputting RM4 Remarks? 

 
a. MCO P4790.2C 
b. MCO 3000.11 
c. UM-4790-5 
d. d.  UM-4400-124 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 5 Which RM4 remark, from the list below, has the highest priority?  

 
a. Command Adjust (CMD ADJ) 
b. Temporary Loan (T/L) of Equipment 
c. Planned Allowance (P/ALW) 
d. Corrosion Prevention and Control (CPAC) 

 
Item 6 What required RM4 remark represents the amount of equipment to be sourced 

upon mobilization? 
 
a. HQMC Authorized (HQMC AUTH) 
b. Command Adjust (CMD ADJ) 
c. DELTA Adjust (DELTA ADJ) 
d. Temporary Loan (T/L) 

 
Item 7 Which RM4 remark correctly displays a command adjustment (CMD ADJ)? 

 
a. CMD ADJ XXX TO MXXXXX 
b. CMD ADJ QTY XXX TO (UNIT NAME) 
c. CMD ADJ XXX TO (UNIT NAME) 
d. CMD ADJ QTY XXX TO MXXXXX 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below provides the answers to the exercise items.  If you have any 

questions, refer to the reference page listed for each item. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference Page 
1 d 7-24 
2 c 7-24 
3 a 7-28 
4 b 7-28 
5 a 7-29 
6 c 7-29 
7 d 7-29 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

In this lesson, you’ve learned more information about the LM2.  The next 
lesson will cover how to create a readiness brief. 
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LESSON 3 

READINESS BRIEF 

Introduction 

 
Scope A readiness brief is designed to inform the commander on the status of his or 

her mission essential equipment.  The brief should identify any deadlined 
equipment and the corrective actions that are being taken to correct the 
discrepancies.  This lesson will give valuable information on what a readiness 
brief is composed of and how to create a successful brief. 
 
The references that you will familiarize yourself with when creating a 
readiness brief are MCO 3000.11, UM-4790-5, and MCBul 3000. 

 
Learning 
Objectives 

After completing this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Recall the standard that all readiness briefs should meet. 
 
• Recall the MIMMS output reports used to create a readiness brief. 
 
• Recall the basic information that should be included in a readiness brief. 
 
• Identify the additional background information that should be available 

when briefing readiness. 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 7-47 
Purpose 7-48 
Creating a Brief 7-49 
Supplemental Information 7-52 
Lesson 3 Exercise 7-55 
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Purpose 

 
Background A readiness brief will be commander driven.  There is no set format that has 

been adopted by all units.  Most of the time, the readiness brief will be 
tailored to the equipment and missions the unit maintains and performs.   

 
Standard All readiness briefs should meet the standards of ensuring the readiness 

posture of the command is accurately presented.  

 
Format Although there is no set format when briefing readiness, your MMSOP or 

higher headquarters might have a format that your unit will use.  In cases 
where there is no format, the basic rule when creating a brief is to “keep it 
simple.”   
 
When briefing your commander, remember to provide the information in the 
most condensed and direct manner.   
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Creating a Brief 

 
Reports To Use When creating a readiness brief, use your LM2, TAM, and DPR.  These two 

reports will give you the most current status of your equipment and the 
requisitions that are required for their repairs. 

 
Guidelines Your MMSOP or higher headquarters can determine guidelines for a 

readiness brief.  In cases you need to create a brief from scratch, follow the 
guidelines below.  These guidelines are also helpful to ensure your brief, in 
whichever format, is successful. 
 
The basic information that should be included in a readiness brief is 
 
• Current S & R ratings. 
• Deadline equipment statuses 
• Trends in deadlined equipment 
• NMCM/S trends 
• Estimated time to complete repairs 
 
The creation of a simple, to the point, document that will cover all talking 
points that you plan on covering off the LM2 is also recommended.  This will 
ensure you are prepared and will stay on target when briefing. 

 
S & R Ratings Your current S & R ratings will be the first thing that should be listed in your 

brief.  Your current LM2 will be what you will use for your S and R ratings.  
You can use the formulas in lesson one of this study unit for determining S 
and R ratings to show your commander any changes or updates.  Keep in 
mind that what is on the LM2 is what is briefed to HQMC and higher. 
 
Lesson 2 of this study unit covered how to reconcile and validate the LM2 
and DPR.  The actions presented in that lesson should be utilized to ensure 
that you have the most up-to-date information as possible.   

Continued on next page 
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Creating a Brief, Continued 

 
Deadline 
Equipment 
Status 

Your LM2 will display all deadlined MARES equipment by TAMCN.  
Validate each deadlined status to ensure the equipment is deadlined.  In cases 
that the equipment has been repaired, or the ERO has been degraded, make 
annotations to your LM2 to reflect these changes. 

 
Trends In 
Deadlined 
Equipment 

As a maintenance manager, you’re responsible for identifying trends.  
Determine any reoccurring discrepancies for deadlined equipment.  Once 
identified, complete additional research to find out why they are occurring.   

 
NMCM/S 
Trends 

While trends in deadlined equipment will be very important to identify, it will 
also be important to identify those trends that fall under NMCM or NMCS.  
This will help identify any disconnections that occur with the corrective 
maintenance of MARES deadlined equipment.   
 
Whether the problem is identified as a maintenance or supply problem, you as 
the maintenance manager need to find out the reasons why and try to correct 
the discrepancy.  In cases where you cannot correct the discrepancy, brief 
these problems to your commander and he/she can provide additional 
assistance if needed. 

 
Estimated Time 
to Complete 
Repairs 

The bottom line that the commander will want to know is when the deadlined 
equipment will be operational again.  He or she might not be interested in 
why it is deadlined, but will want a plan on getting repairs completed.  It is 
important to work with each commodity maintenance section and supply to 
have an estimated time when repairs will be complete.  It will also be a good 
idea to research avenues to expedite repairs or the receipt of repair parts.  This 
will be good “back pocket” information you can have ready if the commander 
asks. 

Continued on next page 
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Creating a Brief, Continued 

 
Readiness 
Document 

In addition to using your LM2 to brief readiness, the creation of a simple, to 
the point, document providing additional information on the TAMCNs and 
associated deadlined equipment is beneficial.  This additional information 
will provide answers to deficiencies from the LM2.  These deficiencies will 
be the same ones that your commander will question you about.  In cases 
where you do not brief the commander directly, this document and the LM2 
will be the only documents that will assist in painting a complete readiness 
picture.   

 
Readiness 
Reporting 

While readiness reporting usually identifies only negative deficiencies, you 
can also add any positive comments when applicable.  These positive 
comments could include identifying when a commodity section increases 
their readiness from the weeks prior, or the results of an internal inspection.  
This will show the commander that the commodity sections are making 
progress once deficiencies have been identified. 
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Supplemental Information  

 
Background 
Information 

When conducting a readiness brief with your commander, it is imperative that 
you come with enough information to answer any questions he or she will 
ask.  The following background information should be available when 
briefing readiness to your commander or higher headquarters: 
 
• Repair part status/estimated time of arrival (ETA) 
• Days in NMCS/M status 
• Actions taken by MMO and Supply to expedite repair parts 
• Actions taken by maintenance section to complete repairs 

 
Repair Part 
Status/ETA 

Finding out the status of when requisitioned repair parts will be received is 
essential.  Knowing the status of these parts, where they are in the supply 
chain, and when they will be received is information that you need to have on 
standby if the commander asks.  This usually is the number one item that will 
come up during a readiness brief.  The commander will want to know what is 
being done to get these parts. 

 
Days in NMCS 
and NMCM 

In addition to finding out about the status of requisitioned repair parts, the 
current NMCS/NMCM status is also important.  If the problem is NMCS, you 
need to have a plan on getting the parts.  If the problem is NMCM, you need 
to know what avenues have been exhausted in getting the repairs made.  As 
the maintenance manager, you are responsible in creating solutions to get 
parts or repairs completed. 

Continued on next page 
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Supplemental Information, Continued 

 
Actions Taken 
to Expedite 
Repair Parts 

When you have deadlined MARES reportable equipment that has parts on 
order, you need to track the status of each part daily.  If there is a problem 
with receiving the part in a timely manner, try to conduct the appropriate 
action to expedite the receipt of the part.  The following are some of the 
actions you can take: 
 
• Reconcile with the DASF clerk to ensure the part has good status. 
 
• For those parts that are on backorder, contact the source of supply for 

each part and request that it be expedited.  The source of supply code 
will be listed on the DPR. 

 
• If the part can be procured locally, request to use the impact card to 

procure the part needed. 
 
• Scrounge the part from another local source or unit.  Once the part is 

received, deliver it to the source or providing unit. 
 
• In many cases, the source of supply will have a set number of parts that 

are stored as reserve.  If you are pending deployment, you can request 
one of these parts.  You need to develop a relationship with your sources 
of supply and your supply section when utilizing this action.  

 
Actions taken 
to Expedite 
Repairs of 
Equipment 

When your unit does not have the mechanics/technicians to complete the 
repairs, you need to get involved.  Work with the maintenance chief of the 
commodity section to see what actions can be taken to get repairs completed.  
In addition, you can also take the following actions: 
 
• Determine if there are scheduling problems with the mechanics on hand. If 

there is, work with the commodity section to get repairs completed. 
 
• If the workload exceeds the amount of mechanics available, contact your 

local combat service support element to request additional assistance.   
 
• If deploying in the near future, you can also request assistance from higher 

headquarters to get additional mechanics to complete repairs. 

Continued on next page 
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Supplemental Information, Continued 

 
Good To 
Remember 

No matter what actions you take, just remember to take action!  Your 
commander will want answers in what actions you are taking to get repairs 
completed.  As long as you have done your homework and expedited all 
requisitions and repairs, you can be confident in answering any question.  
This also will develop your reputation as a strong maintenance manager.  It 
can also result in future briefs being shorter and less questions being asked 
since the commander will know you are doing everything you can in 
completing repairs. 
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Lesson 3 Exercise 

 
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 4 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those listed at the end of the lesson. 

 
Item 1 The standard that all readiness briefs should meet is to ensure the 

 
a. supply status of all parts on order is accurate. 
b. command will pass all external inspections. 
c. readiness posture of the command is accurately presented. 
d. deadlined equipment is reported correctly. 

 
Item 2 What MIMMS output reports are used to create a readiness brief? 

 
a. DTL and MAT 
b. DTL and LM2 
c. DPR and MAT 
d. DPR and LM2 

 
Item 3 What basic information should be included in a readiness brief? 

 
a. NMCS/M trends, listing of what equipment is unavailable, estimated 

time to receive repair parts, S & R ratings, and other trends  
b. S & R ratings, deadline equipment statuses, trends in deadlined 

equipment, NMCS/M trends, and estimated time to complete repairs 
c. Estimated time to complete repairs, maintenance management training 

issues, trends in deadlined equipment, S & R ratings, and other trends 
d. NMCS/M trends, S & R ratings, estimated time to deploy equipment, 

deadline part requisition statuses, and other trends 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 4 What background information should be available when briefing readiness to 

the commander or higher headquarters? 
 
a. Days in NMCS/M, actions taken by mechanic to repair equipment, serial 

numbers of deadlined equipment, actions taken by MMO, and Logistics 
Section to complete repairs 

b. Actions taken by MMO and supply to determine repair parts required, 
repair part status, days in deadlined status, estimated time to complete 
repairs, and deadline equipment statuses 

c. Repair part status/ETA, days in NMCS/M, actions taken by MMO, 
supply to expedite repair parts, and actions taken by commodity 
maintenance section to complete repairs 

d. S & R ratings, deadline equipment statuses, trends in deadlined 
equipment, and estimated time to complete repairs, and NMCS/M trends 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below provides the answers to the exercise items.  If you have any 

questions, refer to the reference page listed for each item. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference Page 
1 c 7-48 
2 d 7-49 
3 b 7-49 through 7-50 
4 c 7-52 through 7-53 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

In this lesson, you’ve learned more information about a readiness brief.  The 
next study unit will cover inspections. 
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STUDY UNIT 8 

INSPECTIONS 

Overview 

 
Scope Maintenance management inspections are one of the principal means 

available to the unit commander to determine if his or her unit is running 
efficiently and effectively.  They show how effective the unit is running its 
maintenance resources.  All the previous study units in this course have given 
you the tools to run an effective program.  Now that all the pieces are in 
place, the inspection will allow you to see how well your commodities are 
doing. 

 
In this Study 
Unit 

This study unit contains the following lessons: 

 
Lesson See Page 

Internal Inspections 8-3 
Inspection Results 8-15 
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LESSON 1 

INTERNAL INSPECTIONS 

Introduction 

 
Scope Internal inspections are inspections conducted by the maintenance 

management supervisor within each commodity to determine if the 
maintenance and maintenance management programs are running effectively.  
These inspections provide real-time feedback of the maintenance effort within 
the unit and are used to identify and correct deficiencies that are uncovered 
within any facet of the maintenance management program. 
 
The reference that you will need to be familiar with to perform internal 
inspections is the MCO P4790.2. 

 
Learning 
Objectives 

After completing this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Recall the purpose of internal inspections. 
 
• Recall the characteristics of a good internal inspection. 
 
• Recall the two types of inspections. 
 
• Recall the references that must be reviewed during an internal inspection. 
 
• Recall the purpose of an inspection checklist. 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 8-3 
Purpose 8-4 
Characteristics  8-6 
Inspections 8-7 
References  8-8 
Inspection Checklist 8-9 
Timelines 8-10 
Lesson 1 Exercise 8-11 
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Purpose 

 
Internal 
Inspection 

An internal inspection is a valuable tool to determine your unit’s effectiveness 
in its maintenance and maintenance management programs. 
 
There are several purposes for conducting an internal inspection: 
 
• Ensure there is an acceptable state of materiel readiness 
• Planning and organization is sound 
• Staffs are functioning effectively 
• Directives are clear and understood 
• Standards are established to measure performance 

 
Materiel 
Readiness 

Since the job of a maintenance manager hinges on the readiness of the unit’s 
equipment, impromptu inspections can really show the current state of 
readiness of the unit.  These inspections can also identify any equipment that 
is being “hidden” that is not being reported as down.  Random and scheduled 
inspections will keep your commodity sections honest. 

 
Planning and 
Organization 

Although you might not think that you have much input in the planning and 
organization of your unit, inspection results can identify problems and trends 
where changes need to be made.  If the operation section of your unit is 
planning some upcoming operations, and you know your equipment is 
pending scheduled PMCS or painting, identify these factors during the 
planning phase.  Knowing your unit’s training and deployment plans will 
allow you to better prepare your sections to ensure the maximum amount of 
equipment is available for use. 

 
Staffs Inspections are great in showing the effectiveness of your commodity chiefs 

and officers.  If ineffectiveness is discovered, you can immediately correct 
these discrepancies to ensure they do not occur again. 

 
Directives Inspections are also a good tool to identify and educate your commodity 

sections in the correct orders and directives that govern the maintenance and 
maintenance management programs.  It is imperative that each commodity 
has a clear understanding of these publications so the job is performed 
correctly. 

Continued on next page 
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Purpose, Continued 

 
Standards The best way to use an internal inspection is to determine if the standards that 

have been set forth in the MMSOP and associated policy letters are being 
met.  Most standards that can be set will deal with performance in the 
different areas of the maintenance management program. 
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Characteristics 

 
Common 
Characters 

Inspections may be conducted in a variety of manners to accomplish different 
objectives.  However, the following are characteristics common to good 
inspections.   
 
• Constructive 
• Critical 
• Objective  
• Realistic and measurable standards  

 
Constructive When the opportunity exists, and with you being the expert, you will have to 

provide education/training to those you are inspecting.  Just telling a 
commodity section what their discrepancies are will not help the situation.  In 
most cases, maintenance and maintenance management personnel will be 
eager to display their best. 

 
Critical Procedures and areas that appear to be without defect must be scrutinized 

carefully so that accomplishment may be recognized and to determine if the 
procedures could be useful elsewhere.  The more critical your inspection is, 
the more effective your unit will become. 

 
Objective The inspection must be free of emotion and the interplay of personalities 

whether favorable or adverse must not affect the outcome of the inspection.  
Inspect each commodity section the same way.  By conducting yourself in 
this manner, you will always be seen as fair, consistent, and objective. 

 
Realistic and 
Measurable 
Standards 

The inspected commodity section must comprehend the weight given to the 
inspection evaluation.  These measurable standards are usually in the form of 
a checklist that you will provide to your commodities before the inspection.  
This will allow you and your section to keep track during the inspection of 
exactly what is being measured and to what standard. 
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Inspections 

 
Types There are two types of inspections that can be conducted within your unit: 

 
• Formal 
• Informal 

 
Formal Formal inspections are usually announced in advance and a standard 

procedure for the conduct of the inspection disseminated.  A checklist will 
usually be prescribed, used by the inspection team, and may be used by the 
inspected unit to prepare for the inspection.  Such an inspection routine 
assures the commander of the correction of many small faults or omissions 
that could otherwise fail to get accomplished during normal operations.   
 
Formal inspections become the primary activity of the inspected unit during 
the inspection, with personnel and equipment being made available to the 
fullest extent. 
 
The formal agency that implements Ground Service Support (GCSS) policy is 
the Logistics Modernization Team (LMT), formerly known as the Marine 
Corps Logistics Chain Analysis Team (MCLCATs) or FASMO.  Agencies 
that formerly inspect are the Supply and Maintenance Analysis Team 
(SMAT) and the Logistics Readiness Evaluation (LRE) team. 

 
Informal Informal inspections may examine the unit or certain areas (commodity 

section) of the unit’s activity to the same extent as a formal inspection or to 
any lesser extent.  The depth of this inspection will be up to you, the 
maintenance manager.  A spot-check inspection of equipment or personnel in 
the conduct of routine operations is an example of the simplest form of 
informal inspections.  The helpful instructional aspect of the inspection 
process may be more readily achieved when the informal inspection aspect is 
stressed.  Inspection checklists may be prescribed; either written or oral 
reports may be rendered. 
 
Informal inspections, though previously announced, are frequently conducted 
simultaneously with and not in lieu of normal unit operations. 
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References 

 
 Types When conducting internal inspections, review the following references: 

 
• MMSOP 
• Maintenance related MCOs 
• Maintenance Management Policy Letters 

 
MMSOP Your MMSOP will be one of the driving forces reviewed prior to inspecting.  

It should include information on the standards and guidelines that your 
commodity sections must adhere to when performing their job. 

 
Maintenance 
Related MCOs 

If your unit does not utilize a thorough MMSOP, always use the MCO 
P4790.2 that will outline guidance on what should be inspected in each 
commodity area.  It also will provide you with the insight needed to develop a 
better MMSOP if the one your unit currently utilizes lacks substance. 

 
Policy Letters Maintenance management policy letters are those letters that further define 

certain aspects of things listed within your MMSOP.  An example of a policy 
letter could be the establishment of the unit’s ERO Matrices for each 
commodity section.  This additional information will provide clarity to each 
commodity section when completing their job. 
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Inspection Checklist 

 
Purpose A commander must routinely prepare and use the inspection checklist during 

the inspection of maintenance sections.  An inspection checklist is useful both 
for normal operations and in preparation for an inspection.  The inspection 
checklist is used by maintenance personnel to make a final check on 
preparedness and to correct unresolved details. 

 
Sources A good source for an inspection checklist is the Logistics Modernization 

Teams (LMT) or higher headquarters.  The LMT is the old MCLCAT/ 
FSMAO teams and would have the most up-to-date checklists that are being 
used. 

 
Uniformity A good inspection checklist ensures the uniform appraisal by all members of 

an inspection team.  The inspection checklist becomes the skeleton for the 
inspection report, represents a logical sequence of facts, and provides 
information for an analysis of the inspected unit. 
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Timelines 

 
Purpose Timelines should always be utilized when inspecting.  Timelines are 

important for internal inspections because they ensure the inspection is 
conducted and any discrepancies are corrected in a timely manner.  There are 
three main periods that timelines can be used/issued: 
 
• Before the inspection 
• During the inspection 
• After the inspection 

 
Prior Timelines are mainly used prior to the inspection.  They will outline when the 

inspection will occur, where it will occur, and what will be inspected.  The 
timeline should also include when inspection results will be made available 
and when any follow-up inspections will be scheduled. 
 
Timelines can also be used to help prepare your commodity sections to get 
ready for the inspection.  This could result in you assisting a commodity 
section in setting up a schedule to complete all facets of an inspection 
checklist.  Sometimes your sections need guidance/assistance in developing 
internal timelines, this is when you can gain their trust and confidence in 
showing them that this process is important.  

 
During Once the inspection is started, following the timelines you have provided 

previously is important.  This will show that you are efficient and effective in 
your inspection abilities.  In cases where more time is needed with a 
particular commodity section, remember to “pad” your timeline with enough 
time to properly inspect all areas within each commodity section. 

 
After Upon completion of the inspection, you must adhere to a timeline to ensure 

you get the results analyzed, trends identified, and the corrective actions taken 
to correct any discrepancies you found.  In addition to this timeline, you also 
might have a timeline for briefing your commander as well as a timeline that 
a follow-up inspection will occur to check that the discrepancies are 
corrected.  
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Lesson 1 Exercise 

 
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 7 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those listed at the end of this lesson. 

 
Item 1 What is the purpose of an internal inspection? 

 
a. Identifying an acceptable state of materiel readiness, considering 

planning, determining staff additions, publishing directives, and 
establishing standards  

b. Maintaining a minimum level of materiel readiness, completing 
paperwork, staffs are functioning effectively, understanding directives, 
establishing standards to measure performance 

c. Maintaining acceptable state of material readiness, planning and 
organizing is sound, staffs are functioning effectively, understanding 
directives, and establishing standards to measure performance 

d. Maintaining acceptable level of equipment maintenance, planning and 
organizing is sound, staffs are functioning effectively, completing 
training, and establishing standards to measure performance 

 
Item 2 How many characteristics are there of a good internal inspection? 

 
a. 3 
b. 4 
c. 5 
d. 6 

 
Item 3 From the list below, select a characteristic of a good internal inspection.  

 
a. Personal judgments 
b. Realistic and unmeasurable standards 
c. Unrealistic and measurable standards 
d. Realistic and measurable standards 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 4 What are the two types of inspections? 

 
a. Surprise and scheduled 
b. Informal and instructional 
c. Formal and future planning 
d. Formal and informal 

 
Item 5  What references should be reviewed during an internal inspection? 

 
a. UMs, MCOs, and MCBuls 
b. MMSOP, MCOs, and policy letters 
c. MMSOP, TEEP, and policy letters 
d. Policy letters, MCOs, and MIs 

 
Item 6 The purpose of an inspection checklist is to make a final check on 

_______________ and to correct ______________ details. 
 
a. timelines, deficient  
b. preparedness, deficient 
c. preparedness, unresolved 
d. unpreparedness, resolved  

 
Item 7 Why are timelines important for internal inspections? 

 
a. Ensure the inspection is conducted and discrepancies are corrected in a 

timely manner. 
b. Allow commodities to wait until the last minute to complete required 

actions. 
c. Schedule timelines so the commanding officer can oversee the inspection. 
d. Allow individual commodities the ability to work with each other to pass 

the inspection. 
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 Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below provides the answers to the exercise items.  If you have any 

questions, refer to the reference page listed for each item. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference Page 
1 c 8-4 
2 b 8-6 
3 d 8-6 
4 d 8-7 
5 b 8-8 
6 c 8-9 
7 a 8-10 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

In this lesson, you’ve learned the procedures for conducting an internal 
inspection.  The next lesson will cover how to use the results from the 
inspection. 
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LESSON 2 

INSPECTION RESULTS 

Introduction 

 
Scope Documenting the entire internal inspection process is essential to a successful 

inspection.  It is important to record the causes of any negative findings and 
to provide information to be used as a guide for corrective action. 
 
Documenting the inspection and results will also help identify any 
deficiencies in your inspection process.  Examples are, not allowing enough 
time per commodity, problems with timelines, or identifying additional 
information/training with each commodity prior to the inspection. 

 
Learning 
Objectives 

After completing this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Recall why documenting inspection results is important. 
 
• Recall the uses of the inspection results. 
 
• Recall the purpose of a follow-up inspection. 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 8-15 
Documentation 8-16 
Uses 8-18 
Follow-up Inspection 8-19 
Lesson 2 Exercise 8-20 
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Documentation 

 
During the 
Inspection 

During the inspection, you need to ensure that you write down all pertinent 
information that you uncover.  Do not get into a habit of thinking that you 
will be able to remember what you are inspecting and that you can write it up 
later.  Allow enough time during your inspection to accurately annotate any 
discrepancies that you uncover.  You can also annotate positive actions that 
you uncover that could be used later for awards, or as information to brief 
your commander.  

 
After the 
Inspection 

Immediately after the inspection, ensure that you have documented 
everything.  These annotations should be comprehensive in including any 
details that you might have forgotten during the inspection. 

 
Trends Once you have completed all annotations, you need to analyze the results to 

identify trends.  A trend is usually identified as an instance that is uncovered 
more than twice.  

 
Corrective 
Action 

After analyzing all the information, you need to determine what corrective 
actions need to be taken to correct the discrepancies found.  This information 
should be comprehensive and detailed, ensuring that each commodity section 
knows exactly what they need to correct.   

Continued on next page 
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Documentation, Continued 

 
Inspection 
Report 

Once you have completed all your analysis, identified your trends, and 
determined the corrective actions that need to be taken, you need to write up a 
report that outlines all of this information.  Within this report, you need to set 
a follow-up schedule to re-inspect your commodity sections that have 
discrepancies. 

 
Copy Checklist It is a good idea to copy the checklists that you used when inspecting and 

include them with the report to each commodity.  This will show each section 
exactly what you found.  This is also the reason why it is important to take 
good notes and to annotate everything when inspecting.   
 
Although the commander might not want to see the checklists, have them 
with you when briefing in case he/she has additional questions. 
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Uses 

 
Reasons The most important features of the inspection are the uses made of the 

inspection results by the commander and staff.  The reasons why a 
commander should use these results are to 
 
• Realize that an inspection has a constructive and helpful purpose even 

though the resulting report may be adverse. 
 
• Analyze and evaluate inspection results for indications of trends that could 

adversely affect mission accomplishment. 
 
• Take aggressive remedial action to correct the deficiencies or irregularities 

encountered in the inspection. 
 
• Implement an adequate follow-up program for timely correction of 

deficiencies and to preclude problem recurrences. 
 
• Use inspection reports to identify unit and individual credit, where 

deserved, and highlight both the unit’s strong and weak points. 
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Follow-up Inspection 

 
Purpose The purpose of the follow-up inspection is to ensure that all corrective actions 

of negative findings have been corrected and documented.  Documenting the 
action taken to correct the discrepancy will ensure that all negative findings 
have been corrected and no longer exist.  It is also a tool that can be used in 
future instances if a commodity has the discrepancy again.  It will identify the 
past discrepancies, identify a trend, and show that corrective action had been 
taken previously to correct the discrepancy. 

 
Timeline As discussed earlier, a timeline should be determined and scheduled produced 

for each commodity section to complete discrepancies.  Once adequate time 
has been given, the follow-up inspection should only inspect those areas that 
were discrepant.  This is not a time to re-inspect the entire commodity area 
unless they completely failed in all areas. 

 
Inspection 
Results 

Once the follow-up inspection is completed and all discrepancies are 
corrected, another inspection results document should be completed.  This 
should be forwarded to the commander for their review and also attached to 
the prior inspection checklist.  This will ensure that there is a paper trail that 
shows what the discrepancies were and that they were corrected.  This entire 
package should then be filed for future use to schedule discrepancy specific 
training and to review after future inspections to see if trends in discrepancies 
are still occurring.  
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Lesson 2 Exercise 

 
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 4 by performing the action required. 

Check your answers against those listed at the end of this lesson. 

 
Item 1 Documenting inspection results are important because they 

 
a. ensure that the maintenance management office is covered on any 

negative findings during the commodity section inspections. 
b. identify the commodities that received positive results so individual 

awards can be issued. 
c. record the causes of any negative findings and provide information to be 

used as a guide for corrective action. 
d. identify the commodities that received negative findings so punitive 

actions can be conducted. 

 
Item 2 What should be completed after analyzing all the inspection data? 

 
a. Inspection timeline 
b. Inspection report 
c. Inspection follow-up 
d. Inspection checklist 

 
Item 3 The commander uses inspection results to 

 
a. realize that an inspection has a negative effect on the unit and will bring 

down mission accomplishment. 
b. analyze and evaluate inspection results for indications of trends that could 

adversely affect troop welfare. 
c. identify unit and individual credit, where deserved, and highlight both the 

unit’s strong and weak points. 
d. realize that an inspection has a constructive and helpful purpose even 

though the commodities have doctored up all records. 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 4 The purpose of a follow-up inspection is to ensure that all corrective actions 

of negative findings have been ______________ and ______________ 
 
a. annotated, identified. 
b. corrected, documented. 
c. identified, corrected. 
d. isolated, recognized. 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below provides the answers to the exercise items.  If you have any 

questions, refer to the reference page listed for each item. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference Page 
1 c 8-15 
2 b 8-16 
3 c 8-17 
4 b 8-18 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

In this study unit, you have learned more information on internal inspections 
and internal inspection results. 
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APPENDIX A 

MIMMS-AIS Codes and Indicators 

 
Contents The purpose of this appendix is to provide you with an explanation of the 

codes, indicators, and MEA flags used in the MIMMS AIS. 

 
Defect Codes Defect codes contain a three-digit code used to identify the specific defect of 

the equipment inducted for repair.  The first position identifies the defect to a 
major system, and the two remaining positions identify the defective 
component of the system. 

 
FIRST CHARACTER CODE REPORT PRINT EXPLANATION 

(BLANK) NMAJ No Major Defect 
A ENG Engine 
B TRAN Transmission 
C PWRP Power Pack 
D PWRT Power Train 
E AXLE Axle System 
F SUSP Suspension System 
G TRAC Track Crawler System 
H BODY Body, Frame, or Hull 
I ARMT Armament 
J COOL Cooling System 
K ELEC Electrical System 
L FUEL Fuel System 
M HYDR Hydraulic System 
N AIR Air System 
O TURR Turret System 
P FCON Fire Control System 
Q IGNI Ignition System 
R LIFT Boom, Cable, and Lift System 
S XMOC Transmitter/Output Circuitry 
T RCIC Receiver/Input Circuitry 
U ANTL Antenna/Transmission Line 
V MODM Multiplex/Modulation-Demodulation 
X MTR Meter 
Y WPNS Weapons/Small Arms/Crew Served 
Z LVTP Landing Vehicle, Tracked, Personnel 

Continued on next page 
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MIMMS-AIS Codes and Indicators, Continued 

 
FIRST CHARACTER CODE REPORT PRINT EXPLANATION 

1 ANEW Ancillary Equipment/Wiring 
2 TEDD Test Equipment/Display Devices 
3 A/C Air Conditioners 
4 COMP Component 
5 TEXT Textiles 
6 CANV Canvas 

2nd & 3rd CHARACTER CODES REPORT PRINT EXPLANATION 
01 ALGEN Alternator, Generator Mechanism 
02 BRK Brake Systems and Components 
03 CARB Carburetion System 
04 CARR Carriage and Mount System 
05 CONV Clutch, Converter, and Couplings 
06 CONT Control Mechanisms 
07 CYL Cylinders, Accumulators, and 

Replenishers 
08 DIST Distribution Systems 
09 ELTR Elevation and Traversing Mechanisms 
10 GUN Gun Tube, Breech, and Firing 

Mechanisms 
11 HOSE Hose, Tubing, and Fittings 
12 HOUS Housing and Castings 
13 INJEC Injector Systems 
14 MDRV Mechanical Drive Systems 
15 OPTIC Optics Systems and Components 
16 SEAL Packing, Seals, and Gaskets 
17 PUMP Pumps and Components 
18 RECL Recoil Mechanism 
19 REG Regulator Mechanisms 
20 SPRG Springs, Shocks, and Stabilizer 

Components 
21 TORQ Torque, Sprocket, or Drive Mechanism 
22 STEER Steering Components 
23 VALV Valves and Valve Components 
24 TORS Torsion Components 
25 GLASS Glass Replacement 
26 PAINT Painting, Body Work 
27 UNK Unknown 
28 LKPM Lack of Preventive Maintenance 
29 UNAUT Abuse/Unauthorized Maintenance 
30 AUX Auxiliary 

Continued on next page 
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MIMMS-AIS Codes and Indicators, Continued 

 
2nd & 3rd CHARACTER CODES REPORT PRINT EXPLANATION 

31 OVRHL Overhaul 
32 REFP Reflected Power 
33 HVSWR High Voltage Standing Wave Ratio 
34 RPLC Replace 
35 FREQ Frequency Shift/Stability 
36 ADJS Subassembly Adjustment 
37 CABL Cabling Malfunction 
38 LPO Low Power Out 
39 CORR Corroded/Rusted  
40 OPEN Open/High Resistive Circuitry 
41 SHORT Shorted/Low Resistive Circuitry 
42 MECH Mechanical/Linkage or Drive  
43 ACDCS Alternating Current/Direct Current 

Source 
44 ALGN System Alignment 
45 MODUL Modulator 
46 LVPS Low Voltage Power Supply 
47 HVPS High Voltage Power Supply 
48 CBB Cracked, Broken, or Bent 
49 GRND Grounded 
50 COTO Components Out of Tolerance 
51 QSPM Quarterly Scheduled Preventive 

Maintenance 
52 ASPM Annual Scheduled Preventive 

Maintenance 
53 SAPM Semiannual Scheduled Preventive 

Maintenance  
54 N/A Not Applicable 
55 INOP Inoperative  
56 MINR Minor 
57 ADJS Adjust 
58 MOIST Moisture Found 
59 ARCB Arcing/Burnt Components 
60 SAFDL Safety Deadline 
61 START Starter 
62 BTRY Battery 
63 EXSYS Exhaust System 
64 SL3AP SL-3 Application 
65 SEW Sewing Rips/Torn Areas 
66 FAB Fabrication 
67 MODAP Modification Application 

Continued on next page 
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Job Status 
Codes 

The codes displayed provide the abbreviations and descriptions of the 
maintenance status on equipment undergoing repair.  When the category code 
of and ERO is M, the job status code is utilized to determine the MARES 
Logistics Indicator (ML-IND).  The ML-IND describes the type of action 
taken (LA = LM2 Add, LC = LM2 Change, or LD = LM2 Delete) and the 
MARES status such as Maint = mechanical needs, Supply = repair parts 
needed, or Trans = transfer between echelons of maintenance. 

 
CODE ML-IND 

MARES STATUS 
ABBREVIATION DESCRIPTION 

01 LA, LC 
MAINT 

FINL INS Job is undergoing final inspection upon 
completion of all repairs and equipment. 
Records are being completed. 

02 LA, LC 
MAINT 

INS PRGS Job is undergoing initial inspection to 
determine the extent of repairs and/or 
parts that are required.   

03 LD INS COMP Inspection is completed, and the ERO  
will be closed in the FMSS. 

04 LA, LC 
MAINT 

INV PRGS Investigation is in progress.  Equipment 
has not been released for repair due to 
legal investigation for liability. 

10 LD RPR RETN Repair action is completed.  Equipment 
is in the hands of the responsible unit, 
awaiting MIMMS/SASSY transactions 
to process before the ERO being closed 
in the FMSS. 

11 None PCKP HECH Generated internally in conjunction with  
IMA job status code 13.  

12 LA, LC 
MAINT 

RPR PRGS Repair is in progress. This code indicates 
the job is actually being worked on in the 
shop or that other action, as indicated by 
the job indicator code, is in progress.  

13 LD, LC 
TRANS 

RPR COMP Repair action or other action, as 
indicated by the job identification code, 
is completed and equipment is awaiting 
pickup.  When input at IMA level, it will 
generate JSC 11(PCKP-HECH) on the  
owner’s DPR.  
 
Note: If used when Cat Code of ERO is 

M, ML-IND will equal LD if  
entered by owner, LC/TRANS  
when entered by IMA.  

Continued on next page 
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Job Status 
Codes, 
continued 

 

 
CODE ML-IND 

MARES STATUS 
ABBREVIATION DESCRIPTION 

15 LD JOB CLOS All maintenance action is completed and/or  
equipment has been picked up by the owner. 

23 LA, LC 
MAINT 

SHT TEST ERO is awaiting test equipment to repair, 
inspect, test, or calibrate equipment. 

24 LA, LC 
SUPPLY 

UNIT RCL ERO is at an supporting maintenance activity 
and is in a short part status with parts on order. T
has been returned to the owning unit by their 
request subject to recall by supporting  
maintenance activity upon receipt of parts. 

25 LA, LC 
SUPPLY 

SHT PART Short parts. Part requirement has been 
determined and parts requisitioned. 
Repairs delayed pending receipt of 
required parts. 

26 LA, LC 
MAINT 

SHT SPAC Short space. Job pending scheduling 
into shop for repairs.  Code indicates no 
parts are required or that required parts 
are received but work delayed  
due to shortage of working space.  

27 LA, LC 
MAINT 

SHT TECH Short technicians. Code is used to  
indicate a shortage of technicians/ 
mechanics. Repair requirement undetermined 
or trained personnel are not 
available to complete repairs.    

28 LA, LC 
MAINT 

ABD SHIP Equipment embarked, repairs are 
pending arrival in port. All required  
parts received.  

29 LA, LC 
TRANS 

AWTG EVC Awaiting evacuation. Unable to  
evacuate due to lack of transportation, 
(at sea, in port w/o transportation 
facilities, etc.).  

30 LA, LC 
MAINT 

AWTG CTM Awaiting contact team. A request for  
contact team support has been approved 
and awaiting contact team to arrive. 

34 NONE PEND WASH Item being processed for WIR/LUP 
action. (FOR IMA use only)  

Continued on next page 
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Job Status 
Codes, 
continued 

 

 
CODE ML-IND 

MARES STATUS 
ABBREVIATION DESCRIPTION 

35 NONE DIS DISP Disposition instructions received. 
Dispose of the item or return it to 
depot/manufacturer. 

36 NONE DIS RPR Disposition instructions received. 
Retain and repair item. 

37 LC 
MAINT 

WIR SUB Recoverable Item Report submitted, 
item is being held at the maintenance  
activity awaiting disposition  
instructions. 

38 LA, LC 
TRANS 

EVC HECH Equipment evacuated to higher echelon 
of maintenance for  repairs,  
modifications, calibration, or lack of 
supply support. 

39 LD EVC WASH Item being processed  in accordance  
with MCO P4400.82_ at 4th echelon. 

40 LA, LC 
MAINT 

SHT FUND Short funds. Code indicates a shortage 
of funds. Repair parts or labor costs 
cannot be obligated for repairs. 

41 LA, LC 
MAINT 

ITRS REP Intershop repairs. Code will be used  
when an intershop ERO is used. 

45 NONE AWTG EQUIP Equipment not available due to  
command/mission commitment. 

48 LA, LC 
MAINT 

COMP EVAC Component evacuated to higher 
echelon for repairs, modifications,  
calibration or lack of supply support. 

Continued on next page 
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Category 
Codes 

Category Codes contain the maintenance category codes and their definitions. 

 

CODE DEFINITION 
M MARES reportable; critical maintenance which is deadlining. 
X MARES reportable; critical maintenance which is non-deadlining but degrades 

operational capability. 
P Non-MARES reportable; critical maintenance which deadlines or degrades 

operational capability. 
C Applicable to major components that deadline or prevent parent end items from 

operating at full capacity.  Category code C EROs are primarily for intershop use.  
The status of the end item must be reported through the use of category code M, 
X, P or N EROs.  Category code C is used to distinguish between repair for return 
to the owning unit, and return to the supply system (as in the case of secondary 
reparables inducted into maintenance via category code F, H or D EROs). 

F, H Secondary reparable. 
K Calibration only. 
O Shop overhead; pre-expended bin items required to maintain equipment. 
S SL-3 application of operator/crew (1st echelon) components. 
N Non-critical maintenance; to be utilized if a more specific code is not applicable. 

 
Category Code 
to ERO 
Priority 

Although the MCO 4400.16_ states, “priorities 01-10 can be used with 
category codes “M” and “P””, the following information in the table listed 
below should be utilized when validating the category code to the ERO 
priority. 

 

Category Code ERO Priority 
“M” and “P” 01 - 08 

“X” 04 – 10 
“N” 

This category code can be used with 
both readiness and non-readiness 

reportable equipment requiring non-
critical repairs. 

11 – 15 

“C” A base ERO of similar or greater 
priority must be open. 

“O” or “S” 11 - 15 
“K”, “F”, “H” 04 – 15 

As long as not abusing the system. 

Continued on next page 
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Shop Section 
Codes 

The table below contains the shop section codes.  The assignment of these 
codes is provided as a guide.  Units are authorized to deviate from these 
guidelines when specific maintenance shops are not possessed by the unit. 

 
DPR The DPR will page break after each shop section.  The weekly shop summary 

report will only print the six primary shop sections and the EROs assigned.  
EROs assigned to alternate or sub-shop sections will “roll-up” into the 
primary areas. 

 
COMMODITY PRIMARY SHOP 

SECTION 
ALTERNATE 
SHOP SECTION 

IMA SHOP 
SECTION 

Calibration 1 A, B, C B 
Engineer 2 D, E, F, X, Y, Z, 8 C 

General Supply 3 G, H, J, 9 D 
Comm-Elect 4 K, L, M, U, V, W, 7 B 

Motor Transport 5 N, P, Q F 
Ordnance 6 R, S, T E 

 
Indicators Error codes are assigned one of two critically indicators: 

 
• Critical 
• Non-critical 

 
Critical- 
Transaction 
Rejected 

During the processing cycle, an error was detected in a critical control field, 
which may cause erroneous data to be generated for interfacing systems or 
master file updating.  The transaction is not passed into the update and will be 
displayed on the DTL with the associated critical error code.  This error 
condition is identified by an asterisk (*) in the criticality column. 

Continued on next page 
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Non-critical - 
Field Error 

During the processing cycle, an error was detected in a critical control field; 
however the transaction can still be processed during the update cycle but will 
require correction during a later cycle.  The transaction is passed into the 
update process and is displayed on the DTL with the associated non-critical 
error code.  This error code is identified by two asterisks (**) in the criticality 
code. 
 

If… Then… 
a 0/A transaction is rejected all associated transactions for the 

ERO number will be rejected unless 
a 4 skeleton record is created. 

a 4 transaction is rejected all associated  5, 7, or 8 transactions 
for the document number will be 
rejected 

Note:  The specific fields (card columns) for the associated errors may be 
determined by using the DTL or the input formats located in the 
UM-4790-5.  

 
Daily 
Transaction 
Listing Error 
Codes 

The table below contains the DTL error codes, criticality indicators, and the 
associated descriptions. 
 

 
ERROR 
CODES 

CRITICALITY DESCRIPTION 

01 * Invalid transaction type. 
 
ACTION: Validate the transaction type and enter the appropriate code 
for the input transaction in card column 1. The only  acceptable entried 
are 0, T, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, or 9. 

02 *  ERO number format is incorrect. 
 
ACTION:  Identify the type of transaction and verify that the ERO 
number format has an alpha character in the first position of the ERO 
number field, followed by four alphanumeric characters, that the ERO 
number is in the correct columns for that type of transactions, and that 
the first two positions are loaded to the AA File.  Blanks and special 
characters are not acceptable entries.   

Continued on next page 
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ERROR 
CODES 

CRITICALITY DESCRIPTION 

03 * ERO number entered on the input transaction was not found in the  
master files, or it was found in a closed status. 
 
ACTION: 
 
a. The 0/A transaction must be accepted into the system before 

other transactions associated to the ERO are submitted. 
 
b. If the transaction was a 4 ADD parts, resubmit the transaction  

with a valid JON. 
 
c. If the transaction was an 8 parts transaction with an authority  

code of 9, resubmit the transaction with a valid JON. 
 
Note:  A 0/A transaction and other transactions associated with that ERO

may be submitted on the same day, however, if the 0/A   
transaction is rejected, all associated transactions will also  
be rejected.     

04 * The ERO number for a 0/A or T transaction was rejected because  
the same or new ERO number already exists in an open status,  
or the ERO number on the input transaction was recently closed  
and the record was not transferred to the MASTER  
EQUIPMENT FILE (MEF). 
 
ACTION: 
 
a. No action is required if the input transaction was a duplicate entry. 
 
b. If it was not a duplicate entry, re-enter the input transaction  

ensuring the ERO number assigned does not match an existing or  
recently closed record. 

05 ** DRIS field was blank or invalid on the input transaction. The  
computer run date has been automatically entered as the DRIS. 
 
ACTION:  Validate the automatically generated DRIS. To  
correct the DRIS, enter a 0/C transaction with the correct DRIS. 

Continued on next page 
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ERROR 
CODES 

CRITICALITY DESCRIPTION 

06 ** The DRIS field on the input transaction indicates that it has been  
more than 7 days prior to the current run date.  
 
ACTION: If the DRIS is incorrect, submit a 0/C transaction  
with the correct date. If the DRIS is correct, no action is required. 

07 ** Character in ORF field is incorrect. 
 
ACTION: Submit an 0/C transaction with the correct ORF  
indicator.  Enter a Y if an ORF replacement is desired, an N  
if no ORF replacement is desired.  

08 ** 1. When the DEST-UAC is completed and the job status code is  
other than 38 or 48, the computer automatically changed the  
job status code to 38. 
 
2. If the job status code was entered as 38 or 48 and no entry  
was made in the DEST-UAC field, the computer automatically  
enters the job status code of 00 (AWTG INS). 
 
ACTION: Validate the automatically generated fields. If  
required, enter a 0/C transaction with the correct job status code  
in card column 61-62 and/or the DEST-UAC in 12-16, as  
appropriate.  

09 ** DCD was not entered when the category code was M. The  
computer run date was automatically entered as the DCD.  
 
ACTION: Validate the automatically generated DCD. If  
incorrect, enter a 0/C transaction with the correct DCD in  
columns 21-24 and/or the correct category in column 60. 

9A ** A 4/A transaction was submitted containing a valid JON against  
an ERO that is nonexistent.  A skeleton ERO record was created. 
 
ACTION: Submit a 0/A transaction prior to entering a 0/C, T, 3,  
5, or 9 transaction. 

9B * A 4/A transaction was submitted containing a valid JON against  
a ERO that is nonexistent or is a skeleton record, but the  
ADVICE code was PB, 99, MI, MC, IN, SF, FA, SC, WP, or F6.  
No skeleton ERO record was created or updated. 
 
ACTION: Submit a 0/A transaction prior to reentering  this 4/A 
9 transaction. 

Continued on next page 
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ERROR 
CODES 

CRITICALITY DESCRIPTION 

9C * A 4/A transaction was submitted containing an invalid JON  
without a matching ERO record. 
 
ACTION: Either submit a 0/A prior to re-entering this 4/A or  
correct the JON field and r-enter. (This will create a skeleton  
ERO and require a 0/A be entered.) 

9D * A 0/C, T, 3, 5, 8 transfer, or 9 transaction was input against a  
skeleton ERO record. 
 
ACTION: A 0/A must be submitted for the ERO prior to  
re-entering this transaction. 

9E ** A 4, 7, or 8 transaction was input for a skeleton ERO record. 
 
ACTION: This is a warning indicating that a 0/A must be  
submitted for this skeleton ERO record. 

10 ** The DCD is greater than the computer run date. 
 
ACTION: Enter a 0/C transaction with the correct DCD in columns 
21-24, if applicable, and ensure the entry is in the proper Julian Date 
format (YDDD). 

11 ** Echelon of maintenance must be 1, 2, 3, or 4. When the echelon  
is 1, category code must be S. 
 
ACTION: If the echelon of maintenance is incorrect, enter a 0/C 
transaction with the corrected echelon of maintenance in column 25. 

12 * The serial number must be right-justified and not contain any blanks on 
the 0/A transaction. If the ERO is a “batch” ERO or for a non-serialized 
item, then a 0 is required in card column 35. The serial number cannot 
be 0 when the category code is M nor can the category code be changed 
no to M when the serial number is 0. 
 
ACTION: Validate the serial number and submit a 0/C with the  
correct information. 

13 ** The Job Identification Code must be numeric and contain a valid code 
combination. 

Continued on next page 
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ERROR 
CODES 

CRITICALITY DESCRIPTION 

14 * The quantity field must be numeric, contain no blanks, and be  
greater than zero.  
 
ACTION: Validate the quantity field and enter an appropriate  
change transaction. 

15 * OWNER AAC field cannot be blank or contain any blanks on the 0/A 
transaction. The AAC must be on the AA file as a valid unit. 
 
ACTION: Re-enter a valid owner AAC on the 0/A transaction in  
columns 44 through 48. 

16 * Defect code format is incorrect, or the defect code field must  
contain an entry when the task data field has been completed. 
 
ACTION: Validate/determine the defect code and submit an  
0/C or 9 transaction as appropriate.  

17 ** 
 
 
 
* 

(1) A 0/A transaction was entered without a valid priority. The  
system generated priority code of 06 if the category code was  
M, X, D, or F.  If not M, X, D, or F, priority 13 was generated. 
 
(2) A 4/A or 4C transaction was entered without a valid priority. 
 
ACTION: 
  
(1) Validate the generated priority and category codes for the 0/A  
transaction. Enter a 0/C transaction with the correct priority or a  
corrected category code. 
 
(2) Validate the generated priority for the 4/A or the 4/C transaction.   
The priority is a required entry for the 4/A transaction. Use the 4/C to 
correct the priority. 

18 ** ID number field is not in the proper format, was left blank, or is not on  
the ID standards file. 
 
ACTION: Validate the format and/or verify the ID number.   
Submit an 0/C transaction to correct, or a 3 transaction if the ID  
number is not on the ID Standards file. 
 
Note:  If the ID number is not on the ID standards file, a category code  

of N is automatically assigned. 

Continued on next page 
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ERROR 
CODES 

CRITICALITY DESCRIPTION 

19 ** The category code was invalid, left blank, or incompatible with  
MCBUL 3000 equipment. A system generated category code of  
N was entered. 
 
ACTION: Validate the generated category code and submit a  
change if required.  

20 ** The job status code was invalid or left blank on the input  
transaction.  A system generated job status code of  
00 (AWTG INS) was entered. 
 
ACTION: Validate the generated job status code and submit a  
change transaction if required. 

21 ** 
 
 
* 

(1) The JON number, when entered on an 0_ transaction may not  
contain any blanks. 
 
(2) The JON is a required entry when submitted against a skeleton  
record. 
 
ACTION: Submit a 0/C transaction with the corrected JON if the  
original transaction was a 0/A transaction. Submit a 0/A  
transaction with a valid JON if the error applies to a skeleton  
record. 

22 ** An invalid shop section code was submitted. The system  
generated a shop section code of 0.  
 
ACTION: Validate the shop section code. Submit an 0/C  
transaction to correct the shop section code. 

23 ** NSN cannot contain any blanks. 
 
ACTION:  Validate the NSN. Submit correct NSN on a  
3 transaction ensuring that the NSN contains no blanks. 

24 * ERO was previously downgraded from Category Code M and  
cannot be upgraded again. 
 
ACTION: Validate equipment status. If Category Code M is  
applicable, a new ERO must be opened. 

Continued on next page 
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ERROR 
CODES 

CRITICALITY DESCRIPTION 

25 * Document UAC field is in invalid format. 
 
ACTION: Validate the UAC field of the document number on  
the 4A transaction and resubmit with correct information. 

26 * Document Julian Date field is in an invalid format. 
 
ACTION: Validate the Julian Date portion of the document  
number and ensure it is the correct format (YDDD) and resubmit.  

27 * Document serial number is invalid if field contains any blanks. 
 
ACTION: Validate the document serial number, ensure there  
are no blanks or special characters (dashes, slashes, spaces, or  
commas) and that the first position is 6, 7, 8, or 9 and resubmit.   

28 * Unit of issue must be valid for the NSN. 
 
ACTION: Validate the unit of issue with the supporting supply  
unit and resubmit. 

29 ** Demand code must be N or R, Urgency code must be either  
N or R. 
 
ACTION: Enter a valid Demand/Urgency code on a 4/C  
transaction and resubmit. 

30 ** The Not Mission Capable Supply (NMCS) indicator was  
questionable in relation to the requisition priority. 
  
a. The NMCS must be N, E, 9, or blank. Any characters other  
than the listed was defaulted to blank. 
 
b. The transaction was edited to compare the relationship between  
the requisition priority and the Maintenance Category Code  
according to the following chart: 
 
PRIORITY   CATEGORY CODE                 NMCS INDICATOR 
 
01-03           M                                                9 or N 
01-03           P, C, D, F, H, K, or X                 N, E, or blank 
04-08           M, P, C, D, F, H, K, or X            N, E, or blank 
09-15           ALL                                             Blank 
 
ACTION: Validate the NMCS Indicator. If a change is required,  
contact the supporting unit supply section. A SASSY ZM1 must  
be submitted to change a SASSY record and a 4/C transaction  
must be submitted to correct the MIMMS record.   

Continued on next page 
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ERROR 
CODES 

CRITICALITY DESCRIPTION 

31 * Action code for a 4 transaction must be A or C. 
 
ACTION: Enter the correct code on the 4 transaction and resubmit. 

32 * (1) The document number on the input transaction did not match  
an existing open document number for the associated ERO. 
 
(2) The modification instruction (MI) on the 8 MOD  
transaction must match an existing open modification instruction. 
 
ACTION: Validate the document number/modification  
instruction and resubmit the transaction. 

33 * The supply status field must contain a valid Supply Status Code. 
 
ACTION: Obtain the appropriate valid Supply Status Code and  
resubmit. 

34 * Routing Identifier Code (RIC) cannot contain any blanks.  
 
ACTION: Obtain the appropriate RIC/LKH Code and resubmit  
the 7 Transaction. 

35 * Status day field has an invalid format or has been left blank. 
 
ACTION: Enter the status day in the correct format (DDD) on the  
7 transaction and resubmit. 

36 * Status type document field has an invalid format or has been  
left blank. 
 
ACTION: Obtain the appropriate status type Document  
Code/DIC and resubmit the 7 transaction. 

37 * Repair part quantity field must be numeric and may not be blank. 
 
ACTION: Enter the repair part quantity on the 8 transaction and  
Resubmit. 

38 * DATE-RCVD-CANC field on the input transaction contained an  
invalid entry. 
 
ACTION: Validate the entry and resubmit the transaction. Valid  
entries for the DATE-RCVD-CANC field are as follows: 
 
a. A valid Julian Date (YDDD) 
b. CANC 
c. CR (right justified with the leading two positions blank) 
d. SC (right justified with the leading two positions blank)  

Continued on next page 
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ERROR 
CODES 

CRITICALITY DESCRIPTION 

39 ** An organizational ERO matrix cannot be used with an echelon of 
maintenance equal to 3 or 4. The DTL will reflect a system  
generated echelon of 2 in the echelon of maintenance field. 
 
ACTION: Validate the ERO matrix/echelon of maintenance field(s). 
If this is not correct, the ERO must be closed and a new ERO with the 
correct ERO matrix and echelon of maintenance submitted. 

39A * An intermediate ERO matrix cannot be used with an echelon of  
maintenance equal to one (category code S). 
 
ACTION: Validate the ERO matrix/echelon of maintenance field(s). 
If this is not correct, the ERO must be closed and a new ERO with the  
correct ERO matrix and echelon of maintenance submitted. 

40 * Civilian labor charges field must be numeric or left blank. 
 
ACTION: Enter the civilian labor charges, if applicable. Entry must be 
numeric. If a civilian labor charge is not applicable, leave the field blank.

41 * The parts charge field must be numeric or left blank. 
 
ACTION: Enter the non system parts charge on the 9 transaction  
or leave it blank and resubmit. 

42 * The date closed field must be in Julian Date format (YDDD) and  
must be greater than or equal to the DRIS field. 
  
ACTION: Validate that the Julian Date is valid, is greater than  
or equal to the DRIS field, and is in the correct format on the  
9 transaction and resubmit. 

43 * Military labor hour’s field must be numeric. 
 
ACTION: Enter the total military hours, ensuring the entry is  
numeric, and resubmit the transaction. 

44 * The close status must be 03, 15, or 39. 
 
ACTION: Enter the correct close status and resubmit. 

45 * The authority code field must be 0 through 9 or A. 
 
ACTION: Determine the correct code and resubmit. 

Continued on next page 
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ERROR 
CODES 

CRITICALITY DESCRIPTION 

46 * RDD field must be in valid Julian Date format (YDDD) and  
greater than the DRIS field. 
 
ACTION: Validate the RDD, ensuring it is a valid Julian Date  
format and is greater than the DRIS or validate the DRIS  
ensuring it is correct. Make the required changes and resubmit  
the correct transaction with the valid information. 

47 ** An ORF exchange was indicated on the input transaction by the  
use of “Y” in the ORF field, but a RDD was not entered. The  
system generated a RDD by using the system run date plus 7  
days. 
 
ACTION: Validate the system generated RDD. If the RDD is  
not correct, submit the correct information. 

48 ** The ERO number entered in the Part-Name field of the 4 Maintenance 
Float transaction is not a valid open ERO. The system generated 3/B 
transaction utilized to update the maintenance float ERO could not be 
processed. 
 
ACTION: The maintenance float should validate the ERO  
and submit a 3 transaction as follows: 
 
---FIELD---         ----------------- ENTRY------------------------------- 
NSN-I-RPR        If ADV CD = F1, enter NSN of item turned in. 
                           If ADV CD = F2, enter NSN of item issued. 
                           If ADV CD = F3, enter NSN of item ordered. 
 
WSC                 WSC of the end item being repaired. 
NOMEN           The part name of the NSN-I-RPR. 
TAM                 Last five bytes of the end item ID number.  

49 * The 9 transaction cannot be submitted with parts/MI records still  
open. 
 
ACTION: Validate the parts/modification records and submit  
the appropriate 8 transaction if required. Once the 8 transaction  
is submitted and accepted in the system the 9 transaction may  
be resubmitted. 

Continued on next page 
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ERROR 
CODES 

CRITICALITY DESCRIPTION 

50 ** Job Status Code 37 was entered when the echelon of maintenance  
was 2 on the 0/A, 0/C, or 0/T transaction. The computer  
automatically entered the job status code of 00 (AWTG INS). 
 
ACTION:  Validate the automatically generated job status code  
and echelon of maintenance. If not correct, enter the correct job  
status and/or echelon of maintenance on a 0/C transaction and  
submit.   

51 * JON cannot be blank on a 4 parts transaction when the  
advice code is DL. 
 
ACTION: Enter the no charge JON on the 4 parts transaction,  
ensuring the JON does not contain any blanks and resubmit. 

52 * The old document number is a SASSY document number and  
cannot be changed with a 5 transaction when the advice code is  
other than 99, D7, SC, or WP. 
 
ACTION: If the document number is incorrect, the requisition  
must be cancelled and a new 4/A transaction with the correct  
document number must be submitted. 

53 * The document number should not exist. 
 
ACTION: Validate the document number to ensure there is no  
duplication.  Enter the corrected document number on the 4/A or  
5 transaction as appropriate and resubmit. 

54 * The NSN is not contained in the SASSY Master Header  
Information File (MHIF). 
 
ACTION: Validate the NSN with the Supply Technical  
Research Section.  Enter the correct NSN on the 4/A transaction  
and resubmit. 

55 * The quantity received is greater than the original quantity requested, or 
the quantity of modifications completed is greater than the quality of 
modifications required. 
 
ACTION: Validate the quantity received/quantity of modifications  
completed to ensure the fields are not greater than the quantity requested o
modifications required.  Enter the corrected quantity on the 8 transaction 
and resubmit. 

Continued on next page 
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MIMMS-AIS Codes and Indicators, Continued 

 
ERROR 
CODES 

CRITICALITY DESCRIPTION 

56 *  The JON field on the 4 parts transaction or 4 maintenance float  
transaction was invalid. 
 
ACTION:  
a. If the transaction is a 4 parts transaction, enter the correct  
JON and resubmit. 
 
b. If the transaction is a 4 maintenance float transaction: 
 
    (1) Leave the JON field blank if the advice code is F1. 
    (2) Enter the NSN of the item being turned in if the Advice  
          Code is F2 or F3. The NSN must be left-justified and  
          CC 64 must be blank. 
    (3) Enter the JON of the requisitioner if the advice code is  
           F4 or F5. 
    (4) If the advice code is F6 and the original backorder was  
          without charge, leave the JON field blank. If the original  
          backorder was with charge, enter the requisitioners JON.  

57  Reserved for future use. 
58 * The quantity of modifications required cannot be greater than the  

quantity entered. 
 
ACTION: Ensure that the quantity of modifications required  
submitted on the 4/A (modification) is not greater than the  
quantity entered on the 0/A transaction. Submit the correct  
quantity on the appropriate transaction. 

59  Reserved for future use. 
60 * The number of unserviceable items must be numeric. 

 
ACTION: Enter the correct number of unserviceable items on the  
9 transaction, ensuring the entry is numeric, and resubmit. 

61 * The EOTC must be D, H, M, or R and match the EOTC for the ID. 
 
ACTION: Validate the EOTC for the ID on the ID Standards file.  
Enter the correct EOTC on the 9 transaction and resubmit. 

Continued on next page 
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ERROR 
CODES 

CRITICALITY DESCRIPTION 

62 * The entry in the primary meter reading field was incompatible with the  
Equipment Operating Time Code (EOTC). 
 
a. If the EOTC is D, leave the primary meter reading field blank. 
 
b. If the EOTC equals H, M, or R, the entry must be numeric. 
 
ACTION: Validate the primary meter reading and resubmit the  
transaction. 

63 * Number of task and man-hours must be numeric. 
 
ACTION: Validate the number of tasks and/or man-hours entries.  
Enter the correct numeric figure on the 9 transaction and resubmit. 

64 * The parts trailer record must be closed when using CR in the  
DATE-RCVD-CANC field on the 8 transaction. 
 
ACTION: Validate the parts record for the specific document  
number on the DPR to ensure the record has been closed.  Resubmit the 
transaction once the parts trailer record is in a closed status. 

65 *  Authority Code is invalid for advice code SF. 
 
ACTION: If the advice code appearing on the DPR is SF,  
resubmit the 8 transaction with an authority code of 2. 

66 * Parts and later parts cannot both be entered on the same T transaction. 
 
ACTION: Validate which parts field is desired, make the  
appropriate entry on the T transaction and resubmit. 

67 ** This error code was suspended.  
68 * This error code was suspended. 
69 * One task data field must contain an entry when the second p 

position of the Job Identification Code submitted on the  
0 transaction is other than 3 or 4.  
 
ACTION: Validate the entries in the task data field. Enter the  
required information in at least one task data field on the 9  
transaction and resubmit. 

Continued on next page 
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ERROR 
CODES 

CRITICALITY DESCRIPTION 

70 * The number of unserviceable cannot be greater than the  
quantity entered on the 0/A transaction. 
 
ACTION: Validate the number of unserviceable and the quantity entered.
If the quantity entered is erroneous, enter the correct quantity on the 0/C 
transaction and submit it before the associated 9 transaction.  If the  
number unserviceable is not correct on the 9 transaction correct the 
entry and resubmit. 

71  Reserved for future use. 
72 * A total of 99 part records have been established for the ERO. File  

limitations dictate that no additional part records may be established. 
 
ACTION: Establish a new ERO. 

73 * Transaction type on the 0 transaction must be A, C, or T. 
 
ACTION: Review the 0 transaction, determine the correct code  
and resubmit the transaction. 

75 * Advice code on the 4/C transaction cannot be D7, DL, PB,  
SC, FA, IN, MC, F1, F2, or F4. 
 
ACTION: Validate the advice code and submit the correct information. 

76 * The entry in the DATE-RCVD-CANC field was not compatible with  
the entry in the QTY-RCVD field. 
 
ACTION:  
a. If the quantity received is equal to the quantity requested, enter  
the Julian Date the parts were received and resubmit the transaction. 
 
b. If the quantity received is less than the quantity requested,  
leave the field blank and resubmit the transaction. 
 
c. If the parts are no longer required, enter CANC in the  
DATE-RCVD-CANC field and resubmit the transaction. 
 
d. To transfer the parts to a different ERO, enter a CANC in the  
DATE-RCVD-CANC field with an authority code of 9, and the new  
ERO number in the ERO field and resubmit the transaction.  
 
e. If the parts were received but not utilized, enter CR in the  
DATE-RCVD-CANC field with the leading two positions of the field  
left blank and resubmit the transaction. 
 
f. If the parts were scrounged and are no longer required, enter SC in  
the DATE-RCVD-CANC field with the two leading positions of the  
field left blank, and resubmit the transaction. 

Continued on next page 
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ERROR 
CODES 

CRITICALITY DESCRIPTION 

77 * An entry is required in the new ERO field when the authority  
code is 9 and the DATE-RCVD-CANC field is CANC or the  
new ERO number was identical to the original ERO. 
 
ACTION: Enter the correct new ERO number on the 8  
transaction and resubmit the transaction. 

78 * The DATE-RCVD-CANC field must be CANC when the  
authority code is 9. 
 
ACTION: Enter CANC in the DATE-RCVD-CANC field and  
resubmit the transaction.  

79 * An  entry of SC in the DATE-RCVD-CANC field requires that  
the advice code on an existing parts record be other than IN,  
SF, or 99. 
 
ACTION: Determine the appropriate entry for the  
DATE-RCVD-CANC field on the 8 transaction and resubmit  
the corrected transaction.  

80 * An entry of SC in the DATE-RCVD-CANC field requires a  
pending part record on file for the ERO file.  
 
ACTION: Validate that a pending part record exist. If the record  
does exist, resubmit the 8 transaction. If the record does not exist,  
submit a 4 transaction with advice code SC (this will open and close the 
part record without the submission of an 8 transaction).   

81 * An entry of SC in the DATE-RCVD-CANC field requires an  
authority code entry of 4, 5, or 6. 
 
ACTION: Determine the appropriate authority code and  
resubmit the 8 transaction. 

82 * The TAM number on the 3 transaction is not compatible with  
the ID number on the 0 transaction (ERO). 
 
ACTION: Validate the TAM and ID number on the ID  
Standards file and resubmit the 3 transaction. 

83 * The DATE-RCVD-CANC and the authority code field are not  
compatible. 
 
ACTION: Validate the information on the 8 transaction, make the  
appropriate changes and resubmit the transaction. 

Continued on next page 
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ERROR 
CODES 

CRITICALITY DESCRIPTION 

84 * The part(s) record cannot be transferred to another UAC  
through the use of an 8 transaction. 
 
ACTION: Validate the ERO number and UAC combination,  
make the appropriate changes and resubmit the transaction. 

85 * The MI number must be left justified and may not contain any  
slashes, dashes, embedded spaces, or special characters. 
 
ACTION: Validate the MI number on the 4 (MOD) or 8 (MOD)  
transaction and ensure that the MI number is left justified and  
does not contain any slashes, dashes, embedded spaces or  
special characters. 

86 * The entry in the advice code (ADV) field was not compatible  
with the entry in the Demand/Condition Code (DEM/CON) field. 
 
a. An Advice Code of F1, F2, or F3 requires a DEM/COND  
Code of M or F. 
 
b. An Advice Code of F4, F5, or F6 requires a DEM/Con Code of R. 
 
ACTION: Enter the correct DEM/COND Code and resubmit the  
transaction.  

87 * The NSN does not match an existing parts trailer with Advice  
Code SF on the Master ERO file. 
 
ACTION: Validate the NSN and Advice Code and resubmit. 

88  Reserved for future use. 
89 * An entry in the new ERO field requires a 9 in the Authority Code field. 

 
ACTION: Enter a 9 in the Authority Code field and resubmit the  
8 transaction. 

90 * The issue point UAC must be entered in the supplementary  
address field when the Authority Code is 0 and CANC has  
been entered in the DATE-RCVD-CANC field. 
 
ACTION: Enter the issue point UAC in the supplementary  
address field and resubmit the 8 (DGA (R)) transaction. 

Continued on next page 
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ERROR 
CODES 

CRITICALITY DESCRIPTION 

91 * Deployment Transfer Transaction (DTT) has a valid MAU  
Indicator, but the new ERO number field is not blank. 
 
ACTION: Ensure that this transaction was intended to be a DTT type 
transaction type, blank out the ERO field and resubmit the transaction. 
 
Note: This error code is associated with the FMSS deployment process. 

92 * This transaction will not be processed because a Deployment  
Transfer Transaction (DTT) or Deployment Return  
Transaction (DTR) was submitted during this cycle.  
 
ACTION: If the transaction is a valid requirement, resubmit for  
the next daily cycle. 
 
Note: This error code is associated with the FMSS deployment 

process. 
93 *  The Deployment Transfer Transaction (DTT) cannot be  

processed while there is an open float document. 
 
ACTION: Verify the ERO number. If it is valid and an open float  
document exists, The float document must be closed before the  
transaction may be processed. 
 
Note: This error code is associated with the FMSS deployment  

process.  
94 * The Deployment Transfer Transaction(DTT) will not process  

for an ERO if there are more than 49 open parts trailer records. 
 
ACTION: The number of parts trailer records must be reduced to  
less than 49 open records. 
 
Note: This error code is associated with the FMSS deployment process 

95 * A 4 (ADD) transaction has been submitted against an ERO flagged for  
deployment and the document UAC does not match the UAC of the  
MAU.  
 
ACTION: Correct the document UAC and resubmit the transaction. 
 
Note: This error code is associated with the FMSS deployment process. 

Continued on next page 
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ERROR 
CODES 

CRITICALITY DESCRIPTION 

96 * A 4 (ADD) transaction with a Float Advice Code has been submitted  
against an ERO which has been flagged for deployment. Float  
documents may not be processed against deployment EROs. 
 
ACTION:  If the document Advice Code is correct the float  
transaction must be processed manually. If the Advice Code  
is not correct, correct the transaction advice code and resubmit  
the transaction. 
 
Note: This error code is associated with the FMSS deployment  

process.  
97 * The MAU indicator on the T transaction is not valid. Valid  

indicators are T, 1, or 2. 
 
ACTION: Validate the MAU indicator, make the required  
correction(s), and resubmit the transaction. 
 
Note: This error code is associated with the FMSS deployment  

process. 
98 * The signal code on the 4 or 8 transaction is not valid. Valid  

entries are: 
 
A, B, D, J, K, M, W, or X 
 
ACTION: Validate the signal code, make the required correction,  
and resubmit the transaction.  A signal code entry is not required  
on the 8 Transaction and if a signal code is entered the 8  
transaction will be treated the same as a 4 transaction. 
 
Note: This error code is associated with the FMSS deployment process. 

Continued on next page 
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Authority 
Codes 

The table below contains the authority codes used on the MIMMS 8 (Parts) 
transaction. 

 
CODE                                                DESCRIPTION 
0 This code creates a SASSY D6T transaction with a blank in CC 70 and will cause a 

material receipt without a backorder release. 
1 This code creates a SASSY D6T transaction with a 1 in CC 70 and will cause a material

receipt with a backorder release. 
2 This code is used to show a receipt from OPR or BPA, to indicate a maintenance float 

hot item backorder release, or a DGA reversal. It will not create a SASSY Transaction. 
When this code is used for the creation of the DGA or DGA Reversal, it must be done 
by the float manager authorizing the release or by the SMU, respectively.  

3 This code creates a SASSY ZC1 transaction with a blank in CC 7. It will cause a 
cancellation of the due and backorder. 

4 The use of this code will create a SASSY ZC1 transaction with a B in CC 7 and a DHA
transaction. It will cause a cancellation of the backorder but will retain the demand 
history. 

5 This code will create a SASSY ZC1 transaction with a D in CC 7 and a DHA 
transaction. It will cause a cancellation of the due but will retain the demand history. 

6 This code will create a SASSY ZC1 transaction with a blank in CC 7 and a DHA 
transaction. It will cause a cancellation of the due and backorder but will retain the 
demand history. 

7 This code will create a SASSY ZC1 transaction with a B in CC 7 and no DHA  
transaction. It will cause a cancellation of the backorder and the demand history. 

8 This code will create a SASSY ZC1 transaction with a D in CC 7 and no DHA 
transaction. It will cause a cancellation of the due and the demand history. 

9 This code will create a SASSY ZM1 transaction to transfer an open parts  
record from one ERO to another ERO. 

A This code will create a backorder release ZZZ transaction for SASSY and close the 
ERO parts record in MIMMS. 

Continued on next page 
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Job 
Identification 
Codes 

The table below contains the Job Identification Codes and interpretations 
which describe the type of maintenance being performed on the equipment 
undergoing repair and its general location. 

 
FIRST CHARACTER CODE REPORT PRINT JOB DESCRIPTION 

0 RPR Routine Repair 
1 INS Inspection Only/Limited Technical 

Inspection (LTI) 
2 CAL Routine Calibration 
3  RAN Range Support 
4 MOD Modification Only 
5 FAB Fabrication 
6 MFL Repair of Maintenance Float Item 
7 OVH Shop Overhead 
8 SPM Scheduled Preventative Maintenance 
9  Reserved for Future Use 
2nd & 3rd CHARACTER 
CODES 

REPORT PRINT EXPLANATION  

0 B Depot Rebuild Process in Shop 
1 I Intershop Work Order 
2 C Contact Team on Site 
3 0 Other Military Activity 
4 M Commercial Activities by Contract 
5 S In Shop 
6-9  Reserved for Future Use 

 
Advice Codes The table below contains the advice codes and interpretations.  These codes 

are loaded into the internal table for PC-MIMMS.  Additional advice codes 
and interpretations may be found in UM 4400-123 and UM 4400-124. 

 
CODE EXPLANATION 
2A Item is not locally obtainable through manufacture, fabrication, or procurement. 
2B Requested item only will suffice.  Do not substitute or interchange. 
2C Do not back order.  Reject unfilled quantity not available to meet Contract Delivery 

Date (CDD)/Required Delivery Date (RDD).  Suitable substitute acceptable. 
2D Furnish exact quantity requested, i.e., do not adjust the unit pack quantity. 
2E Free issue. (To be used with Signal Code D or M on inter-service requisitions.) Stock 

lists or other publications offer this material without reimbursement. 
2F Item is coded as obsolete but still required for immediate consumption. 

Continued on next page 
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CODE EXPLANATION 
2G Multiple uses: 

 
a. Ship new stock having new appearance. 
b. Strategic mission requires latest model and configuration (for electronic tubes). 
c. Strategic mission requires newest stock only (for photographic film). 
d. Anticipated usage requires latest expiration dates only (for biological). 
e. FMF units overseas will always cite this code when requesting batteries from 

MCLLB, Albany GA.  CONUS units cite this code when requisitioning batteries 
from MCLB, Albany GA, as applicable. 

2H Special textile requirement for use in airborne operations when personal safety is 
involved. 

2J Do not substitute or back order any unfilled quantities. FILL or KILL. 
2K Item being requisitioned from CONUS pursuant to the Balance of Payments Program.  

(To be used only by overseas requisitioners.) 
2L Quantity reflected in quantity field exceeds normal demands; however, this is a valid 

requirement. 
2M Requisition is submitted on FILL or KILL basis for assets located in property disposal 

activities and advertised by Defense Property Disposal Service (DPDS).  Assets in 
equal or better condition than the Code in CC 21-22 are acceptable.  The two position 
Condition Code will not be required when separate arrangements have been made with 
DPDS concerning the condition of materiel acceptable to the requisitioner. 

2N Item required in one continuous length as expressed in CC 25-29 and U/I in CC 23-24. 
2P Item required in one continuous length as expressed in CC 25-29 and U/I in CC 23-24.  

If requirement exceeds the unit pack length, multiples of the unit pack is acceptable. 
2T Deliver to the ultimate consignee by the Contract Delivery Date (CDD) or RDD 

entered or cancel requirement. 
2U Materiel that has been received against the back order reported by an AN document.  

Quantity in the quantity field is that which has been received. 
2W This requisition is submitted for free issue of assets  above the approved force 

acquisition objective on a FILL or KILL basis. (Applicable to MAP/MASF                      
requisitions only.) 

4A Quantity requested is required to fill an initial issue of an authorized allowance/ 
controlled item as approved by the Commandant of the Marine Corps.  Requisitions 
citing this code will be issued with all collateral materiel. 

4B Quantity requested is for an authorized allowance/controlled item where disposition 
instructions have been received from MCLB, Albany, GA.  Requisitions citing this 
code will be issued no collateral materiel, unless requested by requisitioner. 

4C Quantity requested is required to fill an initial issue of an authorized special allowance 
as approved by the Commandant of the Marine Corps and is not contained in the unit's 
T/E.  Requisitions citing this code will be issued with all collateral materiel. 
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CODE EXPLANATION 
4D Quantity requested to replace an authorized allowance/controlled item issued or 

transferred to a maintenance facility or another Marine Corps organization other 
than the stores system.  Requisitions citing this code will be issued with no collateral 
materiel, unless requested by requisitioner. 

4E Quantity requested by this requisition is required for  installation/association with  
another end item as authorized by the current SL-3, SL-4, or TM, as appropriate. 
Requisitions citing this code will be issued with no collateral materiel, unless requested 
by the requisitioner. 

4G Quantity requested is to replace an authorized allowance/ controlled item that has 
been destroyed or lost, cannibalized, turned over to disposal, sold, or transferred to 
another organization outside the Marine Corps. Requisitions citing this code will be 
issued with no collateral materiel, unless requested by requisitioner. 

4H Quantity requested is to replace an authorized allowance/controlled item which has 
been turned in or evacuated to a stores system RSA without the prior knowledge or 
approval of MCLB, Albany, GA. Requisitions citing this code will be issued with 
no collateral materiel, unless requested by requisitioner. 

4J Permanent substitute requirement.  Requisitioner will accept substitution. 
4K Conditional substitute requirement.  No automatic substitution without              

authorization. 
4N Requisition for collateral equipment. (Used within the distribution system only.) 
4P Return of materiel previously purchased by a customer to support approved  

emergency requirements. The document number will be the same as the one on 
which the materiel was originally shipped to the returning activity. 

4Q Return of inventory temporarily in use.  The document number will be the same as 
the one on which the materiel was originally shipped to the returning activity 

4R Return of consigned inventory.  The document number will be the same as the one 
on which the materiel was originally shipped to the returning activity 

4S Return the Government owned, returnable shipping containers such as drums,  
cylinders, etc. The document number will be the same as the one on which the       
materiel was originally shipped to the returning activity. 

4T Return of improper shipment such as items not ordered. The returning document 
number will be the same as the one on which the materiel was originally shipped 
to the returning activity. 

4U Return of materiel containing hidden defects.  The returning document number will be 
the same as the one on which the materiel was originally shipped to the returning 
activity. 

4V Return of creditable excess.  Consignor will originate the  returning document number. 
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CODE EXPLANATION 
4W Return of noncredit able excess materiel.  Consignor will originate the returning 

document number. 
4X Return of economically reparable materiel.  Replacement required.  Consignor will 

originate the returning document number. 
4Y Frustrated cargo. The returning document number will be the same as the one on which 

the cargo was moved to the frustrating activity. 
4Z Walk-through confirmation. 
D7 Across-the-counter issue. 
SC Scrounged part.  Used to open and close a parts record on the same day and will create 

a SASSY demand document (DHA). 
SF Short funds.  Used to show that repair parts required to return the equipment to service 

cannot be requisitioned due to insufficient funds. 
99 Non-SASSY request and no SASSY requisition are prepared. Used for MIP (MS 

information only. 
DL Same as a D7 except that an entry of DL will create a D7L transaction and non-cost 

JON must be used. 
FA Funds available. Used to create an 8-card cancellation for a corresponding SF 

document with an authority code of 2. 
PB Pre-expended bin.  Used to capture cost and usage data in MIMMS only 
IN Special code reserved for Headquarters Marine Corps and specifically designated units 

only. 
WP Warranty parts.  An entry of WP will create a SASSY demand document (DHA).  This 

advice code is used when a part has been identified by current supply instructions (SI) 
for applicable end items to be replaced or repaired by the contractor as the result of 
failure during the warranty period. 

21 Combination of advice codes 2L and 2T (not applicable to subsistence requisitions). 
22 Combination of advice codes 2C and 2L (not applicable to subsistence requisitions). 
23 Combination of advice codes 2L and 2G (not applicable to subsistence requisitions). 
24 Combination of advice codes 2B and 2G (not applicable to subsistence requisitions). 
25 Combination of advice codes 2A and 2F (not applicable to subsistence requisitions). 
26 Combination of advice codes 2B and 2L (not applicable to subsistence requisitions). 
27 Combination of advice codes 2D and 2L (not applicable to subsistence requisitions). 
28 Combination of advice codes 2N and 2L (not applicable to subsistence requisitions). 
29 Combination of advice codes 2D and 2G (not applicable to subsistence requisitions). 
31 Combination of advice codes 2J and 2G. 
32 Combination of advice codes 2C and 2T. 
33 Combination of advice codes 2L and 2J. 
J1 These advice codes are mandatory when the item being requisitioned is a controlled 

item or secondary depot repairable item assigned an 80000 ID number. 
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APPENDIX B 

MIMMS Quick Reference Guide 

 
Contents The purpose of this appendix is to provide you with a quick reference guide 

of maintenance management topics and their associated references.  The 
following table displays the most commonly used maintenance management 
topics and the reference publication that lists its correct usage. 

 

TOPIC REFERENCE LOCATION 
ACTION BRIEF FMFM 3-1 PG 250 
ADDITIONAL DEMAND LIST UM 4400-124 PG 3-4-3 

UM 4400-124 PG 3-5-3 
ADMIN DEADLINE MCO P4790.2_ PARA 3002.11.B 
ADMIN STORAGE MCO P4790.2_ PARA 3002.11.A 
ADVICE CODES UM 4790-5 PARA 24.9 

UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-10 
ALLOWANCES, TYPE 1,2,3 MCO P4400.150_ PARA 2001 
AMMO ACCOUNTING MCO P4400.150_ PARA 7000 
ATLASS RECORDS PER TM 4700-15/1_, SIGNATURE 

PAGE 
BASIC INITIAL ISSUE ITEMS (BII) TM-10, SEE TOOL CONTROL 
CALIBRATION LABELS, TAGS, SEALS  TI 4733-15/1_ ENCL 1 

 
CALIBRATION PROGRAM MCO P4733.1 

MCO P4790.2_ PARA 3005 
MCO P4790.2_ APPEN D-2 
TM 4700-15/1_ PG 2-7-1 
TI 4733-15/1_ 

CALIBRATION TYPES TI 4733-15/1_ ENCL 2 
CANNIBALIZATION MCO P4790.2 PARA 1003.J 
CATEGORY CODES  UM 4790-5 PARA 24.4 
CHARACTERISTICS, ENG EQUIP TM 11275-15/3_ 
CHARACTERISTICS, MT EQUIP TM 11240-15/4_ 
CLASS VII STOCK ROTATION MCO 4400-194 
CLASS OF SUPPLY MCO P4400.150_ PARA 9001.5 
CMR (PEI SERIAL NUMBERS) MCO P4400.150_ PARA 2003.4 

MCO P4400.150_ PARA 2004 
MCO P4400.150_ PARA 2009 
UM 4400-124 PG 3-2-8 
UM 4400-124 PG 3-6-30 
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TOPIC REFERENCE LOCATION 

CONDITION CODES UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-22 
CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE MCO P4790.2_ PARA 3003 
CORRESPONDENCE SECNAVINST 5216.5_ 
CO RESPONSIBILITIES MCO P4790.1_ PARA 1002 

MCO P4790.2_ PARA 1004 
CORROSION CONTROL MCO 4790.18 

TM 3080-24 
TM 3080-50 

COMMODITY AREAS MCO P4790.2_ PARA 1000.2.K 
CONFLICT OF INTEREST  MCO P4400.150_ PARA 1006 
CRITICALLY NEEDED ITEMS MCO 4400.16_ ENCL 3 
DAILY PROCESS REPORT UM 4790-5 PARA 17.3.5 
DAILY TRANSACTION LISTING (DTL) UM 4790-5 PARA 17.3.2 

UM 4790-5 PARA 24.6 
DUE AND STATUS FILE (DASF) CODES UM 4400-124 PG 4-2-1 
DEADLINE EQUIPMENT MCO P4790.2_ PARA 1000.2.J 
DEMAND CODES UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-35 
DEMILITARIZATION CODES UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-36 
DEFECT CODES UM 4790-5 PARA 24.2 
DEPOT LEVEL MAINTENANCE MCO P4790-3_ 
DEPOT MAINT SUB-SYSTEM MCO P4790.1_ PARA 1003.2 
DESKTOP PROCEDURES MCO P4790.2_ PARA1005.1 
DISPOSITION CODES UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-44 
DISTRIBUTION CODES UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-46 
DOCUMENT IDENTIFIER CODES  UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-48 
DOCUMENT NUMBER CONSTRUCTION UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-50 
ECHELON OF MAINTENANCE 
AUTHORIZED 

MCO P4790.1_ PARA 2004 
MCO P4790.2_ PARA 1003.H 
T/O LOGISTICS STATEMENT 

EDIT ERROR CODES UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-51 
EQUPMENT AVAILABILITY MCO P4790.2_ PARA 1004.3.E.5 
EQUPMENT EVACUATION MCO P4790-2_ PARA 3009 
EQUIPMENT REPAIR CRITERIA MCO 4310.8_ 
ERO NUMBER ASSIGNMENT UM 4790-5 PARA 21.1 

UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-60 
EXCESS RECORDS MCO P4790.2_ PARA 4000.3.B 

MCO P4790.2_ PARA 4003 

Continued on next page 
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TOPIC REFERENCE LOCATION 

EXCESS EQUIPMENT MCO P4400.150_ PARA 2008 
FIELD MAINTENANCE SUB-SYSTEM MCO P4790.1_ PARA 1003.3 

MCO P4790.2_ 
UM 4790-5 PARA 1.4.3 

FORCE ACTIVITY DESIGNATOR MCO 4400.16_ ENCL 1 PG3 
FSMAO POLICY WAIVERS MCO P4400.150_ PARA 1011 
GARRISON TOOLS  MCO P4400.150_ PARA 2012 
HEADQUARTERS MAINTENANCE SUB-
SYSTEM 

MCO P4790.1_ PARA 1003.1 

HISTORICAL ITEMS MCO P4400.150_ PARA 5007 
INITIAL ISSUE PROVISIONING  MCO P4400.150_ PARA 2002.3.A 

MCO P4400.150_ PARA 2005 
INSPECTIONS MCO P4790.2_ PARA 4007 
INVESTIGATIONS MCO P4400.150_ PARA 6000 
JOB ID CODES UM 4790-5 PARA 24.8 
JOB STATUS CODES UM 4790-5 PARA 24.3  

UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-104A 
JOB ORDER NUMBER UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-90 
JOINT OIL ANALYSIS MCO P4790.2_ PARA 1004.3.E.8 

MCO 4731.1_ 
TM 4700-15/1H PG 2-10/11/12 
TI-4731-14/1_ 

LAYETTES  MCO P4790.2_ PARA 2004.4 
LICENSE, ENGINEER EQUIPMENT TM 11275-15/4 
LICENSE, MT EQUIPMENT TM 11240-15/3B 
LM2 (ADD, CHANGE, DELETE) UM 4790-5 PARA 7.3.D 

UM 4790-5 PARA 24.3.B 
LM2 REPORT UM 4790-5 PARA 17.3.4 

UM 4790-5 PARA 17.3.8 
LOADED UNIT ALLOWANCE FILE (LUAF) UM 4400-124 PG 3-2-3 
LOAD TEST & SAFETY INSPECTIONS MCO P11262.2_ 

TM 4700-15/1_ PG 2-24-1 
LOCAL RECORDS MCO P4790.2_ 4003 
LOCAL TAM CONTROL NUMBERS UM 440-124 PG 3-2-4 
LIMITED TECHNICAL INSPECTIONS  MCO P4790.2_ PARA 3007 

TM 4700-15/1_ PG 2-18-1 

Continued on next page 
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TOPIC REFERENCE LOCATION 

MAINTENANCE ADMINISTRATION MCO P4790.2_ PARA 1004.3.E.1 
MAINTENANCE CATEGORIES MCO P4790.1_ PARA 2002 

MCO P4790-2_ PARA 1000.2.D 
 

MAINTENANCE ECHELONS MCO P4790.1_ PARA 2003 
MCO P4790.2_ PARA 1000.2.D 

MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS 
(CMDR’S GUIDE TO MAINT) 

MCWP 4-11.4 

MAINTENANCE PHASES MCO P4790.2_ PARA 3001 
MAINTENANCE PRODUCTION MCO P4790.2_ APPEN F 
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT 
ELEMENTS 

MCO P4790.2_ PARA 1003.2 

MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT 
FUNCTIONAL AREAS 

MCO P4790.2_ PARA 1004.3.E 

MAINTENANCE OFFICER 
RESPONSIBILITIES 

MCO P4790.2_ PARA 1004.3.F 

MAINTENANCE RELATED PROGRAMS MCO P4790.2_ PARA 1004.3.E.8 
MAXIMUM MAINTENANCE CYCLE TIME MCO P4790.2_ PARA 3003.5.B&C 
MECHANIZED ALLOWANCE LIST (MAL) UM 4400-124 PARA 3-2-5 
MEMO FOR THE RECORD FMFM 3-1 PG 255 
MIDLIFE REBUILD PROGRAM MCO 4400.194 PARA 2.B.3 
MISSING LOST DAMAGED UM 4400-124 PG 3-6-5 
MIMMS ADVICE CODES UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-14 
MIMMS, CODES, FLAGS, INDICATORS UM 4790-5 CHAP 24 
MIMMS, FILES (FMSS) UM 4790-5 PARA 2.7 
MIMMS GENERAL PROCEDURES MCO P4790.1_ PARA 3000 
MIMMS HISTORY UM 4790-5 PARA 2.6 
MIMMS/SASSY RELATIONSHIP UM 4400-124 PG 3-9-2 
MIMMS SPECIFIC PROCEDURES MCO P4790.1_ PARA 3001 
MIMMS INTRO MANUAL MCO P4790.1_ 
MIMMS OBJECTIVE MCO P4790.1_ PARA 1001 
MIMMS OUTPUT REPORTS UM 4790-5 PARA 2.10.4.1 

UM 4790-5 CHAP 17 
MIMMS TRANSACTIONS UM 4790-5 CHAP 6 
MISSION ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT MCO 4400.16_ PARA 2.F 

MCO 3000.11_ PARA 6.B 
MISSION STATEMENT, UNIT T/O COVER PAGE 

Continued on next page 
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TOPIC REFERENCE LOCATION 

MMO REQUIREMENTS MCO P4790.1_ PARA 4001 
MMO RESPONSIBILITIES MCO P4790.1 PARA 4002 
MMO TROUBLE SHOOTING MCO P4790.2C APPEN H 
MMSOP MCO P4790.2C PARA 1004.4 

MCO P4790.2C APPEN A 
MODE OF SHIPMENT UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-105 
MODIFICATIONS  MCO P4790.2C PARA 3004 

TM 4700-15/1H PG 2-5-1 
MOD, REQUISITION OF UM 4400-124 PG 3-6-15 
MODIFICATION OF ALLOWANCE (MOA) MCO 4400.172 ENCL 3 
NMCM MCO P4790.2C PARA 1000.2.I.1 
NMCS  MCO P4790.2C PARA 1000.2.I.2 

UM 4400-124 PG 4-2-2 
NON-APPLICABILITY OF MIMMS MCO P4790.2C PARA 1002 
OPEN PURCHASE PROCEDURES MCO P4400.150E PARA 3002 
OVERFLOW MAINTENANCE MCO P4790.2_ PARA 3003.6 
PERSONNEL & TRAINING  MCO P4790.2_ PARA 1004.3.E.2 
PHRASE CODES UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-112 
PLANNED ALLOWANCES  MCO P4400.150E PARA 2001.5 

MCO P4400.150E PARA 9005.7 
T/E 

PMCS CHANGES MCO P4790.2_ PARA 3002.12 
PMCS & CM  MCO P4790.2_ PARA 1004.3.E.6 

MCO P4790.2- PARA 3002 
TM 4700-15/1_ PG 2-4-1 

POINT PAPER FMFM 3-4 PG 253 
POSITION PAPER FMFM 3-1 PG 251 
PQDR  MCO 4855.10_ 

TM 4700-15/1_ PG 2-13 
PRE-EXPENDED BIN MCO P4790.2_ PARA 2004.7 

MCO P4400.150_ PARA 5018 
PRODUCTION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM MCO 4400.194 PARA 2.B.4 
PUBLICATION, CHANGES, NAVMC 10772 MCO P4790.2_ PARA 2008.3 

MCO P5215.17_ PARA 6000 
TM 4700-15/1_ PG 2-23-1 

PUBLICATION, CHANGES, PEN & PAGE MCO P5215.17_ PARA 4002 
PUBLICATION, COMMERCIAL MCO P5215.17_ PARA 5001 

Continued on next page 
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TOPIC REFERENCE LOCATION 

PUBLICATION CONTROL  MCO P4790.2_ PARA 1004.3.E.4 
MCO P4790.2_ PARA 2008 
MCO P4790.2_ APPEN B 
MCO P5600.31 PARA 3200 
PLMS USER’S MANUAL 

PUBLICATION CONTROL NUMBER MCO P5600.31 PARA 3204 
PUBLICATION LISTING MCO P5600.31 PARA 3205 

MCO P5600.31 PARA 3210.2.C 
PUBLICATIONS, MISSION ESSENTIAL MCO P5600.31 PARA 3206 
PUBLICATION, NUMBERING MCO P4790.2_ APPEN B 

MCO P5215.17_ CHAP 3 
PUBLICATION ORDERING MCO P5600.31 PARA 3200 

UM MCPDS 5605 
PUBLICATION, REVISION  MCO P5215.17_ PARA 4004 
PUBLICATION TYPES MCO P4790.2_ APPEN B 

MCO P5215.17_ CHAP 2 
PURPOSE CODES UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-129 
READINESS MCO 3000.11_ 

MCBUL 3000 
REBUILD PROGRAM MCO P4400.82_ PARA 7000 
RECORDS MCO P4790.2_ PARA 1004.3.E.3 

MCO P4790.2_ CHAP 4 
TM 4700-15/1_ 

RECORDS, DISPOSITION MCO P4400.82_ PARA 1009 
RECOVERABLE ITEMS PROGRAM MCO P4400.82_ PARA 5000 
RECONCILIATION  MCO P4790.2_ PARA 2004.3 MCO 

P4790.2C APPEN C 
UM 4400-124 5.1.3.A 

RECOVERABLE ITEMS PROGRAM MCO P4790.2_ PARA 3009.6 
MCO P4400.82_ PARA 5000 

RECOVERABLE ITEMS PROGRAM (COND 
CODES) 

UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-133 

RECOVERABLE ITEMS PROGRAM (DISPO 
CODES) 

UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-134 

RECOVERABILITY CODES UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-130 
REDISTRIBUTION PROCEDURES MCO P4400.82_ PARA 1012 
REPAIRABLE ISSUE POINT MCO P4790.2_ PARA 3003.4 

UM 4400-123 PG 3-14-5 

Continued on next page 
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TOPIC REFERENCE LOCATION 

REPAIR PARTS MCO P4790.2_ PARA 2004 
REPLACEMENT AND EVACUATION 
PROGRAM 

MCO P4400.82_ PARA 6000 
MCO 4400.194 PARA 2.B.1 
TI-4710-14/1_ 

REPORTABLE PEI’S MCO 3000.11_ PARA 6.A 
REPORTING UNIT ALLOWANCE FILE UM 4400-124 2.6 
REPORTS MCO P4790.2_  PARA 1004.3.E.3 

MCO P4790.2_ PARA 4004 
UM 4790-5 CHAP 17 

RESOURCE REPORTING (R&S RATING) MCO 3000.11_ ENCL 1 
RESPONSIBLE OFFICERS MCO P4400.150_ PARA 1003.1.B.2

MCO P4400.150_ PARA 2003 
REQUIRED DELIVERY DATE MCO 4400.16_ PARA 8.B 

MCO 4400.16_ TABLE 1-2 
UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-141 

RM4 REMARKS MCO 3000.11_ PARA 14 
SECONDARY REPAIRABLE PROGRAM  
 

MCO P4400.82_ PARA 8000 
UM 4400-123 PG 3-14-5 
UM 4400-123 PG 3-14-8 

SELECTIVE INTERCHANGE MCO P4790.2 PARA 1003.J 
SERVICE LIFE EXTENSION PROGRAM MCO 4400.194 PARA 2.B.2 
SHOP SECTION CODES UM 4790-5 PARA 24.5 
SL-3, UNSERVICEABLE UM 4400-124 PG 3-6-4 
SOURCE, MAINTENANCE 
RECOVERABILITY CODE 

SL-4 

STAFF STUDY FMFM 3-1 PG 247 
STANDARDS SUBJECT ID CODES SECNAVINST 5210.11_ 
STANDARD DELIVERY DATE MCO 4400.16_ PARA 8.A 

MCO 4400.16_ TABLE 1-2 
STATUS CODES UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-147 
STOCKLIST (SL) UM 4400-124 PG 3-1-6 
STORES ACCOUNT CODES MCO P4400.150_ PARA 9001.6.H 

UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-156 
SUPPLY DTP AND TOF MCO P4400.150_ PARA 1009 
SUPPLY OFFICER REPONSIBILITY MCO P4400.150_ PARA 3001.4 
SUPPLY SOP  MCO P4400.150_ PARA 1008 
SUPPLY SUPPORT  MCO P4790.2_ 1004.3.E.7 
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TOPIC REFERENCE LOCATION 

TALKING PAPER FMFM 3-1 PG 254 
TAM & T/E  MCO P4400.150_ PARA 9000 

MCO 4400.172_ 
NAVMC 1017 

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS MCO P5215.17_ 
TIME, EQUIPMENT MCO P4790.2_ PARA 2002.1 
TIME, MECHANIC MCO P4790.2_ PARA 2002.2 
TMDE  MCO P4790.2_ PARA 2005 

SEE CALIBRATION PROGRAM 
TMDE, STORAGE/DEADLINE MCO P4790.2_  PARA 3002.11.C 
TOOL CONTROL (SL3) MCO P4790.2_ APPEN D.1&3 

MCO P4400.150E PARA 2011 
TM 4700-15/1_ PG 2-6-1 
SL-3/TM-10 

TOOL REPLACEMENT W/ LIKE ITEM MCO P4400.150_ PARA 2011.6 
TRAINING, MAINTENANCE MCO P4790.2_ PARA 2003.2 
TRAINING, UMMIPS MCO 4400.16_ PARA 7.B 
TRAINING PROGRAM MCO P4790.1_ PARA 3002 
TURNOVER FOLDER MCO P4790.2_ PARA 1005.2 
UNFUNDED DEFICIENCIES MCO P4400.150_ PARA 2011.3.A 
UNIFORM REGULATIONS  MCO P1020.34_ 
UNIT OF ISSUE UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-162 
URGENCY OF NEED DESIGINATOR MCO 4400.16_ PARA 4 

UM 4400-124 PG 4-4-117 
VALIDATION 
MCO P4790.2_ APPEN C 

WEAPON EXCHANGE PROGRAM MCO 4400.194 PARA 2.B.5 
WEEKLY MAINTENANCE EXCEPTION 
REPORT 

UM 4790-5 PARA 17.3.10 

WEEKLY MATERIAL REPORT UM 4790-5 PARA 17.3.12 
WEEKLY OWNING UNIT TAM REPORT  UM 4790-5 PARA 17.3.13 

 



MCI Course 0414B R-1 Review Lesson Examination 

GROUND MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES 
FOR SUPERVISORS 

REVIEW LESSON EXAMINATION 

Review Lesson 

 
Introduction The purpose of the review lesson examination is to prepare you for your final 

examination.  We recommend that you try to complete your review lesson 
examination without referring to the text, but for those items (questions) you 
are unsure of, restudy the test.  When you finish your review lesson and are 
satisfied with your responses, check your responses against the answers 
provided at the end of this review lesson examination. 

 
Directions Select the ONE answer that BEST completes the statement or that answers 

the item.  For multiple choice items, circle your response.  For matching 
items, place the letter of your response in the space provided. 

 
Item 1 What are the two types of required training that must be included in an annual 

maintenance management training plan? 
 
a. Individual and group 
b. Operator and supervisor 
c. Organic and intermediate 
d. PMCS and supervisor 

 
Item 2 What document identifies all maintenance management issues, including 

training requirements at the using unit level? 
 
a. Individual Training Standards, MOS 0411 
b. Marine Corps Common Skills Handbook  
c. Using Unit Table of Organization 
d. Maintenance Management Standard Operating Procedures 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Item 3 What section should receive a completed maintenance management annual 

training plan for approval? 
 
a. S-1 
b. S-2 
c. S-3 
d. S-4 

 
Item 4 What is the most important requirement for selecting an instructor? 

 
a. Rank 
b. Experience 
c. Age 
d. Time in service 

 
Item 5 What form should be used to evaluate training? 

 
a. EROSL 
b. Attendance roster 
c. ERO 
d. Critique Sheet 

 
Item 6 What are the five reports that are used during validation? 

 
a. DPR, DTL, TAM, MAT, and CMR 
b. DPR, DASF, TAM, LM2, and MAT 
c. DPR, ERO, T/E, CMR and LM2 
d. DPR, ERO, EROSL, CMR, and MAT 

 
Item 7 What are the five categories on the EROSL that need to be updated during a 

validation? 
 
a. Status, Part Name, Cancellation, Date, and Scrounge 
b. Status, Receipt, Scrounge, Shop Section, and Issue 
c. Status, Cancellation, Scrounges, Issues, and Cannibalization 
d. Status, Receipt, Cancellation, Issue, and Scrounge 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Item 8 What are the three steps taken to correct an invalid supply status? 

 
a. Use MCO P4790.2 to identify the status, use the explanation to make 

corrections, and submit the corrections to supply. 
b. Use UM 4790-5 to identify the status, use the explanation to make 

corrections, and submit the corrections to supply.  
c. Use UM 4400-124 to identify the status, use the explanation to make 

corrections, and submit the corrections to supply.  
d. Use TM-4700-15 to identify the status, use the explanation to make 

corrections, and submit the corrections to supply. 

 
Item 9 During the manual accounting phase, the function of the ERO parts bin is to 

_______________ and _______________ for repair parts. 
 
a. control/account 
b. inventory/account 
c. store/inventory 
d. control/store 

 
Item 10 Select the two reasons for validating an ERO parts bin. 

 
a. Keeps clerks honest and accountability 
b. Accountability and inspections 
c. Track trends and inspections 
d. Identify problem areas and track trends 

 
Item 11 What is the frequency at which ERO parts bins should be validated? 

 
a. Daily 
b. Weekly 
c. Bi-Weekly 
d. Quarterly 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Item 12 Select the four forms used to manage an ERO parts bin. 

 
a. ERO, EROSL, DPR and DTL 
b. EROSL, DASF, CMR and T/E 
c. ERO, EROSL, LM2, and TAM 
d. ERO, EROSL, DTL, and LM2 

 
Item 13 The purpose of a pre-expended bin (PEB) is to provide the mechanics and 

technicians a ready source of 
 
a. common, high cost, fast-moving hardware items. 
b. uncommon, low cost, slow-moving hardware items. 
c. common, low-cost, slow-moving hardware items. 
d. common, low-cost, fast-moving hardware items. 

 
Item 14 The dollar value of the standard unit price must not exceed ________ per unit 

of issue. 
 
a. $200 
b. $300 
c. $400 
d. $500 

 
Item 15 Which officer within the unit authorizes the PEB? 

 
a. S-1 
b. S-3 
c. Executive 
d. Commanding 

 
Item 16 What is the commanding officer required to do on each page of a PEB letter? 

 
a. Sign name 
b. Sign last four digits of SSN 
c. Sign initials 
d. No action is required 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Item 17 A PEB is organized by segregating the items by ____________ and then into 

separate compartments. 
 
a. NSN 
b. part name 
c. equipment type 
d. ERO number 

 
Item 18 How often should a PEB program be reviewed to ensure the criteria are 

effectively supporting the intent of the PEB? 
 
a. Monthly 
b. Quarterly 
c. Annually 
d. Bi-Annually 

 
Item 19 Which two reports are used to identify tool control? 

 
a. T/O and T/E 
b. T/E and Allowance List 
c. T/O and CMR 
d. T/E and Equipment Density List 

 
Item 20 Which four reports are used to inventory all tool sets, chests, and kits? 

 
a. SL-2, SL-3, U.S. Army Supply Catalog, and an Automated System 
b. SL-3, SL-3 Extract, TM 4700-15/1, and a Manual System  
c. SL-3, SL-3 Extract, U.S. Army Supply Catalog, and an Automated 

System 
d. SL-2, SL-3 Extract, U.S. Navy Supply Catalog, and an Automated System 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Item 21 How often must tool sets, chests, and kits be inventoried when they are 

securely stored and not issued to an individual? 
 
a. Monthly 
b. Quarterly 
c. Semi-Annually 
d. Annually 

 
Item 22 How often should the maintenance management supervisor inspect the tool 

set, chest, and kit inventory reports? 
 
a. Monthly 
b. Bi-Monthly 
c. Semi-Annually 
d. Annually 

 
Item 23 What Marine Corps Order outlines actions for special tool allowances? 

 
a. MCO P4790.2 
b. MCO 3000.11 
c. MCO P4400.82 
d. MCO P4400.150 

 
Item 24 The purpose of the TMDE Calibration and Maintenance Program is to 

maintain 
 
a. accuracy in standards of measurement and ensure satisfactory 

performance of TMDE. 
b. accountability of TMDE and ensure satisfactory performance of TMDE. 
c. accuracy in the submission of TMDE to a calibration facility. 
d. accountability of TMDE and to ensure that items are listed on the CMR. 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Item 25 How often does TMDE have to be inventoried? 

 
a. Weekly 
b. Monthly 
c. Semi-Annually 
d. Annually 

 
Item 26 
Through  
Item 29 

Matching:  For items 26 through 29, select the best calibration definition in 
column 2 to its calibration category in column 1. 

 
Column 1 
 
Calibration Category 

Column 2 
 
Definition 
 

___ 26.  Calibrated 
___ 27.  Special Calibration 
___ 28.  CNR 
___ 29.  Inactive 

a. Used for other than quality or quantity 
measurements 

b. Not required for use until their next 
calibration period 

c. Must be accurate across full range of 
measurements 

d. Must be accurate across a portion of their 
full range of measurements 

 
Item 30 What three factors must be taken into consideration when scheduling TMDE 

for calibration? 
 
a. Multiple items due at the same time, training/actual commitments, and 

mission-essential requirements 
b. Transportation, training/actual commitments, and personnel requirements 
c. Multiple items due at the same time, transportation, and personnel 

requirements 
d. Training/Actual commitments, mission-essential requirements, and 

transportation 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Item 31 What are the two categories of publications? 

 
a. Military and Commercial 
b. Contracted and Technical 
c. Printed and Electronic 
d. Technical and Non-Technical 

 
Item 32 Three of the ten types of publications include 

 
a. Technical Orders, Marine Corps Bulletins, and Lubrication Concept. 
b. Modification Manuals, User Manuals, and Stock Lists.  
c. Marine Corps Orders, Technical Instructions, and Support Concepts. 
d. Lubrication Instructions, Supply Orders, and Marine Corps Bulletins. 

 
Item 33 What is the purpose of the SL-1-2? 

 
a. List all publications in the Marine Corps 
b. Identify what publications are associated with each type of equipment 
c. List all publications at the using unit level 
d. Identify what publications have been cancelled or superceded 

 
Item 34 What logistics system is used to establish an effective internal publications 

distribution and retrieval program? 
 
a. Marine Corps Publication Distribution System (MCPDS) 
b. Marine Corps Integrated Maintenance Management System (MIMMS) 
c. Marine Corps Total Force Structure (MCTFS) 
d. Publications Library Management System (PLMS) 

 
Item 35 A publication listing (PL) is a listing of all ___ publications for a unit. 

 
a. required 
b. special  
c. non-technical 
d. technical 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Item 36 What form is used to manage publications at the commodity level? 

 
a. Equipment Repair Order 
b. Stock List 1-2/3 
c. Publications Listing 
d. Publications Inventory Control Form 

 
Item 37 How often should publication requirements be validated with the UPCP? 

 
a. Weekly 
b. Bi-weekly 
c. Monthly 
d. Quarterly 

 
Item 38 What action is taken when ordered publications are no longer required? 

 
a. Submit a request to the MMO to delete the order 
b. Submit a request to the UPCP to delete the order 
c. Delete the publication from PLMS 
d. Take no action, wait until the publication arrives, then discard it 

 
Item 39 What is an Internal Distribution List (IDL)? 

 
a. All technical and non-technical publications for the unit 
b. All pending orders of publications ordered for the fiscal year 
c. The location and quantities of all received publications for a commodity 
d. The location of the UPCP in relation to each publication library 

 
Item 40 The location of the publications library should ensure the ease of 

 
a. management by the commodity publications clerk. 
b. inspection by the maintenance management supervisor. 
c. access for the individuals required to use them. 
d. accounting during yearly inventories. 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Item 41 The two types of publication inventories are 

 
a. wall-to-wall and as required. 
b. as required and update. 
c. yearly and upon change of MMO. 
d. wall-to-wall and update. 

 
Item 42 
Through  
Item 46 

Matching:  For items 42 through 46, match the publication library inspection 
step in column 2 with its associated action in column 1 

 
Column 1 
 
Associated Action 

Column 2 
 
Library Inspection 
 

___ 42.  Ensure that any publication 
shortages are ordered on 
valid requisitions in 
MCPDS 

___ 43.  Upon completion of 
inspection, create 
inspection results in writing 
and submit to commodity 
section to take necessary 
corrective action. 

___ 44.  Ensure that all changes to 
any publications have been 
incorporated correctly. 

___ 45.  Verify that all publications 
have been filed correctly 
depending on if they are 
technical or non-technical. 

___ 46.  Validate the PLMS 
publication data to actual 
on-hand quantities. 

a. 1 
b. 2 
c. 3 
d. 4 
e. 5 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Item 47 What are the two categories of urgency of equipment modification? 

 
a. URGENT and NORMAL 
b. STANDARD and URGENT  
c. NORMAL and INTERMEDIATE 
d. URGENT and ROUTINE 

 
Item 48 Which system is used for finding MIs of equipment? 

 
a. MCPDS 
b. PLMS 
c. MIMMS 
d. ATLASS 

 
Item 49 What records are reviewed to ensure MI completion? 

 
a. Equipment Record Jacket and Equipment Record Order 
b. Modification Binder and Equipment Record Jacket 
c. Limited Technical Inspection and Modification Binder 
d. Equipment Record Order and Daily Process Report 

 
Item 50 A Product Quality Deficiency Report (PQDR) is used for 

  
a. suggestions that can make equipment better in relation to its mission. 
b. discrepancies from operator error, wear and tear, and abuse. 
c. wear and tear on items that limit or prohibit them from fulfilling its 

mission. 
d. a defect or nonconforming condition that limits or prohibits the item from 

fulfilling its intended purpose. 

 
Item 51 What reference is used to determine submission timeframes for PQDRs? 

 
a.  MCO P4790.2 
b.  MCO 4855.10 
c.  UM-4790-5 
d.  MCO P4400.150 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Item 52 What are the two PQDR severity categories? 

 
a. A, B 
b. I, II 
c. 03, 06 
d. II, III 

 
Item 53 Which organization manages the USMC PQDR Program? 

 
a. Marine Corps Training and Education Command 
b. Defense Logistics Agency 
c. Marine Corps Logistics Command 
d. Marine Corps System Command 

 
Item 54 PQDRs are tracked via the Internet using which system? 

 
a. Product Data Reporting and Evaluation Program (PDREP) 
b. WIR On-Line Process Handler (WOLPH) 
c. Marine Corps Evaluation Readiness Information Technology (MERIT) 
d. Marine Corps Publications Distribution System (MCPDS) 

 
Item 55 What form is used to track PMCS? 

 
a. NAVMC 10520 
b. NAVMC 10561 
c. NAVMC 11186 
d. NAVMC 10627 

 
Item 56 The key consideration when scheduling equipment for PMCS is to ensure that 

 
a. funds have been allocated. 
b. workload is staggered. 
c. unit training is completed. 
d. paperwork is completed. 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Item 57 
through  
Item 62 

Matching:  For items 57 through 62, match the PMCS step in column 2 with 
its associated action in column 1. 

 
Column 1 
 
Associated Action 

Column 2 
 
PMCS Step 

 
___ 57.  When resources become 

available, the equipment will be 
indicted into the active 
maintenance phase. 

___ 58.  Ensure that the equipment 
owner has accomplished all 
maintenance within their 
authorized EOM and that the 
ERO is prepared per TM-4700-
15/1.   

___ 59.  If maintenance is required 
beyond the maintenance 
section’s EOM, the 
maintenance section will 
prepare an ERO and evacuate 
the equipment to the next 
EOM. 

___ 60.  The maintenance section will 
accept the equipment and 
determine the maintenance 
actions required. 

___ 61.  The maintenance is completed 
and the equipment owner will 
determine if accomplished 
successfully and closes out 
ERO and updates equipment 
records.  

___ 62.  The maintenance section will 
prepare and submit an EROSL 
when parts are required.  

a. 1 
b. 2 
c. 3 
d. 4 
e. 5 
f. 6 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Item 63 The six main MIMMS-AIS output reports include 

 
a. DTL, DPR, ERO, EXC, MAT, and LM2. 
b. DTL, DPR, TAM, EXC, MAT, and LM2. 
c. DPR, EXC, MAT, ERO, LM2, and CMR. 
d. LM2, MAT, DPR, FAD, DTL, and UIC. 

 
Item 64 The purpose of the DPR is to provide a 

 
a. validation of the unit’s input into the maintenance cycle via MIMMS. 
b. snapshot of the unit’s readiness for all mission essential equipment. 
c. listing of trends by commodity, echelon, days on deadline, and job status. 
d. complete history of an item of equipment in the maintenance cycle. 

 
Item 65 Which report is used to indicate trends in faulty parts, need for PQDRs, 

changes in repair procedures, and supply problems? 
 
a. TAM 
b. MAT 
c. LM2 
d. EXC 

 
Item 66 The LM2 is used as a tool for the _______________, _______________, and 

_______ to quickly review the command’s readiness status and to identify 
problem areas. 
 
a. commander, S-3, S-4 
b. MMO, XO, S-4 
c. commander, S-4, MMO 
d. XO, COMMO, S-4 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Item 67 Select the reference that lists all MIMMS codes, indicators, and appropriate 

explanations. 
 
a. MCO P4790.2C 
b. MCO 3000.11 
c. UM-4790-5 
d. UM-4400-124 

 
Item 68 What are the two critical indicators for DTL Error Codes and Messages? 

 
a. Urgent and Routine 
b. Non-critical and Critical 
c. Critical and Routine 
d. Urgent and non-critical 

 
Item 69 Select the reference that lists all supply status codes and appropriate 

explanations. 
 
a. MCO P4790.2C 
b. MCO 3000.11 
c. UM-4790-5 
d. UM-4400-124 

 
Item 70 When will Priority Designator Code “01” be used?  

 
a. Required for FMF in and outside CONUS 
b. Required for Marine Corps Reserve organizations 
c. Required for organizations in combat 
d. Stock replenishment for FMF supporting establishment 

 
Item 71 What does WIR COND Code “A” signify? 

 
a. Serviceable; ready for its intended use and 100 percent complete 
b. Repairable; one time cost of repairs is 26-40 percent of the unit price 
c. Unserviceable; repairable; cost of repairs unknown 
d. Repairable; one-time cost of repairs is 0-10 percent of the unit price 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Item 72 What reference provides information governing MARES reporting 

 
a. UM-4790-5 
b. MCO P4790.2 
c. MCBul 3000 
d. MCO 3000.11 

 
Item 73 What are the two MARES categories? 

 
a. Mission Essential Equipment and Pacing Items 
b. Reportable Principal End Items and Mission Essential Equipment 
c. Component End Items and Mission Optional Equipment 
d. Reportable Principal End Items and Table of Authorized Equipment 

 
Item 74 Which reference publishes the Table of Equipment (T/E) to be reported 

through the MARES logistics system and SORTS? 
 
a. UM-4790-5 
b. MCO P4790.2 
c. MCBul 3000 
d. MCO 3000.11 

 
Item 75 Which three documents are used to create/validate an LM2 report? 

 
a. T/O, MAL, and MCO 3000.11 
b. T/E, DPR, and MCBul 3000 
c. T/E, CMR, and MCO 3000.11 
d. T/E, CMR, and MCBul 3000 

 
Item 76 What section of the LM2 displays the information of NMCS, NMCM, or 

TRANS? 
 
a. Nomenclature (NOMEN) 
b. Deadline Equipment Information 
c. RM4 Remarks 
d. Present Condition (PRES COND) 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Item 77 What section of the LM2 displays additional information concerning a 

particular TAMCN? 
 
a. RM4 Remarks 
b. Nomenclature (NOMEN) 
c. Present Condition (PRES COND) 
d. Deadline Equipment Information 

 
Item 78 What reference provides strict guidelines when inputting RM4 Remarks? 

 
a. MCO P4790.2C 
b. MCO 3000.11 
c. UM-4790-5 
d. UM-4400-124 

 
Item 79 Which RM4 remark has the highest priority?  

 
a. Command Adjust (CMD ADJ) 
b. Temporary Loan (T/L) of Equipment 
c. Planned Allowance (P/ALW) 
d. Corrosion Prevention and Control (CPAC) 

 
Item 80 Which RM4 remark correctly displays a command adjustment (CMD ADJ)? 

 
a. CMD ADJ XXX TO MXXXXX 
b. CMD ADJ QTY XXX TO (UNIT NAME) 
c. CMD ADJ XXX TO (UNIT NAME) 
d. CMD ADJ QTY XXX TO MXXXXX 

 
Item 81 The standard that all readiness briefs should meet is to ensure that the 

 
a. supply status of all parts on order is accurate. 
b. command will pass all external inspections. 
c. readiness posture of the command is accurately presented. 
d. deadlined equipment is reported correctly. 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Item 82 What MIMMS output reports are used to create a readiness brief? 

 
a. DTL, MAT, and LM2 
b. DTL, LM2, and MAL 
c. DPR, MAT, and CMR 
d. DPR, TAM, and LM2 

 
Item 83 What is the purpose of an internal inspection? 

 
a. Identifying an acceptable state of materiel readiness, considering 

planning, determining staff additions, publishing directives, and 
establishing standards  

b. Maintaining a minimum level of materiel readiness, completing 
paperwork, staffs are functioning effectively, understanding directives, 
establishing standards to measure performance 

c. Maintaining acceptable state of material readiness, planning and 
organizing sound, staffs are functioning effectively, understanding 
directives, and establishing standards to measure performance 

d. Maintaining acceptable level of equipment maintenance, planning and 
organizing sound, staffs are functioning effectively, completing training, 
and establishing standards to measure performance 

 
Item 84 Select a characteristic of a good internal inspection.  

 
a. Personal judgments 
b. Realistic and immeasurable standards 
c. Unrealistic and measurable standards 
d. Realistic and measurable standards 

 
Item 85 What are the two types of inspections? 

 
a. Surprise and scheduled 
b. Informal and instructional 
c. Formal and future planning 
d. Formal and informal 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Item 86  What references should be reviewed during an internal inspection? 

 
a. UMs, MCOs, and MCBuls 
b. MMSOP, MCOs, and policy letters 
c. MMSOP, TEEP, and policy letters 
d. Policy letters, MCOs, and MIs 

 
Item 87 The purpose of an inspection checklist is to make a final check on 

_______________ and to correct ______________ details. 
 
a. timelines, deficient  
b. preparedness, deficient 
c. preparedness, unresolved 
d. unpreparedness, resolved  

 
Item 88 Why are timelines important for internal inspections? 

 
a. Ensure the inspection is conducted and discrepancies are corrected in a 

timely manner. 
b. Allow commodities to wait until the last minute to complete required 

actions. 
c. Schedule timelines so the commanding officer can oversee the inspection. 
d. Allow individual commodities the ability to work with each other to pass 

the inspection. 

 
Item 89 What should be completed after analyzing all the inspection data? 

 
a. Inspection timeline 
b. Inspection report 
c. Inspection follow-up 
d. Inspection checklist 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Item 90 The purpose of a follow-up inspection is to ensure that all corrective actions 

of negative findings have been  
 
a. annotated and identified. 
b. corrected and documented. 
c. identified and corrected. 
d. isolated, recognized. 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the review lesson examination item. If 

you have questions about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
1 b 1-5 
2 d 1-6 
3 c 1-8 
4 b  1-16 
5 d 1-19 
6 b 2-5 
7 d 2-13 
8 c 2-14 
9 a  2-22 
10 d 2-23 
11 c 2-23 
12 a 2-24 
13 d 2-31 
14 d 2-31 
15 d 2-33 
16 c 2-35 
17 a 2-35 
18 c 2-34 
19 b 3-5 
20 c 3-7 
21 d 3-9 
22 c 3-9 
23 d 3-10 
24 a 3-19 
25 d 3-21 
26 c 3-22 
27 d 3-22 
28 a 3-22 
29 b 3-22 
30 a 3-23 
31 d 4-5 
32 c 4-5 
33 b 4-9 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

  
Solutions, 
continued 

 

 
Item Number Answer Reference 

34 d 4-17 
35 a 4-19 
36 d 4-20 
37 b 4-30 
38 b 4-30 
39 c 4-31 
40 c 4-38 
41 d 4-40 
42 c 4-41 
43 e 4-41 
44 a 4-41 
45 b 4-41 
46 d 4-41 
47 a 5-5 
48 b 5-6 
49 b 5-7 
50 d 5-13 
51 b 5-17 
52 b 5-19 
53 c 5-21 
54 a 5-23 
55 b 5-32 
56 b 5-33 
57 d 5-36 
58 a 5-36 
59 e 5-36 
60 b 5-36 
61 f 5-36 
62 c 5-36 
63 b 6-5 
64 d 6-8 
65 b 6-13 
66 c 6-14 
67 c 6-21 
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Answers, 
continued 

 

 
Item Number Answer Reference 

68 b 6-23 
69 d 6-25 
70 c 6-25 
71 a 6-27 
72 d 7-5 
73 b 7-6 
74 c 7-9 
75 d 7-12 
76 d 7-24 
77 a 7-28 
78 b 7-28 
79 a 7-29 
80 d 7-29 
81 c 7-48 
82 d 7-49 
83 c 8-4 
84 d 8-6 
85 d 8-7 
86 b 8-8 
87 c 8-9 
88 a 8-10 
89 b 8-17 
90 b 8-19 
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Glossary 

 
Terms The following terms/acronyms are used in MIMMS.  Not all of them are used 

in this course; however, users should be familiar with their usage.  Refer to 
UM 4400-71 for additional information. 

 
Term Definition 

ACTIVITY ADDRESS CODE (AAC) A six-digit code used to identify a specific activity and 
address to which materiel, documentation, or MILSTRIP 
billing is directed; or the activity authorized to direct, ship, 
document, or bill. 

ACTUAL DATE CLOSED (ACT-
DT-CLSD) 

The actual Julian date the ERO was closed after an item has 
been repaired and is in good operating condition. Submitted in 
all cases by using the 9 transaction. 

ADMINISTRATIVE DEADLINE 
(ADMDL) 

An end item or piece of equipment removed from operation or 
use for one of the following reasons:  
(1) Inoperative due to damage, malfunctioning, or awaiting 
necessary repairs.  
(2) It is unsafe. 
(3) Would be damaged by further use. Excludes equipment 
removed from operation for routine maintenance. 

ADPE Automated Data Processing Equipment 
ADPE-FMF Automated Data Processing Equipment-Fleet Marine Force 
ADVICE CODE (ADV)(ADV-CD) A two-digit code used by the originator of a requisition to 

relate information to the initial processing point essential to 
supply action when entry in narrative form is not possible. 

AIS  Automated Information System     
ALLOWANCE (ALLOW) That quantity of an item required to be on hand or on order by 

a unit as authorized by the unit's T/E and other allowance type 
publications or directives, unless specific authorization is 
provided by higher headquarters. 

ALLOWANCE ITEM Quantity of items of supply or equipment prescribed by 
Marine Corps Tables of Equipment (T/Es) and other 
authorized allowance publications. 

ANTICIPATED NON MISSION 
CAPABLE MAINTENANCE 
(ANMCM) 

A code which indicates to the supporting activity that the 
equipment is deadlined or anticipated to be deadlined due to a 
lack of maintenance space, tools, personnel, or funds. 

ANTICIPATED NON MISSION 
CAPABLE SUPPLY (ANMCS) 

A depleted materiel condition indicating that systems and 
equipment may not be capable of performing their assigned 
missions because of maintenance work stoppages due to an 
anticipated or expected supply shortage. 

ANN-PM Annual Preventive Maintenance     

Continued on next page 
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Terms, 
continued 

 

 
Term Definition 

ANNUAL SCHEDULED 
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 
(ASPM) 

Scheduled maintenance performed annually by maintenance 
personnel with the assistance of the operator/crew. 

ASSETS 
 

The quantities of serviceable or unserviceable materiel on 
hand and/or due-in from procurement or customer return. 

ATLASS A deployable and garrison based supply and equipment 
management system. 

AUTHORITY CODE (AUTH-CD) A one-character code used to signal creation or suppression of 
production of SASSY transactions. 

AUTOMATED DATA 
PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 
(ADPE) 

ADPE consists of general purpose, commercially available, 
mass produced components and equipment systems created 
from them, regardless of use, size, capacity, or price that is 
designed to be applied to the solution or processing of a 
variety of problems or applications.  ADPE is not specially 
designed, as distinguished from configured, for any specific 
application or modified to an extent that precludes future use 
of the equipment for other problem solutions or the 
processing of other applications. 

AUTOMATED INFORMATION 
SYSTEM (AIS) 

An integrated system that provides for uniform and 
centralized maintenance management information at each 
command level.  It allows for timely input, storage, and 
retrieval of maintenance information. 

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT Equipment that supplements mission-essential equipment or 
takes the place of such materiel if it becomes inoperable.  This 
term includes equipment other than mission-essential 
equipment that is of greater importance than administrative 
support equipment.  Examples of auxiliary equipment are 
maintenance support equipment at industrial/production 
facilities, vehicles, ordnance, communication, and engineer 
equipment, other than that designated as mission-essential. 

AWTG EQUIP Awaiting Equipment     
AWTG EVC Awaiting Evacuation to Higher Echelon 
AWTG INS Awaiting Initial Inspection     
BACK ORDER (BO) A requisitioned quantity (total or part) on which supply 

action is suspended pending availability of the item. 

Continued on next page 
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Terms, 
continued 

 

 
Term Definition 

BILL OF MATERIEL (BOM)  
 

The method by which materiel may be listed and 
procured for a scheduled maintenance project.  The 
appropriate issue point will receive, maintain, and 
aggregate stock of the BOM items until the maintenance 
shop is ready to begin the applicable project, at which 
time the BOM is issued in its entirety. 

CAL Calibration 
CANC Cancelled 
CANNIBALIZE 
 

To remove serviceable parts from one item of equipment 
in order to install them on another item of equipment.  
Cannibalization will only be performed when authorized 
by Commanding Generals or Commanders of CSSs. 

CATEGORY CODE (CAT) 
 

A one-character code that identifies the type of 
equipment (readiness/non-readiness-reportable) inducted 
into the maintenance cycle and the criticality of repair. 

CHG Charge 
CLOS Close Flag 
CM Corrective Maintenance 
COLLATERAL EQUIPMENT  
 

The range and depth of items functionally related to and 
supporting an end item.  Items not considered collateral 
equipment are repair parts, spare parts, and components. Also 
referred to as collateral materiel. 

COMBAT-ESSENTIAL 
EQUIPMENT 
 

Those items of mission-essential materiel designated in the 
MCBul 3000 series to permit evaluation of the command's 
readiness. 

COMMAND DESIGNATOR CODE 
(CDC) 

A two-digit code used to identify the activity by a Major 
Command, mission, and geographic location.  The CDC is 
used to exercise authorized allowance control at the 
administrative level throughout the Marine Corps by the 
summarization of records for controlled items. 

COMMODITY CODE (COMDTY)  
 

An alphabetic code used to indicate a grouping or range of 
items that have similar characteristics and applications and are 
susceptible to similar logistics maintenance management 
methods. 

COMM-ELECT Communications-Electronics 
COMP Component 
COMP EVAC Component Evacuated to Next Higher Echelon of 

Maintenance 

Continued on next page 
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Terms, 
continued 

 

 
Term Definition 

CONDITION CODE (CON)  
 

A one-digit code used to identify the condition of materiel.  
Used to segregate assets for accounting purposes. 

CONSUMABLE ITEM 
 

A non-reparable, centrally-managed secondary item or repair 
part that is normally expended or used up beyond recovery in 
the use for which it was designed or intended. 

CONUS Continental United States 
CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE 
(CM) 
 

A level of maintenance functions where the cause of an 
equipment malfunction is isolated, the required secondary 
reparables or repair parts are obtained, and the equipment 
default is corrected. 

CRITICAL LOW DENSITY 
EQUIPMENT ITEM 

A subset of regulated/controlled items requiring special 
management attention due to extremely low density and 
complexity or high operational availability requirements. 
CLD items are end items, insurance items, secondary 
reparables, or Criticality Code 1 repair parts. 

D Delete/Days (EOTC) 
DAILY PROCESS REPORT (DPR)  
 

This daily report lists active EROs by shop section for the 
maintenance managers at the reporting unit or shop level. 

DATE-DL Date Deadlined 
DATE OF PRESENT CONDITION 
(DATE-OF-PRES-CON) 

The Julian Date that a change in equipment status occurred. 

DATE RECEIVED (DATE RECD)  
 

The Julian date that a repair part was received for an ERO in 
a maintenance activity. The storage format is a three-position 
packed field in the History File. 

DATE RECEIVED CANCELLED 
(DRC) 
 

The date the items of a requisition document number were 
received or the document was cancelled.  When items are 
received, the field will contain a Julian date (YDDD).  When 
a requisition is to be cancelled, the field will contain CANC. 
The field may also contain blanks to signal a partial issue, 
CR to indicate a credit for reversing of parts charges by the 
quantity in the 8 transaction, or SC to indicate that a part with 
a valid backorder established has been obtained through a 
means other than SASSY. 

DATE RECEIVED IN SHOP (DRIS) 
(DTE-RCVD-SHOP) 

The date the item(s) on the ERO was received in the shop for 
repair. The Julian date (YDDD) is the acceptable format for 
this data element. 

DATE RECORD ESTABLISHED 
(DATE-REC-EST) 

The date the specific record in the data base was created.   

Continued on next page 
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Terms, 
continued 

 

 
Term Definition 

DAYS DEADLINED (DDL) 
 

A count of the total number of days the equipment on an 
ERO has been deadlined.  This field is computed from the 
DCD to the current processing cycle, or it is a running total 
of the number of days the ERO was in Category Code M. 

DAYS IN SHOP (DIS) 
 

A count of the total number of days the equipment on an 
ERO has been in the maintenance activity.  This field is 
computed from the Date Received in the Shop (DRIS) to the 
current processing cycle. 

DC Demand Code 
DC/S I&L Deputy Chief of Staff for Installations and Logistics 
DCD Deadline Control Date 
DDL Days Deadlined 
DEADLINE 
 

To remove a vehicle or piece of equipment from operation 
or use for one of the following reasons: 
 (1) it is inoperable due to damage, malfunctioning, or 
necessary repairs,  
(2) it is unsafe. 
(3) it would be damaged by further use.  
 The term does not include items temporarily removed from 
use by reason of routine maintenance and repairs that do not 
affect the combat capability of the item. 

DEADLINE CONTROL DATE 
(DCD) 
 

The actual date the equipment  
was deadlined.  The Julian date (YDDD) is the acceptable 
format for this data element. 

DEFAULT 
 

A value pre-assigned by the programmer if the operator 
elects not to key particular information in a field. 

DEFECT CODE (DEF-CODE) 
 

A three-digit code used to refer to the specific problem with 
the equipment inducted for repair.  The first position will 
identify the problem to a major system, and the remaining 
positions will refer to the defective component of the 
system. 

DEMAND (DEM) 
 

An indication of a requirement (requisition, request, issue, 
reparable generation, etc.) for issue of serviceable materiel. 
Demands are categorized as either recurring or nonrecurring. 

DEMAND CODE (DC) (DMD-CD)  
 

A one-digit code entered on requisitions by the originator 
that indicates to the distribution system whether the 
requirement is expected to be recurring or nonrecurring. 

Continued on next page 
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Term Definition 
DEPOT MAINTENANCE 
ACTIVITY (DMA)  
 

A maintenance activity whose mission is to perform 
maintenance through Depot level by repair, overhaul, or 
rebuild. 

DEPOT MAINTENANCE 
SUBSYSTEM (DMSS) 
 

The DMSS is responsible for collecting and reporting the 
data required to support the management functions at 
HQMC and MCLB, Albany. 

DEPOT REPARABLE (DR) 
 

Items whose disposition, recoverability, and disposal rests 
with the fifth echelon maintenance facility.  Depot 
reparables can be principal items, end items, components, 
assemblies, and/or subassemblies.  Those items with Source, 
Maintenance, and Recoverability (SMR) Codes of D or L in 
the third, fourth, and fifth positions are depot reparable 
items. 

DESTINATION UNIT ACTIVITY 
CODE (DEST UAC) 

The unit to which the equipment is being evacuated for 
repairs. 

DIRECT SUPPORT STOCK 
CONTROL (DSSC) 

The DSSC activities provide internal base support at major 
bases and stations.  This includes support of tenant FMF 
units for selected housekeeping and administrative items.  
Materiel stocked is generally limited to low cost, fast 
moving consumable items.  Additional items provided may 
include retail clothing, subsistence, ammunition, lumber, and 
POLs. Using a retail concept, DSSC issue points are 
generally available for an authorized customer's personal 
selection or on demand without formal requisitioning.   

DIS Days in Shop 
DISPOSITION CODE  
 

A one-digit code used in the Recoverable Items Program to 
furnish disposition instructions to holding organizations for 
items reported as excess. 

DIS DISP  Disposition Instructions 
Received - Dispose     

DIS RPR Disposition Instructions 
Received - Repair     

DLA Defense Logistics Agency     
DMA Depot Maintenance Activity     
DMD-CD Demand Code     
DMSS Depot Maintenance Subsystem     

Continued on next page 
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Term Definition 

DOCUMENT IDENTIFIER CODE 
(DIC)  
 

A three-digit code that provides identification of each 
transaction such as requisitions, passing actions, status, 
receipts, or adjustments in the system to which it pertains.  
The DIC is a mandatory entry on all requisitions and related 
documents entering the supply distribution system. 

DOCUMENT NUMBER (DOC-NO) 
 

A fourteen-position alphanumeric code used to identify the 
document during the entire processing cycle. It consists of 
the following basic elements: Service Code = A-Army, F-
Air Force, N-Navy, M-Marine Corps, and requisitioner 
accounting number; Julian date, year designation and day of 
the year; and serial number which is the actual number of the 
document commencing with 0001 at the beginning of a 
series. 

EAF Equipment Allowance File 
ECHELON OF MAINTENANCE 
(ECH)(EOM)(ECHOM) 

For the purpose of providing further flexibility and accuracy 
in defining levels of maintenance operations in the Marine 
Corps, there are three categories of maintenance. The EOM 
is used in the Marine Corps where additional definitions are 
required to indicate the scope, mobility, and capabilities of a 
maintenance organization/facility; or the personnel, time, 
tools, equipment, and parts that are available, authorized, or 
required in connection with a maintenance operation.  The 
three EOMs are organic, intermediate, and depot. 

END ITEM:  
 

A final combination of end products, component parts, 
and/or materiels that is ready for its intended use, e.g., radio, 
jeep, generator. 

END ITEM DENSITY (EID) 
 

Quantity of an end item planned to be put in service.  Also 
the quantity of end items used in planning purposes, i.e., 
deployment. 

EOTC Equipment Operation Time Code 
EQUIP Equipment 
EQUIPMENT ALLOWANCE FILE 
(EAF) 
 

An extract from the Logistics Management Information 
System (LMIS) at HQMC, which is provided on a quarterly 
basis for dissemination to the field. The EAF provides 
authorized allowance levels by T/E for asset management. 

EQUIPMENT OPERATION TIME 
CODE 
 

A one-character code used to indicate the primary units that 
the operating time of an equipment type is measured i.e., 
days, hours, miles, or rounds. 

Continued on next page 
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EQUIPMENT OPERATIONALLY 
READY 
 

A term describing the equipment condition or status which 
indicates that it is capable of safe use and can perform its 
designed primary combat function.  The lack of non-critical 
repair parts (e.g., fenders, windshields, or canvas), routine 
modifications, or scheduled maintenance are not, under 
normal circumstances, considered as justification for 
deadlining an item. 

EQUIPMENT READINESS 
 
 

That portion of a command's readiness or ability to perform 
its mission as determined by the condition of the materiel 
resources allocated to it.  Equipment readiness may be 
maintained by replacing or restoring unserviceable materiel 
to serviceable condition. 

EQUIPMENT REPAIR ORDER 
(ERO) 
 

A standard form used to request and record maintenance on 
an item of equipment.  It is the source document for 
completing the 0, T, 3, 4 (modification), 8 (modification), 
and 9 transactions. 

EQUIPMENT REPAIR ORDER 
NUMBER (ERO-NUM) 
 

A five-digit number assigned to a repair order form used by 
maintenance to account for cost of a maintenance request to 
be performed on a piece of equipment. 

EQUIPMENT REPAIR ORDER 
SHOPPING LIST (EROSL) 
 

A standard form completed by supply sections and 
maintenance shop personnel for the requisitioning of repair 
parts.  This form is the source document for completing the 
4 (Parts) and the 8 (Parts) transactions. 

ERO CLOSE STATUS CODE (ERO-
CLS-STAT-CD) 

A code used to identify the actual status of a piece of 
equipment at the time the ERO was closed. 

EROSL  Equipment Repair Order Shopping List     
ESSENTIAL ITEM 
 

A support item or repair part, the lack of which renders the 
supported system or end item inoperable. 

ESTAB Established 
ETA Estimated Time of Arrival 
ETC Estimated Time of Completion 
EXC Excess Quantity 
EXCEPTION CODE (EC) 
 

A three-digit code used by management to identify 
exceptional conditions of transactions existing at processing 
time. 

EXCEPTION STATUS (EXC-STAT) 
 

A status given to management to identify the exceptional 
conditions existing at processing time and includes actions 
required by the manager. 

Continued on next page 
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EXCESS QUANTITY (EXC) 
 

Any amount exceeding the authorized possessed quantity of 
a unit. 

EXCESS STOCK 
 

That quantity of items held by an activity which exceeds the 
quantity required or authorized for retention. 

EXP Expense 
EXP ELE Expense Element 
FA/FAC Functional Area Code 
FC Fund Code 
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS (FSC)  
 

The first four digits of a National Stock Number (NSN) that 
identify the relationships between item groups. 

FIELD LEVEL REPARABLE 
 

Secondary reparable whose highest maintenance echelon for 
complete repair or rebuild is fourth echelon or less. 

FIELD MAINTENANCE That maintenance which is the responsibility of and 
performed by designated maintenance activities for direct 
support of using organizations.  The phases normally consist 
of calibration; repair or replacement of damaged or 
unserviceable parts, components, or assemblies; and 
emergency assistance to using organizations. Organizational 
and intermediate maintenance. 

FIELD MAINTENANCE 
SUBSYSTEM (FMSS) 
 

A fully automated management  
information subsystem of MIMMS that provides timely and 
accurate information pertaining to equipment undergoing 
repair by field maintenance activities. 

FILE TYPE CODE (FTC) A code used to identify a particular MIMMS database file. 
FISC Fiscal 
FLEET MARINE FORCE (FMF) The FMF is the combat element of the Marine Corps 

containing the deployable mobile air and ground forces 
consisting of combat, combat support, and combat service 
support units. 

FLOAT ACTIVITY ADDRESS 
CODE (FLT-ACC) 
 

A code used to identify a specific float activity and address 
to which materiel, documentation, or MILSTRIP billing is 
directed; or the activity authorized to direct, ship, document, 
or bill. 

FLT Float 
FORCE ACTIVITY DESIGNATOR 
(FAD) 
 

Assigned to all units to identify the unit's priority to request 
and receive materiel in relation to all other units authorized 
to requisition materiel. 

Continued on next page 
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FTC File Type Code 
FUNCA Functional Area 
FUNCTIONAL AREA CODE (FAC) A code used to identify a functional area. 
GENERAL ACCOUNT (GA)  
 

The stock control section for the intermediate level of 
inventory managed by the SMU of the FSSG/BSSG. 

GSA General Services Administration 
GSM General Supply Materiel 
H Hours (EOTC) 
HEADQUARTERS 
MAINTENANCE SUBSYSTEM 
(HMSS) 

A supporting activity that supports its users by providing a 
database of standard information and selected maintenance 
information. 

HECH Higher Echelon 
HOLDER UNIT IDENTIFICATION 
CODE (HOLD-UIC) 

The address code of a maintenance unit repairing a 
readiness-reportable item of equipment. 

HQMC Headquarters Marine Corps 
ID Item Designator 
IDENTIFICATION STANDARDS 
FILE (ID STDS) 
 

This file contains data that is used to provide standards 
information for display on system output reports, codes for 
determining type of data to be collected for maintenance 
engineering analysis, a flag to indicate readiness-reportable 
items, and a means to eventually schedule preventive 
maintenance based on the EOTC of equipment. 

ID-NO Item-Designator Number/Item Identification Number 
ID-STDS Identification Standards 
INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE 
AND REPAIR ACTIVITY 

Within the Marine Corps, these are the Repair Divisions 
(Depot Maintenance, fifth echelon) at the Marine Corps 
Logistics Bases, Albany and Barstow. 

INTEGRATED LOGISTICS 
SUPPORT DIRECTORATE (ILSD) 
 

The Directorate at MCLB, Albany responsible for 
monitoring the acquisition and life cycle management of 
Marine Corps weapons systems or equipment (principal end 
items). 

INOP Inoperative 
INS Inspection 
INS COMP Inspection Complete 
INV PRGS Investigation in Progress 

Continued on next page 
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ITEM DESIGNATOR NUMBER 
(ID)(ITEM-DES-NUM)(IDN)  

A number assigned to identify each equipment end item. 

ITRS REP Intershop repair 
JCS Joint Chiefs of Staff 
JD Julian Date 
JIC Job Identification Code 
JIN Job Identification Number 
JOB CLOS Job Closed 
JOB-STAT Job Status 
JOB-ID/ JOB-ID-CD Job Identification Code 
JULIAN DATE (JD) A numeric code used to symbolize the consecutive date of 

the year; i.e., 5314 represents the year 1985 and the 314th 
consecutive day of the year 1985. 

LAST KNOWN HOLDER (LKH) 
 

The last activity to have received a requisition as determined 
from the latest status received. 

LAST STATUS DATE (LSD)  The Julian date of the previous status of a document. 
LAST TRANSACTION DATE (LST 
TRAN)(LTD) 
 

A four-digit Julian date updated each time a transaction 
processes against a record. 

LIMITED TECHNICAL 
INSPECTION (LTI) 
 

A maintenance inspection directed at determining the level 
and extent of maintenance required to restore equipment to a 
specified condition. 

LKPM Lack of Preventive Maintenance 
LOGISTICS 
 

The science of planning and carrying out the movement and 
maintenance of forces.  Those aspects of military operations 
that deal with the design and development, acquisition, 
storage, movement, distribution, maintenance, evacuation, 
and disposition of materiel. 

LTI Limited Technical Inspection 
M Miles (EOTC) 
MAB Marine Amphibious Brigade 
MAF Marine Amphibious Force 
MAGTF Marine Air Ground Task Force 
MAINTENANCE (MAINT) The action taken to retain materiel or restore materiel to a 

serviceable condition.  Maintenance includes maintenance 
engineering and maintenance production. 

Continued on next page 
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MAINTENANCE 
CATEGORIES/ECHELONS 
 

The subdivisions of maintenance that permit the assignment 
of maintenance responsibility to various levels within units/ 
organizations.  The categories of maintenance and 
corresponding echelons of maintenance are as follows: 
organizational, intermediate, and depot. 

MAINTENANCE CATEGORY 
CODE (MCC) 

A one-character code that identifies the type of equipment 
and the criticality of repair. 

MAINTENANCE CODE (MC) 
 

The third and fourth digits of the SMRC.  The third digit 
identifies the lowest echelon of maintenance authorized to 
remove, replace, or use the item.  The fourth digit identifies 
the lowest echelon of maintenance capable of performing 
complete repair including removing, replacing, repairing, 
manufacturing, assembling, and testing the item. 

MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING 
 

That activity of equipment maintenance which develops 
concepts, criteria, and technical requirements during the 
conceptual and acquisition phases to be applied and 
maintained in a current status during the operation phase to 
assure timely, adequate, and economic maintenance support 
of weapons and equipment. 

MAINTENANCE FAILURE RATE 
(MFR) 
 

Number of requests for serviceable secondary reparables 
processed per month by the Maintenance Float for a specified 
item. 

MAINTENANCE FLOAT (MF) 
 

The support activity containing a pool of reparable assets 
available for direct exchange by using units.  It serves as the 
intermediary between using units and supporting 
maintenance facilities. 

MAINTENANCE FLOAT 
ACTIVITY ADDRESS CODE (FLT-
AAC) 

See Float Activity Address Code. 

MAINTENANCE INFORMATION 
SYSTEM COORDINATION 
OFFICE (MISCO) 
 

The MISCO provides functional and administrative support 
for the operation and maintenance of the MIMMS AIS within 
the MAF.  This includes the responsibility of the 
coordination and dissemination of system change or 
directives from higher headquarters and the consolidation, 
review, and coordination of system change or modification 
requests and impact statements from adjacent Major 
Commands to higher headquarters.  The MISCO will also 
prepare the work requests for all update cycles and reports, 
using the Job Identification Number (JIN). 

Continued on next page 
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MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT 
OFFICER (MMO) 
 

An Officer or Staff NCO who assists in the management of 
equipment maintenance by coordinating the proper utilization 
of all unit maintenance resources and efforts within the 
command. 

MAINTENANCE PRODUCTION 
 

That activity of equipment maintenance which involves the 
physical performance of those actions and tasks related to 
equipment maintenance function for servicing, repairing, 
testing, overhaul, modification, calibration, modernization, 
conversion, inspection, etc.  These tasks are normally 
performed at three levels: organizational, intermediate, and 
depot maintenance. 

MAJOR COMMAND CODE 
(MCC) 
 

A two-digit code assigned to each using unit that identifies 
the Major Command of which the unit is an organic part.  
The MCC is a controlling factor in the sorting of 
performance reports and the assignment of Fund Codes to 
requisitions. 

MAJOR COMMAND INDICATOR 
(MJ-CMD-IND) (MCI) 

A code used to indicate a Major Command and its location. 

MAJOR COMMAND INDICATOR 
HOLDER (MCI-HOLDER) 

A code used to indicate the present holder of an item of 
equipment. 

MAJOR COMMAND INDICATOR 
OWNER (MCI-OWNER) 
 

A unique one-character code entered on a Master Equipment 
File record to identify the Major Command in the chain of 
command of the owner of serially-managed equipment. 

MAJOR COMMAND UNIT 
IDENTIFICATION CODE (MAJ-
CMD-UIC) 

A six-character, alphanumeric field that identifies the parent 
Major Command of a readiness-reportable unit. 

MAJOR SUBORDINATE 
COMMAND (MSC) 

Marine Divisions, Aircraft Wings, Force Service Support 
Groups, Marine Brigades, and Marine Amphibious Brigades. 

MAJ CMD Major Command 
MAJ-CMD-UIC Major Command Unit Identification Code 
MANAGEMENT DATA LIST (ML) A federal catalog system publication that provides those 

elements of management information such as NSNs, Source 
of Supply, Unit of Issue, Unit Price, or Shelf Life necessary 
for the preparation and processing of requisitions. 

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION 
SYSTEM (MIS) 
 

An organized communications network that provides 
management with information for effective performance, 
planning, operation, and control of the organization. 

Continued on next page 
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MARES LOGISTIC INDICATOR 
(MLI) 

A two-character code that shows which type of LM2 has 
been prepared for an ERO. 

MARINE CORPS AUTOMATED 
READINESS EVALUATION 
SYSTEM (MARES) 

A computer oriented command information system designed 
to provide information on the ground equipment readiness of 
Marine Corps units. 

MARINE CORPS INTEGRATED 
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM (MIMMS) 
 

A mechanized system providing for effective maintenance 
production and engineering practices at all levels through the 
management of resources, training, procedures, and technical 
documentation. 

MASTER EQUIPMENT FILE 
(MEF) 
 

This is a life-to-date file of serial numbers and their 
associated maintenance history listed on the organizational 
Reporting Unit Allowance Files (RUAF) in SASSY.  Only 
those ID numbers identified with a maintenance engineering 
analysis (MEA) flag on the ID Standards File will be selected 
from the RUAF. 

MASTER HEADER 
INFORMATION FILE (MHIF) 

A mechanized SASSY file containing a record of each NSN 
used in SASSY processing. 

MAU Marine Amphibious Unit 
MCB Marine Corps Base 
MCBUL Marine Corps Bulletin 
MCC Major Command Code/Maintenance Category Code 
MCLB Marine Corps Logistics Base 
MCO Marine Corps Order 
MEF Master Equipment File 
MHE Materiel Handling Equipment 
MI Modification Instruction 
MIP Materiel Issue Point 
MISSION-ESSENTIAL 
MATERIEL 
 

Authorized materiel assigned to approve combat and combat 
support forces for immediate employment to destroy the 
enemy or the enemy's capability to continue war. Mission-
essential materiel also includes equipment assigned to 
training missions of the same type and configuration as that 
assigned to combat and combat support forces.  NOTE: The 
term "mission- essential" is not as restrictive as "combat-
essential."  For example, equipment essential to the 
accomplishment of a training mission or task might meet the 
definition of mission-essential but not combat-essential. 

Continued on next page 
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MJ-CMD-IND Major Command Indicator 
ML IND MIMMS Logistics Indicator 
MODAP Maintenance Application 
MODIFICATION (MOD) 
 

A specific change in the design or assembly of equipment to 
improve its functioning, maintenance, or safety. 

MODIFICATION CONTROL 
FLAG (MCF) 

A flag indicating that modification information concerning 
an end item will post on the MEF. 

MODIFICATION INSTRUCTION 
(MI) 
 

An authorized document directing the modification of 
specified equipment to improve its function/use.  The MI 
requires stringent report control to include serial numbers 
whenever possible. Modifications covered by an MI are the 
only type that requires field reporting of completion. 

MODIFICATION INSTRUCTION 
NUMBER 
 

A number assigned to an MI which directs modification to an 
equipment type, by ID, within a specified time frame. 

MODIFICATION INSTRUCTION 
STANDARDS FILE 

A MIMMS file that contains modification instructions that 
have been designated for tracking by Headquarters Marine 
Corps.  It does not contain all MIs. 

MUMMS Marine Corps Unified Materiel Management 
NATIONAL ITEM 
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
(NIIN) 
 

The nine-digit number (last nine digits of an NSN) assigned 
to an individual item of supply that differentiates it from all 
other items of supply.  The NIIN consists of the two-digit 
National Codification Bureau Code (5th and 6th digits of an 
NSN) combined with seven other digits. 

NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER 
(NSN) (NATION-STOCK-NUM)  
 

The term used for the thirteen-digit stock number used in all 
United States Government materiel management functions.  
It consists of the four-digit FSC and the nine-digit NIIN. The 
term NATO Stock Number is also abbreviated as NSN and is 
used as a synonym to National Stock Number in logistics 
matters involving NATO Headquarters or individual NATO 
or friendly countries. 

NAVMC Navy Marine Corps Form 
NIS Not In Stock 
NLT No Later Than 
NMAJ No Major Defect 
NMCS-ANMCS INDICATOR 
CODE (NMCS-ANMCS-IND-CD)  
 

A code which indicates to the supporting supply activity that 
the equipment is deadlined or anticipated to be deadlined in 
the near future for lack of supply support. 

NOMEN Nomenclature     

Continued on next page 
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NONDEPOT REPARABLE (NDR)  
 

Items whose disposition, recoverability, and disposal rests 
with echelons of maintenance below the depot echelon.  Non-
depot reparables can be end items, components, assemblies 
and/or subassemblies.  SMR codes of O, F, or H in the third, 
fourth, and fifth positions designate items as non-depot 
reparables. 

NONREPARABLE  
 

An item which, after the period of use, cannot be 
economically restored to a serviceable condition (usually 
consumable items of supplies and materiel). 

NON MISSION CAPABLE 
MAINTENANCE (NMCM) 
 

A materiel condition indicating that an item of equipment is 
deadlined because of a lack of personnel, space, tools, funds, 
or any combination of these. 

NON MISSION CAPABLE 
SUPPLY (NMCS) 
 

A materiel condition indicating that an item of equipment is 
deadlined because of a maintenance work stoppage due to a 
supply shortage, i.e., repair parts or secondary reparables. 

NSC National Security Council 
NSN National Stock Number 
NSN-IN-MAINT National Stock Number in Maintenance 
O/A MIMMS 0/Add Transaction 
O/C MIMMS 0/Change Transaction 
O/T MIMMS 0/Transfer Transaction 
OH On Hand 
OIC Officer In Charge 
OP-LIFE Operating Life Expectancy 
ORD Ordnance 
OVERHAUL (OVHRL) 
 

The process of restoring an item of supply to a serviceable 
condition by disassembling the item, inspecting the condition 
of each of its component parts, and reassembling it, using 
serviceable or new assemblies, subassemblies, and parts 
followed by inspection and operational tests. 

OWNER ACTIVITY ADDRESS 
CODE (OWNER-AAC) 

The AAC that identifies the owning unit of an item of 
equipment. 

OWNER UNIT ADDRESS CODE 
(OWNER-UAC) 

The UAC that identifies the owning unit of an item of 
equipment. 

PART NUMBER (PN) 
 

The alphabetic/numeric identification assigned an item by the 
manufacturer or vendor.  When used, it must be qualified by 
the name of the manufacturer or vendor. 

Continued on next page 
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PCKP HECH Pickup Higher Echelon 
PCN Publication Control Number 
PEND WASH Pending Washout 
POC Point of Contact 
POE Port of Embarkation 
POL Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricants 
POM Program Objective Memorandum 
POSS Possessed (Oh Hand) 
PP&P Packing, Packaging, and Preservation 
PRE-EXPENDED BIN (PEB) Low cost, fast moving repair parts held by maintenance 

shops that are replenished on a recurring basis and expended 
upon issue from the consumer inventory. 

PRES COND Present Condition 
PRES EOM Present Echelon of Maintenance 
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 
(PM) 
 

The care and servicing by personnel for the purpose of 
maintaining equipment and facilities in satisfactory operating 
condition by providing for systematic inspection, detection, 
and correction of incipient failures either before they occur or 
before they develop into major defects. 

PRI Priority Designator Code 
PRINCIPAL END ITEM (PEI) 
 

A Marine Corps unique term synonymous with principal 
item. 

PRINCIPAL ITEM 
 

End items and replacement assemblies of such importance, 
relative to combat success, that management techniques 
require centralized individual item management throughout 
the supply system to include depot level, base level, and 
items in the hands of the using units.  Principal items are 
managed through the use of allowance documents that 
include Tables of Equipment (T/E), Tables of Organization 
(T/O), and Tables of Authorized Materiel (TAM). 

PRIORITY DESIGNATOR (PD) 
 

A two-digit numeric value derived from combining the 
appropriate Force Activity Designator (FAD) and the 
appropriate urgency of need as prescribed by the current 
edition of MCO 4400.16.  Each force/activity can normally 
choose from only three priority designators. 

PRIORITY DESIGNATOR CODE 
(PDC) 
 

A two-digit code assigned by requisitioners to requisitions 
indicating to the source of supply the urgency of the item and 
the requestor's priority to receive assets in relation to other 
customers. 

Continued on next page 
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PUB Publication 
QDR Quality Deficiency Report 
QSPM Quarterly Scheduled Preventive Maintenance 
QTY Quantity 
R RATE Readiness Rate 
RAC Regional Activity Code 
RASC Regional Automated Service Center 
RCVD Required 
RDD Required Delivery Date 
READINESS FLAG (READY-
FLAG) 
 

A flag used to indicate whether a specific equipment type, by 
ID number, is or is not logistics readiness-reportable in 
accordance with the MCBul 3000 series. 

READINESS RATE (R RATE) 
 

The percentage of a unit's readiness equipment that is 
mission capable. 

RECORD IDENTIFICATION CODE 
(REC-ID-CD) 
 

A one-character code used to flag a logistics readiness file 
record as containing asset, equipment deadline, or remark 
type data. 

RECOVERABLE ITEM 
 

An item that is not normally consumed in use and is subject 
to return for repair or disposal. 

RECOVERABLE ITEM REPORT 
(WIR) 

A report used to request disposition instructions on 
unserviceable equipment. 

RECURRING DEMAND (RD) 
 

A request for materiel made periodically or anticipated to be 
repetitive by an authorized requisitioner for consumption or 
stock replenishment.  These occurrences encompass most 
demands; therefore, a demand will be considered recurring 
instead of nonrecurring when a doubt exists. 

RECPT Receipt 
REF Reference 
REIM Reimbursable 
REIM CODE Reimbursable Code 
REJ Reject 
REL Released 
REMARK-DT Remark Date 

Continued on next page 
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REPAIR CYCLE 
 

The stage that a reparable item passes through, from the time 
of its removal or replacement until it is reinstalled or replaced 
in stock in a serviceable condition.  In the Maintenance Float, 
the period between the pick up on accountable records of an 
item in unserviceable condition at the Maintenance Float and 
the reclassification of that item to ready for issue condition 
by the maintenance facility. 

REPAIR PART 
 

Any part, subassembly, assembly, or component required for 
installation in the maintenance or repair of an end item, 
subassembly, or component. 

REPAIR RATE (RR) 
 

Number of items returned per month by the supporting 
maintenance facility repaired and ready for use.  The repair 
rate is a fractional quantity of the maintenance failure rate 
anticipated to be repaired each month. 

REPARABLE ISSUE POINT (RIP)  
 

One of the issue points established by the Maintenance Float 
as a point of exchange for secondary reparable items. 

REPARABLE ITEM 
 

An item that can be reconditioned or economically repaired 
for reuse when it becomes unserviceable. 

REPORTED AUTHORIZED 
QUANTITY (RPT-AUTH-QTY) 

The quantity of items a unit is authorized to have in 
accordance with its respective T/E, etc. 

REPORTED POSSESSED 
QUANTITY (RPT-POSS-QTY)  

The quantity of items a unit actually has in its possession. 

REPORTING UNIT CODE (RUC) A six-digit code used to identify a military command 
REPT AUTH Reported Authorized Quantity 
REPT POSS Reported Possessed Quantity 
REQ Request 
REQUIRED DELIVERY DATE 
(RDD) 
 

A calendar date which specifies when materiel is actually 
required to be delivered to the requisitioner.  It is always a 
date which is earlier or later than the computed Standard 
Delivery Date (SDD). An RDD cannot exactly equal a 
computed SDD. 

REQUISITION (REQN) 
 

An authoritative demand or request, usually for personnel, 
supplies, or services authorized but not made available 
without specific request; to make such a demand or request. 

RIP Reparable Issue Point 
RMADMDL Remarks Administrative Deadlined 
RMKS Remarks 
RO Responsible Officer 

Continued on next page 
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ROUTING IDENTIFIER CODE 
(RIC) 
 

A three-digit code serving multiple purposes, such as source 
of supply codes, intersystem routing codes, intra-system 
routing codes, and shipper codes.  The RIC is used on all 
MILSTRIP requisitions and subsequent transactions related 
to them. 

RPLC Replace 
RPR Routine Repair 
RPR COMP Repairs Complete 
RPR RETN Repair and Retain 
RQMT Requirement 
RR Repair Rate 
RTC Record Type Code 
RU Responsible Unit 
RUAF Reporting Unit Allowance File 
S RATE Supply Rate 
SAFDL Safety Deadline 
SAPM Semiannual Preventive Maintenance 
SASSY Supply Automated Support System 
SC Signal Code 
SDA Source Data Automation 
SDD Standard Delivery Date 
SEC REP Secondary Repairable 
SECNAV Secretary of the Navy 
SECREPS Secondary Reparables 
SER-NUM Serial Number 
SERIAL-NO USMC/Manufacturer’s Serial Number 
SECONDARY DEPOT 
REPARABLE (SDR) 
 

The subset of depot reparables exclusive of principal items.  
This term is frequently used to describe the range of depot 
reparable items authorized to be held by the Maintenance 
Float. 

SECONDARY NONDEPOT 
REPARABLE 
 

Secondary reparables whose highest maintenance echelon for 
complete repair or rebuild is fourth echelon or less.  
Synonymous with field level reparable. 

SECONDARY REPARABLE 
(SECREP) 

Components of end items that are reparable and controlled. 

SHOP OVERHEAD 
 

Those maintenance resources that are used to provide indirect 
support for the accomplishment of a maintenance activities 
mission. 

Continued on next page 
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SHOP SECTION CODE (SHOP-
SECT) (SSC) 

A one-character code used to indicate the maintenance 
commodity performing repairs to the equipment on an ERO. 

SHT Short Quantity 
SHT FUND Short Funds 
SHT PART Short Parts 
SHT SPAC Short Space 
SHT TECH Short Technicians 
SHT TEST Short Test Equipment 
SI Supply Instructions 
SIGNAL CODE (SC)(SIG-CD) 
 

A one-digit code used on requisitions to designate the field 
containing the intended consignee (ship to) and the activity to 
receive the bill and effect payment, when applicable. 

SKEL-FLAG Skeleton Flag 
SL3AP SL-3 Application 
SMU SASSY Management Unit 
SN Stock Number 
SOP Standing/Standard Operating Procedures 
SOURCE MAINTENANCE AND 
RECOVERABILITY CODE 
(SMRC) 

A five-digit code used in determining the echelons of 
maintenance authorized to condemn, repair, or remove an 
item. 

SPM Scheduled Preventive Maintenance 
STAT-DATE Status Date 
STOCK LIST (SL) 
 

A Marine Corps series of supply publications containing item 
identification and supply management information. 

SUBASSEMBLY 
 

Two or more parts that form a portion of an assembly or a 
unit replaceable as a whole but having a part or parts that are 
individually replaceable. 

SUPPLEMENTARY ADDRESS 
(SUP-ADD) 

An activity address other than the requisitioner's address. 

SUPPLEMENTARY ADDRESS 
CODE (SUPP-ADD-CD) 
 

The UAC of a unit other than the requisitioner's.  It may be 
used for any locally established supply procedures for intra-
unit parts distribution. 

SUPPLY RATE (S RATE) 
 

The percentage of items deadlined due to lack of a repair 
part/supply availability. 

SUPPLY STATUS  
 

The most recent supply status received from the requisition 
document number. 
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SUPPLY STATUS CODE (SUP-
STAT-CD) 

A code used to indicate the status of a requisition for a repair 
part. 

SUPPLY STATUS DATE (SUP 
DATE) 

The Julian date (DDD) of the most recent supply status. 

SUPPORTED ACTIVITIES 
SUPPLY SUPPORT SYSTEM 
(SASSY) 

SASSY provides all data pertinent to the requisitioning, 
status, issue, and cancellation of repair parts and reparable 
items. 

SUPPORTING 
ESTABLISHMENT  

Includes all posts, camps, and stations collectively 
constituting the non-FMF elements of the active forces. 

SUP-STAT-CD Supply Status Code 
SUPP-ADD-CD Supplementary Address Code 
TABLE OF AUTHORIZED 
MATERIEL (TAM) 

An allowance list of authorized materiel for use by 
organizations, activities, and detachments of the Marine 
Corps, both regular and organized reserves.  The TAM 
became effective on 1 December 1968 at which time it 
superseded the United States Marine Corps Table of 
Allowances (T/A).  Supply classes of items contained in the 
TAM are I, II, III, IV, and VII. 

TABLE OF AUTHORIZED 
MATERIEL CONTROL 
NUMBER (TAMCN) 

The TAM Control Number replaces the old T/A Number and 
the new number consists of type and technical category of 
materiel, item number, and class of supply. 

TABLE OF AUTHORIZED 
PUBLICATIONS (TAP) 
 

A TAP is the primary document which authorizes continuing 
distribution of publications and directives to a Marine Corps 
activity.  It is a computer generated printout, with cover page, 
containing distribution codes and lists that correspond to 
approved quantities of specific manuals. 

TABLE OF EQUIPMENT (T/E) 
 

The T/E is a list of equipment that a unit is required to 
possess and maintain in order to accomplish its mission.  
When used with the T/O, it serves as the basis for 
determining the publications and additional equipment 
required by the unit. 

TABLE OF ORGANIZATION 
(T/O) 
 

The T/O serves as the basic source for all resources. It 
contains a unit's mission, organization, administrative and 
logistics capabilities, and concept of employment. 

T/A Table of Allowances 
T/E Table of Equipment 
T/O Table of Organization 

Continued on next page 
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TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION 
(TI)  
 

An authorized document that disseminates technical 
information for corrective or preventive action for Marine 
Corps equipment problems.  The TI is used to supplement 
equipment or maintenance information which cannot be 
included in a Technical Manual or which may be used to 
supplement the Technical Manual. Similar to the 
Modification Instruction, the TI also modifies equipment but 
does not meet the criteria for an MI.  The assigned TI number 
shall include the item identification number of the applicable 
equipment. 

TM Technical Manual 
TMO Traffic Management Office/Officer 
TYPE UNIT CODE (TUC) 
 

A one-digit code assigned when the activity address record is 
established.  The TUC defines the type of unit the unit 
represents. 

U/I Unit of Issue 
U/M Unit of Measure 
U/P Unit Price 
UAC Unit Activity Code/Unit Address Code 
UIC Unit Identification Code 
UNIT RCL Unit Recall 
UNIT-ID Unit Identification 
UNIT IDENTIFICATION CODE 
(UIC) 

See Reporting Unit Code. 

UNK Unknown 
UNSER-QTY Unserviceable Quantity 
UNSERVICEABLE (UNSVC) 
 

An item in a condition unfit for use but which can be restored 
to a serviceable condition after repair, rework, or overhaul. 

USING UNIT 
 

The lowest command echelon authorized a supply account 
that is maintained and administered by a supply/property 
control officer. 

VENDOR REPARABLE 
 

Secondary reparable item that requires a commercial 
contractor to perform major overhaul or rebuild beyond field 
maintenance capability. 

WEAPONS SYSTEM CODE 
(WSC) 

A two-digit code assigned by management to monitor 
support to FMF units and their weapons systems/equipment. 

WIR Recoverable Item Report 
WIR SUB Recoverable Item Report Submitted 
XREF Cross Reference 
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